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Letters to Atomic Books 

Hey there! 
My friend and I are big John Waters fans (ever 
since Pink Flamingos). I'm going to buy Shock 
Value for him for Christmas .. . but, I collect base
ball s autographed by famous people whom I ad
mire (I even have a MacLean Stevenson' ). Do 
you think if I sent you a ball , he would sign it 
for me? Thanks much, L. P. 
(No, but I'm sure that a MacLean Stevenson 
baseball is sure worth a lot of money now that 
he 's dead!) 

Atomic Books: 
After reading your remarks, it's obvious you re
ally don ' t want my business. You wi ll find your 
catalog enclosed. Oh, and you may go to 
hel l... .. at the very least! A. H. 
(Irate reply from some guy who wanted nude 
photos of Tina Louise of "Gilligan 's Island" 
fame.) 

Get this fucking shit off the Internet!!! 
(and other variations which arrive monthly via 
email.) 

(Boy, 
!love it 
when c/' 

5th 
graders 
send me 
their 
art-
work.') 
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0 R D E R I N G I N F 0 R M A T I 0 N 

literary finds for mutated minds 

ORDERING OPTIONS: 
Credit Card Orders: (USA) 1-800-778-6246 
All Other Orders/Inquiries: + 1-410-728-5490 
Fax: + 1-4 1 0-669-4179 
Online Ordering: http://www.atomicbooks.com/ 
Mail: Atomic Books 

229 West Read Street 
Baltimore , MD 21201 
USA 

YOU MUST BE 18 TO ORDER FROM THIS CATALOG: 
Please make sure you sign the age statement on the order form. 
Orders cannot be processed witho~t this signed age statement 
and will be returned if not completed . 

MONEY ORDERS/PERSONAL CHECKS: 
Personal Checks will be held 14 days until they clear and must 
be drawn on U.S. funds. Money Orders must be drawn on U.S. 
funds. 

DISCRETE PACKAGING: 
All orders are shipped in plain packaging, either manila ma il 
ers or US Postal Service Priority Mail mailers. 

WARNING TO INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS: 
Order adult materials at your own ri sk. Several Engli sh
speaking countries (mainly Canada & England) have customs 
regulations restri cting the import of certain adult materi als. 
Customs officials in those countries sometimes open packages 
and confi scate adult materials . There is no recourse fo r the 
customer if a package is seized. Atomic Books cannot take 
responsibility for seized orders. Please be aware that you are 
ordering at your own ri sk. Atomic Books is not respons ible for 
replacing or refunding orders seized by customs officials. We 
suggest keeping orders to these countries under $50. Customs 
officials are not as likely to check smaller packages, plus you 
have less to lose if your order is seized. Most orders have passed 

customs without notice. We mail all packages leaving the U.S. 
from a home add ress and mark the package as a "gift" on the 
customs form. 

SHIPPING OPTIONS: 
UPS: (Recommended) USA 48 States, $5.00, any size order. 
Cannot de li ver to P.O. Boxes, APO Addresses or Canada. 
Allow 4 weeks fo r delivery. 
US Mail : USA 50 States, Canada & Mexico, $5 .00, any size 
order. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. 
Express Shipping: USA Only. Federal Express ($17.50), UPS 
2nd Day Air ($ 12.50). You must call or email first to ensure 
ordered items are in stock. Overseas express shipping is avail
able, but is VERY expensive. 
Overseas Book Rate: $7.50 for any size order. Shipped via 
boat. Allow 8- 12 weeks for delivery. 
Overseas Air Mail: Price depends on weight of package and 
destination. Fairly expensive (approx . 35% of total), please 
call or emai l firs t. Allow 4 weeks for delivery. 

ORDERS SHIP SOONER IF ALL ITEMS ARE IN STOCK: 
In the world of the alternative/underground small press it's 
almost imposs ible to keep all items in stock at all times, due to 
the hard-to-find and hard-to-obtain nature of these items. We 
do our best to try to give you as varied a selection as possible, 
even though it means dealing with a plethora of distributors, 
pub li shers, zine producers, etc . Most orders ship out within 
2-3 weeks of receipt, but some do take longer. Shipping alone 
can take a week or more. If you ' re anxious to know what's in 
and what's out or stock, call us at ( 41 0)728-5490, and we can 
check the shelves while we have you on the line. If a title isn ' t 
in stock, we can usually give you a ballpark estimate of when 
we' II have it back in . Listing alternate titles on your order will 
also ensure that your order goes out faster. You can email us 
too at atomicbk @clark. net to check on stock or check the sta
tus of your order. We try to fill all backorders within 4 weeks 
but will hold on to your backorder as long as necessary unless 
you dec ide to cancel it. 
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AT 0 M I C B 0 0 K S • 2 2 9 W. READ STREET • B A.L T I M 0 R E , M D 21 2 0 1 , US A 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS (USA TOLL-FREE): 1-80 0- 778-6246 
OTHER ORDERS /I NQUIRIES: +1-410-728-5490 • FAX: +1-4 10 -669-4179 

FOR ALL ORDERS: BY SIGNING BELOW, I certify that I am over 18 years of age. 

SIGNATURE BIRTHDATE __________ _ 

NAME (Please Print)----------------------------
D~IMEPHONE / EMAIL ___________ ___ ~-----------
ADDRESS1 _ ____________________________ _ 

ADDRESS2 ____________________________ ___ 

ADDRESS3 -------------------------------------

CITY, STATE, ZIP, COUNTRY-------------------------

METHOD OF PAYMENT (circle one): MONEY ORDER PERSONAL CHECK 
CARD # ___ _ 

VISA MASTERCARD AMEX DISCOVER 

EXP. DATE __ I __ 
CARDMEMBER'S NAME __________ ______________ __ _ 

QTY TITLE PRICE TOTAL 

ALTERNATES/SUBSTITUTES 

If an item is out of stock over 4 weeks, I would like (circle one): a credit voucher a refund check an alternate(above) 

Maryland Residents please add 5% Sales Tax 

SHIPPING (circle one): Continental US: $5.00 UPS 

Overseas Surface Rate: $7.50 Surface Rate 

For Atomic Use Only: Date Received Date Shipped 

SUBTOTAL 
SALES TAX 
SHIPPING 
TOTAL 

USA/Canada: $5.00 Priority Mail 

Airmail (Call/Email first) 

Phone Order Backorder 



Wired Top Ten 
Top /0 bestselling fringe publications (from the Atomic 
Books WWW catalog) 

1. Splosh! The Wet and Messy Fun Mag 
Fetish magazine for fans of .. sloppy" sex. Anyone for 
Spaghetti Os in the undies? $11.95. 

2. Answer Me! The First Three 
Three-issue compendium of malice and mayhem from 
hatemeisters Jim and Debbie Goad. $13. 

3. The Anarchist Cookbook, by William Powell 
A skyrocketing bestseller. thanks to senators and broad
casters who have waved it around on television. $25. 

4. Crackpot, by John Waters 
A collection of essays by sleaze guru and filmmaker John 
Waters. Signed by the author. $10. 

5. Nudist Magazines of the 50s & 60s, by Ed Lange 
Gimme that ol' time nudity. Reprints from old nudist mags. 
Back then, they airbrushed over genitals so the models 
looked like ET. $24.95. 

6. James Taylor's Shocked & Amazed -
On & Off the Midway 
Interviews with albino sword-swallower "Lady Sandra" 
Reed and Ward Hall, "King of Sideshows." Freaks & 
geeks galore. $9.95. 

1. Encyclopedia of Unusual Sex Practices, by Brenda Love 
Everything you ever wanted to know, from aphrodisiacs 
to zoophilia. $22. 

8. 50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time, by Jonathan Van kin 
and John. Whalen 
Fifty of the most far-reaching, reason-defying, paranoia
generating conspiracy theories. $14.95. 

9. Re/Search Guide to Bodily Fluids, by Paul Spinrad 
A look into bodily fluids and excreta. Gross-out fun. 
$15.99. 

10. Annie Sprinkle's Post-Modem Pin-Ups: 
Pleasure Activist Playing Cards 
The '90s feminist version of '50s girlie playing cards. 
$19.95. 

Source: Atomic Books, 229 W Read Street, Baltimore, MD 21201; 

(410) 728-5490; on the Web at http://www.atomicbooks.com 

- Gareth Branwyn 

Copyright© 1995 Wired Ventures Ltd. 
Compilation copyright© 1995 Hot Wired Ventures LLC. All rights reserved. 

Free Internet Email. Free Usenet Newsgroups. 
WWW Access. Homepage hosting. Over 30,000 files. 

Slack, UFOs, Hackers, Alternative Medicine, Freaks, Tasteless Pies, 
Weird Science, Environmentalism, Activist Resources, X-Philes, 

Virii, Conspiracy, Privacy, Security, Encryption, and More! 

Visit us from the Internet! 
http://www.atomicbbs.com 
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al.:tern.a.ti"V"e 
co .nics 
Note: Prices listed are for each Issue 
(Ex: Hate I-I5 2.50 each) 

JESSICA ABEL 
Artbabe 3,4 1.50 

DOUG ALLEN & GARY LIEB 
ldiotland 1,7 2.95 
ldiotland 2-6 2.50 

DOUG ALLEN 
Steven 2-4 2.95, 5-7 3.50 

MICHAEL ALLRED 
Madman Comics Compilation 17 .95 
Madman Adventures 14.95 
Madman: The Oddity Odyssey 12.95 

PETER BAGGE 
Buddy the Dreamer 12.95 
Eat Shit or Die! mini .75 
Fun with Buddy & Lisa 12.95 
Hate 1-15 2.50, 16-23 2.95 
Hate Bumpersticker 1.50 
Hey, Buddy! 12.95 
Junior & Other Losers 13 .95 
Martini Baton! 2.95 
Neat Stuff 1,5,6,9,12,15 2.95 each 
Studs Kirby 13 .95 
Stupid Comics 10.95 
Testosterone City mini 1. 50 

LYNDA BARRY 
Big Ideas 9.00 
Come Over, Come Over 10.00 
Down the Street 10.00 
Everything in the World 7.95 
Fun House 10.00 
Girls and Boys 9.00 
Good Times Are Killing Me 16.95 
It's So Magic 10.00 
My Perfect Life 10.00 
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JIM BLANCHARD 
Bad Meat 2 2.75 
Cruel World 3.50 
Gods & Dogs (Signed) 3.50 
Teat Warp mini .75 

ARIEL BORDEAUX 
Deep Girl 5 2.50 

CHESTER BROWN 
Underwater 1-5 2.95 
Yummy Fur 20-31 2.50 
Yummy Fur 32 2.95 
Ed the Happy Clown 13.95 
I Never Liked You 12.95 
The Playboy 12.95 

ED BRUBAKER 
Bad Eggs mini .75 
Lowlife 3,4 2.50 
Portable Lowlife 4.95 

IVAN BRUNEITI 
Schizo 1,2 3.95 

BOB BURDEN 
Flaming Carrot 31 2.50 

CHARLES BURNS 
Black Hole 1,2 3.50 
Blood Club 5.95 
Goon Squad Trading Cards 10,95 
Skin Deep 11 .00 

PAUL CHADWICK 
Complete Concrete 24.95 
Concrete Celebrates Earth Day 3.50 

Concrete: Complete Short Stories 
1986-89 15 .95 

Concrete: Eclectica 1,2 2.95 
Concrete: Fragile Creature 15.95 
Concrete: Land & Sea 2 .95 
Concrete: Odd Jobs 3.50 

DANIEL CLOWES 
#$@&! The Official Lloyd Llewellyn 

Collection 10.95 
Eightball 1-15 2.95, 16 3.95 
Eightball Bumpersticker 1.50 
Eightball Postcards 5.95 
Like a Velvet Glove Cast in Iron 16.95 
Lloyd Llewellyn 1 2 .75 
Lout Rampage! 14.95 
Manly World of Lloyd Llewellyn 

(Signed) 39.95 

Pussey! 
Reprints Dan Pussey saga from 
Eightball. Foreword by Crispin Hellion 
Glover. 8.95 

AL COLUMBIA 
Biologic Show 0 2.95, 1 2.75 

DAVE COOPER 
Pressed Tongue 1-3 2.95 
Suckle: The Status of Basil 14.95 

ROBERT CRUMB 
Artistic Comics 4 .95 
Big Ass Comics 1,2 2.50 
Book of Mr. Natural 12.95 
Complete Crumb Volume 3: Starring 

Fritz the Cat 18.95 
Crumb Vol. 4: Mr. Sixties 18 .95 
Crumb Vol. 5: Sex 'n Drugs! 16.95 
Crumb Vol. 6: On the Crest of a Wave 

16 .95 
Crumb Vol. 7: Hot 'n Heavy! 16.95 
Crumb Vol. 8: The Death of Fritz the 

Cat 16.95 
Crumb Vol. 9: R. Crumb versus the 

Sisterhood! 16.95 



Advocates 
Violent Overthrow 16 .95 

Crumb Volume 11: Mr.Natural Com-
mitted to Mental Institution! 18.95 

Comp. Dirty Laundry Comics 16.95 
Hup 1-3 2.50, 4 2.95 
Id 1-3 2.95 
Kafka for Beginners 11 .95 
Life & Death of Fritz the Cat 9. 95 
Mr. Natural 1 2.95, 3 2.50 
My Troubles with Women 16.95 
People's Comics 2.95 
Self-Loathing Comics 1 2.95 
XYZ Comics 2.95 
Crumb Characters Trading Cards 10.95 
Crumb Postcard Book 11.95 

DAME DARCY 
Meatcake 1-3 2.50 
Meatcake 4,5 2.95 
Meatcake 1 (Iconographies) 2.95 
Perfidia mini .75 

MIKE DIANA 
Sourball Prodigy 3.00 
Superfly 1 3.50 

DIANE DIMASSA 
Hothead Paisan: Homicidal Lesbian 

Terrorist (reprints# 1-1 0) 16.95 
Hothead Paisan 12-20 3.50 
Revenge of Hothead Paisan 16.95 

EVANDORKIN 
Dick Wad of the Mega-Vice Squad 

1 2.50 
Dork 1,2 2.50 3 2.75 
Fun with Milk & Cheese 9. 95 
Hectic Planet (Pirate Corps) 6 2.50 
Milk & Cheese #1 2.50 
Milk & Cheese's Other #1 2.50 
Milk & Cheese's Third #1 2.50 
Milk & Cheese's Fourth #1 2.50 
Milk & Cheese's First 2nd Issue 2 .50 
Milk & Cheese #666 2.50 
Pirate Corps 1-5 2.50 

Pirate Corps Special 2.95 
Pirate Corps: The Blunder Yea rs 

1,2 4.50 
Vroom Socko 1 2.50 

JULIE DOUCET 
Dirty Plotte 1-9 2.95 
Leve ta Jambe Mon Poisson Est Mort! 

10.95 
My Most Secret Desire 11.95 

DENNIS EICHORN 
Amazing Adventures of Ace 

International 1 2.95 
Real Stuff 4-19 2.50 , 20 2.95 
Real Schmuck 1 2.95 
Real Smut 4,5 2.75 6 2.95 

BOB FINGERMAN 
Minimum Wage Book 1 9.95 
Minimum Wage Vol. 2 #1,2 2.95 each 

MARY FLEENER 
Slutburger 1-3 2.50 
Slutburger 4 2.95 

ELLEN FORNEY 
Tomato 1-2 2.75 

DREW & JOSH ALAN FRIEDMAN 
Any Similarity to Persons Living or 

Dead is Purely Coincidental 12.95 
Private Lives of Pub! ic Figures 9. 95 
Warts and All 9.95 

RENEE FRENCH 
Grit Bath 1-3 2.50 

NEIL CAIMAN 
Angels & Visitations 20.00 
Books of Magic 19 .95 
Death: The High Cost of Living 12.95 
Good Omens (novel) 10.00 
Mr. Punch 14.95 
Sandman: Brief Lives 19.95 
Sandman: Doll's House 14.95 
Sandman: Dream Country 14.95 
Sandman: Fables & Reflectionsl9.95 
Sandman: Game of You 19.95 
Sandman: Preludes & Nocturnes 14.95 
Sandman: Season of Mists 19.95 
Sandman: World's End 19.95 
Signal To Noise 14.95 
Violent Cases 9.95 

DAVID GREENBERGER 
Duplex Planet Illustrated 1,13 2.95, 2-
10 2.50, 11,12 2. 75 DP Zine 1.50 each 
Duplex Planet Trading Cards: Not a 

Lie from My Mouth 10.95 
Vast Knowledge of Gen. Subjects 4.95 
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ROBERTA GREGORY 
A Bitch Is Born 9. 95 
Artistic Licentiousness 1,2 2.95 
As Naughty As She Wants To Be! 9.95 
At Work & Play with Bitchy Bitch 9.95 
Naughty Bits 1-14 2.50, 15-18 2.75 

JAIME & GILBERT HERNANDEZ 
10 Years of Love & Rockets 1 . 50 
Love & Rockets 1-4 3.95, #5-9, 11-14, 

29, 31-34 2.50 each 
Love & Rockets 10, 15, 16,28,30, 35-

39, 41-49 2.95 each, 40 3.50 
Love & Rockets Bonanza! 2.95 
Love & Rockets Volume 12: Poison 

River 16.95 
Vol. 11: Wigwam Bam 14.95 
Vol. 10: Love & Rockets X 11.95 
Vol. 9: Flies on the Ceiling 12.95 
Vol. 8: Blood of Palomar 12.95 
Vol. 7: The Death of Speedy 12.95 
Vol. 6: Duck Feet 12.95 
Vol. 5: House of Raging Women 12.95 
Vol. 4: Tears from Heaven 12.95 
Vol. 3: Las Mujeres Perdidas 12.95 
Vol. 2: Chelo's Burden 19.95 
Vol. 1: Music for Mechanics 14.95 
Complete Birdland (Adult) 12.95 

JAMIE HEWLETT & ALAN 
MARTIN 
Tank Girl Movie Adaptation 5. 95 
Tank Girl Volume 1 & 2 17.95 each 
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KAZ 
Sidetrack City 9.95 
Underworld 8.95 

BOB KATHMAN 
Bob's Dreamzine 1 3. 00 
Bob's Dreamzine Music Mini 2.00 

Common Freaks 
A fun little cartoon book including such 
freaks as The 2 Nippled Man, Green
Eyed Faced Girl, The Food Swallowing 
Family and Ol' Red- The Man with 
Crimson-Colored Blood! 2.00 

Portraits Done on 7/8/94 at 
Lollapalooza 2.00 

MEGAN KELSO 
Girlhero 3,4 2.95 

PETER KUPER 
Kafka: Give It Up & other Short 

Stories 14.95 
Wild Life 1,2 2.75 
Stripped! 9.95 

TERRY LABAN 
Cud 1-8 2.50 
Cud Comics (Dark Horse) 1-3 2.95 
International Bob 9.95 
Love's Not a Three Dollar Fare 14.95 

DAVID LASKY 
Boom Boom 1,3 2.50 2,4 2.95 each 

JEFF LEVINE 
Days Go By Like Broken Records 

Reprints No Hope 1-6. 15.95 
No Hope 6-9 2.95 

JASON LUTES 
Jar of Fools Part 1, Part 2 6.95 each 

SUEHIRO MARUO 
Mr. Arashi's Amazing Freak Show 

10.95 

JOE MATT 
Peep Show 1,5-8 2.95, 2-4 2.50 
Peep Show: The Cartoon Diary of Joe 

Matt 10.95 

SCOTT MCCLOUD 
Understanding Comics 19.95 

FRANK MILLER 
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns 

12.95 
Batman: Year One 9.95 

Give Me Liberty 
Martha Washington is about to become 
America's #1 defender. Helped by a 
psychic sidekick and an Apache 
warlord, she's going to save this nation 
from an insane surgeon general 
determined to exterminate the "morally 
sick, " a neo-Nazi terrorist group 
orbiting Earth, and their deadliest 
enemy of all. The one in the White 
House. 16.00 

Martha Washington Goes To War 17 .95 

Ron in 
The tale of a dishonored 13th-century 
samurai who is reborn in a corrupt 
and computerized 21st-century New 
York City with one last chance for 
redemption. Truly the first cyberpunk 
graphic novel. 14.95 

Sin City 20.00 
Sin City: A Dame to Kill For 20.00 
Sin City: The Big Fat Kill25.00 

New Releases 
Updated weekly 

on the WWW! 
www.atomicbooks.com 



PETER MILLIGAN 

Skin 
The raw and controversial story of a 
thalidomide victim. An angry and 
violent book, a tragedy shot through 
with bitter humor. Banned before 
publication. Rejected by other publish
ers who thought it "too disturbing". 
8.95 

ALAN MOORE 
Batman: The Killing Joke 3.95 
From Hell Vol. 1-8 4.95 
Lost Girls 1 (Adult) 5.95 
Small Killing 11.95 
V for Vendetta 17.50 
Watchmen 19.95 

PAT MORIARITY 
Big Mouth 1-3 2.95 
Little Big Mouth mini .75 

JAMES O'BARR 
Crow Collection 15.95 

HARVEY PEKAR 
American Splendor: Step Out of the 

Nest 3.95 
American Splendor: Windfall! ,2 2.95 
American Splel)dor Anthology 18.95 
Our Cancer Year 17.95 

ART PENN 
Dr. Zoomb's House of Freaks 2.75 
Hemp for Victory 1 2.50 
Marvels of the Sideshow Freaks 1.00 
Th-Th-That's All Folks mini . 75 

SPAIN RODRIGUEZ 
My True Story 14.95 
She: Big Bitch Anthology 14 .95 

JOE SACCO 
Palestine Book 1 14.95 Book 2 16.95 
Palestine 1,2.5 2.50 6-9 2.95 
War Junkie 14.95 

SETH 
Palookaville 1-8 2.95 each 

GILBERT SHELTON 
Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 

1-12 2.95 
Fat Freddy' s Cat 1-7 2.95 

FIONA SMYTH 
Nocturnal Emissions 1-4 2.50 

ART SPIEGELMAN 
Maus 1 & 2 12.00 each 
Wild Party 22.00 

OPTIC NERVE 

ADRIAN TOMINE 
32 Stories: The Complete Optic Nerve 

Mini-Comics 9. 95 
Optic Nerve 1,2 2.95 

CHRIS WARE 
Acme Novelty Library 1 3.50, 
3,5,6 3.95 each 2,4 4.95 each 

WAYNO 
Beer Nutz 2,3 2.25 

SHANNON WHEELER 
Too Much Coffee Man 1-4 2.50 

MACK WHITE 
Mutant Book of the Dead 1 2.50 

Villa of the Mysteries 
Tales of Human sacrifice, tongue
talking, snake-handling, ritual nudity, 
fertility rites, Dionysian orgies. #1 3.95 

J .R. WILLIAMS 
Bummer 1 2.95 
Completely Bad Boys 1 2.50 
Crap 1-6 2.50 
Crap 7 2.95 
Damnation 1 2.95 
Die Laughing mini .75 
Eat Shit or Die! mini .75 
Fun House 1 2. 95 

ROBERT WILLIAMS 
Coochie Cootie Men's Comics 4.95 

JIM WOODRING 
Book of Jim 12.95 
Frank Collection 14.95 
Frank in the River 2.95 
Frank' s Real Pa 3.95 
Jim Vol. II 1-5 2.95 
Tantalizing Stories 1,6 2.25 

DENNIS WORDEN 
Cruel & Unusual Punishment 1,2 2.75 
Pedestrian Vulgarity 2.50 
Stickboy 1 2.75 , 7 2.95 
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-~e:n.s 
co:n:Lics 

Action Girl Comics 1-6 2.75 
Artbabe 3,4 (Jessica Abel) 1.50 
Blue Hole 1 (Christine Shields) 2.95 
Diva Grafix & Stories 1 ,2 3,95 

On Our Butts 1 2.95 
Girltalk 1 3.50 2,3 3.95 
Real Girl 1,3,4 2.95, 2 2.50 , 5 3.50 
Twisted Sisters Comics 3,4 3.50 
Twisted Sisters Volume 2: Drawing the 

Line 15.95 

gay 
i.n.:teres-t 
Gay Comics 15-21 2.95 

Hands Off! 
Comics by over 35 artists collected to 
fight discrimination and homophobia! 
2.95 
Major Power & Spunky 1 2.95 

-CO.D1.I.C 
CO.D1.pS 
Best of Drawn & Quarterly 10.95 
Raw Volume 2 #3 14.95 
Snake Eyes #2 9.95, #3 11 .95 

Blab! 8 
Chris Ware cover & story, Terry 
LaBan, Richard Sala, Peter Kuper, 
Drew Friedman & more. 16.95 

Narrative Corpse 
A comix "jam " to end all jams - an 
extraordinary collaboration between 69 
artists of the comix world, co-published 
as a beautiful oversized book by RAW 
Books and Gates of Heck. Includes: 
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Peter Bagge, Dan Clowes, art 
Spiegelman, Gilbert Hernandez. R. 
Crumb, Jim Woodring, Chris Ware, 
Spain, Gary Panter, Jason Lutes, Matt 
Groening, Julie Doucet, Charles Burns 
and morel 25.00 

Perdita Durango 
When the ravishing Tex-Mexfemme 
fatale Perdita Durango and her small
time drug-dealing boyfriend, Romeo 
Dolo rosa, pull out of Texas with two 
cute white hostages in the cab and a 
boatload of heroin in the trunk, no one 
is safe from Galveston to Los Angeles. 
Akin in its dark humor to the fi lms of 
Quentin Tarantino and David Lynch, 
Perdita Durango is a worthy successor 
to author Barry Gifford 's Wild at 
Heart. 12.50 

Sake Jock 
Comics from today 's Japanese 
Underground. If you think all Japanese 
manga are the big-eyed sex bombs and 
Astra-Boy-style sci-fi epics, think again. 
The first collection of Japanese 
alternative artists to appear in English . 
8.95 -CO.D1.I.CS 
co.-.n..ps 
Baby Sue Comics 3.00 
Buzzard 11,12 3.25 

Coffee World Comics 
Some cajfeinated stories to accompany 
your daily' cuppajoe. #I 1.50 

Drawn & Quarterly Vol. 2 #1-3 5.95 
Vol. 2 #4 6.95 

Fabulous Babes 1 2.95 
Heavy Metal 4.50 (current issue) 
Hyena 1-4 3.95 
Last Gasp Comix & Stories 1-3 2.95 

Real Deal Comics 
"If you kick your bitch 's ass at Least 
once a week, spend her paycheck on 
crack, and make her watch while 
another bitch gives you some bomb 
skull, then Real Deal is for you! " 
#3 & 4 2.00 each 

Weirdo 1,6-19,27 3.95 each. 2-5 2.50. 
20-26 2.95, 28 4.95 

Zap 0-6,8,13 2.95 each 7,9-12 2.50 ea. 

Zero Zero 
Great new anthology of cutting-edge 
alternative cartoonists, including 
Charles Burns, Mack White, Kim 
Deitch, Mike Diana, Bill Griffith, Rick 
Altergott, Richard Sala, David Collier, 
Wayno, Chris Ware, J.R. Williams, Pat 
Moriarity, Gary Panter. and many 
others. 

Zero Zero March/ April 95 3. 95 
Zero Zero May/June 95 3.95 
Zero Zero July 95 3.95, Aug 95 3.95 
Zero Zero Sept. 95 3. 95, 
Zero Zero Nov/Dec 95 3.95 
Zero Zero Jan/Feb 96 3.95 
Zero Zero Mar/Apr 96 5.95 

Comics Joumal 
The comic book industry's Leading 
magazine of news and criticism, in
depth interviews, reviews & more . 5.95 

Destroy All Comics 3.95 

Full Frontal Nudity #3 
Interviews with Dan Eightball Clowes 
and Megan Girlhero Kelso. Reviews of 
comic books and mini-comics. Reader 
art, letters and more. Zine. 2.00 

Indy Magazine 
Dedicated to the coverage of alterna
tive, independent, and small press 
comics. News, interviews, reviews, 
convention reports, and more. 2.95 
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• zmes 
Note: You get the current issue unless issue 
number is listed. 

8-Track Mind 
"Your Guide to the World of 8-Track." 
Include~ letters from fellow trackers, 
fascinating articles about the history, 
technology and repair of 8-Tracks, and 
many other delights. 2.00 

Alternative Press Review 
"Your Guide Beyond the Mainstream. " 
Alternative media news , reprints from 
alternative publications, plus zine and 
magazine reviews. 3.95 

Angry Thoreauan 
"It did not take a Time Magazine
sponsored 'zine revolution' to commence 
the inimitable insolence and unprecedented 
outrageousness that is this MagaZine ... and 
it will take more than mere murder to 
destroy it." -Rev. Randall TinEar 2.00 

Bachelor 
Sit back, have a drink, smoke a cigarette, 
pull off your socks, and put on the Mingus 
just like you always do and thrill to the 
hard-hitting fiction and commentary found 
inside. 100%. for men. 1.50 

GIHJ SITS AMONG Us 
Beer Frame 
"The Journal of Inconspicuous Consump
tion." Paul Lukas reviews odd consumer 
products and services: sauerkraut juice, 
toothpick dispensers, Oreos vs . Hydrox, 
musk-flavored Lifesavers, mousetraps, 
product packaging and more. 2 .00 

Besmirched #3 
A great little zine. Comics, Go-Go's Jane 
Wiedlin, Slutburger' s Mary Fleener , Letter 
from the Road, Compulsive Shopping, 
Music, Beer and Zine Reviews. 1.00 

Brutarian 
"The Magazine That Dares to Be Lame!" 
Interviews , Reviews, Six-Pack Theater, 
Celluloid Void, comics and more. 4.00 

Bunnyhop #5 
"The Geeks vs. Jocks Yearbook Issue." 
Daniel Clowes of Eightball fame , the suave 
and sybaritic Combustible Edison 
Interview with Mister Fred Roger~ 
(really!), I Never Got Jock Itch, My 
Parents , the P.E. Teachers , A Girl's 
Guide To Geek Guys, I Was a Teenage 
Deathrocker, Sex, Lies & Modems: An 
Expose on Net Sex, The Evolution of 
Anthony Michael Hall , Faking It: The Art 
of the Fake ID, Celebrities' Embarrassing 
High School Moments and more! 3.95 

"The Normal Issue." An attempt to explore 
the oddities and ecstacies inherent to the 
concepts of "normal" as perpetuated by our 
society and culture. Featuring interviews 
with Lisa Carver & Boyd Rice , Esquivel, 
Lisa Palac, Steel Pole Bath Tub plus: Are 
Skinny White Women Overrated? How Life 
Revolves Around the Bomb. Suburban 
White Trash (&Proud of it!) & more. 3.95 

(:hip's Closet Cleaner #10 
"Pop Culture, Humor , Sex, Pranks, Trivia, 
Fun!" Normal People Who Collect Odd 
Stuff, Dentists on Film, Weekly World 
News Subject Index, World's Largest 
Musical Fountain, TV Mantras. 2.00 

Pop CUilllfl .,. H11- "' Trhll 't" FUll 

··· chip's-
ctoset Cleaner 

............ _ ... ,.,. ... ,_,. --....... ':.c:..c:-

Chip's Closet Cleaner #11 
8-Track Mania, Unseen Spinal Tap , Odd 
Books and Cool Zines , Why I Love Swear 
Words, Products Spawned in Hell, My 
Girlfriend Wears My Favorite T-Shirts , 50 
Ways To Say You Masturbate (Male 
Version) & more! 2.00 

Chum 
A Chicago-based zine devoted to the 
neglected arts of satire and deconstruction. 
Recent issues include essays about whores 
on film, why the cocktail nation is just 
another hipster waste of time, interviews 
with cartoonist Chris Ware and jazz 
musician Ken Vandermark, and oh so much 
more. Contributors include D.B. Velveeda 
Jeff Koyen, Dan Kelly and a host of other' 
grumps. 2.00 

Cometbus 
Aaron's punk travelzine . One of the most
requested zines at Atomic Books. 2.00 

"A Picture Book for Discussion and 
Activity." A fantastic zine loaded with all 
kinds of interesting b/w images. 5.00 

Crank #4 
Includes: Arrest Me! A Conversation with 
Jim Goad of ANSWER Me! • Poetry Slam, 
Crank Style • It's Criminal! Inside the 
House of the Anarchists • Crank Home 
Surgery • Roadside Terrorism • More 
Booze Tales • Reviews and more! 3.00 
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Crank #5 
"Fun & Games" issue. The Unholy 
Redemption of Keanu Reeves • Games for 
Kids • Crankyland • The Lucky Lottery 
Sham(e) • Puddin' Bay, Ohio • Astrologi
cal Snake Oil • Bar Scrap Tips • Follow 
the Liter • and more! 3.00 

Danger!#] 
Why wrestle with your personal demons 

· when you can just give in to 'em and have 
a few drinks together? Dan Kelly probes 
the dark and icky things of life , then gives 
you his lab report. Includes articles on 
Norwegian black metal murder, satanic 
crime, interviews with Brother Randall 
of Snake Oil and D. B. Velveeda, 
children's psychological tests, mad street 
rants, Tony Alamo, and more. 3.00 

Dishwasher 
Dishwasher Pete writes about dishwashing , 
traveling, and his goal to wash dishes in all 
50 states of the US. (He's halfway there!) 
Highly recommended! .50 

Duplex Planet 
David Greenberger interviews elderly 
nursing home residents then records their 
answers in this long-running zine. (Over 
140 issues!) Each issue focuses on a 
theme, such as coffee, sports, the Beatles, 
etc. 1.75 
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Eat & Get Out! 
"For Good Waiters with Bad Attitides." If 
you've ever worked in foodservice, this 
zine's for you! 2.00 

Eye Magazine 
Combines information from dozens of 
obscure books and magazines plus original 
reporting and research to offer an eclectic 
mix of articles on drugs, sci-tech research , 
government/corporate scandals, 60's pop 
culture analyses and more. Plus zine/music 
reviews and underground networking. 3.95 

Factsheet Five 
"The Definitive Guide to the Zine 
Revolution." Each 128-page issue is 
packed full with reviews of over 1,200 
unusual publications . 3.95 

Fat?So! 
"For People Who Don't Apologize About 
Their Size." A great, pro-fat zine . 3.50 

Giant Robot #4 
An Asian magazine written for everyone. 
Making Fireworks! China From A to Z! 
Wrestling in Japan! Producing John Woo's 
Gangster Flicks! Being Ultraman! Plus: 
American Sumo, Japanese Tattoos, Hong 
Kong Movies, Asian Drinks & more! 4.00. 
This just in! Giant Robot #5! 4.00 

Heinous 
More 70's flashback! A zine all about 
motorcycle daredevil Eve! Knievel. 2.00 

Hitch 
"The Journal of Pop Culture Absurdity." 
Aims at many targets with equal parts satire 
and sarcasm. Recent issues have examined 
Robert Goulet's prostate, delved into David 
Hasselhoff s Baywatch diary, probed the 
scary mind of Crispin Hellion Glover, 
investigated the whole Memos phenom
enon, and a whole helluva lot more. Each 
issue contains the FBI's Fugitive of the 
Month, lots of funny filler, loads of video/ 
music/zine reviews, plus cartoons and 
wacky pictures with wackier captions. 3.50 

"The Definitive Guide to Booze, Cars and 
Girls ." Includes: The Lost Art of the 
Drunken Drive • MOPAR Rules: History 
of the Dodge Dart • Your Personal Guide 
to Urinal Etiquette and Style • How To Be 
Auto Savvy • Corpse-Watch 2000: The Joy 
of Celebrity Mortality • Some of My Best 
Friends Are Lechers • Surfing Legend 
Greg Noll • Sexy pinup pictorials! 3.50 

It's a Wonderful Lifestyle: A Seventies 
Flashback Parts 1 and Z 
An encyclopedic examination of American 
popular culture in the Avocado Decade - the 
1970s! Part One looks at Seventies TV, 
movies, fashion, cars, and more. Part Two 
covers Seventies food, furniture, crafts, 
sports, sex, drugs, religions, and more. 
4 .00 each 

Last Prom 1: The Drivers' Education 
Film 
Obsessive research into the high school 
drivers' education picture . Interviews with 
the auteurs of this pioneering genre of 
shock cinema. All the classics covered: Red 
Asphalt, Signal 3D, Highways of Agony, 
Mechanized Death and Options to Live. 
3.00 



Last Prom 2: The Weird World of Dr. 
Gene Scott 
Peer into the hideous world of Caligari ' s 
greatest child , Southern California television 
preacher Dr. Gene Scott . Loads of sinister 
facts , all documented. 4.00 

Last Prom 3: Whispers from Space Pt. 1 
Recorded exactly as told by the spooky 
rantings of flying saucer abductee Jim 
Nestor ' s skull. 4.00 

Last Prom 4: Whispers from Space Pt. 2 
4.00 

Lumpen Times 
Lumpen is the prototype magazine of the 
future- a brilliant (and very readable) 
combination of underground attitude , 
slacker indifference, and major league 
dissent. 3.00 

McJob 
"How to be an overeducated and underpaid 
college student/graduate in the McJob 
workplace." 2.00 

Mr. Density 
He's strong .. . he can kick . .. a fanzine all 
about cult actor Crispin H. Glover! 2.00 

Multiball 
Fab mini-sized zine all about pinball! Plus · 
music & film reviews. 1.00 

Murder Can Be Fun Presents (Anti-) Sex 
Tips For Teens 
The Teen Advice Book, 1897-1987: A look 
at all the misguided advice manuals for 
adolescents, from Victorian times to Pat 
Boone to Ask Beth. 1.50 

Scram 
A hilarious journal of popular and 
unpopular culture. Great writing and wild 
stories of neglected genius made Factsheet 
Five choose Scram as Editor's Choice for 
Winter 1995. 4 .00 

Stiff & Crusty, Jaded & Domesticated 
The Mutter Museum, the art of Blair 
Wilson, obscure bands li ke the August 
Sons and Bugskull , how to beat off for 
profit , tasty recipes, reviews and more! 
2.50 

Subliminal Tattoos 
"Comics, Music , Mov ies , Media and 
Culture." 3.95 

Sidney Suppey's Quarterly & Confused 
Pet Monthly 
A very occasional zine of mutant trash 
culture, thought-provok ing juxtapositions, 
bemused natterings and street-level 
anthropology. 
Vol. 6 #1: "The Self-Amused Personality" 
and·other favorite articles from the first 16 
issues (1979- 1983), out of print fo r more 
than a decade . Linking them together, a 
personal history of my "career" in zines in 
the pre-Factsheet Fi ve era . 2 .00 
Vol. 5 #6: The Repo Man Generation ; my 
obsession with Martha Stewart , media 
goddess; Moderan , a lost science fiction 
masterpiece of the 1970s; plus zine 
reviews, truck YO! s, and a recipe for 
Green Eggs And Ham . 2 .00 

Teenage Gang Debs #5 
A zine all about The Brady Bunch1 2 .00 

Temp Slave! 
A zine all about the horrors of temp work , 
nominated "Best New Alternative Title " by 
the Utne Reader. 2.00 

Thrift Score 7 
Designer Jeans : The Reality • Sewing 
Patterns • More Behind-the-scenes Thrift 
Tales • Thrift Books and More! 1.00 

fllo.l rM¥T"""'w 
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Thrift Score 6 
Thrift Your Way to a Tiki Party, Searching 
Out Cool Old Swimsuits, I Love K-tel 

· Records , Chicago Thrift Report, Readers' 
Dream Thrift Items, plus free Teeny Tiny 
Tiki Drink Book! 1.00 

Thrift Score 5: How To ... 
Get Banned from a Thrift, Tell Fabrics 
Apart , Buy Paint-by-Numbers, Find a 
Thrift in Finland, plus Thrift Score TV 
Appearance. The Plastic Eye Miracle and 
Behind-the-Scenes Thrift Tales! 1.00 

Thrift Score 4: Too Much Stuff?!? 
Stocking Up for that C.B. Radio Revival, 
Readers' Kooky Collections. Thrift-related 
Book Reviews, Checkin ' Out the Thrift 
Scenes in Hamburg, Germany and San 
Francisco , and more of the usual fun stuff! 
1.00 

Thrift Score 3: Close-Up on Denim 
Part 1 of Crazy Things That Happened to 
Jeans (dawn of man-1977), Russ Forster 
on 8-Tracks. Sal Vincent on Thrift Vinyl, 
Biggest Thrift Regrets . Use Your Thrift 
Dollars to Help Jim Bakker , useful info 
and useless info . 1.00 

Thrift Score 2: The Big Art Issue 
Interview with Jim Shaw (collector/ 
exhibitor of Thrift Store Paintings), 75 
Things I Hate About Thrift Shopping , kd 
lang' s Shirt, Andy Warhol's wigs , Po$eur 
Alert and loads more! 1.00 

Thrift Score 1: The Purse Phone! 
Weirdest Things Ever Thrifted, Stuff You 
See In Every Thrift, Can 70's Clothing 
Hurt You? , Trashy Books , Retro-Tennis 
Shoes, Wide World of Thrifts, Shaft ' s Big 
Score - and the saga of the now-famous 
Purse Phone! 1 . 00 

TV Grind: Watching TV For All The 
Wrong Reasons #1 
The Truth About Fonzie, Mrs . C . & the 
Lone Ranger - Is TV Bad? The Society for 
the Eradication of Television thinks so, but 
we tell them what's what - plus comics and 
more! 2 .25 

TV Grind #2 
Andy Richter (Late Night with Conan 
O'Brien) Interview! Plus: Ronco .. . A 
History of White Elephants , TV Tidbits, 
Television Sibling Rivalry, Corky Mania, 
The Addams Family, The Day I Met 
Batman and more! 2.95 
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FIGHTING 
CORPORATE 
AMERICA 
with Mr. Clipso~ 
byRod Lott 

Corporations are often perceived- and rightfully so- as 
cold and uncaring entities of pure, unadulterated evil , prey ing 

· upon the lifeblood of collective America. While this has merit, 
it is a little-known secret that in their book, in terms of impor
tance, image comes in at a close second to profits. 

Which is why, provided you assume the identity of a 
slightly seni le senior citizen (which may be redundant) and 
take pen in hand, you can have a little fun with them, and get 
payback! If a mega-company feels in any way, shape or form 
that its crystal-clear image has been 
tarnished or threatened, they' II try 
to smooth things over with you via 
a kind form letter and a bribe here 
and there. 

Since Oct. 5, 1991 , I've been 
periodically digging out my with
ered Smith-Corona and banged out 
some perfectly strange correspon
dence to CEOs all across this fine 
land of ours. My pseudonym: a not
all-there grandpa by the name of 
Robert C. Clipson. 

But it 's best just to show you 
some examples. 

When Baskin-Robbins intro
duced a special fl avor to promote 
the feel-go od baseball flick A 

League of Their Own, Mr. Clipson 
had this to ask the ic e-cream 
company 's president: "I know the 
ice cream has a dominant choco
late taste to it, but I am very per
plexed and disturbed by something 

. I was told by the boy at the theater, so here goes: does it taste 
like Geena Davis? 

"I asked your employee who made my cone and she said 
she didn't know. This scares me, to think that an ice cream 
flavor was designed to taste like a Hollywood celebrity. I know 
this may sound like a strange question , but as a long- fa ithful 
customer, I must know the truth. Plus, with all these new dis-
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eases running around , it 's better to be safe than sorry." 
Their reply'1 "lt was disturbing to hear that an employee 

made a misleading comment about our promotional flavor. 
Baskin-Robbins would never purport to create a flavor that 
tastes li ke anY human being. Not only would it be an impos
si ble fea t, it would be in very poor taste to even make such a 
claim." 

In this case, the fact that they sent an explanation was over
shadowed by what came tucked within said reply : a coupon 

for a free two-scoop sundae, which 
leads me to believe the company was 
thinking that if they dangled a frozen 
treat under Mr. Clipson's nose, he 
would not spread such a dastardly ru
mor. 

Back in 1994, Mr. Clipson had 
this request to ask of the Kellogg's.cor
poration: "My granddaughter Mary 
will be turning 5 soon. Her favorite 
cartoon character is Tony the Tiger 
because Frosted Flakes is her favorite 
cereal. I am planning to throw her one 
humdinger of a bjrthday party with her 
and all her little friends and I know 
she would be thrilled if Tony the Ti
ger could be there, too. Is he available 
for private parties? I could give you 
$50. The party will be at my home 
around 2. 

"Her favorite Tony the Tiger com
mercial is where he rides down the 
street on a skateboard. She just laughs 
and laughs. I have to admit it is a silly 

premise - ti gers can ' t skate, can they?- but one well ex
ecuted. In fact, I was hoping he could duplicate this stunt at the 
party. We have a steep driveway so this shouldn't be a prob
lem. I will even position myself at the curb to watch for cars as 
I do when Mary rides her Big Wheel." 

Tony never showed, of course, but he did a send a nice, 
full-color autographed picture (if a paw print indeed counts as 

All graphicslphows courresy Rod Loll 



an autograph) of himself, as 
well as this reply : "How 
lucky can a tiger be? I 
just found out you are 
fan of mine and it 
makes me feel just 
GR-R-EAT!" 

Feeling cre
ative, Mr. Clipson 
drafted a book proposal 
to the publishing giant 
of Bantam/Doubleday/ 
Dell. He wished to write 
a "true-to-life account 
of my friendship wit~ 
a squirrel I first no
ticed in my back
yard some 4 years 
ago. I knew he was my friend and here to stay, so I named 
him 'Nutty,' partly because he likes to eat nuts and partl y be
cause he is just plum nutty! 

"The book would detail our many adventures together. It 
all began when I was sitting on the back porch in a lawn chair 
with a lemonade. Darned if I didn ' t look away but for a second 
and Nutty was drinking my lemonade! Another time I remem
ber fondly is when he nearly bit me because I was teasing him 
with cashews." 

The folks at Bantam said "no," of course, but it's nice just 
to know that Bob's letter most likely had them all scratching 
their heads for weeks. 

Bob's other run-in with a squirrel resulted in thi s post
Grand Canyon trip letter to M&M/Mars: "One day Mary for
got to close the tent all the way shut. While we were out walk
ing, some squirrels (I don ' t know exactly how many there were) 
got into our tent and took away my Snickers Munch bar I had 
bought for me to enjoy in my chair that afternoon. Actually 
they left the wrapper and just took the bar! 
Don't ask me how they did it, I don't 
know. All I know is that squirrels are 
crafty and they took my candy bar! 

"I don't know if your policy covers 
thievery by God's little creatures , but if 
so I am returning the wrapper (minus the 
unused portion, which was taken by squir
rels) in hopes I might receive a replace
ment." 

For this ingenious ploy, Bob received 
coupons for three damn candy bars, even 
though only one was stolen by that pack 
of squirrels. 

My- er, Mr. Clipson 's- coup de 
grace thus far involved the fine Tex-Mex 
flavorings of the El Chico restaurant 
chain. After a meal there, I picked up a 

kids ' coloring page and, with a 
slight modification, fired off 

- this missive: 
" Imagine my horror 

when our waiter brought young 
Mary her sheet to color! It was 

GilhCrt P! o a.c nO<O <h•" the donkey one, she had col-
she .H;k r-d ... uout the 

~~,~~~:"~.; '~~~~· " "" r ""' ored this many times before 
but this time someone on your 

staff had added offensive naughty 
parts to the donkey and then 

brought it to my granddaughter." 
The near-instant result? An ex

- tremely apologetic and embarrassed 
letter. .. oh, and three free dinners. That's 
about $25 bucks worth of food for five 

minutes' work of creative ge
nius. 

Of course, not every letter receives 
acknowledgment. My favorite unnoticed mail came in the form 
of an in vitation to Mary Kate and Ashley Olson, those impish 
(but Satanic) twins from Full House. (Although they are not 
technica ll y a corporation, those pug-nosed bitches reap mil
lions, so I'm including them here anyway.) 

Bob in vited the snot-nosed pair to his granddaughter ' s 
party, much like he had Tony the Tiger: "I will furnish all the 
party refreshments but I would ask that you bring your own 
bedroll s, as this affair will be a sleepover. We will eat cake, 
drin k punch or red pop (I have not yet decided which) and play 
pin the tail on the donkey. I might even tell some knock-knock 
jokes. 

"I am willing to pay you $50 but only half that if only one 
of you can come. It doesn ' t matter which since you look ex
actl y alike_ Either way we would like you to sing a song and 
perform a dance for me. 

"I am sorry to hear your program has been canceled. I 
think it is Bob Saget's fault. He is to blame for your job being 

taken away and tell him that I will beat 
the living daylights out of him if I am 
ever to meet him in public." 

Not a word from them . For this 
slight, I vow to beat the living daylights 
out of both of them if I am ever to meet 
them in public. 

No matter, though. Bob's had quite 
a successful ratio, many of which have 
come with freebies . My take thus far? 
Aside from the aforementioned goodies, 
a half-gallon of ice cream, 15 cents, loads 
of autographed pictures, a stack of nutri
tional pamphlets, a recipe book from Pe
ter Pan (including some entree called 
"Pork Sate" ) and a color snapshot of 
Socks the White House cat. 

And to think that Bob had asked for 
one of Chelsea. 
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CHARLES BURNS & GARY PANTER 

Facetasm 
This twisted updated take on the familiar 
children's book format gives you a chance 
to mix and match parts of fourteen faces by 
Charles Burns (Blood Club, Black Hole) & 
Gary Panter (Pee Wee's Playhouse. limbo). 
Reg. Edition 30.00. Signed Edition 50.00 

JOE COLEMAN 

Cosmic Retribution: The Infernal Art of 
Joe Coleman 
You'll never see a sicker or more elegant 
book than this dense retrospective of Joe 
Coleman's paintings and illustrations . "Joe 
Coleman . . . His art is something else. 
Praise! Praise! Praise! He's a caveman in a 
space ship ." -Charles Manson 22.95 

The Man of Sorrows 
In this truly unusual book the infamous 
painter and performance artist Joe Coleman 
provides rare evidence of his complex 
artistic pathology. This book is an exploded 
version of a single visionary painting of 
Christ on the cross surrounded by detailed 
vignettes of scenes from the life of Christ 
and other bits of the Bible that fit into Joe's 
vision. It is both worshipful and blasphe
mous. Each page of the book is one 
section of the painting explained in detail , 
with hand-written text. It is Joe Coleman's 

. personal Book of Revelations. 40.00 

FRANK KOZIK 

Man's Ruin: The Posters & Art of Frank 
Kozik 
Frank Kozik's bright silk-screens and 
bizarre designs have appeared on over 
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1,000 posters for alternative bands such as 
Sonic Youth, Green Day , and Nirvana. 
Often Warhol-esque in his tlourescent silk
screening techniques, Kozik twists 
quintessential Americana images into 
modern-day messages that are equal parts 
shock value and biting sarcasm. 24.95 

MITCH 0 'CONNELL 

Good Taste Gone Bad: The "Art" of 
Mitch 0 'Connell 
Collects the best of Mitch , including: 
Mitch's life story, tattoo designs , the finest 
examples of Mitch's commercial work, 
artsy-fartsy gallery art, four jam-packed 
comic stories and a hell of a lot of padding! 
Signed. 12.95 

RALPH STEADMAN 

America 
The artist who added his savage visions to 
HunterS. Thompson 's classic treatises on 
Las Vegas, the Hell's Angels, and the 
presidential campaign of Richard Nixon 
serves up a helping of graphic vitriol. 
Thompson discusses his relationship with 
his favorite "twisted meat artist" in the 
introduction. 14.95 

ROBERT WILLIAMS 

Coochie Cootie Men's Comics 
Robert Williams' solo comic featuring the 
Nazi Gorilla Women. 4.95 

Lowbrow Art of Robert Williams 
Contains an overview of Williams' early 
work until 1979. T-shirt designs, comics, 
posters and oil paintings accompanied by 
descriptive text. 24.95 

Views from a Tortured Libido 
The most recent collection of Williams' oil 
paintings, presented in full-color With 
descriptive text. Introduction by Dr. 
Timothy Leary. 24.95 

Visual Addiction 
A fabulous trip through the works of a 
contemporary rebellious art ist whose 
visions have remained undiluted by critics 
and public opinion. Introduction by Lydia 
Lunch. 24.95 

Window on the Unspeakable Trading 
Cards 10.95 

Zombie Mystery Paintings 
Before he became the darling of the art 
gallery circuit, Robert Williams slaved over 
his canvases in relative obscurity for years. 
From the mid-70s to mid-80s he produced 
a large quantity of smaller paintings for the 
dlight of his admirers. Although rapidly 
painted, th~y still display Williams' wild 
inspiration and effective deconstruction of 
popular American icons. Introduction by 
Robert Crumb. 24.95 

1o""W~Tbro""W~T 
ar-t 

• ID..agazmes 
Art Alternatives 4. 95 

Can Control (Graffiti) 4. 00 

Juxtapoz: Lowbrow Art D'Elegance 3.95 

car 
cu . .I:tu.re 
Kustom Kulture 
Hot rod car art of Von Dutch, Ed "Big 
Daddy" Roth and Robert Williams. 
Published in conjunction with the Laguna 
Art Museum for the gallery show of the 
same name. 29.95 

Ratfink Comics 2. 00 

Ratfink 3D 2.50 



girlie 
s-tu.££! 
Bust 
A feminist publication with a biting sense 
of humor! Bust is a compilation of essays, 
confessions, illustrations and all around 
good fun written for women, about women , 
by women. Bust is like going to an all
night all-girls slumber party, and you're 
invited! 2.50 

Cup size 
"We've been asked to classify Cupsize and 
we've even tried to understand it ourselves: 
grrrlzine, feminist zine, personal zine, indie 
music authority, invertebrate, mollusk? All 
of these and more, but at the core, it's 
about us, two young women on the cusp of 
graduation with a lot on our minds . .. " 
-Cupsize #4 2.00 

Flatter#S 
Cakes and Spankings issue. Office supply 
lust • Little Debbie meets Man ... or 
Astroman? • Coloring book • Dan Clowes 
and more! 3.00 

The Japanese/Jewish issue. Free stickers! 
3.00 

Maxine 
A literate companion for churlish girls and 
rakish women. Sex, tears, catfights, love, 
betrayal, and total ambivalence-all amongst 
girls. Can you believe it? 3 .00 

Mystery Date: "One Gal's Guide to Good 
Stuff" #4 
Editrix Lynn Peril explores her obsession 
with vintage home ec books, charm and 
beauty guides and other relics of fractured 
popular culture, old and new. Get the 
lowdown on Miss America 1965 , marriage 
guides for the perplexed, charm and beauty 
on vinyl and more! 1.50 

Mystery Date #3 
One gal's guide to peroxide, books about 
Jayne Mansfield, more games for girls , and 
a Mystery Date film fest of dating and 
delinquency . 1.50 

Mystery Date #2 
Inside you'll find an expose of home ec 
textbooks, more Sex Ed on vinyl, and 

selected readings on Gypsy Rose Lee. 
Solid! 1.00 

Mystery Date #1 
Get the skinny on the Mystery Date board 
game, Sex Ed on vinyl, and books about 
the sixties. Sizzling! 1.00 

Rollerderby #18 
Editrix Lisa Carver interviews her 
boyfriend Boyd Rice on his sex life • 
Shopping at Kmart (the out-of-date, loose
threads look is in!) • First loves • Fred 
Perino, Egg Man • Letters, reviews and 
more! 3.00 

Rollerderby #17 
Interviews with Mary Lou Lord, Harvey 
Sid Fisher (the zodiac crooner) and Queen 
Itchie • Dame Darcy • The brutality of 
Little House on the Prairie • Pet stories • 
Ozzy Osbourne's #1 fan • True Love 
astrology • Pavement? and more! 3.00 

In..u.sic 
Chickfactor 
A girl-produced music zine that covers 
indie & alternative bands fronted by or 
featuring women! Plus record reviews, 
comics & a whole lots more 3.00 

Girlfrenzy 
"Articles, strips, and no make-up tips ... " A 

, girl-produced zine from the UK full of 
comics, reviews, music and more. 4 .00 

books 
At Your Fingertips: The Care & 
Maintenance of a Vagina 
The Vagina, that most mysterious of female 
mysteries. Why don't we ever talk about it? 
When we do talk about it, what do we call 
it? Here is a collection of perspectives on 

these subjects: Calling It What. It Is • 
Surrounding Menstruation • The Sexual 
Component • Potty Parity • Doctor Visits • 
On Menopause. 7 .95 

Angry Women (Re!Search) 
16 cutting-edge performance artists discuss· 
a wide range of topics-menstruation, 
masturbation, vibrators, S&M, racism, 
failed Utopias & more. Includes Kathy 
Acker, Susie Bright, Karen Finley, 
Diamanda Galas, Lydia Lunch, Annie 
Sprinkle & many others . 18.99 

Chick-Lit: Postjeminist Fiction 
Insane asylum sex, board games that 
control people's lives, a masochistic 
pedophile humiliated by his victim, an 
obese woman paying nickels and quarters 
for attention from teenage girls. a deranged 
hairstylist and her disloyal dog, a men's 
impotence therapy group, a surreal 
landscape constantly producing the body of 
a woman's mother. . . This is writing that 
shouts, yes, there is such a thing as 
postmodernist fiction. 11.95 

Net Chick: A Smart-Girl Guide to the 
Wired World 
Carla Sinclair's Net Chick is for the young, 
hip, post-feminist cross-section of the Net 
community, those eager to tear down the 
"no girls allowed" sign from the digital 
treehouse. One look at Sinclair's definitive 
book-a guide to online grrrl culture, with 
interviews, articles, Netiquette, and a 
source for great grrrl Websites-will clue 
you in to her orientation: Sinclair is 
inquisitive, irreverent, adventurous, with a 
refreshing jargon-free approach to explain
i!lg technology . 19.95 

'See Atomic's Alternative Comics on page 
6 for women cartoonists and Alternative 
Fiction on page 33 for women authors! 
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For most people, shopping in thrift 
stores is a matter of light-hearted slum
ming or hip budget stretching. But for AI 
Hoff, the publisher of the Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania-based zine Thrift Score, 
thrifting isn' t just an economical alter
native to the local mall. As she puts it, 
thrift shopping " isn ' t about tight wadding 
.:... it's a way of life ." 

And no one knows this lifestyle more 
than AI. Almost two decades of rooting 
through retailing's bottom rung has left 
her with the stuff to fill and furnish a large 
three story house and the expertise on the 
ins & outs of the thrift scene to make 
Thrift Score mandatory reading for the 
thrift army. 

Make no mistake about it. AI isn't a 

score a 
yuppie bargain hunter trolling for Annani 
on the cheap or an antique dealer dream
ing of 1000% markups. She's out for 
stuff: cheap, yes, but far more importantly 
o ld camp y, kitschy, and cool. Thrift 
stores make it easier for her to indulge 
her obsession with the fads, foibles, and 
failures of fickle consumer society. As she 
says, ''I' m so insane, I can't leave a store 
without buying something", be it clothes, 
furniture, or "tchotchkes." AI would 
rather find a nice Smiley Face mug than 
a new pair of Ni kes. 

Her home is a veritable museum of 
cultural debris and post-modern kitsch , 
from the "Hallway of Sorrow" (lined with 
big-eyed Keane paintings) to an authen
tic tiki lounge. When people write in to 

Thrift Score bragging about their big 
scores, photos are never a problem. AI 
merely whips out her camera and roots 
around her house. "I have two of every
thing", she says. "When I moved, I found 
bags of stuff I bought years ago that I 
never opened." 

As a genius of thrift, AI has a few 
tricks to teach even the most veteran 
thrifter. She can enter the smallest, most 
thoroughly picked over thrift, and score 
while adhering to her strict price guide
lines . As for the bigger thrift emporia
well, let it be said that AI 's preferred 
thrifting vehicle is a truck: "There's noth
ing like the feeling of walking into a thrift 
and know you can take home anything." 
A thrifting coup that we casual thrifters 

BY '' JOHN MARR '' 
20 Photo of Village Discount Outlet Thrift in Akron, OH courtesy AI Hoff 



would boast about for months - a boo
merang shaped coffee table, for instance, 
or a Hamms Beer Clock - is business as 
usual for Thrift Score AI. 

When AI passed through San Fran
cisco last month, she consented (OK, we 
bribed her with a few prime tiki mugs) to 

selling stuff cheap. It makes me feel 
guilty when I snap up a cool '60s 
lettcnnan jacket for a quarter." 

The first secret of successful 
thri fting is to understand the thrift cycle 
and adjust accordingly. "People who 
go in looking for 25 cent Fiestaware and 

"I'm so insane, I can't 
leave a store without 
buying something" 

$3 mohair suits to
day are usually 
going to go home 
empty-handed," AI 
warns. "The antique 
and vintage cloth
ing crowd snapped 
them up years ago." 
The trick is to buy 
things before they 

let us in on some of her secrets. From the 
outset, she warned us that cities like San 
Francisco aren't prime thrifting turf. As 
a native San Franciscan who cut her 
thrifting eyeteeth out here before mov
ing back east , she knows. She explains, 
"This area has a major strike against it. 
People move here from somewhere else 
after donating everything to a Midwest
ern thrift. Thrifting in towns like Pitts
burgh, where people stay put for: 65 years, 
is like shooting fish in a barrel." 

hit big time. "But," 
AI adds, "you can thrift just about any
thing, even a $5 '50s dinette set, if you 
look long and hard enough." 

Al's favorite example of this is the 
saga of the photo-print polyester shirt. 
Back in the '80s, every thrift had a rack 
full of these slinky, iridescent gems. 
But, save for AI and a handful of other 
visionaries, no one was buying. Finally, 
the thrifts got ·tired of looking at them 
and dumped them -just before hordes 
of Smashing Pumpkins fans hit the 
thrifts. 

Naturally, AI still keeps her eyes 
open for photo-print shirts, but she's 
moved on. When items vanish from the 
thrifts, AI doesn't mourn their passing, 
or follow them to tonier second hand 
stores and antique shops. Instead, she 
goes after something new. "I have to 
walk out of a thrift store satisfying some 

ness being." 
This isn't the only reason to hit the 

luggage or linen sections. Under-shopped 
sections have something to offer in their 
own rights . "Most people spend so much 
time looking for clothes or records or 
whatever that they forget about other cool 
stuff." On~ of her favorite scores was a 
Cat In The Hat bedspread. "And just two 
rows over," she recalls, "were a bunch of 
rave kids looking for baggy jeans who 
would have killed for it." 

One of Al's favorite places in any 
thrift is the toy section. "This is the catch
all where they stick the stuff they don't 
know what to do with." Some of her 
favorite "toys" include ' 50s voodoo 
theme swizzle sticks, tons of Watergate 
memorabilia, and several wig display 
heads . "And they weren ' t those cheap 
Styrofoam ones, either," she points out. 
"They had painted faces and everything. 
I guess the store thought they were big 
doll heads." ' 

To demonstrate her theories, we 
dragged AI on a whirlwind tour of a 
random selection of thrifts in and around 
San Francisco. They may not have been 
the prime Pittsburgh thrifts she's used to, 
but AI proved a true expert can score 
anywhere. 

Our first stop was San Francisco's 
Community Thrift, a true "alternative" 
thrift. The staff is heavily pierced and 
tattooed, proceeds benefit various AIDS 
charities, and the clientele is plainly out 
for camp, not economy. AI approved. Not 
only did she find the clothing selection 
noticeably hipper than the typical thrift 

Al's preferred hunting grounds are 
thrifts in small towns and older, blue-col
lar suburbs. Big city thrift stores have po
tential, but location is crucial. Generally, 
the better the neighborhood, the more 
boring the thrift. Thrifts associated with 
genteel charities like Junior League and 
the symphony are " ... not only loaded 
down with boring 'nice' stuff," accord
ing to AI, "but they tend to be small and 
stagnant." AI likes her thrifts big, bad, and 
unruly with a high turnover. "Fresh stock 
daily" is music to her ears. 

AI has mixed feelings about the big 
three of thriftdom: Goodwill, the Salva
tion Army, and St. Vincent de Paul. 
Goodwill is easily the worst. They're 
revamping their stores, dumping the clut
ter and kitsch in favor of new stuff 
rejected by TJ Maxx. "They even adver
tise in the newspapers: 'Goodwill: It's my 
fashion secret'," AI cringes. Sadly, the 
Salvation Army seems to be following 
suit. Traditional big chain thrifting 
only remains the order of the day at 
St. Vincents . "In the Midwest, I think 
they're more into providing a service by 

need - so I create 
needs." Successful 
thrifting requires 
vision. 

Al's second 
rule is to shop the 
store, not the de
partment. At best, 
thrift stores are 
poorly organized, 
with the best thrifts 
the most disorga

"Half of my best stuff 
I find in places it has 
no business being" 

nized. Between lackadaisical employees 
and inconsiderate customers, things pop 
up in the strangest places: mugs in 
women 's sweaters, games in glass wares, 
and so on. According to AI , "Half of my 
best stuff I find in places it has no busi-

("This will be the place to find oodles of 
Doc Martens in a year or two", she said), 
the furniture selection is good, the art 
selection extensive, and the books cat
egorized and alphabetized. Community 
also has an amazing (for a thrift) selec-
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tion of porno videos, especially gay Beta tapes. ''That 's some
thing you wouldn't see in Pittsburgh," she said. Her prizes: a 
nifty pair of two-tone, fake fur chukkas ($2 . 75) and a snappy 
pilsner glass (25 cents). 

Keeping in mind Al's location theories, our next destina
tion was San Francisco 's favorite thrifting destination: Red
wood ·City, an old, blue collar suburb 25 miles south of the 
city. It's hardly a secret: we spotted a gang of San Francisco 
musicians a half shop ahead of us. But even in their wake, AI 
scored- heavily. 

The first stop was a St. Vincent de Paul. AI did see a nice 
tiki muumuu, but sniffed. "I only paid $2.50 for the same muu
muu in Pittsburgh." Much better was the selection of early ' 60s 
race track press pins which had us all grabbing for our cash. AI 
also rated this store highly for tchotchkes and bric-a-brac, but 
was visibly underwhelmed by their furniture selection and dis
tressed by their "West Coast" prices. 

Down the street, the huge Saver's Thrift Store was the trip 
. highlight. 

AI took one look and immediately grabbed a shopping cart. 
We took advantage of the momentary distraction to strip the 
glassware section of tiki mugs . When she emerged an hour 
later, her cart was filled with everything from a cool plaid blan
ket to an early '60s novelty purse. She also had more and bet
ter tikis. When we pointed at one particularly stunning souve
nir of Harvey's Lake Tahoe Sneaky Tiki , she shrugged. "Oh, 
that one. It was mixed in with the women's sweaters.' ' By con
sensus, Savers won best of trip . The selection is huge, new 
stock goes out hourly, and the prices reasonable. As AI said, 
"This is thrifting ." 

Across the bay in Hayward, another factory town that has 
seen better days, we hit a Salvation Army. AI was pleased with 
their extensive collection of tacky clothes, scoring a nice 
polyester-print shirt (sadly not a photo print) and a pair of 
pointy-toed denim Keds. From the toy section she emerged 
with an unopened package of ET party hats and a few cool 
jigsaw puzzles. This Salvation Army, for one, hasn't been cursed 
with an upscale remodeling job. She concluded , "This is a nice, 
average thrift." 

A few blocks away, our final stop was Rainbow 's End 
Thrift Store, a typical small independent thrift. Although the 
selection was somewhat sparse, AI rated this store high for their 
furniture, especially their selection of bookshelves. "They ' re 
always the hardest thing to thrift because everyone can use a 
few good shelves." As could we. A nifty $12 ' 60s metal model 
tempted us, but cargo considerations forced us to choose be
tween it and the thrift expert. Fortunately for Thrift Score fans , 
AI won. 

As we drove back to the city, AI busily plotted how to 
cram all her new-found treasures in her luggage for the flight 
to Pittsburgh. And the first thing she planned on doing when 

· she got home? "Why thrift, of course. It's been two weeks since 
I hit my regular spots! " A thrift store expert 's shopping is never 
done . Or, as AI puts it, "Thrift on!" 

Sample copies ofThrift Score may be obtained by sending $1 
to AI Hoff/POBox 902821 Pittsburgh, PA 15224 
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A sampling of some of the items 
currently on A/'s shopping list: 

1 Big metal belt buckles: Large, tacky. and weird. 
please. AI 's favorites: a Jaws buckle and 1971 specimen from 
an upstate New York women's collective promoting Women's 
Lib. 

2 Tacky Bicentennial stuff: In case you haven ' t 
noticed, next year will be the 20th anniversary and Al's 
already stocking up for her big party. 

3 Novelizations of '60s & '70s TV Shows: 
No connoisseur of pop culture should be without a complete 
run of the Happy Days, Mod Squad and Brady Bunch novels . 
And don ' t forget the crowning moment of ' 70s teen angst, 
James at 15. 

4 Thrift Store Paintings: The preferred wall 
hangings of modern-age hipsters everywhere, be they vintage 
Keanes, suburban Sunday "artists", or paint-by-numbers. Don't 
be succumb to "collectible" madness. If you pay more than 
$5, you ' re getting screwed. 

5 Muumuus: The apparel item of choice for the rap
idly aging post boom generation. Wear ' em in winter with a 
big, baggy (thrifted, natch) sweater. Special bonus they ' re ac
tually comfortable! 

6 Photo Albums: With photos only, please. For AI 
"There 's a special thrill to picking up other people's life stories 
for a dollar." 

. 7 Rotary Phones: They look cool , they don ' t have 
call waiting, and , unlike today 's plastic Korean artifacts, they 
make a resounding thunk when you drop them and still work 

. when you pick them up. 

8 Cylindrical Metal Wastebaskets: Among 
the 20 or so she has, Al's favorite features Lee Majors as the 
"6 Million Dollar Can" . 

9 Eight Track Tapes: Of good bands only, please. 
AI prefers the continuous tape loop sounds ofT Rex and S lade. 
Ker-chunk! 

1 DTV Jigsaw Puzzles: AI never passes up a 
good one, be the subject matter Columbo, Flipper, or Fran
kenstein Jr. Unlike playing cards and board games, jigsaw 
puzzles are usually complete. AI knows. Unlike the dreaded 
"box collectors" , she does every puzzle. 
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Black Velvet: The Art We J..,ove to Hate 
If you imagine black velvet painting to be 
limited to tacky, throwaway portraits of 
matadors, sad-eyed clowns and pool
playing dogs, this book will make you 
think again. Black Velvet takes us into the 
world of black velvet painting and opens 
our eyes to the unique, offbeat beauty of 
this fascinating genre. 17.95 

Circus Americanus 
A riotous excursion through America's 
changing visual landscape. Exploring its 
remote corners and bizarre byways , Ralph 
Rugoff takes us on a tour of theme 
park slums and mystical police cars, 
futurist war and the "aesthetics of safe 
chaos." With an idiosyncratic eye for detail, 
he maps a culture in which "reality" has 
become just another theme, revealing an 
America much stranger than the glamorous 
kitsch of its surfaces. Whether he is writing 
about Las Vegas casinos, forensic cartoons , 
the enigma of Napoleon's preserved penis 
or the aesthetics of sewage treatment, 
Rug off considers everyday marvels with a 
concern for how we live together in a world 
beyond belief. 19.95 

Duplex Planet: Everybody's Asking 
Who I Was 
Hilarious, absurd and even visionary, this 
collection of unlikely conversations with 
nursing home residents brings together the 
best of The Duplex Planet, America's 
hippest underground magazine . 14.95 

Encyclopedia of Bad Taste 
From America's foremost authorities on 
pop culture comes the first complete guide 
to the world of the tacky , the outre', and 
the outlandish. A witty and comprehensive 
tribute to the classic and fabled examples of 
American kitsch, this Michelin of medioc
rity surveys in rich and amazing detail more 
than a hundred of our favorite national 
guilty pleasures. With Jan and Michael 
Stern as tireless guides we trek the endless 
expanses of outrageousness and learn such 
facts as how Jell-0 got its catchy name; 
when and why Hawaiian shirts were 
invented; what's inside a Lava Lite; how 
the Barbie Doll got her name; and what 
state consumes the most Spam per capita. 
A delightful compilation for anyone who's 
ever secretly loved the not-so-good, the 
bad, and the ugly in Americana. 20.00 

Encyclopedia of Pop Culture 
"An A to Z of Who 's Who and What's 
What, from Aerobics and Bubble Gum to 
Valley of the Dolls and Moon Unit 
Zappa." 17.50 

Forgotten Fads and Fabulous Flops 
Forget about your technological triumphs 
and marketing marvels-the real laughs are 
on the flip side of success, where intrepid 

inventors and crusading capitalists give us 
such wonders as: Hop 'N Gator Beer • 
New Vietnam • Six-Day Underwear • The 
Edsel • Belly Bongo • Flying Cars • 
Topless Swimsuits • Insect Foods • Weenie 
Whirl. It's incredible-but true! Over the 
years, these and hundreds of other startling 
innovations have gone out into the world 
and fallen flat on their faces. Some live on 
in infamy, but most were quickly forgot
ten-until now! 14.95 

Hey Skinny! Great Advertisements from 
the Golden Age of Comic Books 
Glow-in-the-dark neckties, miniature 
monkeys in a cup, a lamp that turns into a 
Christmas tree, as well as surefire ways to 
get'rid of pimples, become an artist, write 
convincing love letters, and prevent 
baldness- these are just some of the 
amazing, guaranteed opportunities you'll 
find in these pages. 10.95 

Incredibly Strange Music Vol. 1 
A comprehensive guide to little-known yet 
amazing vinyl recordings. Interviews and 
Categories included: Belly-Dancing and 
Lurid Stripping • Outer Space • Exotica 
(Bird Calls and Jungle Sounds) • Celebrity 
(and "Sub"-Celebrity) • Easy Listening • 
Abstract Female Vocals • Religious 

E: Reflections on the Birth of the Elvis Faith 
God said, "Let there be a manchild in heaven, then put him upon the earth ... 
I will make him unique and irreplaceable, in a world of duplication; I will 
present him to the world .. . as a gift from God ... and he will be called 
'ELVIS PRESLEY. '" -Anonymous 

In the first serious exploration of the wildly improbable genesis of Elvis 
worship, John Strausbaugh draws on the words of Elvis' true believers and an 
array of other sources- film, anthropology, folklore, and his own field research at 
Graceland- to unveil the apotheosis of Elvis Presley, better known as "E" to his 
friends. 

The deification of Elvis follows the ancient tradition of granting deceased 
popular heroes divinity. E's followers make pilgrimages to the holy site of 
Graceland, collect sacred Elvis icons, and experience supernatural appearances 
of Elvis. The multitude of Elvis impersonators that now spans the globe forms a 
vast priesthood that spreads the gospel of Elvism- the rock 'n' roll religion that 
has blossomed since Presley's death. 

With reverence and irreverence, Strausbaugh places Elvism among the may 
grass-roots religions such as New Age spiritualism, Santeria, charismatic 
Christianity, and the cult of angels, at the very moment that Elvis is in the throes 
of transforming into a modem-day pagan god. 12.95 
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Ventriloquism • Moog • Sitar Rock • 
Whistling • Theremin • Accordion • 
Harmonica • Organ & much more! 17.99 

Incredibly Strange Music Vol. 2 
Picks up where Vol. 1 left off. Brazilian 
Psychedelic • Exotica-ploitation • Singing 
Truck-Drivers • Yodeling & more! 17.99 

Ken's Guide to the Bible 
Ken Smith, co-author of Roadside America, 
goes where traditional Bible authorities fear 

. 10 tread, taking you directly to the Good 
Book's naughty parts and wastes no time 
on the stuff you already know. This 
compact volume Jays bare all the sex, gore 
and lunacy that the Bible has to offer! 7. 95 

New Roadside America 
The modern traveler's guide to the wild and 
wonderful world of America 's tourist 
attractions. "The world 's funniest guide to 
Vacationland , USA ... Shrewdly hip; on 
some primal level they understand what 
tourists want." -The Village Voice 13 .00 

Penn & Teller's Cruel Tricks for Dear 
Friends 
It has trick printing, a special binding, and 
comes with all the neat, secret gimmicks 
you need to pull mean-spirited practical 
jokes on unsuspecting victims (your so
called "friends") . You'll learn the secrets of 
how Penn & Teller scammed the audiences 
of Late Night with David Letterman, and 
Saturday Night Live. You'll also find 19 
true and semi-true (false) stories about TV 
stars, con men, Indians , strippers, mad 
scientists, carnies, monsters, and existential 
novelists. Plus the Penn & Teller Get Killed 
movie script and more. 22.50 

Penn & Teller's How To Play With Your 
Food 
Includes: Stabbing a Fork in Your Eye, 
The Oliver Stone Melon-Head Trick, Tying 
a Cherry Stem with Your Mouth, Linguini 
a Ia Stigmata, Spoon-Bending, Pixar's 
Listerine Hack, Bleeding Heart Gelatin 
Dessert, Jesus of McDonald's, The 
Incredibly Dangerous Glowing Pickle 
Machine, How To Lop Off Your Thumb, 
His ·Satanic Majesty's Burrito, the Trick 
Sugar Packet & more. 23.00 
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Private Lives of Public Figures 
From the editors of Spy and Drew 
Friedman. Peers into the ridiculous and 
bawdy personal lives of celebrities, pokes 
into the backyards and rumpus rooms of 
Michael Jackson, Howard Stern, Bill 
Cosby, Jack Nicholson, Bill and Hillary 
Clinton and more. 9.95 

Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The Lost 
Arts of Manliness 
Discover the elegance-as well as the 
kitsch-of quintessential male paraphernal ia 
from the 1930s, '40s, and '50s. 12.95 

Tips for Teens: Telephone Tactics, Petting 
Practices, and other Milestones on the 
Road to Popularity 
Remember all the popular people in high 
school? "They're peaking too young, " your 
mother would say comfortingly . But you 
knew the problem was bigger than that: 
popular people knew something you didn't. 
There's some sort ofkey, you would think 
in agony. Well, heck! It turns out you were 
right! Popular teenagers were reading 
pamphlets, such as Right Eating Keeps You 
Swing in', Parties With Punch, Dating Dos 
and Don 'ts, Just For Girls, and Mind Your 
Manners! Now, the abnormally selfless 
Benjamin Darling has collected these 
sterling brochures , pamphlets , and 
magazine articles from the '40s, '50s , and 
'60s, replete with illustrations , into Tips for 
Teens. Here are all the dating hints , 
recipes, and injunctions against petting you 
ever wanted compiled into one slim volume 
for easy reference-because it 's never too 
late to be popular. 9. 95 

Too Cool 
An in-depth guide to the most out-of-sight 
movies, music, books, TV, characters & 
creations . The. real rap on hundreds of 

· items of enduring bossness, complete with 
product information and shopping leads. 
Garage-rock, blaxploitation flicks, Jack 
Webb, Tin Men, lounge lizards, the B
movies ' grooviest bad girls , the Last Surfer 
and the ice-cool King of all Blues Sing-
ers .. . they 're all just part of the solid-state, 
hip parade that plays on these pages. 12.95 

Weegee: Naked Ci~ (Photos) /3.95 

Weegee: The Village (Photos) 12.95 

Weegee's People (Photos) /3.95 

World of Zines 
Zines have been bubbling up from the 
creative substratum since the dawn of the 
desktop-publishing era. Small magazines , 
more than 10,000 in the US alone , zines 
are independently published for love , 
information and fun rather than money. 
Includes: A directory to 400 of the most 
interesting and unusual zines available • A 
history of zine publishing • Info on how to 
get started publishing your own zine. 14 .()() 

Zine (Pagan Kennedy) 
"For six years, I published a magazine all 
about myself. I,n it, I documented every
thing from my dreadlock hair-care tips to 
the antics of my roommate's pet pig to my 
travails as a struggling fiction writer. I 
began publishing it as an effort to procrasti
nate , to trick people into liking me , to get 
dates, to turn myself into a star, and to 
transform my boring life into an epic story. 
And the scary thing was, it worked." 
-Pagan Kennedy 15.95 

Weegee: Naked City 



John Waters on Atomic Books: 
"Insane books about any kind of extreme- just like my library!" 

·'A shag carpet 
joyride through the 
side of life that 
requires strict 
personal hygiene, a 
zesty honky-tonk 
tour of things you 
have to grovel for 
to appreciate." 
- Village Voice 

Shock Value: A Tasteful Book About Bad Taste 
Includes: 
• New Introduction by John Waters 
• The Filthiest People Alive 
• Why I Love Violence 
• Baltimore, Maryland- Hairdo Capital of the World 
• Female Trouble 
• All My Trials 
• Casting 
• The Most Beautiful Woman in the World 
• Desperate Living 
• Edith Massey, the Egg Lady 
• Two Masters 
• Sort-of-Famous 
• "Do You Have Parents'?" 
• Filmography 
$12.95 

Also Available: 

All copies of 
Shock Value and 
Crackpot sold 
at Atomic Books 
are signed by 
John Waters! 

Crackpot: The Obsessions of John Waters 
Includes: 
• John Waters' Tour of L.A. 
• Hatchet Piece (101 Things I Hate) 
• The Pia Zadora Story 
• Going To Jail 
• Puff Piece ( 101 Things 1 Love) 
• Why I Love The National Enquirer 
• "Ladies and Gentlemen ... the Nicest Kids in Town!" 
• How To Become Famous 
• Guilty Pleasures 
• Why I Love Christmas 
• How Not To Make A Movie 
• Hail Mary 
• Celebrity Burnout 
$10.00 

American Originals: John Waters $11.95 
Including .. . 

In-depth interview with John Waters • Stills and candid photos of Waters and his actors • Production 

notes including set design sketches for Hairspray and stol)•boardsfor Cry Baby • Flyers for his early 

films such as Mondo Trasho and Female Trouble • Copy of "Search and Seizure" notice in the 

confiscation of Pink Flamingos in adherence to Arizona Obscenity Law • Copy of autobiography 

Waters wrote at the age often • Complete filmography and much more.' 

"Waters cultivates sleaze like a rare orchid ... He is to Baltimore what 
lngmar Bergman is to Sweden."- Baltimore Sun 
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• D1U.SI.C 
n1a.ga.zin.es 

i.:n..die/ 
a.l.-ter:n..a.-ti.V""e 
8-Track Mind (8 Track Tapes) 2.00 

Alternative Press 3.95 
B Side 3.00 Ted Nugent: Quadruple Live Gonzo! • 

Dolemite and Queen Bee vs. Hurricane and 
Tammy D & more! 4.95 

Magnet 2.50 

Motorbooty 4. 00 

Ongaku Otaku: The Magazine of 
Japanese Independent Music 3.50 

Option: Music Alternatives 3.95 

Popwatch 4. 00 

Puncture: Magazine of Music & the Arts 
Ben Is Dead 3.95 2.95 

Big Takeover 4.00 

Black Market: Music, Film & Comix 3. 75 

Blue Suede News 4.00 
"Covers all American Roots music styles!" 

Bomb Hip-Hop 2.00 

Carbon 14 (w/ 7") 4.00 

Chickfactor 
Covers indie/alternative bands that feature 
women. 3.00 

Deadline (UK) 4.95 

Exile Osaka: Japan Overlooking Dandy 
Junk 3.00 

Fizi. 2.95 

Flipside 2.50 

Gearhead (w/7") 4.95 

Grand Royal 
From the Beastie Boys ... the long-awaited 
second issue! Free Flexi: Biz Markie Sings 
'Benny & the Jets' • Was Timothy Leary a 
CIA Agent? • Whatever Happened to 
Charles Wright? • Lee Perry: It's a Reggae 
Party • Thurston Moore takes Jazz "Out" 
• Skating OJ's Pool • Mudhoney Bum 
Rush the White House • Making Sense of 
the Mullet (haircut AKA the Mudflap) • Ill 
Rock Stars: Mike D Read the Rrriot Act • 
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Pussycat! (wl free 7") 5.99 

Raygun 3.95 

Speed Kills (wl 7") 4.50 

Thora-Zine 3.95 

Yakuza (wl 7") 4.00 

Your Flesh 4.50 

books 
Bomb The Suburbs 
Through stories, cartoons, interviews, 
disses, parodies and original research , 
William Upski Wimsatt challenges the 
suburban mind-set, debating key questions: 
Should white kids move to the ghettoes? 
Should black kids kick their asses when 
they get there? Is Gangsta Rap Hip-Hop or 

Hollywood clown music? How dangerous 
are cities really and for whom? How 
dangerous is hitchhiking? Should graffiti 
writers organize to tear up the cities, or 
should they really be bombing the suburbs? 
Plus lots more. 8.00 

Hell On Wheels: A Tour Stories 
Compilation 
As you read this, hundreds of bands are on 
tour, criss-crossing the country. Some are 
traveling in tour buses, playing huge venues 
to thousands of people. Others are in beat
up Ford Econoline vans, playing in tiny 
clubs to no one. They all have stories about 
their tours. Some are funny ... some are 
nightmares. This is a compilation of some 
of those stories. 14.95 

Loser: The Real Seattle Music Story 
How does a clutch of musicians and fans
self-described "losers," no less-get 
transformed into a myth of implausible 
proportion? Loser: The Real Seattle Music 
Story tells how the "loser" ethos influenced 
the shambling look, feel and sound of 
Seattle rock. It is a treasure trove of 
information on the stories behind the 
personalities, bands, clubs, shows, 
recordings and cultural influences. 16.95 

This is the Spinal Tap Zine 
Simply the most comprehensive guide yet 
to the lives and music of David, Derek and 
Nigel, including information culled from: 
More than 50 magazine and newspaper 
interviews given by the band, including 
some never before published and dating 
back to 1965 (no joke!) • Littfe-known 
radio and television interviews, including 
two from B-sides of British CD releases of 
their most famous singles • The Laser 
D.isc and CD-ROM reissues of DiBergi's 
1982 documentary • The 4.5-hour bootleg 
you've heard so much about • The Return 
of Spinal Tap reunion tour home video • 
the observations and knowledge of 
Tapheads the world over, including more 
than a year's observation of the Internet 
group alt.fan.spinal-tap • A complete 
discography, including bootlegs and solo 
albums • A trivia quiz to stump even the 
most diehard fan & more! 4.00 



Voodoo Child: The Illustrated Legend of 
Jimi Hendrix 
Traces Hendrix's brief but brilliant life 
from childhood to stardom. Bill 
Sienkiewicz's vibrant art is complemented 
by a touching story often told in Hendrix 's 
own words, song lyrics, and poems
against the backdrop of the turbulent '60s. 
Bonus: Voodoo Child includes a digitally 
remastered CD, Jimi By Himself: The 
Home Recordings, containing 30 minutes 
of previously unreleased tracks. 
Hardcover. 35.00 

go-thic~ 
i.n..d'U..stria.1 
Carpe Noctem 5. 00 

Dark Angel4.95 

Industrial Nation 2.95 

Permission 3.95 

Propaganda 4.95 

Gothic Rock Black Book 22.00 

Industrial Revolution Book 20.00 

Re/Search Industrial Culture Handbook 
Essential reference guide to the deviant 
performance artists and musicians of the 
Industrial Culture movement: Survival 

Research Laboratories , Throbbing Gristle, 
Cabaret Voltaire, SPK, Non. and others. 
Some topics discussed: New brain 
research , forbidden medical texts and films, 
creative crime & interesting criminals. 
modern warfare & weaponry, neglected 
gore films & their directors, psychotic 
lyrics in past pop songs, etc. 13 .99 

pu.n..k ~ 
hard core 
Fucktooth #18 or 19 2.00 each 

Maximum Rocknroll2.00 

Pit Magazine 3.95 

Punk Planet 2. 00 

Sounds of Death (wl CD) 6.00 

Suburban Voice (wl 7") 3.00 

THE ANTI-G~IFFITH SHOW -TODD STACHOWSKI 
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by Rex Doane 

I ust as the dimestore paperback novel seems to embody the 
hardboiled world of Jim Thompson's fiction and the drive-in 

movie remains the only natural place for the ketchup-bottled. 
gore of Herschel] Gordon Lewis, the 45 rpm record will for
ever be the domain of real rock 'n roll. While it is undeniable 
that rock 'n roll was born at 78 rpm, there is little doubt that 
she came to full bloom at 45 rpm. Indeed, by 1955, the bastard 
spawn of R 'nB and country had long since shed her training 
bra and could now amply fill the D-cup under her tight sweater. 
All the greatest early rock 'n roll and its later incarnations from 
surf, soul, garage, and punk first spun at 45 . But the reasons 
that 45's are inherently cooler than any other form of sound 
recording goes far beyond the fact that there's so much great 
music of the seven-inch variety. Seven-inch 45 rpm singles 
mark the dividing line between a music industry populated by 
dozens of mom and pop independents and the handful of cor
porate giants that rule it today. Since the demise of the 45 as 
the primary means to expose artists and songs, we have been 
witness to abominations ranging from the cassingle to the CD 
jukebox. One need only listen to a Michael Bolton CD to ful\y 
understand how dark the times have become. We must pray 
for our children . 

Following the development of the microgroove process in the 
mid-40s, the 7" 45 rpm record as we know it today was in

troduced in the Spring of 1949 by RCA Victor. This format 
did not fully take off until the divine intersection was made 
between the burgeoning teenage culture and the thing they call 
rock 'n roll. When the major record labels that had dominated 
much of the previous decade turned their collective nose up at 
the growing trend of rock ' n roll , dozens of small independent 
labels jumped in trying to capitalize on a new sound or trying 
to find their own market niche. The resulting scramble for 
teenager 's allowance was on. The unprecedented demand for 
records, combined with the legitimate opportunity for a label 
to make some money, had kicked the door wide open for all 
the independents that chose to tag along. The real glory of the 
45 is inextricably bound to this beginning (the cigar-chomping, 
small-time entrepreneur who would run his plumbing supply 
store by day and turn record producer by night. There were no 
A&R guys or consultant teams with flow charts, sales graphs, 
and II :00 a.m. board meetings. It was a wide open field and 
the guys with the designer suits and car phones hadn't taken 
over the record industry yet. Labels such as Vee Jay, Chess, 
Sun, Starday, Stax, and Fortune, along with literally hundreds 
of others, all started as small family-run operations working 
out of the owners ' garage or behind their TV repair shop. 
Throughout the 50s, any adventurous entrepreneur could have 
a single recorded and pressed for as little $200 or $300. When 
a new artist was signed, it was done more or less on the in
stinctual response of the label owner. 

Market analysts had yet to crowd out the average listener and 
homegrown sounds abound. Throughout the 50s and 60s, 

regional markets thrived. In the Gulf Coast, mixtures of cajun 
music , R&B, and rock 'n roll mutated into what became known 
as "swamp pop". Memphis seemed to create a new sound on 
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of how wide open the 45 era truly was is the whole notion of 
the B-Side. While you can hear any MTV VJ blather on inces
santly about the latest "alternative" rock sensation of the 90s, 
nothing will ever equal the non-album B-side of the 45 for 
wild and unpredictable pleasures. Viewed as a throw away, 
the "B" or flip side of the 45 at its best provided an unrestricted 
opportunity for any artist to let loose .. On occasion, an artist 

match the intensity and involvement demanded when playing 
a stack of 45's. When you play a single your entire focus is on 
that record and that song. It takes a special effort. When you 
put on a CD you walk away and fold your laundry. Playing 
45's is a ritual. It is the optimum way to enjoy a song. I know 
a lot of collectors who get their favorite songs on 45 even if 
they already have it on LP, because li stening to something like 
Link Wray 's "Chicken Run" on 45 is the ri ght thing to do. It is 
as God intended . 

It is not surprising to find that with the decline of the 45 has 
come a general deterioration in the overall quality of life. As 

we now find ourselves mired in the digital age, it is construc
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ti ve to con
sider the 
chain of 
events fol
lowing the 
45 era . 
With the 
growing 
prevalence 
of the long 
playing al
bum in the 
late 60s 
came the 

took full advantage of this unusual free
dom and made the B-side the realm of the 
bizarre. The Cramps have literally made 
a career out of covering the B-side oddi
ties that they have mined (all included in 
the highly recommended "Born Bad: 
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opportunity 
to record lengthy and ultimately prosaic rock anthems 
like Iron Butterfly's 17 minute "In-A-Gadda Da-Vida" 
that dominated FM radio in 1968. The two and a half 
minute blast of mindless fun that rock 'n roll had al
ways been had now become "rock" . Songs about girls 
and cars were gone, ducktails had been replaced with 
long hair, and everyone smelled bad. By this time, 
FM radio had launched the Album Oriented Rock 
(AOR) format that would soon dominate all radio air
waves and force the lengthy, pretentious musings of 
Poco, the Eagles, and Procol Harem on us all. Worst 
of all was the advent of the concept album and the 
rock opera (consult your local thrift store for these) . 

Songs the Cramps Taught Us" LP series 
out of Australia). The most notorious ex
ample is "Love Me" by The Phantom re
leased as a B-side to a lame ballad "Whis
per Your Love" on Dot. "Love Me" be
gins with a primal scream and continues 
with vocals that sound like they are com
ing from a man being pushed out of a 12th 
story window. What is even more improb
able is that it was produced by everyone's 
favorite white-shoed Christian , Pat 
Boone! Appearing on the B-side of 
Wanda Jackson's squeaky clean Country 
ballad, "Right or Wrong" is her lascivi
ous opus, "Funnel of Love," a tale of gy
necological destiny that has mesmerized 
li steners since its release. It is indeed a 
vast and rich territory. 

The gradual disappearance of the 45 
stands alongside the growing trend to

wards consumer complacency. Playing 
CO's on a multi-disc player with remote 
control and all the other features can never 
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Despite all of the atrocities engendered by the LP, 
the music industry refuses to stop heaping abuses 

on the once noble 45 . Over the years, we have all had 
to bear witness to the ignominious eight-track, the 
cassingle, and most recently, the CD jukebox. Per
haps , however, the demise of the 45 did not come into 
clear focus until the summer of 1993, when Colum
bia Records followed the lead of other major labels 
by announcing that they would no longer be pressing 
45 rpm singles. In their press release, Columbia ex
ecutives also chose to mark the occasion by announc
ing that Kenny G's fourth CD on the label had gone 
double platinum by selling over 5 million copies. For 
many hearing this news the message was clear: west
ern civilization had come to an end. 
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cul.-t £ibn.. 
~"Video 

• :n1.a.ga.zmes 
(You receive the current issue) 

Alternative Cinema 3.95 

Asian Trash Cinema 6. 00 

Chiller Theatre 5.00 

Cult Movies 
A roller coaster ride through the exciting 
world of exploitation films! See: Giant 
Japanese Monsters, '50s Television 
Favorites, Classic Horrors, Antique 
Erotica, Low-Budget Marvels, Super 
Serials, Comedy Greats, New Video 
Reviews & more in each issue! 4.95 

Draculina · 
Interviews and nude pictorials of your 
favorite B-movie scream queens plus a full
color centerfold. 5.95 

Ecco: The World of Bizarre Video 4. 00 

European Trash Cinema 6. 00 

Exploitation Journal 
Horror & Exploitation Cinema. 4.00 

Fatal Visions (Australia) 6. 00 

Femme Fatales 5.95 

Film Threat Video Guide 5.95 

Film Threat 4.99 

Independent Video 
"The Mag Specializing in Low Budget 
Moviemakers." 3.00 

Hollywood Horror Classics 5.00 

Hong Kong Film Connection 4.25 

Hong Kong Film Magazine 4. 75 

Joe Bob Briggs Report (B-Movies) 3.00 

Little Shoppe of Horrors 6.95 
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Midnight Marquee 
Classic horror, sci-fi , suspense & nair 
cinema. 5.95 

Monsterscene 5.95 

Monster International/Highball 6.95 

Mr. Density 
Fanzine all about cult film actor Crispin 
Hellion Glover. 2.00 

Nothing: Seinfeld Fans Newsletter 2. 00 

Oriental Cinema 4. 95 . 

Phantom of the Movies Videos cope 
The ultimate genre videoguide! Reviews 
Arthouse Video, Video Verite, Cult 
Classics, Animania, Camp Corner, New 
Releases, Asian Invasion, Euro Trash 
Cinema and more! 4.25 

Psychotronic Video #14-22 4.00 each 

Scary Monsters 4.95 

Screem Magazine 4.95 

Remote Jockey Digest (zine) 2.00 

Scream Factory 
The Magazine of Horrors Past, Present and 
Future. 5.95 

Scream Queens Illustrated 
Where you'll find the best UNcoverage of 
B-movie starlets anywhere! Each full-color 
issue features nude pictorials of your 
favorite "scream queens" and a fold-out 
centerfold. 5 .95 

She Magazine 
"Bad Girl Cinema Explored." 3.95 

Shock Cinema 
Your guide to cult movies, arthouse 
oddities, Drive-In swill, and underground 
obscurities. 4.00 

Shocking Images 3.95 

Vex: Movies and Whatever #1 
The Secret Cinema of OJ Simpson: What 
the Defense Does Not Want You To Rent! 
Giant Rubber Monsters! James Ryan: Kung 
Fu Superstar! Fat Guy Actors! How to 
Watch Foreign Movies! Meeting 
Tarantino! AI Adamson: Dead and 
Remembered! 3.00 

Video Eyebal/2.95 

Video Watchdog 5.50 

Wrapped in Plastic 
Twin Peaks fanzine plus additional X-Files 
coverage. 4.95 



cu.l.-t£~ 
~video 
books 

Asian Trash Cinema: The Book 
Reviews covering everything from the 
martial arts magic of Jackie Chan to the 
heroic bloodshed of John Woo, from the 
poetic fantasy of Tsui Hark to the dark 
horror of Ho Menga. Over 700 reviews, 
over 100 photos plus a Director 
Filmography. 19.95 

Asian Trash Cinema: The Book Part 2 
"This is the Bible ... here are hundreds of 
reviews for the world's most exuberant 
cinema." -Oliver Stone 19.95 

Back to the Batcave 
Adam West's candid memories of the real 
story behind Batman. Includes candid 
photos and a complete episode guide. 
12.00 

Bad TV: The Very Best of the Very Worst 
From the 50s to the 90s! Stars, plot 
summaries and commentary on your 
favorite all-time, terrible: Series • Specials 
• Soap operas • Talk shows • Made-for
TV movies • Infomercials • Music 
Videos ... and more! 9.95 

Bare Facts Video Guide 
If your favorite actor or actress has done a 
nude scene and it's available on video tape, 
you will probably find it listed in the 
BFVG-down to the exact minute! Each 
nude scene is complete with a brief 
description on what is uncovered and a 
rating on how "good" the scene is. 19.95 

Boy Wonder: My Life in Tights 
Burt Ward's revealing look behind the 
scenes at all the sizzling secrets you were 
never supposed to hear. .. the explosions, 

the injuries, the feuds, the vendettas and 
Superhero sex with young fans. The true 
story of what really went on in and out of 
the Batcave ... vividly unmasked for the 
first time in the Boy Wonder's own words! 
14.95 

Deathtripping 
Deathtripping is an illustrated history, 
account and critique of the "Cinema of 
Transgression", providing a long-overdue 
and comprehensive documentation of this 
essential modern subcultural movement and 
its roots in the New York art/rock and 
underground film scenes. Includes: A brief 
history of underground/trash cinema: Andy 
Warhol, Jack Smith, George and Mike 
Kuchar, John Waters. Interviews with key 
transgressive film-makers, including 
Richard Kern, Nick Zedd, Cassandra 
Stark, Beth B, Tommy Turner, Tessa 
Hughes-Freeland, plus collaborators Lydia 
Lunch, Joe Coleman and David 
Wojnarowicz . Studies of more recent film
makers including Jeri Cain Rossi, Richard 
Baylor, Todd Phillips. Notes and essays on 
the philosophy and aesthetics of transgres
sion, extensive film analysis, index and 
bibliography. Heavily illustrated with rare 
and often disturbing photographs, 
Deathtripping is a unique document, the 
definitive guide to the roots, philosophy 
and development of a style of filrpmak ing 
whose influence and impact can no longer 
be ignored. 16.95 

Ed Wood 
Screenplay plus photos. 12.95 

From Dusk Til Dawn 
Movie screenplay by Quentin Tarantino 
9.95 
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Goodfellas 
Screenplay plus photos. 9.95 

Hollywood Babylon 
The legendary underground classic of 
Hollywood's darkest and best kept secrets. 
7.50 

Hollywood Babylo:1 2 
Everything you once could only whisper 
about Hollywood's most famous and · 
infamous stars. 17.95 

Incredibly Strange Films (Re/Search 10) 
A functional guide to important territory 
neglected by the film-criticism establish- . 
ment, spotlighting unhailed directors-
H. G. Lewis, Russ Meyer, Larry Cohen 
and others- who have been critically 
consigned to the gh.ettos of gore and 
sexploitation films. Includes biographies, 
genre overviews, filmographies, bibliogra
phy, an A-Z of film personal ities, articles, 
quotations, lists of recommended films, 
and sources. 17 .99 

Inside Teradome: An Illustrated History 
of Freak Film 
From the Roman games to American 
travelling carnivals; freakshows- human 
anomalies presented for spectacle have 
flourished throughout recorded history. 
The birth of the movies provided a further 
outlet for these displays, which in turn led 
to a peculiar strain of bizarre cinema: 
Freak Film. Inside Teradome is a compre
hensive, fully illustrated guide to the roots 
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and development of this fascinating , often 
disturbing cinematic genre. Includes: A 
brief history of teratology • Freaks in myth 
and medicine • The history of freakshows 
and their influence on cinema • Use of 
human anomalies in cinemlj • Freaks and 
geeks • Bizarre Cinema: mutilation and 
other fetishes • Illustrated filmography. 
Inside Teradome reveals a twisted thread of 
voyeuristic sickness running not only 
through cinema. but through society itself. 
16.95 

Killing for Culture: An Illustrated History 
of Death Film from Mondo to Snuff 
A definitive investigation into that most 
controversial and inflammatory of all urban 
myths : the "snuff" movie. Including: 
FEATURE FILM. From Peeping Tom to 
Videodrome and beyond, an evaluation of 
the snuff element in cinema. MONDO 
FILM. A comprehensive analysis of this 
voyeuristic ge!lre, from Mondo Cane to the 
"shockumentaries" of today. DEATH 
FILM. From Faces of Death and other 
compilations such as the recent Executions, 
to live-TV suicides and newsreel footage. 
Illustrated by rare and stunning photo
graphs from cinema, documentary and real 
life . 17 .95 

Nightmare of Ecstasy: The Life & Art of 
Ed Wood Jr. 
This incredible, exhaustive biography of 
the cult movie auteur inspired the Tim 
Burton movie . "Finally the Ed Wood story 
told in all its naked wonder . Nightmare of 

. Ecstasy is an hilarious but heart-breaking 
portrayal of a brave, eccentric and 
sometimes insane film director . I stayed up 
all night reading it with my mouth hanging 
open." -John Waters 14.95 

Pulp Fiction (Movie screenplay) 9. 95 
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Not Simply Divine 
The wonderfully shocking, rea l-life story 
of the most fabulous cult hero(ine) in film 
history, the high-heeled diva of drag
Divine. 12.00 

Psychotronic Encyclopedia of Film 
Over 3,000 of the wildest mov ies ever 
made! Hundreds of rare illustrations! 20.00 

Quentin Tarantino: Shooting from the Hip 
This roller coaster ride through Tarantino's 
life and work is based on over 100 in-depth 
interviews with fr iends , colleagues and 
family . Penetrates the eccentric world of 
Hollywood's hottest movie director. 15.95 

Quentin Tarantino: The Cinema of Cool 
14.95 

Quentin Tarantino: The Man and His 
Movies 
Using exclusive material from her 
interviews with Tarantino and his friends, 
Jami Bernard traces his fascinating rise , 
exploring the philosophy and mythology of 
the writer and director who has turned the 
movie world on its head. 13.00 

Slacker 
Complete screenplay/movie scrapbook. 
Introduction by Douglas Coupland. 14 .95 

Sleaze Merchants 
"Adventures in Exploitation Filmmaking." 
The true stories of 15 fearless filmmakers 
who defied the system ... and won! 
Documents the real stories of Hollywood's 
true giants, the pioneers and crazed 
visionaries, the cinematic sorcerers without 
any scruples: men like Sam Katzman, Jim 
Wynorski, Fred Olen Ray, Jess Franco , 
and Edward D. Wood, Jr. 16.95 

Step Right Up! I'm Gomw Scare the 
Pants Off America 
Inspired by P.T. Barnum, William Castle 
was the most outlandish fi lm promoter/ 
producer/director of all time. He is best 
known for churning out dozens of B
thrillers promoted with such original 
gimmicks as: The $1,000 insurance policy 
for anyone who "died of fright" • 
"Emergo," flying skeletons that flew over 
the audience • The "Punishment Poll" 
allowing audiences to choose the fate of 
Dr. Sardonicus • The electric "Tingler" 

device with which Castle buzzed the 
behinds of20,000,000 Americans. With an 
introduction by John Waters . 12.95 

That's Blaxploitation! 
"While That's Blaxploitation includes tons 
of fascinating information on the movies of 
this 'genre' (often as marginalia), the heart 
of this book is in the very particular 
insights and attitude of its author. Whether 
expressing his annoyance with Shaft, his 
admiration for Sweetback, or revealing his 
mythic origins as 'The Wolfman of 
Winchester Avenue', Darius James has 
written a book that in itself defies categori
zation, while drawing a sniperlike bead on 
a truly wild-ass phase of American 
culture." :-Director Jim Jarmusch 14 .95 

TV Land: A Guide to America's Televi
sion Shrines, Sets and Sites 
America is a country of landmark sites , 
tourist centers and roadside attractions 
spawned by the world of television . With 
six regional maps, anecdotes, and fun
packed trivia facts, this is a field guide to, 
and a celebration of, TV Land. 12.95 

X-Rated Videotape Guide V 
Reviews more than 1,000 X-rated 
videotapes produced in 1993/1994, plus an 
additional 1,000 from earlier years. 21.95 

:m..ore c"D.I:-t 
£ibn.. 
Ed Wood, Jr. Players Trading Cards 
A revealing look at "The World 's Worst 
Director. " Hollywood fringe character Ed 
Wood, Jr. and his odd crew of actors in a 
36-card set by Drew Friedman. 10.95 

Freaks 
Comic adaptation of the classic 1932 cult 
film. Complete set of issues #1 -4. 9.50 



al:te:rn.a.ti"V"e 
.fiction.. 
KATHY ACKER 
Blood & Guts in High School 9.95 
Don Quixote 9. 95 
Empire of the Senseless 9. 95 
Great Expectations 8.95 
Hannibal Lecter, My Father 7.00 
In Memoriam to Identity 12.00 
Literal Madness 9. 95 
Portrait of an Eye 15.00 
Pussycat Fever (w/ Freddie Baer & 

Diane DiMassa) 7.00 

NICHOLSON BAKER 
Fermata 11.00 
Vox9.00 

J.G. BALLARD 
Atrocity Exhibition (Re/Search) 13.99 
Best Short Stories of JG Ballard 15.95 
Concrete Island 12.00 
Crash 12.00 
Drowned World 3.95 
Empire of the Sun 5. 99 
Re/Search 8/9 (Interviews, Fiction & 

Non-fiction) 14.99 
Terminal Beach 3.50 

GEORGES BATAILLE 
Blue of Noon 10.95 
Dead Man 8.00 
Erotism: Death and Sensuality 12.95 
Guilty 12.95 
Impossible (The) 10.95 
L' Abbe C 11.95 
Story of the Eye 7. 95 
Tears of Eros 14.95 

CHARLES BUKOWSKI 
Barfly: The Movie 13.00 
Burning in Water, Drowning in Flame 

13.00 
Dangling in the Tournefortia 13.50 
Days Run Away Like Wild Horses Over 

the Hills 11.00 
Factotum 12.00 
Ham on Rye 13 .50 
Hollywood 13.00 
Hot Water Music 13.00 
Last Night of the Earth Poems 15.00 
Living On Luck: Selected Letters 

1960s-1970s Volume 2 15.00 
Love is a Dog from Hell 13.50 
Mockingbird Wish Me Luck 10.00 
Most Beautiful Woman in Town 12.95 
Notes of a Dirty Old Man 12.95 
Play the Piano Drunk Like a Percussion 

Instrument Until the Fingers Begin 
To Bleed A Bit 10.00 

Post Office 11.00 
Pulp 13.00 
Roominghouse Madrigals 14.00 
Run with the Hunted 14.00 

Screams From The Balcony: Selected 
Letters 1960-1970 Volume 1 15.00 

Septuagenerian Stew 15 .00 
Shakespeare Never Did This 15.00 
South of No North 12.00 
Tales of Ordinary Madness 12.95 
War all the Time 14.00 
You Get So Alone at Times That It Just 

Makes Sense 14 .00 
Women 13.50 
Against the Dream: Essays on Charles 

Bukowski 15 .00 
There's No Business (comic) 4.50 
Bring Me Your Love (comic) 4.50 

Bukowski Postcards (5) 5.95 

ANTHONY BURGESS 
A Clockwork Orange 10.00 

WILL~S.BURRO~QHS 

Adding Machine 11.95 
Ali's Smile/Naked Scientology 13.95 
Cat Inside 12.50 
Cities of the Red Night 11.00 
Electronic Revolution 12 .95 
Exterminator 10.95 
Ghost of a Chance 14. 99 
Interzone II. 95 
Junky 10.95 
Last Words of Dutch Schultz 9.95 
My Education: A Book of Dreams 

21.95 
Naked Lunch 11.95 
Nova Express 8.95 
Paintings & Guns 6.00 
Place of Dead Roads 12.00 
Queer 10.95 
Soft Machine 9. 95 

Ticket That Exploded 9.95 
Tornado Alley 9.00 
Western Lands 12.95 
Wild Boys 9.95 
Yage Letters (w/ Allan Ginsberg) 7 .95 
Burroughs File (Bio) 11.95 
Letters of WilliamS. Burroughs 

1945-1959 12.95 
Literary Outlaw (Bio) 12.95 
The Job: Interviews with WilliamS. 

Burroughs 12.95 
William Burroughs: A Portrait 12.95 

JIM CARROLL 
Basketball Diaries 10.95 
Fear of Dreaming 13.95 
Forced Entries 10.95 
Living at the Movies 8.95 

NEAL CASSADy 
First Third 11.95 
Grace Beats Karma (Letters) 12'.95 
Off the Road (Carolyn Cassady) 9:95 

NICK CAVE 
And the Ass Saw the Angel5.99 
King Ink 11.00 
As-Fix-E-8 (comic) 6.95 

DENNIS COOPER 
Dream Police 16.00 
Frisk 9.95 
Try 11.00 
Wrong 11.00 

DOUGLAS COUPLAND 
Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated 

Culture 13.95 
Life After God 8.00 
Microserfs 21.00 
Shampoo Planet 14.00 

BRUCE CRAVEN 
Fast Sofa (Robert. Williams cover/ 

Flesheaters Flexi) 15.00 

HARRY CREWS 
Body 10.00 
Classic Crews 15.00 
Feast of Snakes 10.00 
Florida Frenzy 15.95 
Knockout Artist 10.00 
Scar Lover 10.00 

PHILLIP K. DICK 
Blade Runner 5.99 
Clans of the Alphane Moon 4.95 
Confessions of a Crap Artist 10.00 
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Deus lrae 8.00 
Divine Invasion U .00 
Dr. Bloodmoney 3. 95 
Eye in the Sky 9.00 
Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said 

10.00 
Galactic Pot Healer 10.00 
Game Players of Titan 10.00 
In Pursuit of Valis 14.95 
Martian Time Slip 10.00 
Maze of Death 10.00 
Now Wait For Last Year 10.00 
Penultimate Truth 3.95 
Radio Free Albemuth 4.99 
Scanner Darkly 10.00 
Solar Lottery 9.00 
Three S~igmata of Palmer Eldritch 11.00 
Time Out of Joint 4.95 
Transmigration of Timothy Archer 10.00 
Ubik 11.00 
Valis 10.00 
World Jones Made 10.00 
Zap Gun 3.95 

KATHERINE DUNN 
Attic 9.99 
Geek Love 11.99 
Truck 9.99 

J. G. ECCARIUS 
Last Days of Christ the Vampire 7.00 
Resurrection 2027 7.00 
We Should Have Killed the King 5.00 

HARLAN ELLISON 
Essential Ellison 19.95 

JOHNFANTE 
Ask the Dust 12.00 
Brotherhood of the Grape 12 :00 
Full of Life 10.00 
Road to Los Angeles 10.00 
Wait Until Spring, Bandini 14.00 
Wine of Youth 12.50 

KAREN FINLEY 
Enough is Enough 14.00 
Shock Treatment 8.95 

NEIL GAIMAN 
Angels & Visitations 20.00 
Good Omens 10.00 

Now We Are Sick: A11 Allthology of 
Nasty Verse 
A unique collection of funny, frivolous 
and frightening poems by 30 of the 
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world's best-known science-fiction, 
fantasy and horror authors. Edited by 
Neil Gaiman. 11.95 

BARRY GIFFORD 
Hotel Room Trilogy 12.95 
Sailor's Holiday 12.00 
Wild at Heart 8.95 

ALAN GINSBERG 
Collected Poems 1947-1980 22.50 
Complete Annotated Howl 17.50 
Fall Of America 8.95 
Howl & other Poems 5.95 
Journals: Early Fifties, Early Sixties 

12.95 
Kaddish 6.95 
Reality Sandwiches 6.95 
Snapshot Poetics (Photos 1953-1991) 

12.95 
Yage Letters (w/ Wi lliamS. Burroughs) 

6.95 
Your Reason & Blake's System 6.00 

CRISPIN HELLION GLOVER 
Oak Mot (signed) 25.00 
Rat Catching (signed) 25 .00 
What It Is And How It Is Done 

(signed) 30.00 

CHESTER HIMES 
Rage In Harlem 8.00 

JACK KEROUAC 
Big Sur 10.95 
Book of Dreams 8.95 
Desolation Angels 10.00 
Dharma Bums 10.95 
Dr. Sax 11.95 
Good Blonde and Other Stories 12.95 
Heaven & other Poems 7.95 
Lonesome Traveler 9.95 
Maggie Cassady 10.00 
Mexico City Blues 10.95 
Old Angel Midnight 10.00 
On The Road 10.95 

Pomes All Sizes 8.95 
Portable Jack Kerouac 14.95 
Safe in Heaven Dead 6.00 
Scattered Poems 6.95 
Scripture of the Golden Eternity 6.95 
Selected Letters: Jack Kerouac 15.95 
Subterraneans 9. 95 
Tristessa 9.95 
Vanity ofDuluoz 10.95 
Visions of Gerard 9.95 
Visions of Cody 12.95 

JERZY KOSINSKI 
Being There 5. 50 
Blind Date 11.95 
Cockpit 8.95 
Painted Bird 10.00 
Passion Play 8.95 
Steps 9.00 

MARK LEYNER 
Et Tu, Babe 10.00 
I Smell Esther Williams 1.0.00 
My Cousin, My Gastroenterologist 

10.00 
Tooth Imprints On a Corn Dog 11.00 

LYDIA LUNCH 
Incriminating Evidence 12.95 
As-Fix-E-8 (comic w/ Nick Cave) 6.95 
Bloodsucker (comic) 2.50 

HENRY MILLER 
Crazy Cock 10.95 
Nexus 11.95 
Plexus 14.95 
Sexus 13.95 
Tropic of Cancer 11.95 
Tropic of Capricorn 11 .95 

COOKIE MUELLER 
Fan Mail, Frank Letters 6.00 
Walking Through Clear Water in a Pool 

Painted Black 7. 00 

ANAIS NIN 
Delta of Venus 5. 99 
Henry & June 8.95 
Incest 14.00 
Little Birds 5.50 
Spy in the House of Love 5.50 

HENRY ROLLINS (2.13.61) 
Art to Choke Hearts & Pissing in the 

Gene Pool 15.00 
Bang! 11.00 
Black Coffee Blues 11.00 



Get in the Van: On the Road with Black 
Flag 20.00 

High Adventure in the Great Outdoors 
11.00 

Now Watch Him Die 11.00 
One From None 11.00 
See a Grown Man Cry 11.00 
Letters to Rollins 11. 95 

HUBERT SELBY 
Demon, The 14.95 
Last Exit to Brooklyn 10.95 

BILL SHIELDS (2.I3.6I) 
Human Shrapnel 9.00 
Lifetaker 11 .00 
Southeast Asian Book of the 

Dead 11.00 

ICEBERG SLIM (ROBERT BECK) 
Airtight Willie & Me 4 .95 
Death Wish: The Story of the Mafia 

4.95 
Long White Con: The Biggest Score of 

His Life! 4.95 
Mama Black Widow: A Story of the 
South's Black Underworld 4.95 
Naked Soul of Iceberg Slim: Robert 
Beck's Real Story 4.95 
Pimp: Story of My Life 4.95 
Trick Baby: The Story of a White 

Negro 4.95 

JIM THOMPSON 
After Dark, My Sweet 7.95 
Alcoholics 8.00 
Criminal 8.00 
Getaway 10.00 
Grifters 8.95 
Heed the Thunder 10.00 
Hell of a Woman 10.00 
Killer Inside Me 9.00 
Nothing More Than Murder 9.00 
Now and On Earth 9.00 
Pop. 1280 9.00 
Recoil 10.00 
South of Heaven 9.00 
Swell-Looking Babe 9.00 
Texas by the Tail 9.00 
Transgressors 8.00 
Wi1dTown9.00 

HUNTER S. THOMPSON 
Fear & Loathing in Las Vegas 10.00 
Fear & Loathing: On the Campaign 

Trail '72 6.99 

Generation of Swine 12.00 
Great Shark Hunt 12.50 
Hell's Angels 5.95 
Songs of the Doomed 10.00 

ALEXANDER TROCCHI 
Cain's Book 9.95 
Thongs: A Novel 9.95 
White Thighs 9.95 

CHARLES WILLEFORD 
Burnt Orange Heresy 7. 95 
High Priest of California 10.99 
Wild Wives 10.99 
Woman Chaser 3.95 

ROBERT ANTON WILSON 
Illuminatus Trilogy 14.95 

ED WOOD, JR 
Death of A Transvestite 8.95 
Killer in Drag 8.95 

TOM WOLFE 
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test 6.50 
Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Flake 

Streamline Baby 12.00 

American Psycho (Bret Easton Ellis) 
14.00 

Boy In The Air (Don Bajema/2.13.61) 
11.00 

Chelsea Girls (Eileen Myles) 14.00 

Confederacy of Dunces (John 
Kennedy Toole) 11.95 

Dogs in Lingerie (Danielle Willis) 5.95 

Good Times are Killing Me (Lynda 
Barry) 17.00 

Good to Go: Short Stories West Coast 
Style 
A collection of work once found only in 
fanzines and diaries, Good To Go is a 
groundbreaking anthology of West Coast 
writers' turbulent and obsessive 
confessions of the TV generation . 9.95 

Gone Tomorrow 
A novel by Gary Indiana 11. 99 

How to Talk Dirty and Influence 
People (Lenny Bruce) 11.00 

Howard Street (Nathan Heard) 9.95 

If You're A Girl (Ann Rower) 7.00 

In Cold Blood (Truman Capote) 12.00 

Kicking (Leslie Dick) 
Sex in London and New York under
ground culture of the 70s and 80s, 
Kicking tracks the adventures of a group 
of close friends through the ambiguous 
pleasures and dangers of those years. 
10.95 

Leaving Las Vegas (John O'Brien) 
11.00 

Lolita (Nabakov) 10.00 

Memoirs of a Beatnik (Diane 
DiPrima) 8.95 

Off the Road (Carolyn Cassady) 9.95 

Planet Joe (Joe Cole/2.13.61) 9.00 

Portable Beat Reader 15.95 

Revenge of the Lawn/The Abortion/So 
the Wind Won't Blow It All A way 
(Richard Brautigan) 14.95 

Semiotext(E) SF (Science Fiction 
compilation) 10.00 

Sick Bum Cut (Deran Ludd) 
"Mary is a 31-year-old man with a 
revolver in a cheap cotton dress ... " 7.00 

Specimen Tank (Buzz Calloway) 9.95 

Stripping and other Stories (Pagan 
Kennedy) 10.99 

literary finds 
for mutated minds 
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WARNING: ATOMIC BOOKS DOES 
NOT ADVOCATE THE BREAKING OF 
ANY LAW. ALL BOOKS SOLD AND 
LISTED IN THIS CATALOG ARE FOR 
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. 
ATOMIC BOOKS WILL NOT BE HELD 
ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE USE OR 
MISUSE OF INFORMATION PRE
SENTED IN THIS CATALOG OR IN 
THE BOOKS LISTED HEREIN. 

Baked Potatoes: A Pot Smoker's Guide to 
Film & Video 10.00 

Cannabis Alchemy 
Reveals the inner world of marijuana and 
hashish . Accompany the alchemist as he 
uncovers the secrets of enhancing potency 
in the informative text. 12.95 

Closet Cultivator (Ed Rosenthal) 
Covers the most advanced gardening 
techniques in plain English-not technical 
jargon. It shows how easy maintenance 
gardens are built out of simple low cost 
household items. And it details successful 
ideas for method· which produces more 
buds faster in less space. 16.95 

Emperor Wears No Clothes: Hemp and 
the Marijuana Conspiracy 
Just the facts about marijuana smoking & 
its effect on people • How & why cannabis 
prohibition began and what it has meant to 
America • Who profits from keeping it in 
place & how we're going to bring it to an 
end • How to speed up the process & 
profit from the coming changes . 19.95 

Grow Yer Own Stone: The Original, 
Authentic, Forbidden Bestseller 
Reprint of the classic marijuana growing 
text from 1973- handwritten text with 
informative drawings. 12.95 

High Times Cultivation Tips 
For over 20 years, High Times has been 
the authority on all aspects of marijuana
especially cultivation. Everyone from indoor 
vegetable gardeners to .law-enforcement 
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authorities to guerrilla grpwers relies on 
High Times to provide all kinds of 
cultivation advice . Now, for the first time 
ever, High Times gathers its most-requested 
articles into one definitive, all-encompass
ing marijuana-growing guide. 19.95 

Hydroponic Hot House: Low Cost, High
Yield Greenhouse Gardening 
Illustrated guide to greenhouse gardening. 
It includes directions for building green
houses, practical advice on harnessing solar 
power, and many hard-earned suggestions 
for improving plant yield. 16 .95 

Indoor Marijuana Horticulture 
The most authoritative , up-to-date book on 
indoor cultivation. Contains over 250 
photographs and drawings to illustrate the 
well researched text. 21 . 95 

Marijuana Botany 
Includes: Structures and characteristics of 
the plant • How quality is affected by 
climate and environment • Numerous 
methods of plant propagation • Identifica
tion and desirability of male plants • THC 
production and peak potency • Developing 
strains that will continue to produce good 
plants year after year. 21.95 

Marijuana Growers Guide Deluxe 
Whether your garden is on a windowsill, in 
your closet, in your backyard, or on acres 
of hillside, this book has information you 
need to make it better. The text is profusely 
illustrated with over 50 dramatic color 
photos , 150 black and white photos, 
drawings , charts, graphs , and maps. 19.95 

Marijuana Growers Handbook: Indoor/ 
Greenhouse Edition 
The most important guide to cultivation. It 
contains state-of-the-art techniques. The 
book is clear and concise, written for 
novice and expert alike . It is an essential 
handbook for all cultivators. 19.95 

Marijuana Grower's Insider's Guide 
A completely new, easy to understand 
guide to proven results for both experienced 
and novice gardeners . Whether you grow 
with halides or flourescents , in a green
house or a closet, the Guide guarantees you 
a healthy and potent crop, and saves you 
money in its set up and maintenance. 19.95 

Marijuana Growing Tips 
Millions of marijuana growers and fanciers 
have consulted Ed Rosenthal through his 
best-selling books, on radio shows , and in 
his monthly columns in High Times. Ed 
Rosenthal's advice is knowledgeable, easy 
to understand and sprinkled with good 
natured humor . 12.95 

Marijuana Hydroponics: High Tecli 
Water Culture 
Excellent guide to growing without soil. 
This book has all the information needed 
to set up a system using nutrient solutions 
in controlled environments . 14.95 

Marijuana in Magic & Religion 
Cannabis sativa played a major role in 
every religion in the Old World from the 
dawn of civilizatio'1 until the dark ages 
when its sacramental use was prohibited. 
Today multitudes are rediscovering the 
sacramental virtues of this most useful of 
all plants. 24.95 

Marijuana Question? Ask Ed 
The long awaited compilation from the 
popular High Times column Ask Ed. Most 
growers will find themselves referring to 
this book more than to any other cultivation 
manual in their library; it is a virtual encyc
lopedia of information with a superlative 
table of contents and index. 18 .95 

Sinsemilla Technique: Inside America's 
#1 Homegrown Industry 
Written for the curious as well as the 
experienced. Presents inside information 
from cultivators and law enforcement alike. 
This information, together with photo
graphs and illustrat.ions, provides an 
excellent insight into the millions of small 
gardens that make up the sinsemilla story . 
24 .95 

Drug Testing at Work: A Guide for 
Employers and Employees 
Describes the tests and how they work, 
discusses the civil rights issues and tells 
how to set up a drug testing program. 
Surveys the steps that employees can take 
to avoid a positive result and/or to defend 
against a positive result. 17.95 

Just Say No To Drug Tests: How To Beat 
The Whiz Quiz 
Details the exact methods for countering 
drug tests of all tY1-'es. Author Ed Carson, 
who served as the substance abuse 
coordinator for a large U.S. military base, 
passed more than 150 tests using the very 
same measures revealed in this book.12 .00 



Marijuana: The Law and You 
Edited by Ed Rosenthal. Includes: What the 
Jolice look for and how they do it • How 
:o prevent illegal police searches • How to 
1void suspicion • What to expect from the 
;ourt system • How to find the right lawyer 
:even the public defender!) • How to work 
with your lawyer and make him work 
harder for you • Organizing the case • 
Strategies and tactics • Guerrilla trial tactics 
• Effective aggressive courtroom behavior 
md much more. 19.95 

Steal This Urine Test: Fighting Drug 
Hysteria in America 
Abbie Hoffman's book is an activist 
handbook for beating urine tests , as well as 
a common-sense antidote to much of the 
misinformation passing as truth about 
drugs . 11.00 

Essential Psychedelics Guide 
Provides clear , detailed descriptions on the 
effects of all major psychedelics, including 
exotic substances like DMT, Mescaline, 
Ketamine and 2-CB. For each substance it 
discusses the material, history and effects, 
plus hard to find information on dosage 
levels, methods of administration , combina
tions, and safety issues. 12.95 

Mushroom Cultivator 
A practical guide to growing mushrooms at 
home. Includes detailed growth require
ments for 15 species , sterile culture and 
mushroom spawn preparation techniques 
and much more . 29.95 

Pharmacotheon: Entheogenic Drugs, 
Their Plant Sources and History 
The most comprehensive multi-disciplin
ary book on the subject of shamanic 
inebriants and their active agents and 
artificial cousins . Featuring a bibliography 
of 2440 sources-Pharmacotheon is the 
reference book specialists have long 
needed, which has been written in an 
engaging style making it accessible to the 
layperson. Extensive personal experience 
with entheogenic drugs imbues Jonathan 
Ott 's treatment of the subject with insight, 
passion and energy. 40.00 

Pharmakolpoeia: Plant Powers, Poisons, 
and Herbcraft 
A mesmerizing guide to psychoactive 
plants, from their pharmacological roots 
to the literary offshoots . Author Dale 
Pendell proves himself a wise and witty 
gu\de to our plant teachers , their powers 
and their poisons. 16.95 

PIHKAL: A Chemical Love Story 
"This courageous and compell ing book . .. 
provides a marvelous glimpse of altered 
states of consciousness and a unique 
opportunity to become acquainted with two 
exceptional lovers and fearless psychonauts. 
If phenethylamines become as important in 
the future as I believe they will , this book 
will be seen as a treasure trove of historic 
importance." 18.95 

Plants of the Gods: Their Sacred, 
Healing and Hallucinogenic Powers 
The world's most renowned authorities Ol) 

psychoactive flora provide a fasc inating and 
moving testimony of these "plants of the 
gods", tracing their use throughout the 
world and their significance in shaping 
history and culture. 19.95 

Practical LSD Manufacture 
The most detailed and comprehensive 
descriptions of several of the methods 
employed in the preparation of lysergic acid 
diethylamide, from natural sources . 18.95 

Psychedelic Chemistry 
Out-of-print for years, and impossible to 
find-now available again in a completely 
revised and updated edi tion wi th much new 
material added! This book is the biggest, 
best and most complete book ever written 
on how to manufacture psychedelic drugs! 
19 .95 

Psychedelics Encyclopedia 
Draws from scientific research, personal 
accounts and popular literature to document 
the properties attributed to psychedelic 
substances , their preparat ion and use, and 
the shifting social attitudes toward them 
over the past half-century. This is a 
remarkable sourcebook for anyone 
interested in the psychological, biological, . 
physiological and cultural aspects of 
psychedelic drugs . A fascinating historical 
reference on psychedelia, from the LSD-25 
of the sixties, to the memory and cognitive 
enhancers of today. Includes over 200 
illustrations. 29.95 

Psychedelic Shamanism 
Explains in detail how to cult ivate many 
psychoactive plants and how to extract their 
powerful psychoactive alkaloids. Provides 

down-to-earth information on how to use 
these plant allies , including dosages, typical 
reactions, length and intensity of experi
ence, dangerous combinations, traditional 
and ritual uses, and much more . 19.95 

Psilocybin: Magic Mushrooms Growers 
Guide 
Psilocybin is a highly visionary natural 
compound with a long tradition of 
shamanic use and a close similarity to 
normal brain chemistry . This book is the 
revised and expanded edition of the 
unsurpassed classic manual on home 
cultivation of psilocybin mushrooms. 
16 .95 

Brain Boosters: F._ods & Drugs That 
Make You Smarter 
Millions of people take smart drugs and 
nutrients to improve brain function and to 
excel in every aspect of their life. Brain 
Boosters is a fascinating look at foods and 
drugs that are reported to make the mind 
work better. 12.95 

Smart Drugs & Nutrients 
How to improve your memory and increase 
your intelligence using the latest discoveries 
in neuroscience . By using newly researched 
nutrients, new compounds and test-proven 
pharmaceuticals, you may vastly increase 
your brain power. 12.95 

Smart Drugs II: The Next Generation 
A practical guide to improving your 
mental performance with newly-re
searched, test-proven pharmaceuticals and 
nutrients. Contains · all new information on 
the latest smart drugs, fascinating personal 
accounts from smart drug users all over 
the world, plus an extensive Question & 
Answer section. 14.95 

1 ega.1 
highs 
Legal Highs 
A concise encyclopedia of legal herbs and 
chemicals that possess psychoactive 
properties . Includes sections on how they 
are obtained, how to use them and what 
their effects are . 10.95 

Stoned Free: Get High Without Drugs 
Now you can just say NO! to drugs . . . and 
get high anyway! Includes: Meditation • 
Breathing Techniques • Deprivation 
Methods • High-tech Highs • Sleep & 
Dream Manipulations and more. 14.95 
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Complete Book of Ecstasy (MDMA) 26.95 

Ecstasy & the Dance Culture 
This book is the most comprehensive 
source of information about Ecstasy and 
the dance culture ever produced. Topics 
included: What is E? Is Ecstasy addictive? 
Why is Ecstasy the drug of the nineties? 
How dangerous is Ecstasy? Can it be made 
safer? Is the dance culture used as an 
alternative to religion? How much does the 
dance culture depend on drugs? What are 
the values of the Ecstasy generation? Is 
herbal Ecstasy safe, and does it work? 
How does Ecstasy affect user's lives? Does 
E lead on to other drugs? Does E harm 
brain cells? Is E an aphrodisiac? 21.95 

Ecstasy: The MDMA Story 
Chronicles MDMA, including the flip-flops 
in its legal status, psychological effects, 
erotic implications, methods of use, 
possible future, chemical structure and a · · 
detailed description of its chemical 
synthesis by leading pharmacologist Dr. 
Alexander T. Shulgin. This expanded 
second edition includes updates on the 
opening of government sanctioned MDMA 
research in the USA, the latest information 
on health risks, and the "rave" scene in 
England and the USA. 17.95 

dr"U..gs: 
D'1i.sc. in1'o 
From Chocolate to Morphine 
."Everything You Need to Know About 
Mind Altering Drugs . "Covers a wide range 
of available substances, from coffee to 
marijuana, from antihistamines to 
psychedelics, from steroids to the new 
"smart drugs. " Besides describing the 
likely effects of each drug, the authors 
discuss precautions and alternatives, thus 
allowing readers to make informed and 
intelligent choices. 13 .95 

Laughing Gas: Nitrous Oxide 
Inhaling laughing gas, or nitrous oxide, has 
gained a new popularity . Yet recent 
discoveries about the dangers of inhaling 
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the gas are not widely disseminated. These 
developments make this underground 
classic more important and relevant than 
ever. 12.95 

Opium for the Masses 
Everything you want to know about the 
beloved poppy and its amazing properties , 
including: What does the opium high feel 
like? How addictive is opium? How hard is 
it to kick? The stunning similarities 
between opium and your body's natural 
endorphins. Morphine and its derivatives. 
How to grow opium poppies. Sources for 
fertile poppy seeds. How to harvest the 
opium from a crop of poppies. And much 
more. 14.95 

Recreational Drugs 
This is the single finest book ever written 
on the manufacture of recreational drugs. 
Profusely illustrated, it covers the equip
ment, techniques, and reagents used in the 
clandestine manufacture of illegal drugs. 
21.95 

dr"U..g 
1i:-te:ra.-t"U..:re 
Acid Dreams 
"The Complete Social History of LSD: 
The CIA, the Sixties. and Beyond." This 
exhaustively researched and astonishing 
account-part of it gleaned from secret 
government files-tells how the CIA 
became obsessed with LSD as an espio
nage weapon during the early 1950's and 
launched a massive covert research 
program, in which countless unwitting 
citizens were used as guinea pigs . 12.95 

Cain's Book 
This is the journal of Joe Necchi, a junkie 
living on a barge that plies the rivers and 
bays of New York. Joe's wor ld is the half
world of drugs and addicts-the world of 
furtive fixes in sordid Harlem apartments, 
of police pursuits down deserted subway 
stations. Junk for Necchi, however, is a 
tool, freely chosen and fully justified; he is 
Cain , the malcontent, the profligate, the 
rebel who lives by no one's rules but his 
own. 9.95 

Confessions of an English Opium Eater 
A superb depiction of a drug and a deeply 
moving self-portrait of an addict. 4. 95 

Drug User: Documents 1840-1960 
Charles Baudelaire, Jean Cocteau, Anais 
Nin, and Aldous Huxley are just some of 
the notable authors included in this one-of
a-kind volume of writings on the drug 
experience. These neglected records of 
drug use are thoughtful and provocative 
excursions into the material and sp iritual 
realms of existence arising from the use of 
intoxicating substances. 10.95 

Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test 6. 50 

Haight-Ashbury Flashbacks 
Stephen Gaskin's personal account of early 
experiences with telepathy and psychedelics 
during the exuberant San Francisco Summer 
of Love period. Told in brief, compelling 
episodes this book captures the Haight and 
the psychedelic phenomenon as no other 
work has . 9.95 

High Times Greatest Hits: Twenty Years 
of Smoke 1n Your Face 
This is it-the greatest collection of High 
Times articles, stories, and tidbits ever 
collected between two covers. Covers 
everything from pop culture to pot 
cultivation, from dope to hemp, from 
Rockers For Pot to Families Against 
Mandatory Minimums. 14.95 

LSD, My Problem Child (Reflections on 
Sacred Drugs, Mysticism, and Science) 
Follows Dr. Albert Hoffman on his 
journey of discovery: the painstaking 
research, the courageous self-experimenta
tion, the meetings with such notables as 
Aldous Huxley, Timothy Leary, mycologist 
R. Gordon Wasson, and novelist Ernst 
Junger. This little-known story of the birth 
of the psychedelic age will fascinate anyone 
who has used LSD and wondered about its 
origins and the mind and circumstances that 
created it. 10.95 

Storming Heaven: LSD and the American 
Dream 
The dramatic chronicle of LSD's brief but 
convulsive reign in America, where it 
would be taken up for an astonishing range 
of projects. For the CIA it was a potential 



weapon in chemical warfare; for Aldous 
Huxley it was the next step in human 
evolution; for Henry Luce it provided a 
direct line to God; for Timothy Leary it 
was the doorway to another world; for Ken 
Kesey and his Merry Pranksters it fueled 
the notorious Acid Tests; and for an entire 
generation that came to maturity in the 
sixties it was the preferred drug, casting its 
radiance over the era's attitudes, dress, and 
music, and reaching its apotheosis in the. 
Summer of Love. 13.00 

-ti..rn..o-thy 
1ea.ry 

Flashbacks: An Autobiography 
Timothy Leary. Part man, part myth; part 
knight, part dragon. With candor and 
iconoclastic humor he recounts the story of 
his most extraordinary life, one of the most 
controversial of the twentieth century . 15 .95 

High Priest 
Chronicles 16 psychedelic trips taken in the 
days before LSD was made illegal. The trip 
guides or "high priests" include Aldous 
Huxley, Gordon Wasson, WilliamS. 
Burroughs, Godsdog, Allen Ginsberg, 
Ram Dass, Ralph Metzner, Willy (a junkie 
from NYC), Huston Smith, Frank Barron 
and others . A fascinating window into an 
era, this first new edition of High Priest in 
over 25 years includes a foreword by Allen 
Ginsberg, and a new introduction by 
Timothy Leary. 19.95 

Politics of Ecstasy 
Timothy Leary's most significant work on 
the social and political ramifications of 
psychedelics. First published in 1968, this 
collection spans the period from research at 
Harvard to the San Francisco Summer of 
Love. 12 .95 

Psychedelic Experience 
"A Manual Based on the Tibetan Book of 
the Dead ." 9.95 

Psychedelic Reader 
(edited by Timothy Leary) 
The Psychedelic Review was founded in 
1963 as a serious journal dedicated to the 
study of the mind-expanding potential of 

both natural and synthes ized psychedelic 
substances. Presenting experts in the fi elds 
of anthropology, religion, pharmacology . 
poetry and metaphysics , this ground
breaking journal had a dramatic impact on 
its times, attracting a large and avid 
readership among academics and the 
burgeoning psychedelic underground . The 
articles included in this anthology appea red 
long before the media, the Beatles, and the 
counterculture reduced psychedelia to yet 
another faddish commodity. 12.95 

-teren.ce 
~cken.n.a. 
Archaic Revival 
"Speculations on Psychedelic Mushrooms, 
the Amazon, Yinual Reality, UFOs. 
Evolution, Shamanism, the Rebirth of the 
Goddess, and the End of History." Terence 
McKenna takes us on a mesmerizing 
journey deep into the Amazon as well into 
the hidden recesses of the human psycl)e 
and the outer limits of our culture, giving 
us startling visions of the past and the 
future . 14.00 

Food of the Gods 
"The Search for the Original Tree of 
Knowledge: A Radical History of Plants, 
Drugs, and Human Revolution." Terence 
McKenna provides a rev ision ist look at the 
historical role of drugs in the East and the 
West, from the anc ient spice , sugar, and 
rum trades to marijuana , coca ine, sy nthet
ics, and even telev ision-illustrating the 
human desire for the "food of the gods" 
and the powerful potential to replace abuse 
of illegal drugs with a shamanic under
standing, insistence on community, 
reverence for nature. and increased self
awareness. 14.95 

Invisible Landscape: Mind Hallucinogens 
and the I Ching 
(Terence & Dennis McKenna) 
A tour-de-force invest igation of hallucino
genic states of consc iousness that combines 
ethnobotanical research , shaman ic explora
tion , alchemical spirit-world initiations, 
extra-terrestrial contact and mathematica l 
formulations of an T-Ching based precogni-

Lion system, with edge-of-the-seat jungle 
adventures. 14.00 

True Hallucinations 
This mesmerizing, surreal account of the 
bizarre adventures of Terence McKenna, 
his brother Dennis , and a small band of 
their friends , is a wild ride of exotic 
experience and scientific inquiry . Exploring 
the Amazon Basin in search of mythical 
shamanic hallucinogens, they encounter a 
host of unusual characters-including a 
mushroom, a flying saucer, pirate Mantids 
from outer space ... and discover the 
missing link in the development of human 
consciousness and language. 12.00 

Cannabis Canada 4. 50 

Hempworld-The International Hemp 
Journal 3.95 

High Times 4. 95 

High Times (Best of) 4. 95 

Island Views 
Articles, News and Opinion from the 
Cutting Edge of Psychedelia 2.95 

Plant Wise: The Newsletter of Botanical 
Dimensions 5.00 

Psychedelic Illuminations 6. 95 

MAPS (Multidisciplinary Assoc. for 
Psychedelic Studies) 6. 00 

Hemp for Victory Comic 2.95 

Dope Fiends Collector Cards 
Vintage paperbacks of the '50s and '60s. A 
gloriously trashy collection of drug-crazed 
criminals , wanton women, and hopelessly 
addicted teenagers . as envisioned in such 
outre titles as LSD Lusters and Black 
Opium. 10.95 

Credit Card Orders 
1-800-778-6246 

Online Orders 
www.atomicbooks.com 
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THE ANTI-GRIFFITH SHOW -TODD STACHOWSKI 

WARNING: This book contains extremely unpleasant material described with unremit
tingly graphic precision. It would be a darkly humorous understatement to say that this 
collection is not intended for the squeamish. 

Peter Sotos is the world's foremost practitioner of verbal brutality . His words achieve a 
nearly inconceivable level of intensity while offering the most cohesive, insightful 
commentary on pornography currently available . And he serves it up without detached , 
hypocritical hand-wringing or the sticky postmodern safety net of camp humor. 
Devotees of blandly moralistic "true crime" writing and pockmarked collectors of 
"horror" fiction won 't find much to suit their tastes here . 

TOTAL ABUSE features nearly all of Sotos's written output since 1984. 

PURE. The world's first self-published true-crime fanzine, PURE was so convincingly 
written that it led to police surveillance of the author and his subsequent arrest. The 
first two issues of PURE have been endlessly photocopied on the bootleg circuit; their 
complete text is reprinted herein. The text to both volumes of PURE Ill, written in 
1985, is being published here for the first time anywhere. Included are the author's 
essays on child pornography; anal rape; Nazi fetishes; prostitutes' crushed skulls; 
homosexual slaughter; and a close-up lens on the bawling faces of victims· family 
members. 

TOOL. A brief collection of fictionalized psychosexual narratives, the first chapter of which caused seismic levels of uneasiness 
when printed in ANSWER Me! #4. Sotos regales the reader with thoughts on his arrest; child abuse; gay-bashing; race-baiting; 
project-dwelling crack whores; peep-show dancers; murdered male hookers; and the inexorable pain of surviving friends 'n ' family. 

PARASITE. Pornography examined, prodded, deconstructed, and understood as never before . Originally published as twenty issues 
of a monthly newsletter, PARASITE is literary criticism seamlessly woven with personal psychodrama. Sotos scrutinizes gay glory
hole porn; true-crime untruths; gang-bang videos; and his favorite philosophical ghetto , radical feminism. He delivers surprisingly 
witty one-liners regarding the current glut of empowerment-theory, sexual-healing, self-help gibberish . He ruminates about the 
"money shot" and its degrading potential. More abused kids. More crying mothers . More bad feelings on all sides . 

TOTAL ABUSE contains a brief introduction by Jim Goad and an extensive interview with Peter Sotos. 

PRICE: $10.00. You must be over 18 to order. Signed age statement required. 
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re""Yen..ge ~ 
sabo-tage 
NOTE: ALL REVENGE TITLES ARE 
SOLD FOR ENTERTAINMENT 
PURPOSES ONLY! 

Black Book of Revenge: The Complete 
Manual of Hard-Core Dirty Tricks and 
Schemes 
Here you'll find the most devastating 
retribution techniques, ever conceived: how 
to obtain information on your targets, the 
"art" of blackmail and its uses, tools 
needed; including many illustrations as 
well as instructions on how they are used, 
plus much more . 12.00 

Ecodefense: A Field Guide to 
Monkeywrenching 
No good American should ever go into the 
woods again without this book and, for 
example, a hammer and a few pounds of 
60-penny nails. Spike a few trees now and 
then whenever you enter an area con
demned to chainsaw massacre by Louisi
ana Pacific and its affiliated subsidiary the 
US Forest Service. You won't hurt the 
trees; they' II be grateful for the protec
tion; and you may save the forest. 20.00 

Gaslighting: How To Drive Your Enemies 
Crazy 
"Gaslighting" means to driv.e someone 
crazy. It comes from the 1944 film 
Gaslight, in which a husband convinces 
his wife she's losing her mind. 
"Gaslighting" is the most potent form 6f 
psychological warfare you can use. 14.9~ 

Getting Even: The Complete Book of 
Dirty Tricks 
A humorous compilation of the most 
ingenious tricks cooked up by George 
Hayduke and his friends. Remedies for 
such varied situations as continual 
computer misbillings, terminally mis
placed plane luggage, exorbitant legal 
fees, excessive telephone and electric 
charges are all here. When you have been 
cheated or wronged and you've thrown 
your hands up in frustration, turn to 
Getting Even. 12.95 

Getting Even 2: More Dirty Tricks from 
the Master of Revenge · 
George Hayduke, the master of revenge, 
has come up with a fascinatingly inge
nious and humorous compilation of tricks 
guaranteed to make life miserable for 
those miscreants who have made life 
miserable for you. When you're frustrated 
or wronged, don't throw up your hands in 
despair- turn to Getting Even 2. This book 
can solve problems. 12.95 ' 

Make 'Em Pay 
Ultimate revenge techniques from master 
trickster George Hayduke . With the 
assistance of his nationwide network of 
revenge freaks, Hayduke 's get-even tricks 
are field-tested for success. And from the 
bizarre to the merely hilarious, there's 
something for everyone here. 8.95 

Make My Day 
George Hayduke' s best revenge techniques 
for the "punks" in your life. Covers every 
type of revenge, from simple pranks to 
complex plots. Discover the technological 
trickery of Captain Video. Feel The Razor's 
cutting sense of humor. See the dark side · 
of Mr . Undercover of the Night. Hear their 
ideas plus hundreds of others, all offered in 
the spirit of good, clean fun. 7.95 

Mayhem! More from the Master of 
Malice 
George Hayduke and his malicious band of 
proteges silare the wonderfully wicked ways 
in which they handle the punks and jerks 
that we all encounter every day. The nasty 
payback techniques and deviously clever 
plots in this book are sure to leave your 
mark rolling in agony-and you rocking 
with laughter! 7. 95 

Poison Pen Letters 
A complete guide to getting revenge 
through the mail. Covers retaliation against 
individuals, corporations and even 
government agencies . Includes nearly 100 
letters, along with tips on stationery , 
mailing, and how to keep from getting 
caught. 12.95 

PrankS! (Re/Search) 
Dazzling deceptions and provocative put
ons from some of the most outrageous 
artists and personalities living today. 
Spontaneous, improvised craziness from the 

Underground in New York, San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and points in between. This 
book opens up a whole new territory of 
fun and pleasure. 17.99 

Revenge: Don't Get Mad Get Even 
Pulls no punches , especially when it 
comes to evening tne score with: Govern
ment Bunglers • Sicko Neighbors • 
Gadabout Lovers • Robber-baron Busi
nesses • Toadish Politicos • Pet Haters • 
and all the other folk who've earned your 
enmity. 14.95 

Revenge Encyclopedia 
Are you fed up with philandering spouses, 
nosy (or noisy) neighbors, bungling 
bureaucrats, snarly sales-clerks, or two
timing business partners? Well, fret no 
more-revenge i~ at hand in this collection 
of 1 ,000 tricks for all occasions, targets, 
and settings. 15.00 

Sabotage in the American Workplace: 
Anecdotes of Dissatisfaction, Mischief 
and Revenge 
Documents reactions to the day-to-day 
frustrations and conflicts of trying to earn 
a living. This booK- provides new insight 
into attitudes toward work by redefining 
sabotage as a common and significant 
aspect of the American work experience. 
12.00 

Screw the Bitch: Divorce Tactics for Men 
A no-holds-barred, one-sided look at 
getting the most out of a divorce. You will 
learn to: See the warning signs of a break
up • Head-off the dirty tricks wives will 
use • Hide your assets, income and private 
affairs • Move into your own place • Get 
the most out of your lawyer • Win court 
battles • much, much more. 17.95 

Take No Prisoners: Destroying Enemies 
With Dirty & Malicious Tricks 
Mack Nasty doesn't believe in holding a 
grudge. He believes in swift, sure and 
devastating retribution. This book, reveals 
the most deliciously despicable revenge 
techniques ever conceived. How to destroy 
your enemy's house or car. How to get 
someone arrested for drug trafficking, 
firearms violations or product tampering. 
Plus many more dirty tricks. 12.95 

Techniques of Revenge 
Techniques for inflicting devious mayhem 
on the ones who make life miserable for 
the average guy. Whether you've been 
mistreated by the media, dumped by your 
date or berated by your boss, you'll find 
sure-fire ways of getting "satisfaction." 
Includes advice on determining your 
target's vulnerabilities and improving your 
timing. 9.95 
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Bad Girls Do It: An Encyclopedia of 
Female Murderers 
From the author of Hunting Humans: An 
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers comes the 
only book on female multiple murderers 
ever assembled . How "bad" are these girls? 
Every one of the 182 women profiled here 
didn't just kill- they killed again and again! 
Every one o( them a multiple murderer! 
16.95 

Big Book of Little Criminals 
Showcases some of the most peculiar 
lawbreakers in history ... and the bizarre 
things they got away with! Oversized 
collection of humorous and informative 
short stories illustrated by top comic 
artists.(Available May 96) 14.95 

Ed Gein: Psycho 
"On the kitchen table was a cup. The cup 
held four noses. Human. With horror, the 
sheriff opened Gein's icebox and found 
various human organs-livers, hearts, 
lungs- wrapped in butcher's paper. He was, 
by definition, a ghoul." -Milwaukee 
Journal 9.95 

Homicide 
' 

"Through wonderfully descriptive writing, 
David. Simpn deta~ls the work of fifteen 
detectives, three sergeants and a lieutenant 
charged with investigating dozens of 
Baltimore 's 234 murders that year. :. Simon 
takes readers inside the detectives ' lives, 
describing the frustration of departmental 
red tape and politics, the bursts of energy 
and moments of despair ... For a complete 
look at what it's like to investigate violence 
for a living, Homicide is well worth the 
time." - The Orlando Sentinel 5. 99 

Hunting Humans: An Encyclopedia of 
Serial Killers 
More than 500 detailed case histories of 
serial killers from the 20th Century. This 
disturbing book describes their lives and 
their exploits ,without any varnish or 
puffery- the chilling details speak for 
themselves. 35.00 
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Knockin' On Joe: Voices From Death 
Row 
Behind the walls of the condemned, there 
are voices waiting to be heard .. . Knockin' 
On Joe tells stories of crime and punish
ment, of violence and pain. Of mortal sin 
and the suffering of the human soul, both 
blameless and guilty . From deep inside 
America's death rows and maximum 
security prisons come the voices of: G.J. 
Schaeffer, Robert F. Lewis, Joseph O'Dell , 
Danny Rolling, Ottis Toole and Carl 
Panzram. 15 .95 

Lowlife 
Opium dens and old-law tenements, 
brothels, dives, and suicide saloons- these 
are some of the ports of call in Luc 
Sante's exuberant and formidably learned 
journey through the underbelly of old New 
York. Pimps, madams, rat-killing dogs, 
ear-chewing thugs, con men, and extrava
gantly crooked cops are among the natives. 
Lowlife is a masterpiece of outlaw urban 
history-pungently written, voluminously 
researched, and illustrated with a wealth of 
archival photographs. 15.00 

Serial Slaughter: What's Behind 
America's Murder Epidemic? 
The most detailed study of multiple 
murder ever made. Michael Newton 
follows serial killers from birth to execution 
searching for patterns and answers . He 
explores their childhoods, their morbid 
fantasies, their hunting and killing tech
niques, and the way law enforcement deals 
with serial killers. Along the way, you'll 
hear the word-for-word statements of 
convicteq serial killers talking about sex, 
murder, life and death . 19.95 

Severed: The True Story of the Black 
Dahlia Murder 
The Black Dahlia murder hit post-War Los 
Angeles like a bombshell. Beautiful 
Elizabeth Short's naked body was found 
drained of blood and cut in.half. This, the 
first true-crime book published on the 
strangest of all "unsolved" murders in the 
annals of modern crime, offers the solution 
documented by law enforcement and 
forensic experts . Here fo r the first time: the 
killer's own frightening statements on the 
gruesome murder. 10.95 

. . prison.. 
1i£e 
Big House: How American Prisons Work 
This book is a thorough examination of 
how prisons work: how do you house, feed, 
and control thousands of violent, angry 
people. It examines the prison system from 

all sides: the inmates, the guards, the 
politicians, the taxpayers . And it takes a 
gritty look at issues like capital punishment, 
psychosurgery , riot control and dealing with 
the sexual needs of prisoners. 19.95 

Escape From Controlled Custody ,. 
Right now, there are people held captive all 
over the world . Some of them will try to 
escape. A few will succeed. This book 
talres you captive to show you what it's 
like. You'll learn to make knives from 
toothbrushes and printing presses from 
shoes . You'll follow prisoners through 
tunnels and over walls . Along the way, 
you'll hear about some of the great escapes: 
acts of bravery and cunning that stir the 
human spirit. 12.95 

Get Out of Jail Free Book 
This book starts off with a spellbinding 
history of escape attempts. You' II be 
stunned at how simple some escapes are, 
and how sirriple-minded some of the 
attempts are . The author reveals all the 
tricks for escaping and staying free: how 
inmates get weapons, how they create 
diversions, how they get over. under or 
through the wall, and how they stay free 
once they make it (O the outside . 10.00 

I Cried, You Didn't Listen: A Survivor's 
Expose of the California Youth Authority 
This inside story of what goes on within 
CA' s juvenile.penal institutions follows 
Dwight Abbott's descent through crime, 
sexual predation and ultra-violence. 10.95 

Outlaw's Bible 
The best '.'jailhouse" law book ever 
published-for people on the outside who 
want to stay there. This is a real life civics 
lesson for citizen lawbreakers: how to 
dance on the fine line between freedom and 
incarceration, how to tiptoe the tightrope of 
due process . Covers detention, interroga
tion, searches and seizures. 16.95 

Surviving in P.rison 
Harold S. Long has written a disturbing 
and deeply moving account of prison life. 
Long has been behind bars for 10 years. 
He describes how prisons are run: the 
penal code and the cellblock code. He takes 
you out to the yard and into the hole. He 



explains the complete failure of most 
rehabilitative programs. And he reveals 
what it's like surviving the isolation, 
humiliation and brutality of prison. 14.95 

You Are Going To Prison 
Guides you through the correctional 
system, pointing out all the dangers and 
scams, leading you toward the safest path . 
Includes: Custody • Trial • Prison • Jail
house Justice • Execution • more . 14.95 

. i.:n.:V"es-ti
ga-tion..s 
B & E Book: Burglary Techniques and 
Investigation 
A practical manual designed for the police 
officer in charge of a burglary investigation 
and civilians interested in reducing their 
vulnerability to theft. Includes: Illustrated 
Breaking and Entering Techniques • Get
aways • Safe-Cracking • Fencing Opera
tions • Gathering Evidence • Guide to the 
Best Tools and Equipment. 16.95 

Be Your Own Dick: Private Investigating 
Made Easy 
Most detective work involves simple 
research you can do for yourself-if you 
know where to look. This book will teach 
you how to find out everything about your . 
target's finances, health, employment, 
pastimes and "past lives. " If you want to 
know whether someone is rich or a 
deadbeat, whether they're on the level or a 
fraud, whether they're cheating on you, 
stealing from you, or lying to you, then 
"Be Your Own Dick!" 12.00 

Espionage: Down and Dirty 
What's spying really like? Read this book 
and find out. Covers recruiting, training, 
infiltration, payment (including sex), 
evacuation, and what happens when a spy 
is exposed, and more. Also reveals the 
exploits of many notorious spies. 17.95 

How to Avoid Drunk Driving Convictions 
Judge X has been a state judge for over 20 
years. He's presided over thousands of 
drunk driving cases. In this book, he holds 
court over a roomful of substance abusers, 
answering their questions about drinking 
and driving. You need to know your rights. 

· You need to know the ropes. You need to 
know Judge X. 14.95 

How to Find Missing Persons: A Hand
book for Investigators 
The classic book on hunting down anyone, 
anywhere. Shows now to use public and 
private records to track someone. Includes 
many practical ruses to get information 
from those who are unwilling to divulge it. 

An essential book for any investigator, and 
for those who want to preserve their 
privacy. 9.95 

Keep 'Em Alive: The Bodyguard's Trade 
The disciplined art of body guarding-its 
attractions, its demands and its dangers. 
Discover the clientele you'll encounter in 
the field; the opposition you have to look 
out for ; what you could find yourself doing 
in the trade; how to stay on the right side 
of the law and even get it to help you; 
practical info on driving, cars, weapons, 
communication; much more. 10.00 

Make 'Em Talk: Principles of Military 
Interrogation 
When it comes to interrogation, it is much 
better to receive than give. That is the point 
of this book. The author, himself a military 
interrogator, teaches you how to acquire 
useful, accurate information designed to 
benefit you in as little time as possible, as 
well as how to thwart an interrogator who 
is intent on making you talk. Every military 
has its ways of making subjects talk, and 
this book takes you step-by-step through the 
most common, effective, and notorious 
methods used. 14.00 

Physical Interrogation Techniques 
One of the most disturbing books ever 
printed. Detailed instructions for torturing 
information out of an unwilling subject. 
Includes humiliation, confinement, sensory 
deprivation, abrasion, electricity, and other 
painful techniques. Most people will not 
have the stomach to read it; those who do 
will learn more about torture and torment · 
than they dreamed possible. 12.95 

Police Sniper: A Complete Handbo(Jk 
Examines the police sniper' s role, since his 
duties will determine his equipment and 
tactics. Every phase of the police sniper's 
mission, from selection and training to 
actually shooting people, is examined. 
16.95 

Sex Crimes Investigation: A Practical 
Manual 
All sorts of sex crimes are in. the news 
these days-more than ever before. This 
book is a police manual for the investiga
tion of sex crimes. A practical guide to 
investigating rapes, prostitution, pornogra
phy, snuff films, sex in the mails, computer 
sex crimes, and more. No modern police or 
investigative library is complete without 
this book. 16.95 

Shadowing & ~urveillance 
Do you want to keep tabs on an unfaithful 
spouse, a dishonest employee or a business 
competitor? This is a practical guide t~ 
quietly collecting information without 
elaborate or expensive equipment. 16.95 

Successful Armed Robbery 
A nuts-and-bolts manual on armed robbery 
written by a pro. Once inside, you'll find 
loot. like this: How to plan a robbery • 
Factors affecting your success • How to 
carry out an armed robbery • How to avoid 
self-caused failure • More. Must reading 
for cops & robbers everywhere. 8.95 

c.h.a:r1es 
:n:~...an..son.. 

Garbage People: The Trip to Heller 
Skelter and Beyond with Charlie Manson 
and the Family 
Random murder and savage overkill, mind 
control and bad trips, Satanism and 
witchcraft, cursed glamour, Haight
Ashbury, rock'n'roll, biker gangs, sexual 
rebellion and dune ~uggies tearing across 
Death Valley in search of the "Hole in the 
Earth ." The Garbage People is a gripping 
account of one of the most chilling and 
fascinating crime sagas of our time, in a 
revised and updated edition. Now contains 
32 pages of previously unpublished photos 
including graphic crime scene and post
mortem documentation. 14.95 

Belter Skelter 
The world's #1 true crime bestseller, 
including a chilling 64-page photographic 
record of the victims, the killers, and the 
evidence. 6.99 

Manson In His Own Words: the Shocking 
Confessions of ."The Most Dangerous 
Man Alive" 
These "words" are the essence behind the 
horror of the tragedy: cold, calculated, 
hard facts told exa·;tly the way it was from 
the beginning ... Effectively captures the 
disturbed mind of Manson and gives us a 
better understanding of the complexity of 
a violent criminal. 10.95 

Manson: The Family 
They haunt us still. The horrifying deaths 
of beautiful Sharon Tate and her jet-set 
Hollywood friends . The capture and trial 
of Charles Manson and his frightening 
followers. The story of Manson and how 
one-by-one he created his nightmare cult of 
sex orgies, blood rituals, and murder. 5.99 
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Enough. Enough! ENOUGH! 

F~ft \\,8y-~~()<Jt 

<1ys o escn e 
'Y<)l iR L~test Prcue~:t 
(no n1~tter 'Arh~t ~t ~sl 

by Jetf KoyeN 

It's over. Dead on arrival. Dead and buried. Please, please, stop using trite kiddie-culture references 
as clever devices to describe your oh-so-cool and misunderstood art. 

Generation-X was· the most ridiculous media contrivance to rear its ugly head this century. Nothing 
more than a convenient catchphrase to separate the would-be subversive types from their parents' cash, 
the whole GenX marketing·machina has finally-mercifully-ground to a halt. 

As a parting gesture, I'd like to offer the following, definitive list of unused GenX allusions. Choke on 
'em, Chico, you fickle motherfucker. 

1. [X] is the briefcase that won the case for Mr. Brady. 

2. [X] is the set of clippers used to shear Asian. 

3. [X] is the moment that the South-going Zax finally decides to kick the living shit out of the North-going Zax. . . 

4. [X] is more disagreeable than Dee's first rag. 

5. [X] will hurt you more than Danny's first ass-punching at the hands of Mr. Kincaid. 

6. You'll covet [X] more than a full sheet of Lisa Frank stickers. 

7. [X] is more fun than a stack of Yes-and-No invisible ink books on the family trip to Florida. 

8. [X] is more evil than Smurfette back when she had dark hair. 
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9. [X] will make you shed more tears than that soft-hearted 1[\jun. 

10. [X] will peer into your soul like those dancing kids on Wonderama stared at you 
through the television. 

11. Mikey really did die ... [X] beat him in the fucking head with a brick until his . 
brain hemorrhaged out his ears. 
12. You'll love [X) more than every little boy loved the youngest Mandrell sister. 

13. [X) shows more soul than Daisy Duke showed ass. 
14. [X] will be around longer than the live action Captain America 

t.v. show was. 

15. [X] is the lone lntellivison in a world of Ataris. 

16. [X) cooler than Bazooka Joe back before he become a fly-boy pus~ . 

. 17. [X) is more fun than getting to second base with the ugly girl at a 
make-out party. 



18. [X] will spin your head around like a Zim-Zam tennis ball. 

19. [X] is more fun than a Whoopsie doll on a rainy day. 

20. [X] takes on the competition like the Heatmiser took on Coldmiser. 

21. [X] is much sneakier than Sis' ever was. 

22. [X] is dangerous like a rusty, metal swingset, before the fucking lawyers made them 
twice as safe and half as much fun. 

( ·.:i 

23. [X) will treat you le~s kindly than your Scoutmaster treated you on a frisky day after 
Confession. 

24. [X] takes the form of an ass-beating motherfucker and the shape of a baseball 
bat cracking open your skull. 

25. [X] will become more valuable to you than an Erasable Ink pen in fifth grade. 

26. [X] has more guts than that ~toner faggot Shaggy. 

27. You'll like [X] more than Betty liked Barney's stubby little cock. 

28. If [X] had shot J.R., he'd be dead in the ground. Then, [X] would've dug up his grave, 
kicked him in thE: fucking jaw, and shat on his tuxedo shirt. 

29. [X] makes everything else look as common as Wet & Wild Lipstick 
#412 on a 12-year old girl. 

30. [X] is the day that Mr. Peebles puts Magilla to sleep after finally realizing that nobody 
wants to buy that fucking gorilla. 

31. [X] is far more impressive than your own goddamn set of tools from Apex Tech. 

32. [X] celebrates the kind of taboo love than Ponch and John shared off duty. 

33. At the center of [X] is a black heart shriveled up like an over-baked Shrinky-Dink. 

34. [X] will last longer than the soles of your G.A.S.S. shoes. 

35. [X] is serious. We can make you delirious. You should have a healthy fear of us. Too much 
of us is dangerous. 

36. Buy a copy of [X], or we'll sign you up for $100 of Tom Watt shit. 

37. [X] will give you more laughs than that fucking Chuckle Patch. 

38. [X) is more obscene than Schneider's snuff fantasies for Barbara. 
39. Ifyou·don't buy [X], we'll stop you like that fucking pigeon ... onlyyou won't get away without getting chopped to little, 

bloody bits in the blades. 
40. Seeing [X) for the first time is neater than the first time you used Aquafresh to disguise your boyfriend's day-old cock 

sweat. 

41. [X] is more offensive than Loni Anderson's five-inch wide cleavage. 

42. [X] shows more originality than any two Hanna-Barbera cartoons placed side-by-side. 

43 .- [X) is creepier than a game of "Light-as-a-feather, stiff-as-a-board." 

44. [X] will make you cooler than the pothead girls who wore feathered roachclips as barrettes. 

45. [X] will become indispensible to you, just like that stupid fat comb in Vinnie Barbarino's 
back pocket. 

46. We've crammed more crap into [X] than you crammed Tam pax into your white Jordache 
pocketbook. 

47. Buy [X], or you'll get a fucking rock all right ... right between the eyes. 

48. [X] is more fun than a pornographic Pick-Your-Own-Adventure book. 

49. [X] is the Hero. You are the Goat. 

50. Are you there, God? It's me, [X]. 

Jeff Koyen edits and publishes Crank out of NYC. Look elsewhere in this catalog for ordering information. 
This article has been made possible by the letter "C," for "Cunt," and the number "3," which is how many 
times each day the author jerked off when he was thirteen years old. Thanks to Amy for the girlie stuff. 
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I'D..a.yh..e:m..! 
books 

Anarchist Cookbook 
Perhaps the most notorious "How To" 
manual on the market. This is one of the 
most asked for books that we know of. Is 
it any good? Well, it's now in its 29th 
printing since 1971 , and has chapters on 
home preparation of weapon , electronics, 
drugs and explosives. Extensively 
illustrated. 25.00 

Armed Defense: Gunfight Survival for 
the Householder & Businessman 
This book will show you how to teach 
yourself to shoot well enough to save your 
life in a variety of ugly situations. You will 
learn techniques and tactics that work , nor 
just reflections of somebody 's theories. 
16.95 

Complete Guide to Lockpicking 
This is the single finest manual on 
lockpicking ever written-over fiv e yea r·s of 
research went into its preparation. Detail ed , 
illustrated, step-by-step instructions are 
given for picking all the commonly found 
lock types. 14 .95 

Personal Defense Weapons 
Evaluates all kinds of weapons- guns. 
knives, sticks, gas canisters, martial arts 
weapons, and many others- by asking 
some very interesting questions: Is it too 
deadly to use? Is it illegal to carry? Can it 
be comfortably concealed? How much skill 
does it take? Will it gross you out to use it? 
IS it reliable? Whatever your situation, th rs 
practical book will help you find protection 
you can live with . 12.00 

Poor Man's James Bond 
The ultimate armed civilian . Intended 
originally for the political right , now 
geared for use by the Civil Authorities. It 
embodies all the practical paramilitary 
knowledge collected and studied by 

. dissident groups throughout America. 
Volume 1 and 2 24.95 each 

Rolling Thunder: Turning Junk into 
Automobile Weaponry 
How to arm your car down to its axles with 
a bevy of wicked surprises good for any 
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self defen ~t: enwr !!< KY on the road. The 
clear , concrse pl;,n ~ rang<- rrorn d11 c:r~ronary 
to harassmeut- blrnding lights, smoke 
creens. and trrc busters- 10 more serious 
self- delen~e. nJIIJc~ <h:pluyed lron1 yo111 
movmg car , uri ~11, k laid out to send a 
pursuer car ·ening ott the road. and 
firearms fired rcmnt<.l v h om an internal 
control paud Y•lll Lan al·u lt·arn how lo · ie, 
a seat belt to electrically shock a hostile 
passenger , modify a trunk lock so it can be 
opened from the inside, and build e1ghr 
more destrw.t ive d ,·rces guaranteed to take 
the drive our uf an) ehi~ular assa ilant. All 
of the plans re<.jurrt •m ly common tools and 
the simplest ot mattrrals found in any 
workshop scrap prk 12 llO 

Silent Death 
Under grouull Llu.:r.ll~' par ;__,,Llkuce ~~~le 

Fester turns lm atlentron to pur~uns-aud 
lhe result 1. jt/u/1 /le,ah A L••llll'klc guide 
ro poi som tlkii Jdllltni~liJIHlll dllt.l 

detection Solcllnr lllltllmatllHhd purpose> 
only. 16 95 

Spirit of '69 . .4 'lAIII/i~ati bible 
Style. mu~ic trad!IHIII fiH•Ih,JII i,,_r' Tr 
all here with Int .'! 111•11<' beside.-. rmm 1he 
late Sixties ' " lhf p1c~ent dav . . 'i'pirit of '69 
gives it to you stra 1ght /\ hook to take you 
beyond the IJ~: ad lll lt.:> dliJ inl ,r tilt.: true 
realm~ of tilL Shlllhc<lll cult Welcome to the 
land ul tilL IHII hi hr igade' 24.00 

' • • z II"'.. e 
(Yuu !If! I 1/J,, , .til e/1{ t, III•'J 

Coustawme Repo11. 1'hc rlundw 
Hollywood tlfob C.mnect1011, the CIA ami 
0..1. Simpwn 
This time!\ do- ' 1 , JI.Jllh c l·,,c~s n ·I) 
re~eardtcd .111d l1<..a''ll, i111111>latt.:d ne w 
information nn 0 I and Nicole Simpson's 
alleged ties to organlt.ed crime and dmg 
dealing. C'itrn, the c.rr licr C'at>pa\\ nHIIdL ~ 

as a hluLpi inl lur IIJ <~IIY <bjll'rt:, of the 
vrcious attack o11 Nru1lt: .Stmpsoll and 
Ronald Goldman. the author presents many 
umler-it.:p•H teJ and I<•>Ctll~llllg connection~ 
wlw.:h will li<: Vt: l .lilow the 1eadei tu view 
th is cas<' n, tltL ~.illle way agam 3.9'\ 

Headprt!.v.l 
"1/te Joumt~ l uj Su R,./l!;tu/1 • Deo•ih 
More ma_y h._, ,i ti<HII tile \J K r,xc ·llent 
unc.lerground LU!tur, gu iJL 7 00 

The Dahme1 Mtudu /•1h 
An Oblrllt£ J'u/>11. 111111 : ilL 1.tl >lJ'' ..t: 
The public ret Ill d I lies ol Jt.tlr ey I >ahlllLi 
Includes til t: lllilllkl Llldl~es filed against 
Dahmer. plus hp, .:a, I'"' lll llle~tallun 

charge~ 2 1lli 

Malefact #I 
Interviews with Fuck magazine's Randall 
Ph illip and the band Killdozer. Reviews of 
pork rmds. Plus se.:.ually disturbing comics 
from Mike Diana, D,B . VeiVeeda, Trevor 
Brown, Fuckin' Crites and more. Free 
pogs and sticker included. 4.00 

Malefact #2 
Even more sexually disturbing and 
outrag<'ous comics, .. plus the Grady Stiles 
Jr. (Lobster Boy) murder ' Not for the 
easily offendec.l. 5.00 

Scum Manifesto 
Valerie Solanas' Scum Manifesto was first 
puhlished in 1968 after she had shot 
and nearly killed Andy Warhol. 3.95 

Snuff It 
"Greeting~. dear reader, and welcome to 
the first issue of Snuff It, the magazine of 
the Church of Euthanasia. Just in case 
you're tl\)1 already a member of the church , 
I'll take this opportunity to explain our 
theology. The church has four core 
principles . or ·' pillars ," and they are (drum 
mil please) uJc ide, abortton, cannibalism , 
and sodomy. Now. you may ask yourself, 
why do we support these things? What do 
they all have in common? Yes, of course 
tht.:y ' n.: a ll gooc.l fun, but the real answer is 
that they all help reduce the population. " 
-Snufflt 2.00 

ZOO DEATHS 

Murder Can Be Fun 16 
Lou Deaths: ta les from New York to 
P,H tland of the gory re ults when man 
meets ammal in cage, Lindbergh kidnap
ping lunacy, more noir writers, The Journal 
of Fvremic Sciences, book reviews and a 
whole lot more. 2.00 



Murder Can Be Fun 15 
Mormon cult killings, postal shooting 
update , the top kiddy ransom kidnappings, 
70's confession magazine nostalgia, book 
reviews , etc. 1.50 

I M~~derc~f~~ 

I 
Please Mr. Postman 

~f>"~(, ' 

! ... -

Don't Shoot! 

Murder Can Be Fun 14 
Please Mr. Postman, Don't Shoot! Postal 
service massacres, great American riots, the 
Nashville train crash, Robert Cormier, book 
reviews, and more. 1.50 

Murder Can Be Fun 13 
Death at Disneyland, sex criminal/train 
wrecker Sylvestre Matuschka, the ultimate 
plane crash. mystery writer Harry Stephen 
Keeler, book reviews, etc . 1.50 

Murder Can Be Fun 12 
The Art of Murder: Herbert Wallace vs. 
"R. M. Qualtrough," cannibal Sawney 
Beane, murder connoisseur Thomas de 
Quincey, '89 SF earthquake inside dope, 
book reviews, etc. 1.50 

Murder Can Be Fun 11 
I (heart) Disasters Issue: the Great Boston 
Molasses Flood, the Port Chicago Explo
sion, the best US disasters and many other 
fine mishaps. 1.50 

Murder Can Be Fun 9110 
Karen Carpenter, queen of anorexia, belfry 
killer Theo Durrant, Kallikak madness , big 

Murder~ fun 
••· 9110 Sl~ 

····Karltl Carpn1or-·· 

............. .. ~~~o· .... d-""' 

crime books, faith healing, Spy, book 
reviews and more. 1.50 

Murder Can Be Fun 8 
Santa Cruz mass murder greatest hits: Ed 
Kemper & Co., the Golden Gate Bridge 
fiasco, Charles Willeford, joys of The 
Reader's Digest, and book reviews .. 75 

Murder Can Be Fun 7 
Special "I Hate Sports" issue with tales of 
scandal, corruption, and violence about 
your least favorite past-times .. 75 

Murder Can Be Fun 6 
The real Typhoid Mary, a look at Holly
wood Babylon, past and present, intro to 
noir god Cornell Woolrich, appreciating 
Star Hits, book reviews .. 75 

Murder Can Be Fun 5 
Fatty Arbuckle Takes the Rap(pe), Jim 
Thompson's tough guy fiction, the Bible's 
sleazy side, True Detective mags .. 75 

Murder Can Be Fun Presents: Obscure 
Crime Books 
An in-depth look at II tough true crime 
titles like Born To Kill, The Sexual 
Criminal and The Murderous Trail Of 
Charles Starkweather, some of which are 
stranger than the crimes they purport to 
cover. Includes spree & serial killers, bank 
robbers, and train wreckers. 1.50 

:.n..a.yhe~ 
esse:.1"tia.l.s 
Amok Journal: Sensurround Edition 
"A Compendium of Psycho-Physiological 
Investigations. " The theme of this 
compilation is the pursuit of a neurological 
basis for mystical and ecstatic experience . 
The Amok Journal brings together accounts 
of the search for the erotic in the mechani
cal, the sublime in the visceral, and the 
spiritual in the electromagnetic. from 
explorations of the subtle effects of 
infrasound to death-defying grasps at the 
ultimate orgasm. Sections include: 
Autoerotic Fatalities, Trepanation, Cargo 
Cult, Self-Mutilation, Amputee Fetish, 
Infrasound, Psych-Out, more. 19.95 

Apocalypse Culture 
Two thousand years have passed since the 
death of Christ and the world is going mad. 
Nihilist prophets, born-again pornogra
phers. transcendental schizophrenics and 
just plain folks are united in their belief in 
an imminent global catastrophe. What are 
the forces lurking behind this mass 
delirium? Apocalypse Culture is a startling, 
absorbing and exhaustive tour through the 
nether regions of today ' s psychotic 
landscape. 14.95 

Critical Vision: Random Essays & Tracts 
Concerning Sex • Religion • Death 
A collection of the best articles from the 
rare early issues of Headpress magazine. 
Takes to exploring the Black Plague from 
within a religious and political frame; Mr. 
Punch, sex-killer puppet; two decades of 
pornographic comic books; Douglas Clark 

a.I1s""W~Ter :m..e! 
-the £i:rs-t -three 

"This is hate literature. If you aren't filled with hatred, this book ain't for you. It's 
not what your mother warned you about, because the old bitch could never imagine 
something so vile. Your stubby, undeserving fingers hold the entire first three issues 
of ANSWER Me! magazine-here are the Genesis, Exodus and Leviticus of the 
'Bible of Hatred.' ANSWER Me! was created by two humans who were brave 
enough to deny their own humanity. They have savagely swallowed every existing 
social pathology, sloshed them around inside their bilious stomachs, and regurgitated 
the only magazine worth hating." Includes: Night of a Hundred Mass-Murdering/ 
Serial-Killing Stars (ANSWER Mel's ridiculously extensive guide to the hundred most 
fabulous killers of our time) • Mexican Murder mags • Anton LaVey • David Duke 
• The Family Must Be Eliminated • The Underground is a Lie • Dr. Jack Kevorkian 
Prank Phone Calls • Rev. AI Sharpton • NAMBLA • The Kids of Widney High • 
Underdog Lady • The Homeless Can Eat Shit • Babies Are Dirty • I Hate Being a 
Jew • Killing Me Softly: Top 100 Bizarre Suicides • Mexican Deformity Comics • 
Serial Killer Art • Shoot First, Live Free • Russ Meyer • Timothy Leary • More! 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. You must be 18 years of age to purchase . 13 .00 
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on Death Row, accused of the "Sunset Strip 
Murders"; Moses David and his Hookers 
for Jesus; sex and violence; visit to a 
Miracle Crusade; suicide-homicide; outlaw 
publishing, and much more. 19 .95 

Cult Rapture 
Cult Rapture reveals Adam Parfrey's 
distinctive approach to journalism with his 
eagerly-awaited follow-up to Apocalypse 
Culture. Features full-length revelations on: 
The Keanes: progenitors of the big-eye 
waifs • Will somebody please find a mate 
for this well-mannered, Aryan psycho
killer? • The revival of the mail-order bride 
• Sex cults of the physically deformed • 
Elvis' most bizarre fan • The preening cult 
of SWAT cops in action • G.G. Allin's 
final interview • The bombing of the 
federal building in Oklahoma City and its 
repercussions for America • and many 
more reasons to chew a couple of Turns. 
Includes a full-color frontispiece by Joe 
Coleman, 50 pages of illustrations, and an 
annotated bibliography. 14.95 

Funeral Party 
Includes 10 pages of new never-before-seen 
H.R. Giger material. Plus interviews: Mark 
Pavia/Jack O'Donnell (Writer/Producers/ 
Director, Stephen King's The Night Flier) • 
The Torture King (from The Jim Rose 
Circus Sideshow) • Jim VanBebber (My 
Sweet Satan, Roadkil{ Deadbeat At Dawn) 
• Articles on Hermann Nitsch and The 
Grand-Guignol Theatre of Paris • Short 
stories, comics, film reviews, artwork and 
more. Over 100 illustrations. 15.00 

The Gas 
A delicious erotic dream explodes into an 
uncontrollable nightmare of perversion, 
violence and insanity. An accident at a 
secret germ warfare laboratory allows a 
deadly vapor to infect all of Southern 
England. The vapor is an aphrodisiac that 
releases every pent-up human urge. Within 
24 hours society self-destructs in a vast 
orgy of lust, aggression, and psychosis, as 
men and women everywhere act out their 
deepest, weirdest obsessions. 
(Fiction) 12.95 

Loompanics Unlimited 1996 Catalog: The 
Best Book Catalog in the World! 
Includes detailed descriptions of more than 
800 hard-to-find books and videos on 
unusual topics. Crammed with outrageous 
offerings. Also includes articles, essays and 
special features commissioned just for the 
catalog. Sections include: Murder and 
Torture, Privacy and Hiding Things, Frauds 
and Con Games, Locks and Locksmithing, 
Fake ID, The Underground Economy, 
Crime and Police Science, Revenge, Self-
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Defense, Bombs and Explosives, Guerrilla 
Warfare, Guns, Survival, Sex and Drugs, 
Heresy/Weird Ideas, Anarchism and much 
more. 5.00 

Rapid Eye 1 
The contemporary masterpiece of the 
counterculture. Crowded, crammed, 
bursting with ideas. Includes: Kathy 
Acker, William S. Burroughs, Aleister 
Crowley, Brion Gysin, Derek Jarman , 
Charles Manson, Psychic TV, Hubert 
Selby, Austin Spare, Colin Wilson, 
Alchemy, Hitler & UFO's, Mescaline, 
Tattoos & Piercing & more. 23.00 

Rapid Eye 2 
Artists hanging dead dogs in railway 
tunnels, religious icons floated in urine, 
police raids on writer's homes; Rapid Eye 
reflects the fact that the millennia! 
madness is breaking over our heads, ready 
for the Reckoning ... Includes: Death Art , 
Richard Kern, Jorg Buttgereit, Neoism, 
Anton LaVey, Victor Bockris. Colin 
Wilson, Numerology & Serial Killers , 
Genesis P. Orridge , Alex Sanders, Paul 
Mayersberg, Timothy Leary , The Other 
Bisexuality , Aaron Williamson, Mondo 
Film & more. 19.50 

Rapid Eye 3 
Includes: Alan Moore • Robert Heinlein • 
William Gibson • Andre Stitt • Kenneth 
Anger • Freak Film • Maya Deren • A 
Clockwork Orange • Pornography • 
Process Church • Gilbert & George • 
Stewart Home • The K Foundation • And 
much more. 17.95 

sa:ta.ni.s.-n.../ 
a.:n.:to:n.. 
1a."'Yey 
Black Flame 
The International Forum of the Church of 
Satan . This 48 page journal keeps you 
informed as to current developments in 
Satanic thought. Each issue is tilled with 
articles, reviews, poetry and art exploring 
the implications and applications of 
Satanism as expounded in the writings of 
Anton Szandor LaVey, founder and High 
Priest of the Church of Satan. 6.00 

Devil's Notebook 
The first original collection of LaVey's 
writings to be published in over two 
decades. "In a clear polemical style, the 
good doctor rips into a number of deserv
ing targets ... and imparts wise-ass wisdom 
that, for me, is worth more than a stack of 
ancient grimoires." -Mike Lee, The Nose 
10.95 

Satanic Bible 6.50 

Satanic Rituals 6.99 

Satanic Witch 
Cuts to the core on the forbidden knowl
edge of seduction and manipulation. In her 
introduction, Anton's bewitching daughter 
Zeena discusses how the practical use of 
this book has affected her life . 9.95 

Secret Life of a Satanist: The Authorized 
Biography of Anton LaVey 
This thoroughly entertaining biography 
offers the strange and wide-ranging life and 
philosophy of "the most dangerous man in 
America." Includes appendices of LaVey's 
essays and rare photographs . 12.95 

Speak of the Devil (VHS Video) 
Anton LaVey offers a rare and treasured 
glimpse into his private world and shares 
remembrances of his many fascinating 
careers. Also explores dozens of other 
myths and misconceptions about Satanism 
and its "Black Pope." (89 minutes) 25.00 

bikers 
Angels From Hell: The Angel Chronicles 
England, turn of the millennium. Govern
ment repression has driven the Hell's 
Angels underground ... From their hide-out , 
Gerry Vinson leads his chapter, The Last 
Heroes, into battle. The result is a brutal, 
mythopoetic odyssey of sex, drugs, 
madness, betrayal and violent death . 
(Fiction) 16.95 

Hell's Angels 
Takes the reader inside the most notorious 
of California's motorcycle gangs, an animal 
crowd on big wheels . .. all noise, hair and 
bustout raping instinct. In eloquent, force
ful detail , HunterS. Thompson describes 
their machines, runs, codes , origin and 
history and day to day existence. 5.95 

Hell's Angels: Three Can Keep a Secret if 
Two are Dead 
Documents the gang's bumpy ride from its 
origins as a Stateside club for WWII fighter 
pilots, to its freewheeling terror tactics of 
the early sixties, to its absurd flirtation with 
the hippie scene, to its ultimate search for a 
legitimate role in the contemporary world of 
organized crime. 12 .95 



Big Book of Death 
67 ghastly tales of mortality by the world's 
top comic artists! This veritable handbook 
of morbidity covers all the bases: From 
bizarre ways to die, to death rituals in 
foreign cultures; from tours of famous 
cemeteries and biographies of the luminar
ies laid to rest there, to unique (and 
sometimes appalling) methods of body 
disposal. 12.95 

Curious Punishments of Bygone Days 
A book on tortures inflicted by Church and 
State. Originally published in 1896, this 
strange book will fascinate anyone 
interested in crime and punishment and the 
never-ending saga of man's inhumanity to 
man . 10.00 

Death Log 
A police reporter's collection of coroners ' 
reports on some of the most unusual deaths 
ever . Includes Morgue Reports of the Stars , 
with L.A. County coroner 's reports on the 
deaths of: Marilyn Monroe, Sal Mineo, 
Sharon Tate, Dorothy Stratten, Natalie 
Wood, Lenny Bruce, Janis Joplin and 
Freddie Prinze. 7.95 
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Death Scenes 
A riveting , hardboiled , adults-only look-in 
photos and text-at true crime in old Los 
Angeles. Text provided by Katherine Dunn, 
author of Geek Love. Based on a scrapbook 
collected by Jack Huddleston, a homicide 
detective with the L.A.P.D. from the 1930s 
to the 1950s. Includes photos from famous 
national cases such as the Lindbergh 
kidnapping , the Valentine's Day Massacre 
and the FBI shooting of John Dillinger . 
Death Scenes presents unflinchingly 
graphic on-site forensic photos , mug shots, 
previously unreleased photos of celebrity 
homicides , news and police photos of 
infamous cases from Los Angeles and 
around the country and morbidly 
voyeuristic shots of "freaks" , accidents and 
legal executions. Detective Huddleston 
provides eerily matter-of-fact captions filled 
with case findings, streetwise cop talk and 
a thread of deadpan humor. The resulting 
assemblage is described by Dunn as "an 
historical and archeological artifact , a time 
capsule revealing seldom seen sub-strata of 
American life and death." Softcover 19.95. 
Hardcover (Limited edition of 400) 39.95 

Death Scenes I Video 
A Film by Nick Bougas. Anton LaVey 
narrates this masterful documentary based 
upon a most remarkable document, an 
L.A. P. D. homicide detective's scrapbook 
of freaks, criminals and famous murder 
scenes . $25.00 (86 minutes, VHS) 

Death Scenes 11 Video 
In this sequel, Nick Bougas continues the 
exploration into the dark recesses of 
violence and rage that ended in such 
heinous crimes as the Manson Family's 

Wisconsin Death Trip 

assault on society. Sharon Tate and six 
. others lost their lives during two nights of 

mindless savagery and slaughter. Uncen
sored and graphic scenes of this crime are 
shown. You will be taken through the crime 
scene as only coroners and homicide 
detectives have been allowed. State 
Treasurer R. Bud Dwyer's on-camera 
suicide is shown. The tragic death of actor 
Vic Morrow on the set of the movie 
Twilight Zone is captured in chilling 
footage of the disaster. You ' II see the 
gruesome aftermath of mob reprisals, 
public executions and international 
terrorism . Explore the bizarre phenomenon 
of Mexican "Death Magazines . " See 
unspeakable war atrocities from Europe, 
Korea and Vietnam. Even a nostalgic peek 
at the "safe driving" films shown to high 
school students is presented. Death Scenes 
11 offers a spellbinding trip through the 
reality that is our world today. $25.00 
(82 minutes , VHS) 

"Nov 24th 1915 2 bodies (male)" -Evidence 

Evidence 
A collection of 55 evidence photographs 
taken by the NYPD between 1914 and 
1918. These are startling images, some 
brutal, some poetic, and all possessed of a 
strange and spectral beauty . Luc Sante 
minutely examines these pictures of crime 
scenes and draws them out by every 
possible means: speculating about the lives 
and deaths depicted; discussing the 
progress of forensic use of photographs and 
the mission of photography itself; and, 
where possible, reconstructing the events 
that led up to thest ,frozen. terminal 
images. 20 .00 
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Execution Tools & Techniques 
A chilling examination of capital punish
ment, including detailed descriptions of all 
the techniques used by governments to put 
people to death. Includes: Hanging • 
Electrocution • Beheading • Burning • 
Drowning • Entombment • Death by 
Nature • Other methods. 14.95 

Faces of Death Trading Card Set 
A disturbing collection of death images . 
Graphic photos and images of death close
up. Hangings, shootings, accidents and 
more. 11.95 

Final Exit: The Practicalities of Self
Deliverance and Assisted Suicide for the 
Dying 
It has stunned the nation by offering people 
with terminal illness a choice on how-and 
when- to end their suffering. It has gained 
the attention of the medical community 
with its provocative indictment of the 
medical profession , calling for self
deliverance as a viable option for the dying. 
And it has helped thousands by giving clear 
instructions to doctors, nurses, and families 
on how to handle a patient's request for 
euthanasia. 11. 95 

The heads of Auguste and Abel Pollet, 
executed January 11, 1909. -Guillotine 

Guillotine: Its Legend and Lore 
With the first fatal drop of the guillotine 
blade, folklore began to spring up-stories 
of severed heads that spoke after decapita
tion, of heads that bit their executioner, and 
severed heads whose eyes blinked just as a 
loved one shrieked their name in horror. 
Metaphysical musings on the meaning of 
the head without the body and letters and 
journal entries written by those who saw 
the device in ·action bring the gruesome 
machine back to life. Packed with over 100 
illustrations. 14 .95 
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Looking at Death 
This extraordinary book, assembled from · 
the vast archives of Harvard University, 
offers an unflinching look at death as it has 
been portrayed and experienced over the 
past 150 years. We see it on stage, in the 
laboratory, on the streets and in the home. 
We see it as a consequence of old age, 
violence, accidents and disease. This is a 
book that will provoke thought (and even 
outrage) and help us come to terms with 
this most natural event in our lives-and , in 
making us understand its finality, to 
appreciate better the gift of life. 25.00 

Suspended Animation: Six Essays on the 
Preservation of Bodily Parts 
A young intern examines a tissue specimen 
and in the process comes to better 
understand the not always comforting " texts 
of nature ." A visit to Bologna leads to a 
magnificently appointed room where 
cadavers were ostentatiously dissected 
before jostling, cheering spectators in 
centuries past. Fantastically detailed wax 
anatomical models and artistically posed 
body parts meticulously preserved in fluid
filled jars give rise to contemplation 'of 
"communion with the dead." In six 
personal, reflective, and deeply affecting 
essays, F. Gonzalez-Crussi guides us 
through a wealth of natural medical 
phenomena-both the usual and the 
sometimes monstrously irregular. Enrich
ing his observations and insights with 
examples drawn from medicine, history , 
and the arts, he lifts us from an instinctive 
reaction of, perhaps, horror to a more 
profound sense of wonderment. The 
luminous color photographs of Rosamond 
Purcell are a singularly striking counter
point to Dr. Gonzalez-Crussi 's elegantly 
crafted prose. 16.00 

Tortures & Torments of the Christian 
Martyrs (1591) 
Rev. Antonio Gallonio' s martyrology is the 
most gruesome document of all time. It is 
augmented for this edition with a forensic 
study of the crucifixion by the Mayo Clinic 
and visual contributions by Joe Coleman, 
Dan Clowes, Peter Bagge, Bill Ward, 
Crispin Hellion Glover. Mark 

Tortures & Torments 
Mothersbaugh, Charles Manson, John 
Wayne Gacy, Richard Ramirez and others . 
Only a limited number remain of this out
of-print Feral House classic! 25.00 

Wisconsin Death Trip 
Michael Lesy has collected and arranged a 
number of remarkable old photographs; he 
has culled accounts , principally of death, 
depression, and disease, from local papers, 
recorded a little gossip ... then to accompany 
these composed a brief though eloquent and 
perceptive text, and put all this handsomely 
and artfully before us. 16.95 

Golf champ's wife dies mysteriously, 
California, 1954. -Looking at Death 



MUTTE MCALENDARS 
Opened to the public in 1863, tlte Mutter Museum of The College of Physicians of 

Philadelphia has been praised as "one of America '" most mesmerizing and undersung muse
ums" (Discover) and as " .. . arguably America's fine<>t medical pathological and historical 
museum" (Medical Landmarks USA , Marlin R. Lipp, M .D.) . The Mutter Museum Calendars 
present the work of a distinguished group nf photographers who have turned their attention to 
the unexpected art inherent in the study of meUical science. The long out-of-print Mutter 
Museum 1993 Calendar is a sought-after collector's item fe tching as much as $50. Atomic 
Books has managed to procure a very limited quantity of the Mutter Museum 1994, 1995 and 
1996 Calendars . The Mutter Museum J< Q6 Calendar w;: s the very last calendar produced by 
the museum; plans for a 1997 edition have been cancelled. making each year 's calendar a 
valuable collector 's item . Each calendar is 11" x11" and features 13 stunning images from the 
collection of the Mutter Museum printed on high-gloss stock sui table for framing . 
Mutter Museum Calendars 1994, 1995, 1996. $14.95 each. Special Offer! All 3 for $34.95. 
Quantities are very limited! 
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"James Taylor is the world's foremost authority on sideshows, and 
thankfully he's sharing the information wi~h us."- Jim Rose 

Hurry, hurry, hun-y! Step right up! Friends and fans of sideshow everywhere! Freakshows! Girl snows! Grind shows of 
every make and description! Headless women! Alligator boys! Ten foot, two-headed Egyptian mummy cave men! Daredevils to 
stop the heart in mid flutter! Mysteries to beguile the innocent and confound the skeptic 1 Listen to the voice of a stranger! Your 
neighbors are enjoying the show right now! 

. And how might that be? They're reading James Taylor's SHOCKED AND AMAZED! On & Off the Midway, the only 
periodical devoted entirely to the great spirit of the shows, the only publication of its type anywhere. This is the only book to 
capture the thrills, excitement and mystery of the traditional back end shows of the carnival, the dime museums of a century ago, 
the road-sid~seums of today, and the human marvel shows of tomorr_ow. 

In Volume One you'll meet Ward Hall, media proclaimed "King of Sideshows,'· in an 
exclusive interview. You' ll hear Hall's tales of his fight to keep his freak baby show and 
his legal battle to rid the law hooks of a ban on freak shows, a legal battle he took all the 
way to the Supreme Court. In Nightmare Alley, you' II see Hall and his World of Wonders 
show covered at New York's Meadowlands Fair. You'll meet "Lady Sandra" Reed in 
the second exclusive interview and hear how the albino sword swallower held the 
world's record for the number of swords swallowed by a woman. There's a special photo 
gallery of freaks and oddities from Bernard Kobel, supplier to the sideshows. And spe
cial to every volume of SHOCKED & AMAZED is an extensive, illustrated dictionary 
of Carny Lingo, your verbal guidebook for all the terms of the business. All this under 
the front cover banner painted especially fqr Volume One by banner artist Mark Frierson. 
And to top it all, this and every succeeding volume will feature up-to-the-minute 
information on access to sideshow collectibles and resource materials. 80 pages, $9.95 
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In Volume Two you'll meet Jeanie Tomaini, once billed as "the World's Only Living 
Half Girl," who with her husband AI , the Ainerican Giant, were "the World's Strangest 
Married Couple" before they retired to Florida and set up the Giant's Fish Camp. You'll 
read an exclusivy interview with Bruce Snowdon, sideshow fatman, perhaps the last one 
working any midway, talk about his days as an illegal fireworks bootlegger and how the 
sideshows will look from the future. Meanwhile, the Siamese twin Hilton Sisters, Violet 
and Daisy, stars of FREAKS and CHAINED FOR LIFE, revea\ their most intimate se-
crets in their autobiographical Intimate Lives and Loves of the Hilton Sisters. Walt Hudson 
will show you how to work out a difficult adolescence in I Was a Teenage Blockhead 
while Tricia Vita takes you back to her childhood as she reveals Sideshow Tricks of the 
Trade. You'll meet Sammy Ross, the accordion playing midget, in an exclusive photo 
section and see more half-people than anywhere else in Better by Half Perhaps scari
est of all, you'll have one of the premier "freaks" of her day revealed for the gaff she 
was in I Am Not a Freak. All this under the stunning front cover banner painted 
especially for Volume Two by artist Bob Kathman. Plus Carny Lingo, Sideshow 
Resources and more! 104 pages, $12.95. 

Friends, the show is in town, and it's all between the covers of 
James Taylor's SHOCKED AND AMAZED! On & Off the Midway 

The lure of the midw(\y is all here! Don't be left behind! 



THE 
One of Mark Frierson's favorite cre
ations was a lifelike model of a "Cy
clops Baby" he made and photo
graphed for the wacky tabloid The 
Sun. "People were writing and call
ing in to the paper from all over, try
ing to adopt that child," he recalls, 
with the sideshow artist's pride in a 
successful "gaff." 

Another of Frierson's creations 
dominates my office cube. It's a big 
canvas sideshow banner showing a 
cross-eyed swami (everything about 
him suggests a fake, stage swami), 
shirtless but wearing a turban, driv
ing fat nails up his nostrils with a 
hammer. Huge hat pins pierce his 
cheeks and tongue. In a kind of car
touche across the top is the scream
ing legend BLOCKHEAD. He 
keeps me humble. And he's a great 
icebreaker with first-time visitors. 

,In the summer of '92, Block
head hung with a bunch of other Frierson 
grotesques outside Coney Island's Side
shows by the Seashore. When Frierson 
took them down, he sold some of them 
to my friend James Taylor in Baltimore, 
and Taylor sold Blockhead to me. Other 
owners of Frierson banners have included 
Steven Spielberg, Joe Coleman, B
moviemaker Fred Olen Ray, the late 
"Lobster Boy" Grady Stiles and Melvin 
Burkhart, who did the Blockhead act at 
Coney before retiring to Florida a few 
seasons ago. 

TO THE 

touring the country, and the giant names 
among banner artists are all long dead or 
retired. The 31-year-old Frierson consid
ers himself and Johnny Meah, who's in 
his late 50s, the only two real banner 
painters currently working- and much of 
that work, Frierson notes, is for collec
tors and folk-art galleries. 

''I'm real picky about what you call 
a sideshow banner," he tells me by phone 
from Houston. ''I'm a real traditionalist. 
I think sideshow banners are campy, ex
ploitative, simplistic, almost cheesy in a 
way. I don't claim to be a good artist, but 
I'm damn good at what I do." 

Some of Frierson's and Meah's work 
can be. seen in two new publications. 
Meah's in Freaks, Geeks & Strange Girls, 
a beautiful, and as far as I know the first, 
coffee-table paean to the history of ban-

ncr-painting, edited by Randy Johnson, 
Jim Secrcto and Teddy Varndell (Hardy 
Marks , 170 pages, $40). Hardy Marks 
is the imprint of Don Ed Hardy, best 
known as a tattoo artist and promoter
he's involved in the exhibit of tattoo 
art currently at the Drawing Center. · 
Frierson 's work is on the front and back 
covers of the debut issue of Shocked 
and Amazed!, a new, and as far as I 
know, the only quarterly journal de
voted solely to sideshows, freakshows 
and carnies (Dolphin-Moon/Atomic 
Books, 80 pages, $9.95). It's founded 
and edited by James Taylor, so caveat 
lector: James and I are pa1s from way 
back, and an a1ticle of mine is reprinted 
in Shocked and Amazed! 

Frierson says it was Burkhart who 
inspired the first banner he ever 
painted, in 1980. Then a high school 
student, Frierson saw Burkhart per
form at the Florida State Fair, and de

cided to paint a banner of him for art 
class. "I went out and bought canvas, and 
my mother stitched it up. She broke a lot 
of needles- we didn ' t have canvas 
needles ... It took me six months to do. 
Art class was only an hour, and by the 
time I got all set up and started to work, 
the class would be over." He finished it 
on {1alloween and gave it to Burkhart, 
who hung it in his home. 

. C>, ... ~; :I ,. ~ii "if ltz" 
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Along with sideshows themselves, 
banner-painting was once a small but 
thriving industry. Locally, there was a 
banner company called Tucker Brothers 
on Walker St. in the late 1800s, and an
other, J. Bruce, in Williamsburg, both 
shops cranking them out for circuses, 
freakshows and traveling museul!ls of cu-
riosities. 

Today, there are as few as two or 
three real live 
entertainment 
sidesho\vs still . 

When I ask Frierson if he'd had 
carny in his family, he laughs. "I grew 
up in a white middle-class family. No 
carniv'al people in my family that I'm 
aware of." When he was a kid his family 
moved to Florida, permanent address 
of more freaks, carnies and circus people 
than anywhere in the world. His father 
took him to the state fairs, the Clyde 
Beatty-Cole Brothers Circus, and " I 
remember being terrified of the side
shows." He says it was the banners 
outside the tents that both repulsed and 

fascinated him-
when he went 
inside,. the act.s 
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weren't nearly as amazing as t\1e art out front., It was an early 
lesson in "the secret to exploitation," he chuckles. 

Meah gives his own account of this phenomenon in Freaks, 
Geeks & Strange Girls. True to the banner tradition. where 
other commentary in the book is typeset and proof-read. his 
entries are hand-lettered, with grammatical errors and misspell
ings intact: 

"Most of us who have succumbed to the temptation of 
sideshow banners have, upon entering the tent been predict
ably disappointed. Did you really expect Freddy the Frog Boy 
to be perched in a Disney-like swamp setting, sloshing his am
phibian feet and peering at you through bulging green eyes? 
Well no, not really, but you didn't quite imagine him as a bored . 
little gnome of a man in a dirty t-shirt either .. . 

"Today, in a world nearly devoid of such quaint things as 
sideshows, we casually accept the canards pitched at us on tele
vision, knowing in our hearts that the washer that never needs 
a repairman usually does and the exhaustive clinical studies 
done on Glitz or Gloprarely decrease your visits to the dentist. 

"Freddy the Frog Boy, you see, was just the Ipana of 
his day." 

It's often said that improving American tastes and height
ened sensibilities killed the sideshow, but even a cursory glance 
at tv, movies and tabloids suggests, as Frierson spits, "Th~t 's 
crap. People love to stare, they love to gawk. It's hu!Tian na
ture ... You see more strange people on tv talk shows than ever 
worked the midway. He insists it's the increasingly unwork
able economics of touring multiple Jive acts that really ruined 
the business. "They can't function on ·the midway anymore," 
he says, but adds that the successful Jim Rose Circus Side
show, which adapts the old acts for rock venues and college & 
town audiences, "has proved that it can be a viable fonn of 
theater." 

circles in the corners that shout things like 2 HEADS or IN 
PERSON or the nearly ubiquitous ALIVE! (The bullet. on the 
cover of Shocked and Amazed! shouts I st BIZARRE ISSUE!} 

Frierson's been involved in various aspects of the dwin
dling sideshow world. He spent over a decade "collecting 
oddities and curiosities from around the world. I was obsessed 
with it." He opened his first freak museum at a Tampa tlca 

l~ased it to a guy in Kissimmee, 
where it showed for eight mo.nths 

. before it "burned to the ground un-
' der mysterious circumstances," he 

says sadly. He was insured, "but I 
never started the collection over 
again. There was no way." 

Like Meah, Frierson per

market when he was ·• I 9 
or 20," then moved it to a 
themed shopping center, 
Boatyard Vill.age, in 
Clearwater, "basically a 
tax write-off for Saudi 
Arabians." After that he 

forms various traditional sid~show acts; unlike a trouper 
from years back, Frierson's only actually been on the road with 
a carnival once, when he bought a traveling freak museum that 
was "basically a lot of crap and broken-down equipment." He 
soon found that "I hated the lifestyle. Being surrounded by ex
convicts and people on the run, living out of a trailer or motels, 
it just rubbed me the wrong way. When his trailer broke an 
axle he packed up some things and just left it by the road. It 
was, he sighs, "a very expensive Jesson." 

Trading as the Lone Star Curiosity Shop in Houston, he 
has constructed gaffs like the Cyclops Baby for freak 

In their painting 
styles, Frierson and 
Meah continue very 
different traditions. 
Frierson holds up the 
low end, comical 
and crude, the f.ig
ures anatomically 
incorrect in ways 

·that both exagger
ate a'nd meliorate 
the distortions of 
freaks' bodies. 

~~~~~~~~:::'- museums and collectors as well as The Sun . "I 

At the opposite 
end of the tech
nical sc'ale, 
Meah's gor
_geously gro
tesque banners, 
with their wet
on-wet blends of colors, solid figures and real depth of field, 
glory in a candy-colored lushness that's as reminiscent of van 
and hot-rod art as the ·midway. Both of them use traditional 
banner elements like garish orange borders and "bullets"- the 
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had a real good thing going with them," he says 
of the tab. "Doing drawings, writing stories, playing with pho
tographs." Over the years he's been asked by various parties to 
fashion a dog with wings, Fiji mermaids, space aliens, shrunken 
heads, a "Chicken-Faced Boy" and "devil men." 

For the cover of Shocked and Amazed!, Frierson painted 
an homage to Diane Arbus' 1970 photo of the young "Lady 
Sandra" Reed. An albino sideshow performer from upstate New 
York, her arms thrown out, head thrown back, hair the color of 
typing paper cascading down the back of a gypsy blouse, Reed's 
in the process of swallowing three swords at once. (She'd later 
do five, a Guinness record.) Frierson has transformed the photo 
into the sideshow banner Arbus probably meant to evoke in 
the first place. 

Inside, there's a transcript of a rare telephone interview 
Taylor did with Reed, who's been retired from carnival life 
and quite reclusive since her husband, sideshow fat man . 
Harold "Big Jim" Spohn, passed away in the 80s. She 
comes off as everything you don't expect - sweet, modest, 
conservative, homey. 



She says she ran off with the carnival to get away from 
small-town life. "I figured , '0 boy! Show hiz 1 I"ll be singing 
with Barbra Streisand on stage!' It didn ' t work out that way." 
She started her career giving lectures and selling 
pamphlets on albinism before taking up the 
swords, a profession she remembers 
with bittersweet fondness. "You get the 
taste .of metal in your throat and every
thing tastes like metal from swallow
ing the swords so much, but I I·oved it," 
she recalls at one point. Explaining 
what she thinks her appeal was to her 
audiences, she's blunt but not cynical. 
"They 'came to see blood and death ," 
she says simply. "It's like, 'I'm not go
ing to kill myself here for you tonight , hut 
you can sit there and hope." ' She tell s Taylor 
she ga:ve her swords away years ago, and never 
passed on the knowledge. 

This interview, and Meah's commentary 
'in Fr:eaks, Geeks & Strange Girls, represent 
what I think both publications do best: let
ting side-show fqlks tell their stories in 

WWII vet, Jacquin Sanders, who 'd later go on to write and 
edit at the Daily News. Despite presenting sideshow freaks 
with great empathy, and describing their lives with convincing 

grit, Sanders in fact knew nothing more about 
carny life than he'd gleaned from a few visits 

to the midway as a paying custom<;:r. 
The feeling of accuracy comes en
tirely from the ~ovelist ' s imagination. 

Freakshmv is a lost little gem of 
pulp fiction. and all hail Loompanics 
for rediscovering it. It's nair trans
ferred from the arena of private dicks 
to the midway, with hardboiled Ion-

/ ers scraping along on the low side of 
......,_.,... / life, redeemed in the end by the sap-

piest of romances. The freakshow ab-
normalities serve as a metaphor for the 

~lassie nair condition of the loner/outcast/ 
odd man out, while the garish midway back
drop is an obvious trope for life 's carnival 
of souls. 

Bat Fidler joins the carnival as a 

their own words. In addition to Reed , =-=""""==.---..-1•~"""'"'""===== 
Taylor has a talk with War.d Hall , one "' 

strongman and wrestler. He's soon 
torn between two beauti-
ful but deformed side-

of the last oft~e old-time sideshow impresarios. There's also a 
lexicon of carny terms; some, like grift, heat, mark, rube and 

pitch, have become common slang, while others 
remain ' more obscure ("mitt camp" for 
fortuneteller's booth, "tip" for the crowd at

tracted by the pitchman's ballyhoo). There's 
also a good starter bibliography of further 
reading, titles like Grind Show, Monster Mid
way, Freaks: We Who Are Not as Others and 
Annals of the Firebreather. 

Freaks, Geeks & Strange Girls allows 
the banners to bear their own eloquently outre 
witness, in dozens of full-color photos beau
tifully printed on glossy stock, including a few 
fold-outs for two-page or three-page spreads. 

The banners are .as old as the 191 Os and as new 
as a few- too few- of Meah's, painted for 
Ward Hall's World of Wonders (which has 
played the Meadowlands Fair in Jersey re- · 
cent summers) in 1994. The late big names 

from the heydays of the 

i"i'~~~~? form are repr~sented 
'lll in abundance: Fred G. 

Jotinsoh (co-editor Randy Johnson is his grandson), Snap Wyatt, 
Jack Cripe, Nieman Eisman. 'The whole cast of sideshow char
acters parades down this print midwa:y: fat men and armless 
ladies, five legged cows and Nubathe Ferocious Black Leop
ard, Turkey Boy and Zoma the Sadist, dancing girls and, of 
course, Frog Boy. 

' Freakshow, back in print now after some 40 years, is an
other sort of sideshow book (Lo.ompanics, $13.95, 242 pages). 
A noir novel first published in 1954, it was written by a young 

show girls: the Fish Girl, who has a pure heart 
and freakishly Stunted little arms, and Emmy, 
a beautiful stripper whose not so immediately 
recognizable deformities are a shallow'mind 
and a tawdry soul. Things grind along with 
Jacobean inexorability - lust, betrayal, 
murder, eventual redemption-against a 
backdrop of geeks, freaks and small-town 
rubes. The not exactly startling capper be
ing the question of who're the real freaks, 
the carnies or the folks who pay to gape at 
them. Good pulp, nice to see it recycled. 
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:n1o.n..do 
a:toD1i..c! 
Absolutely Mad Inventions 
Is the world ready for a tie pin that can be 
eaten in case of sudden hunger? Or a privy 
seat that will throw to the ground anyone 
who tries to stand on it? Or a man's hat 
that will automatically tip itself in greeting 
when the wearer nods slightly? 60 
inventions are described and ·illustrated with 
the actual drawings submitted to the Patent 
Office. 3.95 

Drop Us A Line ... Sucker 
For five years James Wade has been firing 
off preposterous letters to organizations all 
over the world, seeing whether he can elicit 
serious replies to bizarre inquiries that are 
worded to appear as if tbey just might be 
legitimate. 8.95 

Extraordinary Popular Delusions & the 
Madness of Crowds 
Every age has its peculiar folly: some 
scheme, project, or fantasy into which it 
plunges, spurred on by the love of gain, the 
necessity of excitement, or the mere force 
of imitation. Here are the hu~an quirks that 
created the Mississippi Bubble and 
Tulipmania-when speculators lost fortunes 
on a single tulip bulb . Here are the follies · 
and fads that dictated fashion through the 
ages. For every reader who has ever been 
part of it all-remember Beatlemania?-or 
is just curious about how intelligent people 
may be transformed into mayhem-making 
mobs. 14.00 · 

It's a Gas: A Study of Flatulence 
A book for what ails you . A medical guide 
for the distressed and a literary amusement 
for the person who thinks he or she has 
seen everything. A lighthearted disquisition 
on a most ethereal subject. From the latest 
medical information to the suppressed 
works of literary rnasters , from true case 
histories to fanciful drawings, this book lets 
it all out of the bag. Once and for all, it's 
time to dear the air! 9.95 

Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat & 
other Clinical Tales 
Oliver Sack's story of individuals afflicted 
with fantastic perceptual and intellectual 
aberrations: patients who have lost their 
memory and with it the greater part of their 
past; who are no longer able to recognize 
people and common objects; who are 
stricken with violent tics and grimaces or 
who shout involuntary obscenities; whose 
limbs have become alien: who have been 
dismissed as retarded yet are gifted with 
uncanny artistic or mathematical talents . 
12.00 

Odd Index: The Ultimate Compendium of 
Bizarre & Unusual Facts 
Welcome to the land of Odd- a place where 
roosters can tell the future, where people 
have names like League of Nations and can 
blow smoke out of their eyeballs. This 
madcap collection overflows with nearly 
10,000 eye-popping, bizarre cultural tidbits
fantastic, far-out, freaky, and funny. 12.95 

Re/Search Guide to Bodily Fluids 
This guide sparks a radical rethinking of 

Jacqueline Terry of Montgomery, Alabama, performing her unusual jaw-balancing act 
. at age seventeen. Rumor had it her father was an orthodontist. -Dear Mr. Ripley 
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our relationship with our bodies and 
Nature, humorously (and seriously) 
spanning the gamut of everything you ever 
·wanted to know about bodily functions and 
excreta. 15.99 

h..~a.n.. 
oddi-ties~ 
sidesh..o"''IIT 

Big Book of Freaks 
Cartoonist Gahan Wilson guides readers 
through this menagerie of mutations- the 
world of physically "abnormal" people who 
simultaneously frighten. repel, and fascinate 
"normal" folk. Wilson both writes and, 
together with a number of other talented 
cartoonists, illustrates this remarkbale work . 
The Big Book of Freaks presents (,!. history 
of freaks and freak shows from the Middle 
Ages to the present day, as well as the life 
stories of the most extreme human 
prodigies. 14.95 

Dear Mr. Ripley: A Compendium of 
Curioddities from the Believe It or Not! 
Archives 
Between the covers of this book a crowd 
men, women, animals and fish perform 
feats that stretch the limits of the mind, 
body, and imagination. World champion . 
chicken picker Buck Fulford could catch, 
kill, cook, and eat a chicken in less than 
two minutes! Alice Penfold could lift her 
sister Mary on a stool by her teeth·only! 
Four-year-old Billy Crawford floated over 
Cleveland for four hours wearing a harness 
attached to a balloon! Up in Port 
Townsend, Washington, trout were trained 
to jump through a hoop! 19.95 



Freaks, Geeks & Strange Girls: Sideshow 
Banners of the Great American Midway 
Over 100 banners and a wealth of historic 
photos are reproduced here in over 175 full 
color reproductions , including six oversize 
gatefold pages. In-depth essays by leading 
historians, collectors , and practitioners of 
the artform highlight Fat Shows, Tattoo 
Banners , The Dope Show, influence of 
banners on contemporary art , and much 
more. A true collector's item, beautifully 
bound in hardcover. 40 .00 

Freaks: Myths & Images of the Secret 
Self 
From two-headed men to seven-breasted 
women, from giants and dwarfs to Siamese 
twins , the phenomenon of the freak has 
fascinated people for centuries . In this 
classic study of the very nature of that 
fascination, Leslie Fiedler offers an in
depth examination of society's views of the 
freak from classical times to the present. 
14.00 

Freakshow: Presenting Human Oddities 
for Amusement & Profit 
From 1840 until 1940, freak shows by the 
hundreds crisscrossed the United States , 

Happy Jack Eckert, 739 pounds. 
-Freaks: We Who Are Not As Others 

exhibiting their casts of dwarves, giants, 
Siamese twins , bearded ladies, sav~Fes, 
snake charmers, fire-eaters , and other 
oddities . By today's standards such 
displays would be considered cruel and 
exploitive-the pornography of disability . 
Yet for one hundred years the freak show 
was widely accepted as one of America's 
most popular forms of entertainment. 
Robert Bogden's fascinating social history 
brings to life the world of the freak show 
and explores the culture that nurtured, and, 
later, abandoned it. 16.95 

Freakshow (Jacquin Sanders) 
The Freakshow of Love .. . The moment 
that Bat Fidler joined the carnival he was 
attracted to two sideshow "freaks": the 
beautiful but deformed Fish Girl and 
Emmy, a pretty young stripper. But when 
one of the women forced him back into the 
"normal" world, Bat discovered a 
freakshow of another kind ... in the 
hypocrisy and lust that masquerades as 
love! (Fiction) 13 .95 

Freaks: We Who Are Not As Others 
Meet the strangest people who ever lived! 
Read all about: The mule-faced woman 
whose son became her manager • The 
unusual amours of Jolly Daisy, the fat 
woman • The tragedy of Betty Lou 
Williams and her parasitic twin • The 
midget, only 34 inches tall, who was 
happily married to a 264-pound wife • And 
bizarre accounts of normal humans turned 
into freaks-either voluntarily 
or by evil design! 14.99 

Giants, Dwarves & Other Oddities 
For many centuries the birth of these 
oddities was interpreted as a sign of God's 
wrath with a wicked world. This book 
surveys the whole field, from the legends 
of ancient times to the known abnormalities 
of the present era . 6.95 

Geek (Tiny Alice) 
A notorious cult classic. The Geek is told 
from the point of view of, well, a chicken 
who reports on the various perversities he 
witnesses as part of a traveling carnival. 
When a gang of renegade lesbians kidnaps 
Chicken and his geek, all hell breaks loose. 
A strange tale, filled with outrageous erotic 
oddities, that finally returns to print after 
years of infamy . (Fiction) 5. 95 

Learned Pigs & Fireproof Women 
"Unique, Eccentric and Amazing Entertain
ers: Stone Eaters, Mind Readers, Poison 
Resistors, Daredevils, Singing Mice .. . " 
Belongs within reach of anyone who 
wishes to rejoice over the strange quirks 
and glorious victories of our species. The 
folks who fill these pages are real, and they 

should invoke in us a deep sense of 
wonder. 12.95 

Lobster Boy: The Bizarre Life & Brutal 
Death of Grady Stiles Jr. 
Trading on the deformity that gave his 
hands and feet the appearance of lobster 
claws, Stiles achieved fame and fortune . .. 
But beneath Stile's grotesque sideshow 
persona lurked a violent man who secretly 
abused his family for years. Until his wife 
and son decided to do something about it
by entering into a conspiracy to kill . 4.99 

Nightmare Alley (William Lindsay 
Gresham)(Fiction) 
Stanton Carlisle was young, smart, 
unscrupulous and :!mbitious . He began his 
career in a carnival. He set out to achieve 
riches and power by exploiting the things 
men fear most: death and the creak of ' 
fortune's wheel. Stanton did not stay Ion~ 
in the -tent show. He gained reknown as a 
mentalist and was soon plying his spiritual
ist trade among Manhattan' s wealthy elite. 
But the closer he got to the top the nearer 
he was to his own destruction. 3.50 

On Monsters and Marvels 
Ambroise Pare', born in France around 
1510, was chief surgeon to both Charles IX 
and Henri III. His On Monsters and 
Marvels is an illustrated encyclopedia of 
curiosities, of bizarre beasts, monstrous 
human and animal births, and natural 
phenomena. Janis Pallister's acclaimed 
English translation offers a glimpse of the 
natural world as seen by an extraordinary 
Renaissance natural philosopher. 15.95 

P. T. Barnum: America's Greatest 
Showman 
As one of the earliest practitioners of "the 
show business" P. T. Barnum would 
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dedicate his long career to alleviating the 
"severe and drudging practicalness" he 
considered the chief defect of American 
civilization. His remedy? A prodigious 
swarm of divas , minstrels, circuses, 
museums of curiosities, beauty pageants, 
sideshows, fat-baby and poultry contests
whatever it took to entertain his fellow 
citizens while making him one of this 
country's first millionaires. In vivid words 
and spellbinding pictures (more than 500 
photographs , engravings and color 
lithographs), we meet a man of complex 
motives, a master of merchand ise, an . 
inveterate self-promoter often reviled for his 
opportunism. There is no denying 
Barnum's abiding influence , more than a 
century after his death , on our popular 
culture. For better or and for worse, . we 
owe America's irrepressible infatuation with 
show biz largely to him. (Hardcover) 45 .00 

Very Special People 
Frederick Drimmer's warm and understand
ing portrait of the people who over the 
years have been referred to in our society 
as "freaks" and, before that , "monsters." 
Drimmer does not see these people as 
either. He calls them "human oddities," and 
he knew many of them personally. All of 
the stories in this book are authentic. And 
the stories are matched by thirty-two pages 
of rare photographs , depicting among 
others: .Tom Thumb, a fully developed man 
who stood only twenty-five inches high ; 
The Tocci Twins , two boys down to the 
sixth rib, but only one below; Robert Earl 
Hughes, who weighed more than one 
thousand pounds; England 's 1890 Elephant 
Man, the famous Hilton Sisters, Siamese 
twins who became vaudev ill e head-liners; 
and Harry Williams , the legless man who 
moved quickly on his hands. 14.95 
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£:rea.k like In...e 
The Jim Rose Circus ... Artists of the Macabre dedicated to performing mind-boggling 
physical miracles that make audience's eyes pop out. .. or roll back in a dead faint! 
The Amazing Mr. Lifto has his body pierced in eleven places from which he hangs 
weights. Guess which body part stretches out over two feet to touch the floor? Matt 
the Tube has one of the most outrageous party tricks ever. .. and it makes audiences 
groan , gag and sometimes pass out. Jim Rose does intimate things with a razor blade 
ladder, lightbulbs, and broken glass that will leave you gasping ... and afraid to look. 
Every stunt they pull is rea l- including a football game with running chainsaws. Their 
aim is to amaze, to stun, to gross you out. to hit the exhilarating forbidden zone of the 
brain-and leave you screaming for more. Now Jim Rose takes you along on tour wi th 
the circus in a hilarious, insane, outrageous odyssey of the bizarre-and gives you the 
whole true- li fe story of the men and women who put on the most incredible, unthink
able , and amazing show in the world! 13.95 

World's Most Fantastic Freaks 
Freaks have been loved, loathed and even 
worshipped since time began. This book 
explores both the facts and the emotions 
behind the newspaper head lines and 
medica l textbooks. It includes the tragic , 
hideously deformed Joseph Merrick, 
known as the Elephant Man; the famous 
midget Tom Thumb; the French four
legged woman; and the hideously deformed 
Devil Boy of Brazil, rescued from a life of 
misery by a Scottish surgeon . 9.95 

Human Freaks & Oddities Trading Cards 
These explicit photos of human phenomena 
and start ling scientific discoveries are truly 
amazing. Included are Siamese twins , 
dwarves, giants, living skeletons, boneless 
wonders, parasitic twins, hermaphrodites, 
bizarre cases of voluntary freak ism and 
more! Sets 2-4 11.95 each 

Animal Freaks Trading Cards 
Includes many old images from the 1930's-
1950's. The photos reveal some amazing 
freaks of nature along with unusual animal 
phenomenon. II . 95 

--too 
s--tra.:n..ge --to 
be --trTLe! 
America's Least Competent Criminals 
True tales of would-be outlaws who have 
botched , bungled, and otherwise haplessly 
but hilariously fumbled their crimes . 9.00 

Beyond News of the Weird 7.95 

Bizarro Facts & Radical Earthlings 
Outrageous trivia and incredible informa
tion : Butterflies taste with their feet • 75 
acres of pizza are eaten in the US every day 
• It takes 4 hours to boil an ostrich egg • . 
Honey never spoils • Sleeping burns more 
calories than watching TV • More' 3 .99 

Dumb, Dumber, Dumbest: True News of 
the World's Least Competent People 
You will marvel at such epic acts of 
dopiness as: The farm worker whose 
toothache drove him to fire a pistol into his 
mouth • The prison inmates who drove 
nails into their heads to avoid hard labor • 
The police officer. who was suspended for 
crossing his sevens • and much more' 9.95 

Law and Disorder: Weird News of Crime 
and Punishment 
More than 450 true stories of people who 
broke every law of common sense-and 
who now sentence you to rib-cracking 
merriment in the wildest collection of weird 
crime-and-punishment tales ever put into 
one unputdownable book. 3 .99 

More News of the Weird 
More than 500 of the weirdest , craziest , 
most outlandish stories ever to find their 
way into our nation's newspapers . There 
are coincidences so bizarre, crimes so 
unbalanced, and behavior so inappropriate, 
you won't believe your eyes. But it's all 
true! 7.95 



News of the Weird: Over 500 Bizarre but 
True Stories 
Just when you thought it was safe to read 
the Sunday papers comes this volume of the 
most bizarre, the most shocking, the 
oddest, craziest, most outlandish, hysteri
cal, unbalanced .. . the weirdest stuff ever to 
find its way into our nation's newspapers. 
Includes: Most inappropriate uses for food 
• Nude behavior • Least competent 
criminals • People in the wrong place at the 
wrong time • Sex is its own punishment • 
And even more! 9.95 

News From the Fringe: True Stories of 
Weird People and Weirder Times 8.00 

s-ta.:r-t1i:n..g 
:re"V"elaAio:ns! 
Big Secrets 
The uncensored truth about all sorts of 
stuff you are never supposed to know: The 
formula for Coca-Cola • How playing cards 
are marked • Things on American currency 
you never knew were there • Secret 
backwards messages in rock music • 
Credit-card mischief • Much more. 10.00 

Bigger Secrets 
Why is there cocaine in US money? How 
can you beat the odds at certain casinos? 
What are some of the loathsome secret rites 
at college fraternities? How did David 
Copperfield make the Statue of Liberty 
disappear? And just who has made deposits 
in the Nobel Prize sperm bank? All these 
and many more secrets are revealed in these 
pages, where knowledge is not only power , 
it's fun! 10.00 

Biggest Secrets 
The recipe for Mrs. Fields Cookies • What 
backwards messages on records are really 
trying to tell you • Frank Sinatra's real age 
• why you can't counterfeit a lottery ticket 
• Barbra Streisand's "blue" movie • The 
formula for Play-Doh • And more. 10.00 

The Straight Dope 
Answers to the questions that torment 
everyone! Is it true what they say about 
Catherine the Great and the horse? How do 
they measure snow? Whatever happened to 
Channel One? Why does hair turn gray? 
How do they get the stripes into toothpaste? 
The best of the popular newspaper column 
by Cecil Adams. 5.95 

More of the Straight Dope 
Why do your fingers and toes wrinkle in 
the bathtub? How did they get Mr. Ed to 
talk? Just what is a "mojo" anyway? These 
burning questions and more are explained 
at last by a nationally acClaimed pundit, 

gadtly , and all-around know-it-all. More 
than cheap trivia. this is practical stuff you 
need to know! 10.00 

National Lampoon's True Facts: The Big 
Book 
The complete, unexpurgated assembly of 
amazing ads, stupefying signs, weird 
wedding announcements, and other absurd
but-true samples of real-life funny stuff. 
12 .95 

Return of the Straight Dope 
How do the astronauts go to the bathroom 
in space? Can people really hear radio 
broadcasts through their teeth? How do 
porcupines mate? More of the stuff that's 
beyond the capacity of the normal human 
brain to figure out! 10.00 

u.rba.:n.. 
1ege:n..ds 
Baby Train & Other Lusty Urban 
Legends 
Jan Harold Brunvand tracks the most 
fabulous tales making today 's cocktail-party 
circuit and shows you why those stories 
that sound too good to be true probably are 
too good to be true. 10.00 

Big Book of Urban Legends 
Some 200 of the most popular urban 
legends have been gathered together in a 
single volume and hilariously interpreted by 
today's most popular comic artists! With an 
introduction and notes by folklore expert 
Jan Harold Brunvand. 12.95 

Choking Doberman and Other "New" 
Urban Legends 
Among the forty or more new legends 
included are "The Baby on the Roof," 
"The Elephant Who Sat on a VW ," and 
"The Stuck Couple," their themes ranging 

James Taylor's Shocked & Amazed! 
On & Off the Midway 

from cars to contamination, from 
sex to faulty appliances. 9 .95 

Curses! Broiled Again! The Hottest 
Urban Legends Going 
Urban legends are those bizarre but 
believable stories about batter-fried rats, 
spiders in hairdos, Cabbage Patch dolls that 
get funerals, and the like that pass by word 
of mouth as being the gospel truth. But of 
course, though often told by a FOAF 
(friend of a friend), they aren't true. 
Included in this collection are legends about 
sex, horror, cars, business, and academia. 
11.95 

Mexican Pet: More "New" Urban 
Legends and Some Old Favorites 
"Together, these new wives' tales merge as 
an American picaresque, a compilation of 
myths that keep the telephone wires 
humming and cocktail parties doubly 
fueled ." -Time Magazine 9.95 

Vanishing Hitchhiker: American Urban 
Legends & Their Meanings 
The first book about one of the most 
common forms of contemporary folklore
the urban legend. All of the major legends 
are fully discussed, from teenage horror 
stories like "The Hook" and "The 
Boyfriend's Death" to spoofs of adult 
foibles like "The Solid Cement Cadillac" 
and "The Nude Surprise Party ." 9. 95 

£ o:r-tea.:n..a. 
Complete Books of Charles Fort 29.95 

The Damned Universe of Charles Fort 
The American cosmographer Charles Fort 
spent the last 25 years of his life in the 
obsessive collection of anomalous and 
exceptional data rejected by the sciences of 
his day. Fort called this crazy collection of 
outcasted data "the procession of the 
damned" -rains of fishes and frogs, black 
snow in Switzerland, sightings of the 
unidentified, the spontaneous combustion 
of bodies, or the telekinetic powers of 
poltergeist girls. This book arranges the 
most inspiring and entertaining of Fort's 
texts in a wild montage. 10.00 

Disneyland of the Gods 
With sharp wit and unique insight, John 
Keel has spent a lifetime investigating age
old mysteries, and the peculiar forces 
behind them. In these pages you will find 
authentic reports of strange aerial objects 
crashing into earth, ancient mutilations, the 
"Men in Black," assorted monsters, 
snallygasters, mothmen, weird hairy 
creatures and other unexplained phenom
ena. 9.95 
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NAR-CiATE 
Alien Goons on the Moon 

50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time 
details the theory that NASA faked the 
Apollo moon landings on a movie 
soundstage in the Nevada desert. Another 
strain of space-age skepticism holds that 
NASA did in fact land men on the moon, 
but inevitably hushed up the astronauts' 
stunning discoveries of alien life. The 
dean of such lunar conspiracy theories is 
William L Brian II, an Oregon writer 
who, according to the blurb on his book, 
Moongate: Suppressed Findings of the 
U.S. Space Program, "has the mathemati
cal and conceptual skills to verify the 
cover-up from a scientific standpoint." 

Putting those skills to work, Brian 
has built a methodical case (complete 
with algebraic proofs-and a plenitude 
of speculation) for NASA's "monstrous 
suppression" of the facts about alien in
telligence on the moon. But the alien 
coverup is only a point of departure for 
Brian, a latter-day paradigm-smasher 
who intends to rock the foundations of 
contemporary science, the military-in
dustrial complex, interplanetary history, 
UFO logy and the not-so-speculative field 
(it turhs out) of anti-gravity propulsion. 

The basis of Brian's cosmic thesis is 
his claim that NASA is lying when it says 
the moon's gravity is one-sixth that of the 
earth. Using calculations too complex to 
go into here-they're helpfully as 
sembled in Appendix B of his book
Brian purports to prove that NASA 
learned during the I 960s that the moon 's 
gravitational field was actually a whop
ping 64 percent as strong as the earth's. 

The implications of this discovery 
are staggering, per Brian, staggering 
enough to warrant one of NASA's pat
ented coverup jobs. For if the moon 's 
gravity is close to that of the earth, Brian 
explains, not only is Newton's Law of 
Universal Gravitation all wrong and con
ventional physics on a "shaky founda-
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tion ." But strong lunar grav ity also means 
that the moon might be ab le to sustain an 
atmosphere. and where there 's a ir, there 

SPECIAL 
BONUS 

CHAPTER 
that got killed when 
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wasn't a good idea to 
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By 
Jonathan Van/fin 
& John Whalen 

just might be life. And where there 's life . 
there might also be futuristic sci fi mono
rails, OK? 

But we' re getting ahead of Brian's 
proofs of the conspiracy: 

• He has scrutinized films and pho
tographs of Apollo astronauts puttering 
around the moon and is unimpressed by 
the so-called "athletic feats" promised by 
NASA. If you accept NASA's claims, on 
the moon astronauts would barefy nudge 
the scales at one-sixth of their earth 
weight. According to Brian's calculations 
(Appendix F), a 185-pound man wear
ing a space suit of equal weight should 
have been able to jump six feet off the 
ground. Yet apparently white astronauts 
can't jump, for they never cleared more 
than a pathetic I 8 inches. Brian suggests 
that NASA used the bulky space suits in 
an unconvincing attempt to explain away 
this "anemic jumping." To give the illu
sion of low-gravity frolicking, NASA 
probably used "semi-slow motion" pho
tography. 

• On their lunar hikes, why did the 
astronauts huff and puff like flabby couch 
potatoes? Under one-sixth gravity, even 
a lard-butt slacker would have had little 
trouble bounding along for miles with
out working up a sweat. 

• As for evidence of an atmosphere, 
Brian points to the "hard core" proof ol 
Apollo I4, whose astronauts observe( 
their starched American flag billowin~ 
ever so slightly, as if in a breeze, you see 

• The lunar landscape turned out no 
to be filled with craggy peaks as ex
pected, but was gently rounded, as il 
eroded by wind and water. Gorges lookec 
for all the world like dry river channels, 
Brian reports. 

• Certain NASA photos of the moon 
exhibit signs of atmospheric diffusion, 
according to Brian's analysis. Did NASA 
retouch its moon photos to blot out blue 
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sky and replace it with inky black? 
• Then there is the peculiar Apollo 

I 0 photo of the moon from space show
ing a band of blue haze wrapped around 
the rocky orb. It does look remarkably 
like pictures of the 
ea rth 's a tmo s phere ~ 
taken from space . 
Moreover, Neil 
Armstrong, upon 
see ing the moon 
from thi s same 
ang le com-
mented, " I can 
see the sky all 
a round the 
moon." I{mm. 

Brian wagers that 
the moon 's atmosphere 
might be as dense as the earth's, and per
haps even as breathable. " It follows that 
the [space] Sl]its were probably only used 
during filming to propagate the cover
up," he submits. Oh yeah?, then what of 
Apollo IS 's recreation of Galileo's fa
mous experiment in which a hammer and 
feather, dropped on the supposedly air
less moon, fell at the same rate? Brian is, 
of course, undaunted by NASA's trick
ery: "The feather probably concealed a 
rather heavy object." 

Bria n a lso draw s on sources of 
information somewhat less exacting than 
his pocket calculator to outline a plot 
somewhat more conjectural than your 
average 1950s inv ade rs-from-m ars 
movie. That is , your average 1950s 
invaders-from-mars movi e with a 
Cold War conscience. 

For like the space traveler Klaatu in 
the 1950s sci fi classic, The Day the Earth 
Stood Still , Brian issues a sfern warning 
to NASA, its military puppet masters 
and all others who flaunt a "mega-death 
type of mentality." Submits Brian: "If 
advanced intelligences exist in the uni
verse which are superior to Earth men, 
the militarists will eventually meet their 
match in outer space." 

Indeed, the astronauts might already 
have met their alien match, under a blus
tery moon breeze. Dutifully noting the 
"questionable" provenance of the infor
mat\on (the National Enquirer), Brian 
proceeds to report that after Armstrong 
and Edwin E. "Buzz" Aldrin Jr. landed 
on the moon, " immense UFOs lined up 

o n the far s 1de o f the c ra te r and 
monitored the astronauts." This story is 

a s tandard in UFO 

lore, and various ac
counts have Armstrong 

admitting, off the record, of course, that 
the place was crawling with ali en goons. 

It seems that UFOs have kept close 
tabs on NASA's manned space program 
from the get-go. There are the famous 
sightings of unidenti fied bogies , includ
ing John Glenn's " fire fli es," the luminous 
particles seen on many a space fli ght but 
typically dismis sed by wet- bl anket 
NASA coverup arti stes as "c hipped 
paint" and not UFO exhaust. There are 
also the poss ibly apocryphal, yet always 
descriptive , sightings by rocket jockeys 
of "d isc-shaped" objects hovering near 
and/or fo llowing NASA space capsules, 
usuall y in concert with mysteri
o us eq uipm e nt 
failures ("e lec
tronic g litches" in 
NASA's argo t of 
misdirection) . 

Extrapolating 
from the, well , ambi
tious claims of 1950s
era UFO contactees George 
Adamski (author of FlYing Sau
cers Have Landed) and Howard 
Menger (Fro m Oute r Space to You) , 
Brian suggests a not-so-ori ginal motive 
behind the alien stalking of NASA: Ner
vous about Earth 's en try into the nuclear 
sweepstakes, UFOs were monitoring ter
restrial war-mak ing technology. NASA's 
miss ions, because they were "decoys" for 

military research according to Brian, 
became a prime target of UFO surveil
lance. "Human beings ... have an ex
tremely bad reputation for being killers,'· 
Brian editorializes. "How could UFO 
occupants trust Earth nati o ns to he 
benevolent when these nations have such 
war-filled histories and are developing 
weapons which are m ore a nd mo re 

powerful?" 
Adamski (a happy-go-lucky UFO 

abductee who fraternized with very 
Nordic - looking Venusian s a nd 
Saturnians) and Menger both re
ported being taken to dome-shaped 
UFO bases on the moon. Brian 
takes their tales as corroboration of 
his own notions: Hardly the 
lunar wasteland of NASA propa
ganda, the moon is actually 

&:::, rather pleasant, with a ··saffron-
colored sky," vegetati o n and 

animal life in certain temperate zones, 
snowcapped mountains covered with 
timber, lakes, rivers, alien "communities 
of varying sizes" and most certainly an 
anti-gravity monorail. 

As for the cratering on the moon . 
Brian pulls a theory apparently out of the 
heavenly firmament, explaining that 
those familiar features are in fact the 
handiwork of "sophisticated weapons'· 
used in " a terrible war involving the 
moon ," which took place " less than 
30,000 years ago." Apparently taking a 
cue from film maker George Lucas, Brian 
describes a Star Wars-like scenario in 
which a hollow planet between Mars and 
Jupiter was obliterated by high-tech 
particle beams , leaving behind our 
latter-day asteroid belt. That asteroid belt 

planet ("hereafter referred to as 
Maldek," he writes, somewhat 

inexplicably) had a moon, 
which, thanks to "great 

levitating or gravity
inducing beams" was 

transported into the 
orbit of its new 

host: Planet 
Earth. 

These 
are only a few of 

the interplanetary secrets jealously 
guarded by NASA, which might also 
know that the Earth and moon , like 
woebegone "Maldek," are hollow- and 
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therefore prone to dest r uction by 
cosmic super weapons. (Which would 
constitute an injustice to the inhabitants 
who dwell inside our hollow Earth, an
other theory proposed by Brian.) Like
wise, NASA has yet to come clean on 
UFO anti-gravity propulsion. Perhaps, 
Brian meditates aloud , NASA itself has 
mastered such science fiction technology 
for use in its own moon vehicles; this 
might also explain the government's of
ficial silence on the subject of UFOs. 
NASA might also know that a number 
of moons and planets in the solar system 
are inhabited by people with superior 
technologies , not unlike Adamski's 
bottle-job Venusians, Saturnians, and 

·Martians (who spoke perfect unaccented 
American English , fortuitously enough). 
"We can hope,'' Brian concludes with a 
note of Cold War foreboding, "that these 
people will keep the superpowers in 
check, since the use of space for military 
purposes could eventually lead to our 
destruction. ,. 

Brian's theories echo another wing 
of aerospace conspiracy conjecture, the 
insanely sweeping "Alternative 3" plot. 
Alternative 3 began as a hoax , a fictional 
parody of the conspiracy mindset aired 
as a "mockumentary" on British televi
sion in 1977. But the sinister (and satiri
cal) allegations soon developed a cult 
following among literal-minded 
conspiratologists. 

As "exposed" by a gaggle 
of whistleblowcrs (like alcoholic former 
astronaut "Bob Grodin") on Britain's 
Anglia TV, Alternative 3 was a plot 
hatched by a glo
bal klatch of 
blue bloods to 
abandon the 
polluted, over
populated 
planet 
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Earth to the 
stinking masses. 
Alternatives I 
and 2, scrapped 
as impractical 
by NASA and 
its international 
overlords, 
would have in
volved explod
lllg nuclear 
bombs in the sky 
to burn off atmo
spheric pollu
tion and build
ing vast subter
ranean cities, re
spectively. The 
more pragmatic 
Alternative 3, 
however, was a 
plan to spirit 
Earthling elitists 
and unsuspect
ing "batch con
signments" -
hapless rubes 
abducted by ter
restrial UFOs 
and enslaved via 
mind control -
to domed cities 
on the moon and 
Mars. 

A Digital Dramatization 

As an American plotter puts it in a 
transcript uncloaked by Anglia TV's 
journalistic stalwarts: "Ethics! What the 
hell do some of these guys think we're 
all at! Jesus! We're smack in the middle 
of the most vital exercise ever mounted. 
.. with the survival of the whole human 
race swinging on it. .. and they bleat 
about ethics." 

Despite the fact that Alternative 
3 was more wicked satire than evil 
master plan, some conspiracy 
trackers remain suspicious. In his 

recent volume, Casebook on Alternative 
3, conspiracy sentry Jim Keith expertly 
debunks the "poorly done, science 
fictional hoax" and then proceeds to 
demonstrate over the course of 159 pages 
that the British production was actually 
"fiction based on fact." Alternative 3 

"is right about one thing," Keith muses 
apocalyptically. "Smart money is on 
the end of the world." 

Well, come to think of it, Biosphere 
2, that very real quasi-scientific experi
ment in the Arizona desert in which seven 
men and women donned Star Trekkish 
jump suits and sealed themselves inside 
a domed eco-cosm for two years, is an 
eerie parallel to the Alternative 3 plot. In 
fact, the Biosphereans' -authoritarian 
leader was a Southwestern cultist who 
initially described the experiment as the 
next ph ase in human evolution, a 
preparation for humankind's inevitable 
migration to Mars. 

MAJOR SOURCES 
Brian, William L. Moongate: Suppressed 
Findings of the U.S. Space Program
The NASA-Military Cover-Up. Portland, 
OR: Future Science Research Publishing 
Co. , 1982. Keith, Jim. Casebook on Al
ternative 3: UFOs, Secret Societies and 
World Control. Lilburn, GA: IllumiNet 
Press , 1994. 

Digiwl dramatization graphic courtesy Jonathan Van kin & John Whalen 



Covert Action Quarterly 
Covert Action Quarterly has won numer
ous awards for investigative journalism. It 
is read around the world by investigative 
reporters , activ ists, scholars, intelligence . 
buffs, news junkies, and anyone who wants 
w know the news and analysis behind the 
soundbites and headlines. Recommended 
by Noam Chomsky; targeted by the CIA. 
5.95 

Fifth Estate 
The Fifth Estate is a cooperative , non
profit project, publishing since 1965 . The 
people who produce it are a group of 
fr iends who do so neither to secure wages 
nor as an investment in the newspaper 
industry, but to encourage resistance and 
rebellion to this society . 1.50 

Flatland Magazine 
Each issue contains a lively and challeng
ing assortment of articles, interviews and 
in-depth book reviews. Also a mail-order 
catalog fo r suppressed science, the global 
corporate state, Wilhelm Reich & orgone, 
propaganda , mind control, conspiracy, 
UFOs , disi·nfo-tainment, lodge brothers & 
secret societies, media wrenchers, and raw 
historical documents. 4.00 

Mailbomb 
Poli tical Prisoners • Terrorism • Marxism 
• Anarchy • Militias • Big Brother • 
Right-W ing Media • Work • Police Racism 

• Religion • Freemasons • Govt. Con
spiracy • Ricardo Flores Magan • Antonio 
Gramsci • Revolution • I Hate History • 
Free Cassette: Black Panther founder 
Bobby Seale speaking on the Legacy of the 
Black Panther Party. 2.50 

Match! An Anarchist Journal 
The 'Match! was lit in 1969 and exists 
solely to criticize authoritarian society and 
religion in order to argue for the many 
humane advantages of freedom and 
rationality. 2.75 

Paranoia: The Conspiracy Reader 
Brings you the best in hard-to-find and 
thought-provoking conspiracy writing. 
From the secret origins of AIDS to who 
killed River Phoenix, Paranoia removes 
the comforting veneer of official "reality" 
and takes you beyond the mainstream. 
Subjects include Assassinations , Secret 
Societies, UFOs, Hidden History , Cults, 
and Suppressed Science. 4.00 

Privacy Journal 
An independent monthly newsletter on 
privacy in the computer age. 2.00 

Realist 
Paul Krassner's newsletter. 2.00 

Steamshovel Press 
A conspiracy zine whose theories it 
explores are farther out, and whose 
writing is more comprehensive and the 
research better documented than virtually 
anything coming down the conspiracy 
pipeline. 4.00 

Z Magazine 
An independent political magazine of 
critical thinking on political, cultural , 
social, and economic life in the US. 3.95 

• co:nspiraey 
books 

Big Book ll/ Conspiracies 
Presents illustrated intrepretations of 39 of 
the world's weirdest conspiracy theories. 
Did the Nazi Party help form the CIA? 
Did aliens help form the Nazi Party? Did 
man ever really land on the moon? Who 
was Lee Harvey Oswald, and how many of 
him were there? Plus many more allegedly 
true tales of treach~ from the information 
underground! Introduction by Rev . Ivan 
Stang of the Church of the SubGenius. 
12.95 

f>~ g:re~-tes-t - -CC>:r'.I...S::p II-~CI.e S 
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Conspiracy theories- are· they nothing more than the idle 
speculation of overheated minds, or do they contain an 
alternative history, an unsanitized version of the truth, of 
what really goes on? Whether you "buy" any of these 
theories or merely enjoy a walk on the wild side of 
alternative history, 50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time 
will provide hours of provocative reading. You'll never 
again look at the world in quite the same way. 14.95 
"Fascinating! Witty! Right up "!Y alley!" 

-Chris Carter, Creator, The X-Files 
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Secret & Suppressed: Banned Ideas 
& Hidden History 
A guidebook to alternative views of contemporary 
events and world history, Secret & Suppressed 
confronts the reader with disquieting revelations 
on mind control, secret societies, media 
disinformation, cults, and elite cabals. The hard 
evidence supplied by many of these articles is 
startling. Other entries veer into the twilight realm 
of paranoia, speculation, and horror. Includes: 
"Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars," "Exposing the 
Nazi International," "Remote Mind Control 
Techno)ogy," "Why Waco," "Is Paranoia a Form 
of Awareness," "The Black Hole of Guyana," 
and much more. 12.95 

Black Helicopters Over America: 
Strikeforce for the New World Order 
Black Choppers! Movement of war material 
and troops! Creation of "detention centers" 
around the country! Creation of a National 
Police Force! The surrender of U.S. 
military authority to the U.N.! Is our 
government preparing for a war which will 
be fought within the borders of the United 
States-a war planned to be initiated against 
the American people by the power hungry 
internationalists? 12.95 

Casebook on Alternative 3: UFO's, Secret 
Societies and World Control 
In 1975, the normally conservative 
television program Science Report broadcast 
the most shocking investigative story ever 
shown on British television: an international 
conspiracy of monumental proportions with 
the code name Alternative 3. Includes 
information on: UFO's and the Secret 
Space Program • Electronic Warfare & 
Subliminal Messages in the Media • UFO 
abductions • Cattle Mutilations • Much, 
much more! 12.95 

CIA's Greatest Hits 
In crisply written, two-page chapters, this 
book tells you how the CIA: hired high
ranking Nazi war criminals, was involved in 
the bombing of Pan Am flight 103, the 
Jonestown Massacre, the BCCI scandal, 
the Bay of Pigs invasion, Watergate, Iran/ 
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Contra, participated in the assassinations of 
JFK, RFK, MLK, and much more. 6.00 

Gemstone File 
Since 1975, a privately circulated document 
has been the subject of much discussion 
and debate among researchers into the dark 
realms of political conspiracy. Purporting to 
reveal the identity of the conspirators in the 
John F. Kennedy assassination, The 
Gemstone File interprets pivotal historical 
events in a new light. 14.95 

It's A Conspiracy! 
The shocking truth about America's favorite 
conspiracy theories! At last. .. here are the 
facts about: JFK • Elvis • Marilyn • The 
CIA • Silkwood • Watergate • Malcolm X 
• The Red Menace • Nazis in America • 
The October Surprise • Much more! 9.95 

Popular Alienation: A Steamshovel Press 
Reader 
Includes: Abbie Hoffman's death seen as 
an assassination • the role of Richard 
Nixon and George Bush in the death of 
JFK • Kalifornia prisons • The American 
Nazis • Deconstruction of Noam Chomsky 
• Tabloid disinformation • JFK's LSD 
mistress, Mary Pinchot Meyer • Shroud 
of Turin conspiracies • Danny Casolaro 
and the INSLA W Octopus • Tim Leary's 
party • The Mothman • Roswell • 
Holocaust Revisionism • The Gemstone 
File • Area 51 • Cattle mutilation files of 

the FBI • Bob Dylan and Mind Control • 
Virus encryption issues • More! 19.95 

Psychic Dictatorship in the USA 
Bombing minds rather than bodies is the 
warfare of the new millenium. Alex 
Constantine's explosive book uncovers the 
terrifying extent of electromagnetic and 
biotelemetric mind control experimentation 
on involuntary human subjects in America 
today. Funded under the euphenism of 
"Non-Lethal Technology," the Pentagon 
has developed the ability to transmit voices, 
and inflict pain, madness, even death, with 
the push of a button. Hard to believe? 
Believe it! Official sources have admitted 
the existence of such technology. 12.95 

Secrets, Lies & Democracy 
Another illusion-shattering, fact-filled 
masterpiece from Noam Chomsky, the man 
the New York Times called "arguably the 
most important intellectual alive." 6.00 

Who Killed JFK? 
This brief but fact-filled book is the ideal 
introduction to the most famous crime of 
this century. You won't be able to put it 
down. Prominent assassination researcher 
Carl Oglesby proves that JFK must have 
been killed by a conspiracy, not by a lone 
gunman. Even scarier, he shows that the 
US government has been-and still is
involved in covering up that conspiracy. 
5.00 

Who Shot JFK? A Guide to the Major 
Conspiracy Theories 
More than 20 major theories along with 
their evidence. Critiques the critics, 
separates speculation from substantial 
evidence and hearsay from direct testimony, 
and allows you to decide who really killed 
JFK. 12.00 
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Counterfeit ID Made Easy 
A complete guide to making your own ID! 
Using common tools and readily available 
materials, you can make photo ID cards 
and much more. Includes illustrations of 
forgery techniques and tips on using the ID 
you create. 15.95 

· Directory of US Mail Drops 1991 Edition 
A confidential mailing address is invalu
able for achieving personal and financial 
privacy . This directory lists more than $50 
companies all over the world who will rent 
you an unlisted address for receiving and 
sending mail. 14.95 

Freedom Road 
Have you dreamed about leaving the rat 
race but don't know where to start? This 
book will show you how to make a plan, 
eliminate your debts, and buy an RV. 
You'll learn about beautiful places where 
you can live for free. You'll learn how to 
make all the money you'll need from your 
hobbies. And you'll learn how to live a 
comfortable, healthy lifestyle on just a few 
dollars a day. 16.95 

Heavy Duty New Identity 
Learn what it's really like living under a 
new identity . In this hard-hitting book, 
you'll meet undercover cops, federal 
witnesses and fugitives from the law 
who've tried living the lie of an assumed 
identity . Provides a detailed program for 
establishing a new identity that will not fail. 
12.95 

Hopping Freight Trains in America 
The complete how-to manual on riding the 
rails, the last red-blooded adventure in 
North America. 13 .95 

How to Disappear Completely & Never Be 
Found 
Heavy-duty disappearing techniques for 
those with "a need to know!" This 
amazing book uses real case histories to 
show how to: Plan a disappearance • 
Arrange for a new ID • Avoid leaving a 
paper trail • Cross intemational borders • 
Cope with the separation from a former life 

• Stage a "pseudocide" (make your 
disappearance look like a death). 7 . 95 

How To Create a New Identity 
An anonymous private investigator, the 
author specializes in helping clients "get 
lost" -permanently-and locating persons 
who thought they 'd never be found . Now 
his expertise can be yours . You can create a 
totally new person-with bona fide birth 
certificate, passport, driver 's license, 
credit cards, Social Security numoer- all 
you need to break with your past. 6.95 

How To Use Mail Drops for Privacy and 
Profit 
Mail drops are the number one most 
important technique for insuring your 
privacy. Includes: How to set up a mail 
drop • Dodging creditors • Private safe 
deposit boxes • Sex in the mail • Fake ID 
• Financial privacy • Electronic mail drops 
• "Branch" offices • More. 14.95 

Last Frontiers on Earth: Strange Places · 
Where You Can Live for Free 
This amazing book discusses living in 
.Antarctica , on floating icebergs, on 
platforms in the ocean, underwater, as a 
nomad, in an airship, and much more . For 
each place , the author considers cost' of 
living, the availability of food and shelter, 
the climate and other important factors . 
There are places where you can live free
if you're determined. 10.95 

Methods of Disguise 
Here is an incredible, completely 
illustrated book on how to disguise 
yourself! Covers everything from "quick
change" methods to long-term, permanent 
disguises. More than 130 detailed 
drawings. Learn to disguise yourself so 
completely even old friends won't 
recognize you! 17.95 

Paper Trip 1 
The Paper Trip tells about obtaining 
alternative forms of ID, such as a birth 
certificate, driver 's license, Social 
Security cards and credit cards . Learn how 
to change citizenship, avoid creditors, 
cover bad credit and arrest records, and 
establish credit anywhere . 19.95 

Paper Trip 2 
Divulges codes used to key official state 
and national ID cards, counterfeiting, 
sources for official seals, state and federal 
laws governing ID changes, and more. 
21.95 

Part-Time Diplomacy: For Fun, Profit & 
Prestige 
How to acquire genuine diplomatic 
credentials without spending a lot of money 
and without ever leaving home. There are 

many benefits that come with diplomatic 
status. You can use the connections you 
make to benefit your business. 16 .95 

Real World of Alternate ID Acquisition 
8.00 

Reborn in Canada: Personal Privacy 
Through a New Identity 
A complete guide to building a new 
identity in Canada from the ground up . · 
Covers birth certificates, drivers license , 
social insurance card, passport, credit 
cards, and much more. Learn hew to 
thoroughly document your new identity 
without revealing any information about 
your former life. 15.00 

Reborn in the US4. 
A complete guide to building a new 
identity in the US from the ground up. 
Covers birth certificates, social security 
card, drivers license, passport, credit 
cards and more. Learn how to thoroughly 
document your new identity without 
revealing any information about your 
former life . 16.00 

Scram! Relocating Under a New Identity 
Have you ever watched a ship go out to 
sea and wished you were on it, leaving 
your problems behind? You ' re not alone . 
James Martin, an attorney with years of 
experience, answers all of your questions 
about relocating under a new identity . 
Scram! includes ten real-life case histories 
that show the problems and opportunities 
for identity-changers. 12.95 

pri."V"a.cy ~ 
S"U.r"V"
eilla.n..ce 
Big Book of Secret Hiding Places 
This is the biggest and best book on 
concealment of physical objects ever 
printed! This huge book tells you how · 
searchers find hidden contraband and how 
to hide your stuff so it can' t be 
found. Topics. include where to hide, what 
to hide and how to hide your stuff. 14.95 

How to Get Anything on Anybody: State
of-the-Art Investigative/ Surveillance 
Techniques from the World's Best 
Intelligence Organizations 
Now you can get the goods on others with 
this encyclopedia of advanced investiga
tion -and surveillance techniques ; Covers 
devices for listening through walls; expert 
ways to secretly bug any target; over 100 
sources for equipment; getting a 50-state 
credit/license search; and much more. 
~0 .00 
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How to Get Anything on Anybody Book 2 
"Best book on surveillance and investiga
tions I've ever seen. Really scary stuff." 
-Charles Jaco, CNN. 35.00 

How To Hide Anything 
Tells how to construct dozens of hiding 
places for concealing money and jewelry 
and large places for securing survival 
supplies or persons. More than 100 
drawings show how to turn ordinary items 
into extraordinary hiding places. 12.00 

Our Vanishing Privacy: And What You 
Can Do To Protect Yours 
This shocking book reveals how much 
strangers know about your private life. 
Someone's collecting information about 
your health, your finances, your love life. 
And they don't have your best interests at 
heart. This book reveals the secrets of the 
snoops-what they know and how they get 
their information- and tells you what you 
need to know to fight back. 12.95 

Privacy Poachers: How the Government 
and Big Corporations Gather, Use and 
Sell Information About You 
Explains how various snoops get their 
hands on sensitive information about you, 
such as your financial records, medical 
history, legal records and much more. 
This information is then packaged and 
sold, over and over again, without your 
consent'. Find out what the "Privacy 
Poachers" have on you, and what you can 
do to protect yourself. 16.95 

Satellite Surveillance 
Once the exclusive tool of governments, 
satellite technology is now available to 
anyone. Using actual satelli te photos, 
Satellite Surveillance shows you where to 
buy satellite im·ages, how to enhance and 
interpret them, and how to hide from "the 
eye in the sky." An essential reference for 
anyone concerned with the uses and abuses 
of satellite technology. 21.95 

credi:t 
Credit Card Fraud 
Written for police officers, this book is for 
those stung by credit card fraud: the 
merchant, the banker, the man on the 
street. It reveals all the scams, from forged 
cards to telemarketing rip-offs. Learn how 
crooks turn credit into cash, automobiles 
and other big-ticket items. See how they get 
cards and card numbers, and how th~y beat 
credit limits. Most importantly, learn how 
to spot frauds and stop them before they get 
started. 14.95 
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Credit Mechanic: The Poor Man's Guide 
to Credit Repair 
A simple, step-by-step guide , written in 
plain language and organized in workbook 
fashion to help you repair your credit 
yourself without the assistance of credit 
repair clinics that charge hundreds or even 
thousands of dollars to perform a simple 
service, often making promises that go 
unfulfilled. 10.00 

Credit Secrets: How to Erase Bad Credit 
Solve your financial and credit problems 
once and for all! How to eliminate your 
debts , remove negative items from your 
credit files, apd establish an AAA-1 credit 
rating--' regardless of your past or present 
financial situation. Credit Secrets will save 
you thousands of dollars in professional 
fees, finance charges, and interest payments 
as you learn the latest techniques in 
creative financing-proven methods of 
becoming debt-free and establishing good 
credit. 14.00 

Ditching Your Debts 
Learn proven techniques : The quickest way 
to ditch your debts • Legal considerations 
that every debtor should be aware of • How 
bill collection agencies operate and how to 
foil them • The most successful ways to go 
about disappearing from your creditor's 
sight • How to establish an alternative 
identity, and how to acquire the ID to back 
it up. 14.95 

Reborn With Credit 
Takes you inside the credit machine to show 
you how credit applications are processed 
and graded, how credit bureaus get their 
information, how credit decisions are 
made. Takes you step-by-step through 
procedures for cleaning bad credit, 
establishing a blank credit file, and building 
a credit rating that will make tens of 
thousands of dollars available to you in a 
matter of months. 12.00 

£ra.u..d · 
Biz-Op: How to Get Rich with "Business 
Opportunity" Frauds and Scams 
Pick up any newspaper and you' II see 
"business opportunity" ads that promise 
huge profits for little or no work. 
Somebody' s getting rich off these ads-but 
who? Biz-Op has everything needed to put 
together irresistible "mooch bait," 
including the "mooch killer" marketing 
pamphlet the author used to raise hundreds 
of thousands of dollars. 14.95 

Frauds, Rip-offs & Con Games 
A startling and often humorous look at the 
wolves who are after your skin. Some of 

the fascinating scams covered include: The 
Dirty White Collar • Securities Swindles • 
The "Terrible Williamsons" • The Gypsies 
• Credit Card Cons & Catches • "Financial 
Planners" • Selling Counterfeit Ideas • 
Coat-Tailing • Fraud Salad: An Assortment 
of Con Games. 13. 95 

How To Sneak Into The Movies 
Includes: Tht: four basi~ ways to get into 
movies for free • Believable lines you can 
lay on a suspicious usher • How to sneak 
in with a date without looking cheap • 
How to sneak in a whole gang of people • 
What to do if you'r.e caught and what not 
to do. 8.00 

Rip-off Book 1: The Complete Guide to 
Frauds, Con Games, .Swindles & Rackets 
Learn what frauds are, how they work, how 
to protect yourself, and how to strike back 
when you're the victim. Classic Cons • 
Land Swindles • The Badger Game • 
Entrapment Frauds • Job Offers • Sex • 
Mail • Telephone Traps • More than 100 
specific frauds exposed. The most complete 
book ever written on frauds and cons. 
14.95 

Rip-off Book 2 
Exposes the big time rackets: Doctors, 
hospitals, shrinks, lawyers, cops, military 
recruiters, stock manipulators, inside 
traders, the Mafia, & more. An encyclope
dia of gyps, schemes, frauds and swindles, 
and ideas on how to strike back. 10.95 

Techniques of the Professional Pickpocket 
You'lllearn all the techniques of the 
pickpocket: how t:i;!Y guess which pocket 
holds the loot, the grab and run, the 
finesse' lift, cutting the pockets, how they 
use acco~plices, how they can steal a 
watch right off the wrist. Learn how the 
pros get into your clothes, and what you 
can do to protect yoursel~. 12.95 

Big Book of Secret Hiding Places 
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Economic Sodomy: How Modern Frauds 
Work and How to Protect Yourself 
Most of these scams are perfectly legal: 
they follow the letter of the law, while 
violating your sacred trust. But Victor 
Santoro provides you with intelligent 
advice on how to protect yourself. Learn 
to give your doctor an exam, give your 
lawyer the third degree, analyze your 
shrink. And if all else fails, Santoro shows 
you how to turn the tables and con the con 
men for revenge. 13.95 

Getting Started in the Underground 
Economy 
Every year, billions of dollars go unre
ported and untaxed in the Underground 
Economy, and, contrary to government 
propag'anda, it's not all drug dealers and 
criminals, but ordinary Americans like 
yourself that have chosen to not report all 
or part of their income. Adam Cash tells 
you how to ease your way into the tax-free 
Underground Economy. 14.95 

Guerilla Capitalism: How to Practice 
Free Enterprise in an Unfree Economy 
What good is "believing in" free enter
prise if you don't practice it? This book 
gives you step-by-step instructions on how 
to do business· "off the books": Doing 
business without a license • Getting 
customers to pay in cash • Keeping two 
sets of books • Investing unreported 
income • And much more. Highlighted 
with case histories of successful guerrilla 
capitalists. 14.95 

How to Do Business "Off the Books" 
Adam Cash digs even deeper into the 
secrets of the Underground Economy with 
this amazing book. Learn to keep your 
underground income "off the books" and 
deal with the IRS and others who want to 
burden you with taxes, fees, licensing 
requirements, etc. 14.95 

Sell Yourself to Science 
This book shows exactly what your body is 
worth and how to sell it , in whole or in 
part. Your body is your business when you 
sell renewable resources such as blood, 
sperm, milk and hair. This amazing "career 
guide" also reveals what it ' s like to work 
as a guinea pig for drug companies. 16.95 

Shadow Merchants: Successful Retailing 
Without a Storefront 
Covers: Swap Meets • Flea Markets • 
Streetcorners • Arts & Crafts Shows • Mall 
Kiosks • Fairs & Carnivals • Gun Shows • 
Special Interest Events • Sports Shows • 
Conventions • Hobby Meetings • And 
much more. 12.00 

sel1'
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Art and Science of Dumpster Diving 
An amazing manual that tells you exactly 
how to dive dumpsters for fun and profit. 
This book will show you how to get just 
about anything you want or need-food, 
clothing, furniture, building materials, 
entertainment, luxury goods, tools, toys
you name it-absolutely free! This book 
takes you on a guided tour of America's 
back alleys where amazing wealth is 
carelessly discarded. 14.95 

Building with Junk and Other Good 
Stuff 
A complete guide to building and remodel
ing using recycled materials. Millions of 
dollars worth of building materials are 
thrown away every day. This book shows 
how to find, store and use this good stuff. 
19 .95 

Hitchhiker's Handbook 
Provides the neophyte vagabond thumber 
with a complete, indispensable guide to 
the ways and means of traveling for free on 
the open road! Includes: How to dress for 
hitchhiking success • What to take with 
you • Expedient sign-making • How to 
avoid trouble with the police • Emergency 
sleeping resources • Sex on the road • And 
much more! 12.95 

How to Buy Land Cheap 
This is the bible of bargain-basement land 
buying. The author bought 8 lots for a 
total sum of $25. He shows you how to 
buy good land all over the country for not 
much more . This book takes you through a 
step-by-step process for: Finding cheap 
land • Evaluating it • Bidding on it • 
Closing the deal. 14.95 

How to Start Your Own Country 
This book tells the story of dozens of new 
country projects and explains the options 
available to those who want to start a 
country of their own. Covers diplomacy , 
national defense, sovereignty, raising 
funds, recruiting settlers , and more , 
including names and addresses of current 
projects. 12.95 

How To Steal Food From the 
Supermarket 
Written by a supermarket security guard, 
this book will give your budget a boost! 
Learn all the ins and outs of shoplifting 
success, including: Do-it-yourself 
markdowns • Scamming the scanner • How 
to dress for success • Defeating store 
security • The one mistake that trips up 
most shoplifters and the one item you 
must bring shoplifting with you. 10.00 

Shelters, Shacks and Shanties 
A fascinating book with over 300 pen and 
ink illustrations and step-by-step instruc
tions for building various types of shelters . 
Includes: Fallen tree shelters • Indian 
wickiups • Sod houses • Elevated shacks 
and shanties • Tree houses • Caches • 
Railroad tie shack~ • Pole houses • Log 
cabins • And more . One of the great 
classics of outdoor lore . 9.95 
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2600 Hacker's Quarterly 4.00 

Ad busters 
Dedicated to bashing the outdated para
digms of our consumer culture and building 
a brave new understanding of living. 
Adbusters aims for a world that is free from 
the wiles of commercialism . 4 .95 

Ax cess 
Music • Cyberculture • Technology 4.25 

Baffler 
"The Journal That Blunts the Cutting 
Edge." When it 's a question of culture
everything from the fraudulence of "altern
ative" lifestyles to the social function of the 
Illinois lottery-the Baffler is the only 
magazine in America that offers such a 
consistently frank and abrasive quality. 5.00 

Blacklisted! 411 
Dedicated to the curious people who want 
to know the " inside" technical information 
regarding computers , BBS's, the telephone 
company, arcade games, radio equipment, 
general electronic equipment, cable and 
other utility companies and more. 4.95 

Excluded Middle: An Esoteric Joumal 
for the Masses 4.00 

Extropy Magazine 
Computers • Machine intelligence • Life 
extension • Smart drugs • Nanocomputers 
and nanotechnology • Effective thinking 
and information filtering • Understanding 
the future • Memetics • Digital Economy • 
Transhumanism and futurist philosophy • 
Aud much more . 4.95 

Fringe Ware Review 
A global media virus exploring the fringes 
of Art, Technology and Society . 3.95 

Gauntlet: Exploring the Limits of Free 
Expression 9. 95 
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Gray Areas 
Examines the gray areas of life, exploring 
subject matter which is illegal , immoral and 
/or controversial. Sections on law, music, 
tech, popular culture & reviews. 6.95 

Hypno: The World Joumal of Popular 
Culture 2.50 

Inquisitor 
A content-dense, quarterly guide to media, 
art, culture, and technology. 5.00 

Iron Feather Joumal 
Lifestyles of the Phun and Phreaky! Skamz 
• Highs • Raves • Hacking • Nasty Philez 
• Pirate Radio • Internet Phun • Subver
sive Hi-Tek • Contacts • Underground 
News • Phreaking • More' 5.00 

Kulture Deluxe Magazine 2. 99 

Mondo 2000 
Magazine which started the whole 
cyberculture revolution. Essential. 5.95 

Newspeak Katazine 
The Fringe Guide to Conspiracy • Sex • 
Weirdness. Includes an amazing mail-order 
catalog. 4.00 

Private Line 
"A Journal of Inquiry Into the Telephone 
System." 4.50 

Reign of Toads 
Vivisects technoculture & the lmernet. 4 .00 

Skeptic 
Published by the Skeptics Society promot
ing science and critical thinking , and 
disseminating informat ion on pseudo
science, pseudohistory, the paranormal , 
magic , superstition, fr inge claims and 
groups, revolutionary science, proto
science, in articles, essays , reviews, and 
letters. 5.95 

Skeptical Inquirer 4.95 

Snake Oil 
"Your Guide to Kooky Kontemporary 
Kristian Kulture." 3.00 

Strange Magazine 
The top researchers, investigators, 
theorists, and writers in the fie ld of st range 
phenomena bring you a fantastic collec tion 
of well-documented articles, features and 
columns covering all aspects of the 
anomalous and unexplained. 4.95 

Tiff' People, Places, Machines 
The magazine of " lo-tech distractions from 
urban living." Not just for computer geeks 
e ither . .. everything from caffeine to garage 
tech; from Internet resources to home 
taxidermy. This is pulp food for datafreak 
bipeds everywhere. 3 .00 

Trqjectories 
"The Journal of Futurism and Heresy, " 
published by Robert Anton Wilson. 5.00 

Utne Reader 
"The Best of the Alternative Media. " 
Reprints the best articles from alternative 
publications. Sort of a Reader's Digest for 
the alternative set. 4. 95 

ll'1e""W~T edge 
books 
Best of Gauntlet: Exploring the Limits of 
Free Expression 
Gaumlet has taken on such explosive topics 
as race, pornography, political correctness, 
and media manipulation-always publishing 
the widest range of opinions. Only in 
Gauntlet might one expect to encounter 
Phyllis Schatley and Annie Sprinkle, porn 
activists andcollege reactionaries-often 
within pages of one another. 12.95 

Beneath the Underground 
The first in-depth exploration, from within, 
of the rapidly growing cultural phenomenon 
of the "do-it-yourself" subculture. It 
consists of the perhaps 20,000 self
publishers of micro-circulation zines and 
other self-produced art, music, pamphlets 
and posters. 10.95 

Big Book of Weirdos 
True illustrated tales of the world 's kookiest 
crackpots and visionaries! From Howard 
Hughes to J. Edgar Hoover, from 
Dosroyevsky to Dali-if the history of 
humankind teaches us anything, it's that the 
most brilliant indiv iduals of any era were 
often the most peculiar as well. 12 .95 

Complete Manual of Pirate Radio 
Intended tor everyone who has a message 
to communicate, but no means with which 
to do it. If you want to provide an alterna
tive to the corporate-controlled newspapers 
and magazines , the insane howling on 
religious radio and TV stations, the 
reactionary pap on commercial stations, 
read on! 5 .00 

Covert Culture Sourcebook 2. 0: Further, 
Deeper, Stranger Explorations of Fringe 
Culture 
This is not a rah-rah-underground-culture
rules book. It's an information guide. It's a 
big damned list (with addresses and phone 



numbers) of items that you might find 
interesting. This is a book about informa
tion, options, and useful stuff that you can 
get your hands, asses, or eyeballs on. 
Period. 12.95 

Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy Through 
the Maze of Computer Espionage 
A wild and suspenseful true story
Deception, broken codes, satellites, missile 
bases and the ultimate sting operation-and 
how one ingenious American trapped a spy 
ring, paid in cash and cocaine, and 
reporting to the KGB. 5.99 

Dreammachine Plans (Brion Gysin) 
The Dreammachine is the first device in 
history designed to be looked at with 
closed eyes . The Dreammachine opens up 
inner vistas for travel and exploration. This 
booklet contains full instructions on how to 
build your own. 78 rpm turntable req. 6.00 

Free Space! Real Alternatives for 
Reaching Outer Space 
Tells about ten companies who are 
preparing for space travel. Run by NASA/ 
aerospace alumni, they have the know-how 
and the money to make it real. Find out 
how they'll open the heavens to commercial 
travel in the coming decade. 14.95 

Gone to Croatan: Origins of North 
American Dropout Culture 
America was founded as a land of drop
outs. Almost at once it began to produce its 
own crop of dissidents-visionaries, 
utopians, Maroons (escaped slaves), white 
and black "Indians," sailors and bucca
neers, tax rebels, angry women, crank 
reformers, "tri-racial isolate" communi
ties-all on the lam from Babylon, from 
control. .. Having disappeared from 
"History," they have ever since been 
ignored by the Consensus and its guard
ians, the academics. 12.00 

Hacker Crackdown 
They are the outlaws of the electronic 
frontier, known by aliases such as Phiber 
Optik and Acid Phreak. Roaming at will in 
the most sophisticated computer systems 
in the world, they plunder confidential 
information and help themselves to phone 
service and credit card numbers ... simply 
because they know how to do it. Bruce 
Sterling examines the past, present and 
future of crime in the new frontier of 
cyberspace and the personalities involved in 
it. Sterling tours the Secret Service's 
training center in Georgia-and attends a 
hacker convention. He details the arrests, 
searches, and seizures that followed the 
collapse of the nationwide phone system on 
January 15, 1990. 5.99 

Happy Mutant Handbook: Mischievous 
Fun for Higher Primates 
Are you sick of the packaged reality THEY 
keep trying to sell you? You know: bad 
TV, hideous magazines, clueless computer 
technology, and lame attempts at " leisure 
activities"? It's enough to make you build 
your own rorket so you can find a solar 
system that doesn't suck so bad. Guess 
what? You don't have to travel to the other 
side of the Milky Way to have a good time. 
The Happy Mutant Handbook shows you 
how to peel away the drab layers of 
normality and start having fun right here on 
earth! Learn how to Joyride the Information 
Superhighway! Start your won radio or TV 
station! Pull amazing pranks and befuddle 
the normals! Go on an urban safari! Make 
a robot buddy! You'll also find out about 
the toys and cool tools you can use to make 
it happen. Why let a bunch of brain-dead 
marketing drones decide how you're going 
to live your life? You can do it yourself! 
15.00 

Kooks: A Guide to the Outer Limits of 
Human Belief 
Will drilling a hole in one's head cause 
enlightenment? Can a person's soul be 
captured in a lady's hairnet? Is Hitler alive 
and well and living in Antarctica? Were 
dinosaurs created by Satan? Are men 
capable of having babies? These and many 
other peculiar notions and eccentric people 
are found in Donna Kossy' s Kooks, an 
extraordinary sourcebook to the outer limits 
of human belief. 16.95 

Loompanics' Golden Records: More 
Articles and Features from the Best Book 
Catalog in the World! 
Three years in the making! A brand-new 
collection of articles and features from the 

Loompanics Unlimited Book Catalog. 
Loompanics has always striven to make the 
articles and features it publishes every bit 
as exciting, frightening, eye-opening, 
controversial and unusual as the books it 
sells. Includes articles on: The Jim Rose 
Sideshow, Fake ID, Surviving in Prison, 
Big Brother, Urine Testing, Virtual 
Reality, Freedom of Information Act, The 
War on Drugs, Female Murderers, 
Censorship and more! 14 .95 

Loompanics' Greatest Hits: Articles and 
Features from The Best Book Catalog in 
the World! 
A collection of articles and essays, 
cartoons and rants, gleaned from the pages 
of the Loompanics Unlimited Book 
Catalog. For over a decade, the 
Loompanics Catalog has served as a kiosk 
for writers from the far left, the far right 
and the far out. 18.95 

Mondo 2000 Users Guide to the New 
Edge 
Mondo 2000 will introduce you to your 
tomorrow-and show you how to buy it 
today! The Users Guide will help you surf 
the bleeding edge of the coming revolution 
in art, technology, media, chemistry, 
science, and music- the New World 
Disorder. Rope the Internet worm with 
digital outlaws ... Boost your brain and 
body with amino chemistry ... eat the 
quantum sandwich of nanotechnology ... 
and immerse yourself in high-tech pagan
ism, teledildonics, !10mebrew multimedia 
pranking, cyberpunk jockeying, and 
pleasure-pulse implants. 22.50 

Outposts: A Catalog of Rare & Disturb
ing Alternative Information 
Over 500 reviews of work by political 
extremists, conspiracy theorists, hallucino
genic pathfinders, sexual explorers, 
religious iconoclasts and social malcontents. 
Each review is followed by ordering 
information. 18.95 

Principia Discordia 
The Bible of Discordianism with all new 
34-page introduction by co-founder Kerry"' 
W. Thornley . 9.95 

Cyberpunk Handbook (The Real 
Cyberpunk Fakebook) 
Cyber-parody from the editors of Mondo 
2000. 9.95 

Secrets of a Super Hacker 
An extraordinary manual on the methods of 
hacking. Includes: Brute Force Attacks • 
Social Engineering • Spoofing • Superuser 
Abuse • Screen Stealing • Data Delivery • 
Stair Stepping • Trojan Horses • Viruses • 
Trap Doors • Dummy Accounts. 19.95 
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Signs of Life: Channel Surfing Through 
90s Culture 
Tying together the loose ends of the 
slacker/raver/zine/cyberpunk and other as
yet-unnamed underground movements 
currently percolating through American 
alternative culture, Signs of Life erases the 
boundaries between highbrow literature and 

;

lowbrow art in a unique collection of 
stories, comix and poems by more than 70 
cutting-edge artists and writers. 12.95 

T.A.Z.: The Temporary Autonomous 
Zone, Ontological Anarchy, Poetic 
Terrorism (Hakim Bey) 7.00 

This Is Your Final Warning! 
The complete rants and the nasty little tracts 
of Thorn Metzger's Ziggurat Press, along 
with other horror fragments of high-rictus 
humor and post-gnostic disgust. 6.00 

-thn..o-thy 
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Chaos & Cyberculture 
Conveys Timothy Leary's vision of the 
emergence of a new humanism with an 
emphasis on questioning authority, 
independent thinking, individual creativity, 
and the empowerment of computers and 
other technology. With guest appearances by 
William Gibson, Winona Ryder, WilliamS. 
Burroughs and David Byrne . 19.95 

Timothy Leary's Neurocomix 2.95 

Surfing the Conscious Nets 
The new virtual fairy tale by Dr. Timothy 
Leary, will titillate your br-ain cells and 
o'ffier private parts. Travel the electronic 
maze of cyborgastic addiction and the 
search for the absolute aphrodisiac. 16.95 
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Chaos & Beyond: Best of Trajectories 
15.95 

Natural Law 7. 95 

Prometheus Rising 12.95 
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Right Where You Are Sitting No w 9.95 

Sex & Drugs: A Journey Beyond Limits 
12.95 

chu.rch 
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Book of the SubGenius: The Sacred 
Teachings of J.R. "Bob" Dobbs 12.95 

High Weirdness by Mail 
"A Directory of the Fringe- Mad 
Prophets, Crackpots, Kooks & True 
Visionaries. " Do you enjoy getting 
unspeakably weird things in the mail? The 
have we got a hobby for you! The Rev. 
Ivan Stang of the Church of the SubGenius 
takes you on a sarcastic, sidesplitting, 
mind-boggling , awe-inspiring tour of things 
that go bump in the mails. 13.00 

Revelation X: The "Bob" Apocryphon. 
The prophesied do-it-yourself end times 
religion for swinging mutants and terminal 
abnormals! 14.95 

soh 'VITa. 
Complete Schwa Kit 
Includes Book, Cards, Stickers, Keychains 
& more. 16.00 

Complete Counter-Schwa Kit 
Includes New Book, Cards, Stickers, 
Button, Keychains & more. 16.00 

Counter-Schwa Car Sticker Conversion 
Kit 
Instantly converts any car into a Schwa 
Corporate Vehicle. Over 18 stickers, 
dangler. 7.00 

4" Alien Head Sticker 1.50 

4" Square Alien Head Danger Sticker 
1.50 

Schwa Button 1.00 

u..£o/ 
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Crash Collusion: A Quarterly Guide to 
the Fringe 4. 00 

Fate: True Reports of the Strange and 
Unknown 3.50 

Fortean Times: The Journal of Strange 
Phenomena 4. 95 

Nexus: New Times Magazine 4.95 

UFO Magazine: A Forum on Extraordi
nary Theories & Phenomena 4.50 

Saucer People Trading Cards 
Depicts 36 incidents in the 40-year plus 
history of the worldwide encounters 
humans have had 
with UFO's. 10.95 

RIP Real Monsters, Demons & Ghosts 
42 Paranormal Trading Cards 
Each card is a haunting document of a 
chilling event. .. actual encounters with true 
ghosts, human monsters, fiends, weird 
mysteries ... you'll want to read these in a 
well-lit place! 14.95 

Extra-terrestrial Friends and Foes 
Includes in-depth analysis"of the character
istics of different types of extra-terrestrials 
and their motivations and agendas, the 
massive epidemic of UFO abductions, and 
the political implications of the UFO cover
up. 14.95 

UFOs: A Manual for the Millennium 
"Flying Saucers, Natural Deceptions, 
Phenomenal Abductions and more Strange 
Mysteries." 5.99 



Not every girl has a role model. Not 
every girl has a role model who captured 
the hearts of men with a whip in hand 
and an innocent twinkle in her eye. Not 
every girl wanted to be the mysterious 
1950s Queen of bondage pin-ups, 
Betty Page. 

I did . 
Her image of short bl ack bangs, 

ultra high heels and a Southern smile 
graces everything from men's magazines 
and adult comics .to cult film and full
color tattoos. She modeled for about a 
decade in jungle wear for Miami 
photographer Bunny Yeager and in 
bondage gear for New York City brother 
and sister photography team, Irving and 
Paula Klaw. According to Yeager, 
Page was one of the most 
photographed models in 
America, pictured more than 
Cindy Crawford and Marilyn 
Monroe combined. 

I'm not sure what first 
drew me to this Southern Belle 
of Bondage, but fended up on a 
quest to find out about her life 
and pay tribute to her in any way 
I could. I collected all comic 
books that borrowed her image -
such as Pentacle , Phantom Lady, 
The Rocketeer, and Vampirella. I 
went into a mad frenzy to dig up her 
1952 January holiday pinup picture in 
Playboy magazine from the archives, 
where they keep the porn and nudie 
mags, in my college library. 

I entered Betty Page look-a-like 
contests. My 21st birthday cake read 
"Happy Birthday Betty." So a simple 
obsession with Ms. Page would be an un
derstatement of the situation. I didn't just 
admire her life, I wanted to know every 
detail, down to her disappearance in the 
late 1950s. 

"She wasn't like any other pin-up 
model of the 1950s because her smile 
reassured you that it was okay to feel 
good while looking at her pictures," said 
Greg Theakston. Theakston, founder of 
the recent national tribute fanzine, The 
Betty Pages, knows more about Page's 
life than she probably remembers. Like 
myself, Theakston went on a quest to find 
out the background behind one of the 
country's most alluring and mysterious 
pinup models. He wrote various books 

I was a 
Teena~e 
Betty 

by 
Bonnie 
Burton 

and is considered by most fans to be the 
expert on her life and her appeal. 

"I'm a firm believer the camera cap
tures a little bit of the soul and Bctty"s 
honesty and freshness were believable." 
Theakston said. 

Betty Page's story begins with her 
birth on April22, 1923, in Nashville, TN. 
When she was ten years old, her parents 
divorced and Betty was temporarily 
placed in an orphanage with her two 
sisters. Once in high school, Page was 
editor of the. school newspaper as well as 
a cast member in numerous school plays. 
Her desire to act would soon drive her to 
live in Hollywood and then New York. 

Page attended a teaching school and 
married her high school sweetheart, 
but acting called and she answered. 
Divorcing her husband and moving to 
Hollywood led her right into a disas
trous screen test with Twentieth Century 
Fox. Page told her photographer, 
Bunny Yeager, in the July 1993 issue of 
Interview magazine, why the screen test 
failed so miserably: "They changed 

_.,. 

my makeup and my hairdo to 
make me look like Joan 

Crawford. I didn ' t 
look good with 
my hair bunched 

out on both sides, 
and with my mouth 

made up real wide. It 
didn't even look like 

me when I saw the test," 
Page said. "They also 

said I had a very pro
nounced Southern accent, 

and they didn't want to work 
with that." 

Page moved to New York 
City in hopes she would run into 

luck. Around 1950, Page found 
luck wandering Coney Island, and 

his na me was Jerry Tibbs. This 
Brooklyn police officer and weightlifter 
convinced Page to pose for pictures and 
to cut her hair into the bangs she became 
famous for. Page changed the spelling of 
her first name "Bettie" to "Betty" for the 
pin-up pictures only. 

Besides her black bangs and warm 
smile, fans adored Page for bringing 
charm and grace to the otherwise taboo 
theme of bondage. In 195 I, the New York 
photography team of Irving and Paula 
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Klaw began photo sessions 
with Page. Ultra high heels 
and staged spankings from 
other domination models 
became core elements in 
her image. For Klaw mail
order movie stills business, 
Movie Star News, Betty 
Page was their most re
quested model. 

"She was beautiful," 
said Paula Klaw. "S he 's 
much better than the mod
els of today." 

The success lead the 
Klaw team to expand into 
8 mm film shorts featuring 
Page in skits with the titles 
"Betty & Her High Heel 
Shoes" and "Betty Gets 
Bound and Kidnapped." 
Her most famous skit is as 
a maid in the cult classic 
"Teaserama." 

With the Klaws , Page 
was at the height of her ca
reer, rejecting possible 
love affairs with playboy 
Howard Hughes for pres
tigious acting lessons at the 
Herbert Berghof Studio. 

" Paula and Irving 
Klaw ·were instrumental in 
Betty's image as an icon," 
said Robert Schultz , 
founder of the official newsletter of 
The Bettie Scouts of America, Fond 
Memories. "Betty just wasn't a pin-up 
star until she worked with the Klaws." 

Along with the Klaws, Page did her 
famous jungle shots with Yeager and later 
became a Playboy Playmate. She also 
participated in private photo outings with 
camera clubs on the weekends. 

At the height of her modeling career 
in 1957, she disappeared from the photo 
clubs of New York City and from the 
magazines altogether. Some fans thought 
it was due to the hearing the Klaws faced 
on charges of obscenity in 1955 under 
Tennessee Senator Estes Kefauver. Some 
thought Page married a sheik and left the 
country. Others thought the Mafia ar
ranged her death for rejecting the love of 
a cherished gunman. 

Well, when Page finally came for
ward to grant an interview in Interview, 
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she revealed her love for a special man, 
and the most unlikely for the girl of 
curves -Jesus Christ. 

Page had turned to religion after a 
vision and worked full time for the Billy 
Graham Crusade. 

"I was getting old [34] and needed 
to move on," she told Yeager, "and I just 
think Jesus would not want me to model 
anymore." And that was that. Or was it? 

After Page left the modeling scene, 
her image faded during the 1960s and 
70s, but in the 1980s and 90s it's back 
and arguably more popular than before. 

In my quest to find Betty and pay 
tribute to her look, I've seen her image 
in books, comics, record albums, fash
ion runways, and French Barbie dolls. 
Betty's look and attitude have innuenced 
much of what we see today in film. 

A Page fan on the Internet, Jason 
Harvey, said: "As bondage and the im-

plic atio n of it became 
more frequent in cult films 
like women ·s prison films 
and earlier work by Russ 
Meyer. the levity with 
which it was used eventu
a lly gave rise to the 
modern hardcore films 
we all know and love. 
Thanks to Betty in her 
Klaw films, cult movies 
were influenced heav ily 
by her dominating and 
submissive roles." 

Once you see more of 
Betty Page. it 's difficult 
not to notice her influence 
on pop culture in general. 
Tribute fanzines like The 
Betty Pag es and Fond 
Memories sell out faster 
than comic book stores 
can replace them. I've 
spotted Betty's image cus
tom-painted on Harley
Davidson motorcycles as 
well as custom-tattooed on 
bikers. Bands like My Life 
with the Thrill Kill Kult, 
Lords of Acid and Old 
Skull use her photos on 
album covers. 

Even the mainstream 
Madonna copies Betty's 
style in music videos. The 

Betty Page Look has been replicated so 
much that maybe peo_ple believe it was 
the typical 1950s look, not realizing that 
she made cropped bangs and ultra-high 
spiked heels popular. 

The sexual temperature of the 
1990s is about the same as the 1950s 
because of the AIDS scare and Newt
conservatism. Betty makes sex seem fun 
again and not so political. She's the best 
role model a girl can have because there's 
a Betty to suit everyone's needs: a 
bondage Betty, jungleland/wild Betty, 
and girl-next-door Betty. 

She seemed vulnerable and available 
but always in control. She chose a career 
over marriage. She was educated and 
friendly. She was never ashamed of her 
pin-up days. She influenced pop culture 
with a charming smile. She captured 
everyone's heart and imagination. I can 
only hope to grow up just like her. 

Photo coui-resy Bonnie Burton 
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Bettie Page Confidential 
Features never-before-seen photographs by 
Bunny Yeager and introduction by Buck 
Henry . 13.95 

'b-..r.::~ ~Lifeot a . .• 
. ,.... Pin-Up Legend . 

Bettie Page: The Life of a Pin-Up Legend 
Includes: Foreword by Bettie Page • Over 
500 color and black and white illustrations 
• Never before seen camera club photos • 
A gallery of Bettie pin-up art • Super
models' tribute to Bettie • Her lost films • 
Newly revealed stories from her private and 

Bettie Pages Annual Vol. 2 
Features an extensive interview with Bettie 
Page, "The Case of the Missing Pin-Up 
Queen: Solved," dozens of previously 
unpublished photos, and an eight-page 
color insert. Quantities are limited! 20.00 

Bettie Page 3D Picture Book 3.95 

Bettie Page 3D Comics 3.95 

Bettie Page Captured Jungle Girl 3D 
Comic 3.95 

Bettie Page Comics #I (NEW!) 
Includes: "Jumpin' Jungle Jive" (Dave 
Stevens), "Sandbar Skirmish" (Stevens/ 
Hernandez), "Cartoon on Bettie Page" 
(Eric Stanton), "Mars Wants Bettie . " 3.95 

professional life • History of the Bett ie Bettie Page Pix Cards 12.00 

Page cult • Bettie's intluence on fashion & Bettie Page Cards 2: Ooh! La La! 11.95 
style. Hardcover. 40.00 

Bettie Page, Queen of Hearts 
Join author/artist Jim Silke as he explores 
Bettie Page's intluence on popular culture, 
from dime-store novels to paperbacks, and 
from painting to advertising. 19.95 

Bettie Page, Queen of Pinup 
Beautiful Bettie Page photo book imported 
from Germany. 14.95 

Bettie Pages 
Digest-sized magazme devoted to Bettie 
Page. Quantities are limited' #7.'0 5.00 ea . 

Q 
ANNIE SPRINKLE'S POST·MODERN PIN·UPS 
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Bettie Page Cards Set 3 
Bettie in Bondage! See Bettie bound , 
tied & spanked ... will she ever break 
free? Set of 40 black and white cards. 

Bettie Page Cards 4: Passion 11.95 

Bettie Page Fetish Comix 
"A fun romp through various portrayals of 
Bettie, in bizarre situations ranging from 
the shower scene in Psycho to bedding 
down with James Bond, all set in a 
dreamtime sequence. A must for Bettie 
enthusiasts .. . " -YOUR FLESH 3.50 

Bettie Page Punk Comix 3.50 

Tor Love Betty Comic 
Two great '50s icons together in a fictional 
tale of obsession & lust! See Tor peep in 
on Bettie! See Bettie spank Tor! 3.00 

Annie Sprinkle's Post-Modem Pin
Ups/Pleasure Activist Playing Cards 
Remember those wonderful girlie pin-up 
playing cards from the '50s and '60s? 
Notorious Prostitute/Porn Star turned Sex 
Guru/Performance Artist Annie Sprinkle 
has created this updated, feminist version 
for the '90s, with 54 full-color pin-up 
photos and a 64 page booklet of pin-up 
biographies and fascinating information . In 
these cards you ' ll find 54 of the hippest , 
hottest women of the sex-positive grrl 
scene-from rock star poets like Lydia 
Lunch to sex stars like Candida Royalle 
and punk pornographers like Lily Burana 
o·f Taste of Latex magazine. Straight, queer, 
all shapes and sizes . Plenty of tattoos, 
piercings, strap-ons and fetishes. Erotic 
and funny, the cards are intended for both 
a female and male audience. 19.95 
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cards 
1950's Pinups II 
Tempest Storm, Lily St. Cyr, Blaze Starr 
and of course, Bettie Page. A must for pin
up fans! 11.95 

Bizarre Boobs 
A ridiculous and funny set. The world's 
most bizarre boobs, including women with 
three and four breasts! 11.95 

Bizarre Detective Cards 
36lurid pulp detective magazine covers 
from the 1930s. 10.95 

Confidential 
36 color cards trace the history of 
America's first scandal magazine! 10.95 

Early French Postcards 
Beautiful French women in an array of 
artistic poses, 1890-1930. 11.95 

Mamie van Doren 
A loving history of the legendary star. 
10.95 

Man Bait 
Classic movie posters from truly awful '50s 
flicks! 10.95 

Painted Ladies 
Luscious pinup calendar art from the '40s 
& '50s. 10.95 

Spicy 
Naughty '30s pulp covers. 10.95 

Spicy Two 
More naughty '30s pulp covers, reproduced 
in full color! 10.95 

Women of Whisper 
A breezy history of the cheesecake 
magazines of the 1940s, featuring 36 
classic covers in glorious full color! 10.95 
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Spicy Postcards 
A collection of24 ready-to-mail spicy 
postcards, lovingly reproduced in full 
unblushing color from pulp magazine 
covers of the 1930s! 10.95 

Best of Glamour Girls Then & Now 1995 
Best of Bunny Yeager's newsletter, with 
Bettie Page and other pin-up queens. 6.00 

Draculina 
Interviews and nude pictorials of your 
favorite B-movie scream queens. 5.95 

Femme Fatales 5.95 

Scream Queens Illustrated 
Where you'll find the best UNcoverage of 
B-movie starlets anywhere! 5.95 

Julie Newmar-Va Va Voom! 

Strippers & Sex Queens of the Exotic 
World 
From Dixie Evans and Kitten Natividad to 
Lili St. Cyr and Becky Sunshine, these 
four collections chronicle the lives and 
loves of real-life sex-queens! Pin-ups, 
photos, first-person accounts-a fascinating 
history and a titillating read. #1-4, 3.95 ea. 

Tease! The Magazine of Sexy Fun 
Covers (and uncovers) the whole big, 
beautiful world of Pin-Up, Glamour and 
Cheesecake art, with an eye to giving you 
the fascinating behind-the-scenes stories of 
the talented artists and gorgeous models 
who made this genre great. 6.95 

• pi.:n..u..p 
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Bunny's Honeys- Bunny Yeager, Queen 
of Pin-Up Photography 
In the 1950's Bunny Yeager posed for 
Playboy and other men's magazines, but 
before long she was on the other side of 
the camera. In a business dominated by 
men, she was one of the first female 
photographers of pin-ups, and drew upon 
her own experience in front of the camera. 
Bunny has photographed over 1,000 
models, usually on the beautiful sands of 
Miami Beach. 30.00 



Bunny Yeager Postcards 
30 pinups postcards taken from Bunny's 
Honeys. 6.50 

Illustrated Price Guide to Cult Magazines 
The wildest, weirdest, sexiest mass-market 
magazines ever published. More than just a 
price guide, this book is a roadmap to just 
what was published ~nd when . 14.95 

I Was a 1950s Pin-Up Model! 
Over 250 photos which show the full range 
of now-nostalgic sexual tease . 12.95 

Jayne Mansfield vs. Mamie van Doren: A 
Pictorial History . 
The two cult blonde bombshells of the 50s 
and 60s . Now their stories are complete 
with this pictorial history which traces their 
films, reviews, magazine covers, products, 
scandals, pin-ups, records, books, TV 
appearances and much more in over 220 
photos! 13.95 

Mel Ramos Postcard Book 
Mel Ramos is a 'Pop Artist. He is probably 
best known for the buxom pin-up girls and 
cartoon heroines, who smile at us from a 
sea of citrus fruits. 6.50 

Pin-Up Mania - The Golden Age of 
Men's Magazines 1950-1967 
If the 1940's was the era of the bathing suit 
pin-up, then the 1950's ushered in the 
period of the demure nude. Led by Modern 
Man and Playboy this publishing trend was 

Danny Sutton -Bunny's Honeys 

so successful, that over the next few years, 
some fifty other magazines joined the fray. 
Most of them publicized the lifestyle of the 
leisure man, and even though they were 
somewhat tongue-in-cheek, their package of 
prose and pin-ups proved to be irresistible 
to millions of men each month. Pin-Up 
Mania tells their complete story in words 
and over 350 photos. 12.95 

Unseen America 
The story of America's wildest, wackiest 
and sexiest magazines-the greatest cult 
exploitation magazines, 1950-1966. See the 
hidden side of the American 50's in over 
350 photos! 11.95 

VatXas 
Full-color book of Alberto Vargas pin-ups 
from 1920-1950. 14.99 

Va Va Voom! Bombshells, Pin-Ups, 
Sexpots and Glamour Girls 
At last, the full stories of the most colorful, 
sexy and provo"cative women of the 
Fabulous Fifties are spe<>tacularly told in Va 
Va Voom! Their fantasy-inspiring beauty 
and sizzling allure helped fuel the imagina- l 
tions of generations of starry-eyed 
admirers. Now, with the help of in-depth 
interviews and more than 200 photos , the 
truth about these tantalizing women is 
unveiled. Here is a complete collection of 

the greatest sexpot superstars from an era 
gone by: Marilyn Monroe, Jayne 
Mansfield, Mamie Van Doren, Julie 
Newmar, Brigitte Bardot, Bettie Page and 
Tempest Storm, and a .slew of other cult 
and collectors' favorites! 17.95 

£or. ~en.. 
o:n.l.y! 

Cad: A Handbook for Heels 
"The forgotten lure of the red-blooded 
American male. " Booze, beatniks, 
burlesque, slick cats, hip chicks, exotic 
sounds, G-men, B-girls, stag parties, 
stogies, Spanish Fly, German beer. .. Cad 
revives an era, circa 1957, creating a total 
environment of tease and prurient mystery, 
a stunning evocation of devilish bachelor
hood. Cad belongs on every· male's 
nightstand beside his little black book. 
14.95 

Pulp Dreams 
Scantily clad women in outer space, in the 
jungle, and in the city streets of the 1930s. 
A primo collection of comic pinups! 2.95 

Tales of Times Square 
Josh Alan Friedman captures the buzz, jizz 
and rumble of New York City's sex 
industry with verve and a cast-iron 
stomach. "A nasty and endlessly fascinating 
account. .. pungent and often 
hilarious ... Friedman's cast includes a 
crowded lineup of strippers, porn brokers, 
pimps, hookers, cops, and Runyonesque 
old-timers performing in the longest
running show that Broadway ever saw. Oh, 
what a spectacle!" -Playboy 12.95 

toll-free ordering 
1-800-778-6246 

www. atomicbooks. com 
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Flash From the Past 
Classic American tattoo designs, 1890-
1965. Over 90 full sheets of historic flash 
in full color. 20.00 

Forever Yes: Art of the New Tattoo 25:00 

Eye Tattooed America 20.00 

Illustrated Woman 35.00 

Punk & Neo-Tribal Body Art 
Here present~d in a book exploring the 
shock aesthetics of punk and neo-tribalism 
is a fascinating study of modern-age 
folklife. Given special focus is Perry 
Farrell, an influential practitioner of n~o
tribal body art. 16.95 

Tattooed Women 
Throughout the history of art, women have 
been the objects of aesthetic devotion. 
Throughout the history of body adornment, 
tattoos have been marks of ritual power. 
Tattooed Women shows what happens 
when women take charge of their bodies
on their own terms and for their own ends. 
19.95 

Tattootime I: New Tribalism 10.00 

Tattootime 2: Tattoo Magic 10.00 

Tattootime 3: Music & Sea Tattoos 15.00 

Tattootime 4: Life & Death Tattoos I5.00 

Tattootime 5: Art from the Heart 20.00 

Skin Shows 1-4 19.95 each 
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Sailor Jerry Collins 
The story of the American tattoo master, in 
his own words. 30.00 

-ta-t-too 
• I'D..a.ga.ZID.es 

Body Art 
High quality piercing and tattoo journal 
from the UK. 19.95 

International Tattoo Art 4. 99 

Skin & Ink 4.99 

Skin Art 4. ()9 

Tattoo Revue 4. 99 

I'D..odern. 
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Boqy Play and Modem Primitives 
Quarterly 10.00 

Body Play The Book: Volume 1 
Collects the rare first four issues of Body 
Play. 24.95 

In The Flesh 
Tattoos, piercing, branding and more. 5.95 

Piercing Fans International Quarterly 
12.95 

Labia Piercing. -PFIQ 

Modem Primitives (Re/Search) 
An anthropological inquiry into a contem
porary social enigma-the increasingly 
popular revival of ancient human decoration 
practices such as symbolic/deeply personal 
tattooing, multiple piercings, and ritual 
scarification. In context of the death of 
global frontiers, this volume charts the 
territory of the last remaining underdevel
oped source of first-hand experience: the 
human body. 17.99 

Flash From thtt Past 

Twin Screws, Keep Clear. -Sailor Jerry Collins, American Tattoo Master 



You've done Nintendo, Genesis and 
Sega, and your computer is packed to the 
gills with conquered games. Maybe it's 
time - nudge nudge, wink wink - for a 
bit of •adult• entertainment. 

Naturally you ' re curious, especially 
with the dozens of erotically charged 
CO-ROMs offered in the back of com
puter magazines. Have we become so 
socially isolated that getting down will 
be replaced by booting up? Can any 
red-blooded American ever be sexually 
fulfilled while gripping a plastic mouse? 
When a major magazine offered to pay 
me to find out, I locked myself in a 
darkened room, lit some incense, and 
played erotic CD-ROM games for hours. 
Before we plunge into the details of what 
I found, let 's examine the various types 
of sexy software and explain my 
rating system: 

Photo CO-ROMs: 
These collections include 
the same nudes you see in 
the magazines at the 
drugstore. Most contain 
several hundred images 
that you can view as 
"slide shows"; many 
have loose themes 
such as naked bru
nettes, naked blondes 
or naked redheads. 
Yawn. 

Videos: 
Everyday porn films have 
just been spliced up, digitized 
and copied to a CD-ROM. Un
less you ' ve got a buttload of 
memory, it will appear grainy and 
skip frames when viewed on your com
puter. It also plays in an index card-sized 
window, meaning you might go blind 
watching it much sooner than you will 
from masturbation. 

Games: 
A step above movies, but not a very high 
step. You are prompted to make decisions 
which determine which video clips or 
photos you see, or which pick-up lines 
your character uses on his virtual "date," 
or which way you turn down an animated 
maze. Let the buyer beware: No matter 
how many bells and whistles they 
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promise, most adult CO-ROMs don·t 
allow you to do much more than decide 
which porn scene to watch next. 

Rating System: 
I measured seven disks in three catego
ries. Entertainment Value (on a seal~ 

of five) measures how long I sat at my 
computer with each disk before I got up 
to make a sandwich. Heat Value is .JUSt 
that, with 5 being actual soul-wrenching , 
teeth-clenching, God-invoking sex with 
a woman (or man) of your dreams and I 
being kicked in the balls on your wed
ding night. And finally, the Guilt Factor 
is a highly subjective measure of how I 
felt while staring at a photo of my girl-
friend after reviewing each di sk. 

Scissors N Stones. 
Pixis Interactive, $70 list, Mar or 

Windows, 800-697-4947 
Packaging Come-on: "Step 

inside the depths of an erotic 
arena inhabited by beauti

ful women who engage 
you in an ali-or-nothing, 
head-to-head competi
tion of high stakes:· 
Entertainment Value: • 
Heat Value: •• 
Guilt Factor: Low. 

The game 's prem
ise is simple: You are 
presented with three 
scantily clad babes to 
battle in paper-rock-

scissors. Using your 
mouse, you select yo ur 

throw, then watch a video of 
the woman making her move. 

If you win the round, a yideo plays 
in which she removes an item of cloth

ing. If you lose, she puts the item back 
on. 

Lisa is the toughest opp one nt , 
Stephanie is difficult, and Nicole is a 
pushover. I took an immediate liking to 
Nicole. The game, however, has its weak
nesses. By memorizing the position of 
each woman's body or facial expression 

· before she throws, you can predict her 
move. Even without that advantage, I 
doubt it would have taken long to send 
these opponents to the showers. During 
the video profiles you see before each 
game, aspiring executive secretary Lisa 
reveals that she has a great body because 
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"l work out." Stephanie, for her part, can 
only come up with a feeble "maybe" 
when asked if she " wants to do the 
wild thing." You wonder if they drew 
straws to decide who would be the 
"challenging" one. 

The Interactive Adventures of Seymore Butts 
New Machine , $60, Mac or Windows, 
800-699-4263 
Packaging Come-on : "Follow the adven
tures of Seymore Butts and his [video] 
camera and help him meet and mate with 
the girl of his dreams." 
Entertainment Value: •• 
Heat Value: ••• 
Guilt Factor: High. 

This game pairs you with a smooth
talking, hairy legged voyeur as he uses 
his video camera to hit on loose neigh
borhood women. You're given the per
spective of looking over Seymore's 
shoulder, even when he' s having sex 
(what a pal). Along the way, you're oc
casionally asked to select Seymore's next 
move. After you've made your choice, 
you watch a video until it's time for an
other choice. 

The sexual pursuit of Brianna, the 
first porn actress ever to play hard to get, 
ties the game together. No matter how 
Seymore tries to woo her, she turns him 
down. Only after she discovers Seymore 
films people having sex in public (includ
ing in moving vehicles and on pool 
decks) is she sufficiently impressed to 
offer herself in any of six different sexual 
positions. Brianna- was it something we 
didn't say? 

Man Enough: The Ultimate Social Adventure 
Tsunami, $40, DOS, 800-482-3766 
Packaging Come-On: "Here's the deal. 
Five women .. . and you. They want it all: 
conversation, adventure and style ... It 's 
not going to be easy. Are you up to the 
challenge?" 
Entertainment Value: •• 
Heat Value: • 
Guilt Factor: None. 

This game opens with a video of 
your buddy Nick telling you about this 
dating service he's discovered. When you 
visit owner Jeri, she promises you the ul
timate date (with her, although she's kind 
of a dog) if you can impress each of her 
five clients. After selecting which of the 
five women- a preppie, a lawyer, a sales 
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rep, a news anchor and a psychologist -
you'd like to date first , you are given a 
choice of one-l iners to try on her. Because 
each woman has a distinct shallow per
sonality, there ·s a different strategy to 
winning each of them over. 

The funni est lines, of course , are the 
corny sexual double-entendres that get 
you nowhere ('"I'm in the amateur gyne
cologist club- we 're always at your 
cervix '" ). Arter choosing one of three 
choices, you r elate's voice either praises 
you or sco ld s yo u. The scene then 
changes, and you are offered three new 
lines to choose from . This give-and-take, 
with the photos flashing like a slide show 
at a bad hi gh school assembly, continues 
for what seems like hours. Eventually a 
lame arcade game pops onto the screen 
to represent the heart of your yuppie 
adventure (e .g . paintball , skydiving, 
mountain biking) . If you hold your own, 
you'll find yourself back at her place. 

They should have called this game 
Manic Enough, what with the women 
cooing with delight one minute and dress
ing you down the next. Even after I had 
enticed the television news anchor to slip 
into something more comfortable (skin
tight undies and a garter belt) , she was 
still demanding I mutter exactly the right 
words or be tossed out of the bedroom. 
Later, babe. I don't have the patience. 

Penthouse Interactive: Virtual Photo Shoot 
Penthouse, $70, Mac or Windows, 
800-466-9435 
Packaging Come-On: "Penthouse Pets 
star in a private photo session where you 
call the shots. Work with the models, 
anticipate their moves , and find that per
fect sizzling photo'" 
Entertainment Value: ••112 
Heat Value: •• 
Guilt Factor: High 

Your assignment: Snap "photos" as 
you watch videos of three nude Pets. 
After you ' ve taken enough for a portfo
lio, review your work , rearrange the 
shots, assemble a slide show, and present 
the finished product for review by a video 
version of Publisher Bob Guccione. 

The game begins with video intros 
to Dominique St. Croix, Natalie Lennox 
and Julie Stra in (probably their real 
names) , who say things like "I know what 
you want - you want it all!" You then 
click on a Pet and begin your shoot by 

se lect ing one of two op ti ons: She re 
moves her top, or she remo ves a ll of her 
clothes. (They don ' t waste any time. do 
they?) 

Once the clothes are off, yo u arc 
given a choice of 20 videos to " iew and 
snap photos from by clicking a camera 
icon. The videos depict every thing from 
the innocuous "head tilt" and ··close eyes .. 
to the down-and-dirty "play with lower .. 
to the always poetic "spread legs .. , For 
variety, you can ask Natal ie, who uses 
an exercise machine as a prop. to do 
fl exes, side s tre tches, jumping jacks. 
push-ups, squats or toe iouches - all wh ile 
she 's bare naked! That 's not someth ing 
you see everyday, folks. 

Funny thing, even afte r shoo ting an . 
entire roll of a Pet lounging in a chair full y 
clothed, Publisher Bob still gree ts you as 
if you were Robert Mapplethorpe. ··Yo u 
obviously know what makes a good P<'nl
house layout! " he enthuses, stud y ing the 
dowdy contact sheets . "Good ca mera 
work! " Uh, right Bob. 

The Dream Machine 
New Machin e, $70, Mac/WindOII'S 
hybrid, 800-699-4263 
Packaging Come-On: "The virtual sexual 
experience that adapts to yo ur deepest 
fantasies." 
Entertainment Value: ••112 
Heat Value: • 
Guilt Factor: Moderately middling. 

After being greeted by a video host
ess, you click on a directional guide to 
wander through the animated hall s o r a 
building. Open a door or push away a 
rock and you ' II see clips from porn film s. 
You are asked to record your response to 
each one: Not my sty le, left me weak . or 
odd but fun. After viewing all the c lip ·, 
you are shown a video in whi ch two 
women act out a "fantasy" based on you r 
expressed tas tes . 

Interspersed with this arc mindless 
distractions such as sex toys you can pick 
up and present to your hostess, secret pas
sageways and a cliff that brings the game 
to an abrupt end if you make a wrong turn. 
Not that it hurt: After I fe ll to my .. death ," 
my hostess purred, "Ummmm . That was 
fun. " Actually, it wasn ' t. 

Virtual Vixens 
Pixis Interactive, $80, Mac/Windows 
hybrid, 800-687-4947 



Packaging Come-On: "Where Fantasy is 
Virtual Reality" 
Entertainment Value: •• 
Heat Value: •• 
Guilt Factor: Middling. 

Your buddy has been imprisoned be
cause he could not satisfy the evil 
Crystal. Your mission: Satisfy her min
ions Eve, Yve and Katrina, then defeat 
their boss. 

After an opening animation se
quence in which you watch a square
jawed white guy ride a motorcycle into 
Crystal 's lair, you are offered a choice of 
three doors. Inside each you are presented 
with a control panel , In the center: a 
screen showing the vixen. On the left: the 
PleasureMeter and Orgasmeter, which 
measure her response . Below: Your 
Orgasmeter, which measures your as
sumed response (if you climax first, you 
start over) . 

To the right is an animated, rotating 
mannequin and four controls : caress , 
remove (bra m; panties), erect penis hori
zontal and erect penis vertical. When you 
click on an icon and an area on the 
mannequin (it 's sort of a twisted version 
of pin the tale on the donkey), a video 
plays depicting the action. If you chose 
to caress the vixen's face, for instance, 
the video shows a pair of male hands ca
ressing her face. She moans and her 
Orgasmeter jumps two notches. From 
there, you remove her clothes and things 
get more explicit. 

The game is ambitious but un
in spiring. The videos showing "you" 
having sex with the vixens are little more 
than disemboweled genital close-ups, and 
once you ' ve felt the vixen's hair and 
breasts, you rarely see her face again. The 
women are so wooden you wonder if they 
were turned away at the Scissors N Stones 
tryouts. Eve even asks at one point if 
you ' re " man enough" (where have I 
heard that before?) , and occasionally you 
catch screw-ups, such as the director re
minding Katrina to "smile honey" while 
she removes her bra. It doesn't help mat
ters any that your digital stand-in (you 
never see anything but his arms, hands 
and torso) has a pot belly. 

In the end, the most entertaining part 
of the game were the directions. "With 
the penis position vertical, the 3D model 
facing forward, and the crotch area 

clicked on , the girl will mount the player 
on top ... Or my favorite , this warning: 
"Remember to take ·off her clothes be
fore you try for penetration ." Well , duh . 

Leisure Suit larry VI: Shape Up or Slip Out! 
Sierra Online, $55, Windows, 
800- 743-7725 
Packaging Come-On: "Help Larry over
come all the odds and experience True 
Love." 
Entertainment Value: ••••• 
Heat Value: •• 
Guilt Factor: None. 

Larry Lafler and his white leisure 
suits have been around for years, and his 
wicked sense of humor only gets better 
with age . In this adventure, his first on 
CD-ROM , Larry wins a stay at the La 
Costa Lotta Spa. There, you guide him 
around as he hits on nine beautiful 
women. Can you help him score? 

Larry is a walking, talking cartoon 
figure in an animated world. You control 
his movements and actions with your 
mouse and buttons at the top of the screen 
labeled "open,'' "touch," "talk," etc. To 
gather clues as to how best win each 
woman 's heart , you converse with any
one you encounter, grab or steal strate
gic objects, knock on doors, fiddle with 
your zipper, ride trams and explore 
rooms. 

The games comes with no instruc
tions unless you ' re weak and buy the hint 
book. You're left to figure out, for ex
ample, that you should have Larry call 
the plumber when you notice your bath
room water is brown -and then steal the 
guy 's wrench and file. Among your as
signments: fix the broken cellulite drain
age machine to win over the desk clerk, 
steal the security guard's handcuffs to 
attract the attention of a gym rat with a 
bondage fetish and scrounge up some 
beer for the lounge act. 

The best part of the game is its sense 
of humor, such as when Lan·y touches 
the desk clerk 's hand and says he feels a 
" raw mutual lust" while she complains 
that he shocked her. Among all the per
sonas created for me during my virtual 
sex romp, the balding, clueless Larry was 
the one guy who seemed close to real. 

CHAT LINES 
If computer sex games aren't fast enough 
for you, chat lines may be to your call-

ing. Think of them as phone sex where 
everything is typed. You exchange mes
sages from your keyboard with other 
sexual adventurers, indulging whatever 
fantasies you can come up with. 

You can find chat areas on hundreds 
of computer bulletin boards across the 
country. (Check Future Sex magazine or 
the book The Joy of Cyberse.r for 
numbers.) A bulletin board, or BBS. is 
an electronic gathering place: You dial 
in through your computer's modem and. 
once you connect, are shown a welcome 
screen and instructions on how to navi
gate. You ' ll also be asked for a credit 
card number, as most boards charge f'or 
access . 

The most active chat times are on 
weekdays after midnight. To get your feet 
wet, try the popular adult board Odyssey 
(800-947-0936 for an access number in 
your area, $15 a month minimum) or the 
People Connection on America Online 
(800-827-6364, $10 month minimum). 

Once online, you'll be asked to 
choose a screen name (e.g. ShavedLucy, 
SexxPot); be aware that some bored men 
have been known to use female names 
just so someone will hit on them . By typ
ing commands or clicking on icons 
(depending on the boards you choose), 
you can read and participate in discus
sions in areas with names like "Hubby 
Not Home" or "BlkWomenWhiteMen" 
or chat privately with anyone who invites 
you or accepts your invitation. 

The public conversations tend to be 
innocuous -more along the lines of bar 
talk. The private chats can be more ex
plicit, although your interest will wane 
quickly if your partner isn't creative. 
Some resemble a playful first date more 
than a steamy one-night stand but are 
still exciting in their intimacy. During a 
visit to Odyssey, for example, I spent a 
hour in private discussion with a woman 
from California. We talked about every
thing from bondage (she insisted she was 
dressing me in leather; I complained it 
was too tight) to freedom of expression 
to the idea that physical appearance has 
no. importance whatsoever when you're 
on-line. Our encounter was a case in 
point: 

Although I had no clue what my date 
looked like, it was still hard to say 
goodnight. 
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s1ea.ze! 

a.du.l.-t ~ 
£e-tish 
n:J..a.ga.zin...es 
You must be 18 to order from this list and 
a signed age statement must accompany 
your order. 

Blue Blood 
Erotica with a gothic twist. Erotic fiction, 
articles, reviews, comics, photos and more. 
7.95 

Boudoir Noir 
Devoted to leather, fetish, and consensual 
S/M. Fetish contact line with free ads. 
From Canada. 6.95 

Celebrate the Self 
The newsletter for the male solo sex 
enthusiast. 3.50 

Chatt 
Over 450 personal advertisements for .the 
sexually adventurous. Personal contacts 
for: Rubber, Leather, Dominants, 
Submissives, Transvestites, B&D Games 
& Fetish Fantasies . 10.00 

Desire 
The ultimate British erotic magazine for 
discerning couples, women and men, 
celebrating sex and sensuality as a mutual 
experience. Always entertaining and 
informative too, Desire is a source of 
inspiration to lovers with a taste for sexual 
diversity. 8.95 

EJDOS 
"Everyone Is Doing Outrageous Sex. " 
Sexual freedom and erotic entertainment for 
women, men and couples of all eroto-
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sexual orientations, preferences and 
lifestyles who value freedom , choice and 
sexual privacy. 96-page tabloid filled with 
magazine and book reviews, personal and 
commercial ads and reader lette1:s from 
around the world. 15 .00 

Libido-The Journal of Sex and 
Sensibility 
A journal about sex that's geared to turn on 
your mind and your body .. . Some of the 
best black and white photography as well 
as best-written erotica published in the US . 
It also includes essays, news, poetry and 
anything else that has to do with sex 
sensibility. 8.00 

Masquerade Erotic Newsletter 
The best source for provocative, cutting
edge fiction, sizzling pictorials, scintillating 
and illuminating exposes of the sex 
industry , and probing reviews of the latest 
books and videos . 5.00 

Nude and Natural 
Magazine celebrating nudist lifestyles. 6.00 

Paramour-Literary and Artistic Erotica 
Luscious creme-filled magazine featuring 
short fiction, poetry, photography , illustra
tion and reviews by emerging writers and 
artists. Paramour's excellent quality writing 
and visual imagery span a wide range of 
erotic subject matter for all sexual prefer
ences and interests. 4.95 

Stripper Magazine 
The Trade Magazine of the Exotic Dance 
Industry . News and Features , Pageants and 
Profiles, Industry Insights and Ideas . .. and 
more! 4.50 · 

Taste of Latex 
A porn zine for pervs of all persuasions . 
Hot fiction, smart articles, sweaty pictorials 
& pierced, tattooed, raw, gender-bent, 
kinky, queer; industrial-strength lust. 8.99 

1esbi.a..n. 
Anything That Moves 6. 00 

Bad Attitude: Lesbian Erotic Fiction 7.00 

Black Sheets: Kinky, Queer, Intelligent, 
1rre~·erent 5.00 

Fat Girl 
A zine for fat dykes and the women who 
want them. Dirty pictures, big clean fun, 
stories, reviews, smut, comics, resources 
& more. 5.00 

Lezzie Smut 6. 00 

On Our Backs 
"Entertainment for the Adventurous 
Lesbian. " 5. 95 

q"U..eer-
• z1.n.es 

Ass hole 
Photos and stories about assholes. 2.00 

Dirty 
Remember when a porn magazine allowed · 
you to dream? Straight from the streets of 
Manhattan, Dirty is a magazine about real 
men ... not buffed California gym queens 
smiling for the camera. 3.00 

Diseased Pariah News 
A patently offensive publication of, by, and 
for people with HIV disease (and their 
friends and loved ones). A forum for 
infected people to share their thoughts, 
feelings, art, writing and brownie recipes in 
an atmosphere free of teddy bears, magic 
rocks, and seronegative guilt. 3.00 

Holy Titclamps #15 
A zine of queer writing and art. Includes 
Bertie Marshall's story of how he caught 
crabs from Nancy Spungen; Larry-bob and 



Nick's diary of their trip to England; Paul 
Kip Kirk's story about getting a blowjob in 
a Times Square theater ; Thomas Nelson's 
story about a queer vampire; Larry-bob on 
New Orleans musicians Bobby Marchan 
and James Booker; "I Love a Man Who 
Can Put Away"by Dylan Lawson; an 
interview with queer punk poet and Germs 
historian Drew Blood; an article about 
writer/photographer Carl Van Vechten; plus 
comics and art. 3. 95 

Polished Knob 
A magazine of true sex experiences, 
photos, features, humor, reviews and much 
more for guys who like guys. A magazine 
equally at home on your coffee table or 
under your mattress. 3.95 

Pump It Up! 
"For Men Into Size." A magazine for men 
into penis-pumping and penis enlargement. 
Photos, personal ads, tips & techniques, 
reviews and more. 3.95 

Teen Fag 3.00 

1a:te:x:./p"V"c 
.fe-tish 
Axford's of Brighton Corset Catalog 
The oldest and largest corset company in 
the world, established in England in 1880. 
Axford's is renowned as a manufacturer of 
traditional English back-lacing, boned 

.corsets. 20.00 

Bizarre Fetish and Fantasy 
Features breathtaking pictorials, in-depth 
articles, fascinating stories, and fetish 
artists present and past. 12.50 

DeMask Corsetry & Lingerie Catalog 
Features the most beautiful models and the 
most beautiful, exotic latex and leather 
clothing you ' ll ever see! Amsterdam. 29.95 

Latex & Leather Catalog 
Jammed with hundreds of latex and leather 
items for the connoisseur: bras, dresses, 
panties, tops, skirts, TV items, jumpsuits , 
knickers, gloves, bathing suits , jumpers, 
corsets, plus latex & leather boots, baby 
items and more. 22 .50 

Marquis 
Fashion, fetish and fantasies, from Peter W. 
Czernich, formerly of < < 0 > > 
Magazine. Features the fetish works of 
reknowned authors, artists and photogra
phers . From Germany. 19.00 

Marquis Photo Special: Fetish Dream 
Girls 
Six bizarre stories illustrated with over 40 
photos. Including: White Room Sisters: 
Two rubbergirls have fun with dildos, gags 
and bizarre masks in their cool, white tiled 
fetish dungeon . Rubber Bondage: Bound in 
rubber, helplessly gagged and masked, she 
awaits her master, while a tireless vibrator 
hums on and on . . . 20.00 

Natalie Cussenot Latex & Leather Catalog 
Fetish clothing catalog from Belgium 13.50 

< < 0 > > Magazine 
"The Art of Fetish, Fashion & Fantasy. " 
The International magazine for erotic 
fashions, art & lifestyles. 20.00 

Ritual 
High-gloss, full-color fetish and fashion 
magazine from England . 20.00 

Rubberist 
Rubber fetish from England . Reader's 
photos, letters and more . 15.00 

Rubber Nurse 
More rubber fetish from the UK, with a 
medical twist. 15.00 

Hot and Nasty Babes 
Set of thirty-two full-color 
Adult trading cards 11.95 
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Secret 
Classy, high-gloss, black-and-white fetish/ 
S/M magazine. Fetish an & fashion. 
bondage techniques, photos, art. stories, 
piercing and body art, free contact service, 
practical advice and more. One of the most 
informative and daringly outrageous 
magazines about the European fetish scene 
and the sexual underground. 17.50 

Skin Two 
Fashion, art, photography, club reviews, 
music, fiction, gossip, shopping and more! 
England's leading fetish magazine. Over 
100 high-gloss pages . 25.00 

Skin Two Collection 3 
Features clothing designed exclusively by 
Murray & Vern-London's top designers 
working in rubber and stretch lycra. 17.95 

Skin Two Collection 4 
Full -color high-gloss catalog featuring the 
Skin Two line of latex clothing and 
accessories. England. 14.95 

~bf!/f/,9Ja{? 

Skin Two Rubber Ball Book 
The "Rubber Ball " is the world's biggest 
fetish fashion party. 1994's party drew over 
3,000 revelers. This book documents the 
event. England. 22.95 

Zeitgeist 
Latex fetish fashion magazine from 
Germany. 20.00 

B2 

Bitches with Whips 
Dedicated to female dominance. Photos, 
articles plus direct contact ads from North 
American dominatrixes. 9 . 95 

Croella 
Devoted to the Dominant Female. Whips, 
Leather, Shiny PVC, High Heels, Rubber, 
The Riding Cult and more. England. 20.00 

Cul D'Or 
Caning, whipping, paddling and spanking, 
readers' letters and photos . England. 20.00 

Domina: The World of Corrective 
Eroticism 
Fast becoming one of the most respected 
fetish magazines on both sides of the 
Atlantic. Stories, articles, photos, letters, 
news, listings, mail order and a free contact 
section. England. 20.00 

Febros 
Spanking magazine from-England. 15.00 

Forced Womanhood 
Men transformed into female slaves! 
Devoted to dominant women and men who 
enjoy turning their men into whimpering 
slaves, chastising their slaves' penis 
permanently so the slave can never again 

have sex. Domination, harnesses, implants, 
forced femininity, mental penis chastities ... 
whimpering slaves in bondage slowly 
turned into women. 15.00 

Goddess 
Devoted to the Superior Female. Leather, 
Rubber, PVC, Whips, High Heels, The 
Riding Cult and more. England. 20.00 

Prometheus: Exploring Consensual 
Dominance and Submission 
The magazine of The Eulenspiegel Society, 
a 25 year old non-profit organization for 
those interested in the erotic exchange of 
power. Topics covered include BDSM, 
S/M, Fetish, Bondage, Leather, TV, Cross
dressing and Spanking. 5.95 

PROMETHEUS 

~ 

~ . .._~ ~-

\\""~) 
Sandmutopian Guardian 
"A Journal of BDSM Realities. " The 
Guardian is first and foremost a practical 
guide to safe and enjoyable exotic eroticism, 
the Popular Mechanics of Kinky Sex. 5 .95 

Sapphire 
Spanking magazine from Britain. 15.00 

Erotica and Bondage Card Set 
32-card set featuring the bondage of 

yesteryear and today. Color and 
black-and-white photographs. 11.95 



WHAP! 
Women Who Administer Punishment: The 
complete, modern woman's guide to 
maternal discipline. Featuring women of the 
1990s using the popular home disciplinary 
methods of the 1950s to punish their 
husbands and male underlings. 7 . 95 

bon..da.ge 
Bishop: The Art of Bondage 1 . 
Drawings from the master illustrator. Bob 
Bishop was the epitome of a bondage 
illustrator. This is some of his work. 12.00 

Bishop: The Art of Bondage 2 
From the master's early period. Girls alone 
and together, in rope and in leather. 
Dominant men, dominant women, bondage 
rarities! 12.00 

Bishop's Fanni Hall 
Vintage Robert Bishop comic strips. "The 
Return ofFanni Hall," "Bondage Peril," 
"The Murderous Madam" and "Excruciat
ing Torments ." 12.00 

Centurians: Catalog of the Exotic and 
Bizarre 
Hundreds of exotic bon.dage devices! 
Nearly 100 full-color pages of discipline 
helmets, collars, armbinders, bondage 
mittens, hobbles, collars, latex discipline 
items, gags,. yokes, corset collars, chastity 

belts, head trainers, strait jackets, body 
binders, exotic clothing , manacles , masks, 
new latex dildo panties, iron restraints, 
penis restraints, spiked restraints. 29 .95 

Centurians Bondage Annual Catalog 
All Color-lOO's of Restraints! 22.50 

Exotic and Bizarre Victorian Corsetry 
Antique corset designs, but made of high
grade shiny latex to engulf you ... All kinds 
of styles: latex, leather, brocade, satin. 
Corsets: full-length, waist nippers, boned 
collars & corseted dresses. 22.50 

Joys of Bondage (Photos) 9.00 

Knotty Passions (Photos) 9.00 

Love Knots (Photos) 9.00 

Tied-Up Babes (Photos) 9.00 

""tra.n..s
gen..der 
Dragazine 
The magazine for halloweeners and 
inbetweeners! If you're a drag enthusiast or 
just a tourist. .. for those of you who are 
into "recreational transvestitism," to others 
who are on the edge of the Gender Bell 
Curve, Dragazine is for you! 5.95 

Transformation 
Find out what's happening all over the 
world with crossdressers: parties, outings, 
news about TVs and TSs, fabulous photo 
spreads, fashion headlines , make-up tips , 
real transformations and more. 12.50 

Transformation Catalog 
Over 1,000 unique items for crossdressers, 
modeled by the most beautiful transvestites, 
transsexuals and crossdressers. Everything 
imaginable to turn you into a real lady! 
Over 100 pages in full-color. 29.95 

bizarre 
.fe-tishes! 

Adult Baby Catalog 
For adults who like being babied and 
transvestites who like the little-girl look. 
Sleeping outfits, bibs, blankets, diapers, 
rubber panties, knickers, adult baby shoes , 
sissy dresses, gowns, sleepers, frilly 
dresses, fringle socks and more! 22.50 

Splash! 
"The Wet and Messy Fun Mag!" Beautiful 
Brit.ish girls being "splashed" by paint, 
mud, pudding, whipped cream, pies and 
more! Find out about the world's newest 
fetish! This is the magazine John Waters 
made famous in People Magazine and The 
Tonight Show! 11.95 
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bu~ld~ng a. better 
se)( ma.a 

by gareth branwyn & sean carton 

PART ONE: Technology + I magi nation = NetS ex 

The Fantasy ... 
Fast forward: Saturday night, sometime in the not-too-distant future. You've got a hot date in cyberspace. 

You begin to prepare yourself. First, you slip on your transducer suit which fits like a second skin, molding to 

every inch of your body. One of the marvels of 21st century engineering, it's festooned with sensor-effector 

units not only capable of registering every nuance of your movements but also able to transmit tactile 

information back to you with such subtlety that you can tell the difference between different types of 

paper just by touch. The optional "teledildonic" unit (different models for men and women) fits your geni

talia to simulate the sensations of erotic touch and intercourse. 

Next, you slide on your second-skin gloves and booties made of the same material as your suit and 

capable of transmitting quite a range of motion and sensation. Millions of neural-net fibers ringing the sleeves 

of your suit mesh perfectly with their counterparts on your gloves, encasing you in a seamless web of 
simulated sensation. 

Finally, you thumb the switch on your Sony RealityBoy, plug your fiber-optic tail into it, nestle into 

your suspension chair, and slip on your DataSpecs as you slide into the global net, ready for a night on the 

town. You chuckle wryly to yourself as you remember that in the latter part of the 20th century, heading out 

for a night of swinging carried a lot of baggage: dinner and dancing, worries about sexually-transmitted 

diseases and pregnancy, or just having to get up and make your partner eggs the next morning. Now, 

thanks to the development of true erotic tech, you can go anywhere you want, be anyone you want to be 
and screw anyone you want to screw - and, when it's all over, you just pop off your goggles and 
you're home, free of responsibility. 
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The (Virtual) Reality ... 
That's how the VR sex fantasy usually goes, anyway: free, ~ild 

cybersex totally indis tinguishable from the real thing using tech
nologies not yet invented, globally connected by transmission 
bandwidths dwarfing the fastest pipes of today. And usually 
we're led to believe that a ll this tech is waiting fo_r us in the 
very near future. 

The ugly reality of the si tuation is that totally-immersivc 
cybersex is still years (maybe decades) away. Sure, some of 
today's VR tech is kind of impressive and hints at this techno
erot ic future, but unless you've got a fetish for strapping on 
pounds of cumbersome hardware and stroking crudely-shaded 
polygons done up in primary colors, you ' re out of luck. Cur
rent VR research is st ill working on generating smooth con
vincing images that track well , never mind feel, taste, and sound 
communicated over a network. 

So, what are today's horny cybernauts doing? Well, there 
may not be any virtual reality sex going on yet, but there 's 
plenty of virtual sex happening in cyberspace. And, they may 
not offer the sophisticated fully-immersive sensations of a VR 
encounter, but today's computer and network technologies, 
coupled with the human imag ination , are providing a wealth 
of erotic environments for those who care to enter them. 

NetS ex 
Anybody who's surfed the Net for more than a few minutes 
has probably bumped into sex in cyberspace. The Internet Sex 
Resource Guide http://sleepingbeauty.com/world/netsex.html), 
a free electronic guide to sex on the Net, lists over 200 USENET 
news groups, 75 mailing lists, 148 Web sites, over 100 IRC 
channels, and many gopher and ftp sites, all devoted to sex on 
the Net. With all this activity, there are numerous options for 
exploring virtual sex. 

Text Sex 
Undoubtedly, the oldest form of netsex is the interactive sex 
stories that people exchange over the Net. The immediacy, 
anonymity, and worldwide reach of cyberspace offers the bud
ding porno writer the opportunity for both interactive sex chats 
and the one-way broadcasting of sex stories through USENET 
news groups. Literally gigabytes of these stories, ranging from 
tender works of subtle erotica to tales of extreme perversion 
can be accessed. A large and active underground that engages 
in real-time sex chat can be found on all the major information 
services and on Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels. Any time, 
day or night, thousands of people from all over the world are 
us ing the Net to meet in virtual chat rooms for sexual exchanges. 
Like anonymous, virtual cocktail parties, people assume new 
identities and hang out looking to "score." 

MUOSex 

If chat rooms don't offer enough ambiance, MUDs and MOOs 
can take cybersex to the next level. For the uninitiated , MUD 
stands for "Multi-User Dungeon" (or "Domain," or "Dimen-

sion ,'· depending on who you talk to), and basically refers to 
tex t-based virtual realities . MOOs (MUD, Object Oriented) arc 
bas icall y the same as MUDs but with the added bonus of being 
ab le to create your own objects. Visiting a MUD is like enter
ing a fictional book and interacting with its characters. 

Things heat up when you enter the world ofMUDsex. Here, 
you can ass ume the shape and identity of anyone (or anything) 
you desire. Like the IRC, sex ual morphing is commonplace, 
so you can never be sure who's stroking your virtual erogenous 
zones. Changing shapes is also a popular pastime on MUDs . 
Taking the form of something else (usually an animal) seems 
to have a liberating effect on people. In fact, some of the raun
chiest and sexiest MUDs are known as Fun·y MUDs because 
its denizens take the form of furry creatures who get together 
to romp and rut. Participants in these Fun·y MUDs can get al
most fanatical about their sexy animal alter-egos. 

PART TWO: 
Glimpses of the Future 

While high-end research and development tackles the larger 
technological problems that still impede the growth of con
sumer VR (high-bandwidth networking, computational com
plexity, visual tracking, miniaturi zation of equipment, and force 
feedback) , low-end "garage VR" developers have been hard at 
work on cheap and ingenious systems. Here we'lllook at two 
sex ually-oriented technologies that might point to the future 
of VR sex delivered over the Internet. 

Naked Ladies in Cyberspace! 
ln a run-down wood-sided commercial complex in San Diego, 
Cal ifornia, the cutting edge of virtual sex is being forged. Vir
tual Dreams http://www.virtualdreams.com/), a 9 month old 
start-up , has already created quite a stir, getting write-ups in 
local newspapers, in cyberculture magazines such as Wired and 
Axcess, and in a number of adult entertainment publications. 
The loudest buzz has been ringing throughout the World Wide 
Web, where Virtual Dreams is now hyperlinked to almost ev
ery sexuall y-oriented web page. 

Virtual Dreams is basically a video teleconferencing sys
tem that brings slow-scan video images of nude women to your 
home computer. To use the service, you download the 
company's teleconferencing software from their World Wide 
Web page (or through a BBS). Once the software is installed, 
you call an 800 number to register it (paying $29.95). Your 
copy is then activated and you set up a time when one of the 
female "cybermates" will call you back. When she does, a small 
video window appears on screen and a text window displays 
what she 's typing on her end. In another text window, you give 
her instructions for the sexual fantasy you want her to act out. 
For $3 .95/minute, she'll strip, dance, pose, play with herself, 
talk dirty to you, or anything else that doesn ' t violate local 
community standards. Concerned about keeping themselves 
in business, the operators of Virtual Dreams insist on only go
ing as far sexually as US cable channels do. But they still have 
a way to go before they push that envelope. Right now, the five 
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"cybersuites" where the models dance are only set up for a 
single model. In the future, models will interact with each other, 
act out more elaborate fantasies with costumes and props, and 
will do anything else you might see on The Playboy Channe l 
or Spice. 

Virtual Dreams co-owner Tom Nyiri seems like an unlikely 
proprietor of a sex business. He's friendly, soft-spoken, and 
very contemplative about his work. He speaks about it in com
pletely positive, prideful tones, making it sound almost whole
some, as if he 's offering counseling or some other useful social 
service. Although he seems very aware of the fact that he could 
he sitting on a goldmine, he's not only in it to make money. 
··Doing it for the money is never enough," he says with 
conviction . "I see this as a very valuable service that we're 
providing people--developing a technology that can be used 
for all sorts of human interaction" he adds, sitting in his 
cluttered office, constantly interrupted by phone calls from cus
tomers trying desperately to figure out how to connect with 
their cybermate. 

Although the Virtual Dreams technology is crude at the 
moment, the company will continue to work on improving the 
video quality, the range of services, and adding new technolo
gies as they become available (such as an audio link to replace 
the cumbersome text exchange). One can easily imagine a near
future version of this technology with high-quality real-time 
video and audio, offering a full menu of sexual activities. Vir
tual Dreams may not be able to offer actual sex acts (due to 
local restrictions), but some "offshore" provider could (and 
certainly will). For Nyiri's company, he has fantasies of ex
panding their services to include software and support for pri
vate Net-based clubs. Imagine the currently-popular amateur 
porn video network getting hold of this software? Netsex will 
take on a whole new level of realism. 

The CyberSM Project 
The world 's thirst for actual teledildonic VR was made pain
fully apparent in the international media frenzy that erupted 
around a student design project last year in Cologne, Germany. 
Kirk Woolford and Stahl Stenslie were interested in creating 
an experimental system that would communicate touch over a 
network. They also had aesthetic and critical statements they 
wanted to make about what they perceived as parallels between 
VR gear and sado-masochistic fetish clothing. As Kirk Woolford 
describes the system: "It used a simplified form of S&M role
playing as the basis for a dialogue between the participants. 
Our desire was to design a system where the participants built 
a virtual body. Once this body was complete, they passed this 
body, and control of their physical body, to the other partici
pant. They could then touch each other through their virtual 
bodies, while releasing control over their physical body." 

The hardware and software for the system included two 
body suits capable of generating vibrations and electric shocks, 
2 Macintosh Quadras offering both voice and sensory data, 
connected via Euro-ISDN lines. An interface showed each par
ticipants a virtual body image of the other partner. Each par
ticipant could rotate and zoom around the body of the other, 
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triggering touch points that were conveyed over the network 
to the coJTesponding points on the datasuit. The remote com
puter translated this "touch" into a physical impulse. Although 
the system was funky and the results were mixed, the idea of 
such a tactile system, the philosopher 's stone of teledildonics. 
got huge press coverage in Europe and elsewhere. 

With the fl ashy media response came the offer of a grant 
from Silicon Graphics for a more sophisticated version. For 
this nex t generation system (CyberSM III), the Macs and the 
ISDN were replaced with Silicon Graphics workstations con
nected via the Internet. The virtual body interface was removed, 
relying instead on the participants' physical bodies as the in
terface. To communicate a touch to the distant partner, the par
ti cipant would touch that area of their datasuit. Dwell time (how 
long you touched the spot) was used to communicate the in
tensi ty of the touch. During one exhibition of the unit, a virtual 
orgy broke out when parts of the suit were divided between 
several people. It became unclear who was doing what to whom. 
Confused by this long-distance group grope, the computer over
loaded and crashed. 

Despite the attention and the promise of this cybersex sys
tem, the two developers soon parted company over creative 
differences. "Everything was taken completely out of context," 
contends Woolford. "The entire sense of humor and absurdity 
of the original project was lost. Stahl let all the publicity go to 
hi s head and started making MANY television appearances as 
the world's reigning cybersex expert ... it was a nightmare." 
Rumor has it that similar garage-made teleoperated touch units 
are making the sex club circuit in the United States. "I have no 
doubt something like it is in circulation," Woolford opines. 
"Any bright person could build similar suits for a couple thou
sand dollars." 

Censorship and Cybersex 
Recently, the "decency police" have been working overtime to 
stem the tide of sexual libido pouring into cyberspace (evi
denced by the US Senate's proposal for a "Communications 
Decency Act"). Undaunted, virtual sex enthusiasts continue to 
find new and creative means of expre~sion, using the digital 
technologies of today while dreaming of the more "full-bod
ied" technologies of tomorrow. Just as the Internet's parent 
networkArpanet was originally designed to withstand an atomic 
blast, there seems to be no way of stopping the explosion of 
erotic technologies. Freedom and privacy advocate John 
Gi lmore has said: "The Net interprets censorship as damage 
and routes around it." Regardless of what forms of censorship 
arise in one quarter of cyberspace, a new zone of freedom will 
undoubtedly arise elsewhere-just a modem dial away. Sex 
and technology have always been an odd couple. Sex has helped 
the spread of technology in a number of areas, including the 
VCR and phone conferencing services. There is little doubt 
that sex has been a major contributor to the growth of informa
tion services and the Internet as a whole and that it will be 
equally instrumental in the eventual development of full-blown 
virtual reality. 
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Anai Pleasure & Health 
The first comprehensive, reliable source 
of information and suggestions for the 
millions of men and women- straight, gay 
and bisexual-who want to include the anal 
area in their sensual and erotic activities . 
12.95 

Ask Isadora 
Isadora Alman's sex advice is to the point, 
funny ; and pertinent to anyone experiencing 
the delights and the dilemmas of being a 
sexual creature in today's perplexing world. 
4.95 

Bare Facts Video Guide 
If your favorite actor or actress has done a 
nude scene and it's available on video 
tape, you will probably find it listed in the 
Bare Facts Video Guide-down to the exact 
minute! Each nude scene is complete with a 
brief description on what is uncovered and 
a rating on how "good" the scene is. 19.95 

Best of Skin Two 
The best articles from Europe's fetish 
magazine Skin Two. Including: A Proper 
Madam: Angel Stem, legendary 
dominatrix. Sympathy For The Devil: 
Interview with cult novelist and film
maker Clive Barker. The Ideal Mistress : 
Eight dominant women explain the qualities 
necessary for that superior attitude. 
Shame: Cliff Ashcroft on the most 
delicious- and crippling-human emotion. 
Digital Kinks: A guide to sex in future 
technology . Sado-Maso Kitten: Tim Burton 
on his use of fetishistic images. Idols Of 
Perversity : Literary roots of S&M. The 
Power Exchange: Pat Califia takes a stand 
as a lesbian sadist. Plus many more 
articles. 12.95 

Better Sex Through Chemistry 
Gives detailed information on the new 
"prosexual" drugs and nutrients . Included 
are substances that can enhance: sex drive , 
firmness and duration of erection, vaginal 
lubrication, skin sensitivity, intensity of 
orgasm, frequency of orgasm, enjoyment of 
sex. and even intimacy and emotional 
connection. 14.95 

Caught Looking: Feminism, Pornography 
& Censorship 
A collection of feminist essays and visual 
commentary on pornography, censorship 
and sexuality. Created by authors and artists 
associated with the Feminist Anti-Censor
ship Taskforce to serve activist ends, 
Caught Looking is a bold and provocative 

document in the history of sexuality and 
feminist debates on sex; claiming sexual 
agency for women as a part of women's 
liberation. It presents a sampling of 
historical and contemporary sexual images, 
and offers a feminist critique of both 
pornography and the anti-pornography 
movement. 15 .95 

Encyclopedia of Unusual Sex Practices 
More than 750 entries and 150 original 
illustrations on the world's strange sex 
activities. 22.00 

Exhibitionism for .the Shy: Show Off, 
Dress Up & Talk Hot 
Demonstrates how to turn sexual modesty 
to your erotic advantage . To discover a new 
world of erotic experience, you don' t have 
to shed your inhibitions-you just have to 
exploit them creatively. 12.50 

Fema!Ul 
Thirty-two full-color photographs of 
women' s genitals reflect the diversity of 
women's bodies. Therapists, sex educators, 
women's health clinicians-and all 
women-will find this volume a welcome 
addition to their libraries . 14.95 

Girl Wants To: Women's Representations 
of Sex and the Body 
Silky skin, waiting for trains ... male 
strippers, fashion magazines . .. small-town 
necrophilia, lust in space . .. a suggestive 
letter, a sordid date ... spiked heels , bitten 
breasts ... sex for hire, life on the streets: 
variously lyrical and seductive, fantastical 
and playful, ferociously funny , and brutally 
realistic, the stories in The Girl Wants To 
comprise a complex and provocative picture 
of contemporary female desire. 15.95 

Good Vibrations Guide to Sex 
A candid compendium of in-depth answers 
to the top questions about toys and 

techniques asked by customers at Good 
Vibrations. Offers advice, instruction, 
definitions and anecdotes. 16.95 

Good Vibrations: The Complete Guide to 
Vibrators 
Covers all the essentials, types of vibrators, 
purchasing a vibrator, ways to enjoy 
vibrators and more. It suggests ways that 
partners can use vibrators together, and has 
a special section discussing vibrator use by 
men. 5.50 

Kink: The Shocking Hidden Sex Lives of 
Americans 
From fetishists to bondage fans, from 
piercers to disciplinarians, Kink reveals the 
kinky secrets of seemingly "normal" 
people, including: The handsome executive 
who enjoys his wife, but requires a 
dominatrix for himself. The church-reared 
woman who enjoys spanking. The S/M sex 
clubs in large cities and small towns who 
cater to a special clientele- but not who 
you'd expect. The psychologist who knows 
submission is her ideal state . The couple 
who host S/M bondage parties for every 
kind of kink. The husband who convinced 
his wife to video themselves and their 
friends making love. Find out what has. 
driven so many people to their sexual 
limits. 6.99 

Machiavellian Guide to Womanizing 
A hilarious, uninhibited look at the various 
tactics men use to seduce women. Men will 
find ploys they may have thought of using, 
and others they have never dreamed of. 
8.95 

Making of Sensations 
A no-holds-barred look at the porn 
industry, written by the consummate insider . 
Tuppy Owens tells the unexpurgated story 
of the making of Sensations, the first big 
budget sex film . Owens, a member of the 
sizzling Sensations cast, glosses over 
nothing in her account, including every
thing from storyline to on-the-set mishaps 
to the off-stage antics of cast and crew. 
Originally commissioned for publication 
after the film's 1975 release, Sensations is 
finally available to the reading public . An 
outrageous, uninhibited document from the 
Sexual Revolution. 6.95 
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My Life as a Pornographer & other 
Indecent Acts 
From an insightful look at the life of 
dominatrix Mistress Holly to the high 
comedy of "dingus wear," John Preston is 
an indispensable commentator on the range 
of U.S. sexuality. 12.95 

North American Guide to Nude 
Recreation 
Nude. recreation is currently one of the 
fastest growing pastimes in the US, yet 
there 's nothing new about it. People 
throughout Europe have been enjoying this 
refreshing and stress-free form of vacation
ing for decades. In this guide you'll find 
information on a wide variety of clubs 
located all over the country. 24.95 

Penis Size & Enlargement: Facts, 
Fallacies and Proven Methods 
Researcher Gary Griffin takes you on an 
entertaining romp through this wildly taboo 
subject and shows you how you can safely 
enlarge your penis . You'lllearn about the 
stretchers, the pumps, the herbs , the 
massages, and the surgeries-which ones 
work and which ones don't. You'll also 
discover: What women really think about 
large penises • The super secret of the 
world's 100 hugest-endowed celebrities • 
The world's 12 largest penises • The truth 
about Dillinger 's foot-long penis • Are 
black men really larger than white men? 
The answer may surprise you • Who has 
larger penises-gay or stra ight men? • And 
much, much more! 19.95 

Raw Talent 
"Raw Talent is the definitive front row 
view of the storm through the eye of the 
hurricane. Butler's book is the Adult-Film 
industry's very own Satanic Verses. The 
book is rich in industry gossip and 
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nitpicking . . fans will love that. But it's also 
one man's odyssey into universal concepts 
like truth, love, and choice." -Adult Video 
News 16.95 

Sex Drugs & Aphrodisiacs 
The essential connoisseur's guide to herbs 
and potions associated with enhanced 
sensual pleasure. 9.95 

Sex Work: Writings by Women in the Sex 
Industry 
Street prostitutes, exotic dancers, nude 
models, escorts, porn actresses and 
workers in massage parlors speak out on 
sex. work, their work. The chorus of thei r 
voices rises above the controversies 
surrounding prostitution, pornography, 
AIDS and sex in America. 16.95 

Susie Bright's Sexual Reality: A Virtual 
Sex World Reader 
Susie Bright turns her pen to politics and 
passion, jealousy and risk in an intimate 
look at the human sexual condition. Susie 
Bright's Sexual Reality takes on virtual 
reality-where "our fantasies and fears
especially the sexual ones-are more real 
than real forces .. . " From computer age 
erotic technologies to sex talk with Camille 
Paglia and life on the road for everyone's 
favorite "cheerleader" for desire ("I Got 
This Way From Kissing Donahue") ... 
Sexual Reality is the latest outrageous 
collection from Susie Bright, perhaps the 
first vibrator saleswoman to put lesbian sex 
on the pages of Rolling Stone. 9.95 

Susie Bright's Sexwise 
America's favorite X-rated intellectual does 
Dan Quayle, Catherine MacKinnon, 
Stephen King, Camille Paglia, Nicholson 
Baker, Madonna, the Black Panthers and 
the GOP. 10.95 

Susie Sexpert'.~ Lesbian Sex World 
A shockingly honest look at the sexual and 
social lives of lesbians-what lesbians 
really do, not what the censors and sex 
police say we ought to do . . . From lipstick 
lezzies to straight-forward hutches and new
wave leather chicks, you've never seen a 
lesbian nation like this before! 9.95 

Whore Carnival 
Whore Carnival is Shannon Bell's feminist 
genealogy of prostitution, linking the 

ancient Greek "hetaira" - the holy courte
san-to the sex-industry workers of post
modern Babylon. In these interviews, 
pleasure texts and "cuntceptual" essays 
you'll meet the Art Tart and the Slut 
Goddess (Annie Sprinkle), the Scarlet 
Harlot and the Marquesa, the Dean of 
Students at the Academy For Boys Who 
Want To Be Girls, the Mistress of the 
House of Domi;lation, and many more 
magical whores and hustlers, sex artists 
and porno-politicos, all of them with an 
eye-or some other body part-on the 
orgiastic issues of sexual and social 
insurrection. 9.00 

World Guide to Nude Beaches & 
Recreation 
Call it skinny-dipping or call it nude 
recreation. It isn't sex and it isn't inh ibited. 
So what is it? It's fun and it's liberating , 
that's for sure! 21.95 
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Erotic Comedies of Marco Vassi 
A collection of stories from America's 
premier erotic philosopher. Marco Vassi 
was a dedicated iconoclast, and The Erotic 
Comedies marked a high point in his 
literary career. Scathing and humorous, 
these stories reflect Vassi's belief in the 
power and primacy of Eros in American 
life, as well as his commitment to the 
elimination of personal repression through 
carnal indulgence. 12.95 

Saline Solution 
With the story of one couple's brief affair 
and the events that lead them to desperately 
reassess their lives, Marco Vassi examines 
the dangers of intimacy in an age of 
extraordinary freedom. 12.95 

Stoned Apocalypse 
During his lifetime, Marco Vassi was hailed 
as America's most invigorating erotic writer 
and worthiest successor to Henry Miller. 
The Stoned Apocalypse is Vassi's autobiog
raphy, a chronicle of his cross-country trip 
on America's counterculture byways. 
Vassi 's relentless quest for the perfect 
union of the spiritual and the corporeal 
provides a rare glimpse of one 
generation's sexual imagination. 12.95 
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120 Days of Sodom 17.95 

Crimes of Love 4. 95 

Juliette 21.95 

Justine/3 Novels 17.95 

Misfortunes of Virtue 8.95 

Philosophy in the Boudoir 
In the boudoir of a sequestered chateau, a 
young virgin is ruthlessly schooled in evil. 
Indoctrinated by her amoral tutors in the 
ways of sexual perversion, fornication , 
murder, incest, atheism and wanton self
gratification, she takes part with growing 
abandon in a series of violent erotic orgies 
which culminates with the flagellation and 
torture of her own mother-her final act of 
liberation. 9.95 
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Bob Flanagan, Super-Masochist 
In deeply confessional interviews, Bob 
details his sexual practices and his 
extraordinary relationship with long-term 
partner and Mistress. He tells how frequent 
near-death encounters modified his concepts 
of gratification and abstinence, reward and 
punishment, and intensified his masochistic 
drive. Through his insider's perspective on 
the S/M community, we learn firsthand 
about branding, piercing, whipping, 
bondage & endurance trials. 14.99 

Confessions of Wanda von Sacher
Masoch 
This narrative of an idealistic, sensitive 
woman embroiled in a net of sexual peril, 
betrayal and deceit is well ahead of its time. 
Blackmailed by Leopold von Sacher
Masoch, she was forced to play sadistic 
roles in his exotic sexual fantasies. 
Underneath its unforgettable poetic imagery 
and almost unbearable emotional cataclysms 
reigns a woman's consistent unblinking 
investigation of the limits of morality and 
the deepest meanings of love. 13.99 

Erotic Power: An Exploration of 
Dominance and Submission 
Several million Americans participate in 
sexual acts that involve female dominance . 
An eyewitness account of a dark underside 
of American sexuality. It throws new light 
on a subject that fascinates many but has 
been a closed book to many more . 10 .95 

Getting Her Interested 
Whether you are interested in being treated 
like a disobedient schoolboy, a sissy maid, 
or a slave in bondage, you can help your 
partner discover her Domme side. If you ' re 
ever longed to share your fantasies, but 
haven't quite dared, this pamphlet can help 
you find successful. low risk ways to bring 
up the subject. 5.00 

Learning the Ropes: A Basic Guide To 
Safe and Fun S/M Lovemaking 
Ate you curious about S/M? Have you 
always had an interest in this style of 
sexuality but didn't know where to find 
clear and honest information on the 
subject? Or do you just want to spice up 
the lovemaking with your partner? 
Whatever the reason you wish to know 
more about S/M, this book can help. This 
book explains how partners can explore 
their dominant and submissive S/M 
fantasies in a safe and fun mmmer. 12.95 

Leather Sex: A Guide for the Curious 
Outsider and the Serious Player 
Written to give guidance to one popular 
style of erotic play called "leathersex"
sexuality that may include S/M, bondage, 
dominance, submission, fantasy, role 
playing, sensual physical stimulation, and 
fetish, to name just a few. 14.95 

Lesbian S/M Safety Manual 
This handy guide is an essential item for 
the leather dyke who wants to be well
informed about how to play safe and stay 
healthy. 7. 95 
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Loving Dominant 
Everything you need to know about an 
infamous sexual variation-an unspoken 
type of love. Mentor-a long-time player in 
the dominance/submission scene-guides 
readers through this rarely seen world, and 
offers clear-eyed advice guaranteed to 
enlighten the most jaded erotic explorers. 
Mentor reveals the hidden basis of the DIS 
relationship: t~e care, trust and love 
between partners. 6.95 

Master's Manual: A Handbook of Erotic 
Dominance 
The idea of erotically dominating a partner 
appeals to many men and women. Unfortu
nately, there have been few resources from 
which to learn how to do this in a safe, 
fun, and responsible way. Examines various 
aspects of erotic dominance including S/M, 
safety, sex, erotic power, techniques, and 
much more. 14.95 

Mistress Manual: The Good Girl's Guide 
to Female Dominance 
Female dominance is a thrilling-and very 
common- sexual fantasy. But until now, "it 
was almost impossible to find detailed, 
realistic information on how to enact such 
scenes. Now Lorelei, an experienced 
private dominatrix, reveals her secrets of 
how to drive a submissive man absolutely 
wild with delight, while you gain all the 
pleasures of female dominance: unlimited 
orgasms, deepened intimacy, and a clean 
house. 25.00 

My Darling Dominatrix 
Devoid of sleaze or shame, an honest and 
compelling account of the power and 
passion that bind two unique individuals 
together. 6 .95 

My Private Life: Real Experiences of a 
Dominant Woman 
Within these pages the author allows a brief 
glimpse into the true private life of an 
erotically dominant woman. Mistress Nan 
has beautifully recounted some of her more 
erotic and exciting encounters with the men 
and women in her life. Each scene is 
vividly detailed and reads like the finest 
erotica, but knowing that these scenes really 
occurred as written adds incredibly to the 
sexual excitement they elicit. 14.95 
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On The Safe Edge: A Manual For S/M 
Play 
In one place, On The Safe Edge contains 
all the basic safety information about sex , 
diseases, and sadomasochism that you need 
to know! Even if you're not into S/M, 
you' ll be using it as a safer sex reference 
for years to come. 19.95 

Sexually Dominant Woman: A Workbook 
for Nervous Beginners 
"This is truly a how-to book, which 
emphasizes safety , discusses the available 
paraphernalia and how to obtain it, and lead 
you through all the steps of a successful· 
session." -Personals Only 9.95 

Some Women 
Over forty essays written by women 
actively involved in consensual dominance 
and submission. Professional mistresses, 
lifestyle leatherdykes , whipmakers, 
titleholders-women from every conceivable 
walk of life lay bare their true feelings 
about issues as explosive as feminism , 
abuse, pleasure and public image. 6.95 

Ties that Bind: The SM/Leather/Fetish 
Erotic Style 
The writings of one of the most respected 
and knowledgeable people on the subject of 
the SM/Ieather/fetish erotic style has been 
compiled in this book. Issues regarding 
relationships, the community, the SM 
experience, and personal transformation, as 
they relate to this form of erotic play, are 
addressed . 14.95 

pho-to~ 
art books 
1,000 Nudes 
Offers a cross-section of the history of 
nude photography , ranging from the earliest 
nude daguerreotypes and ethnographic nude 
photographs to experimental nude photogra
phy. From the Uwe Scheid Collection, one 
of the largest collections of erotic photogra
phy in the world. 34.95 

Beefcake 
"The Muscle Magazines of America 1950-
1970." 30.00 

Beefcake Postcard Book 6.50 
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Complete Bizarre 
There is only one late 20th century 
Renaissance fetish artist, and he died 
penniless. John Coutts (aka John Willie) 
could take a woman in bondage and a 
damsel in distress and tie the two together 
with knots only he could devise. With great 
ease, his work propels one's imagination to 
unimaginable places. Now, collected in one 
place, the entire library of Willie's Bizarre 
magazine is available. Each illustration is a 
gentle persuasion to think thoughts 
unacceptable in mixed company. 2-Volume 
hardcover set. Over 1400 pages, plus 
photos and illustrations! 49.99 
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Doris Kloster 
There's fetish photography, and there's 
fetish photography. At a time when even 
mainstream magazines run features on 
leather and rubber, Doris Kloster's photos 
go one step further. She does not break 
taboos for the sake of provocation alone. 
Instead, her semi-documentary work shows 
the many facets of the highly stylized ritual 
of sado-masochism. Doris Kloster's photos 
lead us into a world of lust on the brink of 
the abyss, revealing the true image of a 
cult. Hardcover. 34.95 

Elmer Batters: From the Tip of the Toes 
to the Top of the Hose 
Elmer Batters describes himself as a "leg 

Eric Kroll's Fetish Girls 

man". While his colleagues tend to 
concentrate on breasts and waists, his eyes 
are focused slightly lower down. Supple 
toes, the arch of a foot, the curve of a calf
these are the criteria by which he selects his 
models. For more than forty years, this has 
been his passion. This is the first major 
publication to celebrate the master of "leg 
art." 170 pages of toe sucking, spread 
toes, nylons, thighs, pantyhose, calves, 
foot worship, ballet shoes, the arch of the 
foot and more. Hardcover. 34.95 

Elmer Batters Postcard Book 6.50 

Early Erotic Photography 
Whereas painting usually veiled sensuality 
with religious or mythological connotations, 
nude photography revealed it directly and 
without inhibition. Although classic poses 
from the fine arts are often copied, the 
photographic model's inviting expression or 
lascivious gesture addresses the observer 
much more immediately. A woman you can 
almost touch, yet wtio is captured only on 
paper-the erotically suggestive aura of 
these pictures has not lost its subtle effect 
even today. 27.99 

Erotica Universalis 
Offers us a history of humanity through the 
highly-colored lens of eroticism, which has 
always been very important for art and 
artists. Alongside the works of famous 



artists, this book returns to their rightful 
place a number of unknown or neglected 
masterpieces. 34.95 

Erotica Universalis Postcard Book 6.50 

Fetish Girls. 
Eric Kroll's pictures of models in leather 
and rubber, bound and gagged, have made 
his name one of the classics in the bondage 
world. The American King of Fetishism 
opens the door on a cabinet of bizarre lust 
and fantasy, spiced with an unfailing and 
unmistakable irony . 30 .00 

Fetish Girls Postcard Book 6.50 

Feu d'Amour: Seductive Smoke 
At the turn of the century the cigarette was 
both symbolic of emancipation and 
evocative of female eroticism. The 
photographs collected in this volume 
illustrate the piquant fascination of that 
blue-gray haze . 12.95 

Jeux de Dames Cruelles 
This book documents a broad spectrum of 
sado-masochistic practices and presents a 
photographic record of the history of sexual 
morality from 1850-1960. 19.99 

Madonna Nudes 1979 15.95 

"N" is for Naked 
A lighthearted look at the Nudist/Naturist 
lifestyle. Reprints the original 1965 photos 
and text! 24.95 

Early Erotic Photography 
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New York Girls 
Illustrated with hundreds of color and black 
and white photographs of sexy New York 
women, this book traces the career of New 
York's most infamous photographer/ 
filmmaker. 29.99 

Nudist Magazines of the 50s and 60s 
Books 1-3 
The best articles and photographs from the 
classic unretouched publications. }3ooks I ,2 
or 3. 24.95 each 

Nudist Nudes 
A collection of classic photographs of 
nudes at rest and play. 24.95 

Secret Fetish Photo Anthology 
Over 40 photographers contributed their 
work to this collection of black-and-white 
fetish photography. Over 200 pages and 
nearly an inch thick. Highly recommended! 
35.00 

Sexual Art: Photographs That Test the 
limits 
X-Rated, but not porno. Michael Rosen' s 
images of radical sexuality feature S/M, 
body piercing, bondage and more. 30.00 

Sexual Magic: S/M Photographs 
Photos by Michael Rosen. 54 high energy, 
impressionistic photos of actual sado
masochistic sex scenes- not models- safe , 
non-exploitative, consensual. Startling 
interviews with the participants. 25.00 

Sexual Portraits: Photographs of Radical 
Sexuality (Michael Rosen) 
Real people . 47 images of S/M, erotic 
piercings and tattoos, leather , leather and 
lace, rubber, master/s lave , gender play and 
more. Extensive and revealing interviews. 
30.00 

Sorayama 
"Sex and technique, intuition and perfec
tion-these vie with each other in the work 
ofHajime Sorayama." 14 .95 

Stereo Akte-Nudes 
The stereoscopic nude, 1850-1930. 17 .99 

Vargas 20s-50s 
Full-color book of Alberto Vargas pin-ups 
from 1920-1950. 14 .99 

Wheels & Curves: Erotic Photographs of 
the Twenties 
The advent of the motor car gave the gents 
something el se to think about besides 
women. But the ladies rose to the chal
lenge, and automobile bodywork became 
the perfect backdrop for their own on 
country excursions in the Twenties . 12.95 

Women En Large: ]mages of Fat Nudes 
These extraordinary photographs of 
powerful and beautiful fat women will 
change your image of beauty forever. The 
pictures and text combine to send the 
strongest possible message: We will no 
longer let society define beauty! 24 .95 
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When I'm not huffing spray paint from 
paper bags or negotiating peace in the 
Middle East , my thou ghts often turn to 
women. And how they smell. And then I 
don't feel like eating dinne r. 

In my day I've smelled fishy cunts, 
skunky cunts , yeasty cunts. pissy cunts, 
sweaty cunts ... too many cunts. probably. 
I've inhaled membrane-withering 
lungfuls of toxic twatfumes from vagi
nas that looked like rats dipped in 
Vaseline. I've borne witness to a stom
ach-pumping surfeit of swollen, bloody, 
scabby, mucus-spewing snatches. Too 
much oozing, malodorous cunt caviar, 
too many hairy hornet's nests of 
chickstink. And yet the self-appointed 
voices of reason assure me that "once you 
get past the smell, you ' ve got it licked." 
How the fuck do you get past the smell? 

Although the estrus-crazed arbiters 
of politeness would have us believe it's 
only a misogynistic myth , the existence 
of rank-smelling females seems to be a 
staple of all cultures ' folklore . Most world 
religions- and rightly so- espouse some 
notion of women as "unclean." When 
angered, a foul-mouthed Chinaman is 
likely to yelp, "Tiu nia ma chow hail" 
("Fuck your mom's smelly cunt!") at any
one within earshot of his egg roll stand . 
Reflecting the same sort of vaginal age
ism , the French have observed , " Les 
conasses des femmes, agee avez une 
odeur mauvaise. " ("Old ladies' .cunts 
stink.") 

And though it's not considered po
lite conversation amid mixed company, 
most of us are aware of the distasteful 
folkloric scuttlebutt sun·ounding repug
nant vaginal aromas. As a child, you most 
likely heard the cruel schoolyard jokes 
about "hot tuna." You ' ve probably also 
groaned at the juvenile proverb which 
states that there are two things in this 
world that smell like fish , one of them 
being fish. You may have even enc'oun
tered the puerile poem about the "seven 
wise men" who created the vagina: "Fifth 
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was a fisherman , nasty as hell/He threw 
in a fish and gave it a smell." Even pu
dendal pseudonyms such as "the bearded 
oyster" hint at some level of olfactory 
offense. 

From what I've been told, some men 
actually like the smell. Some men enjoy 
watching their corn-kerneled shit swirl 
down the toilet, too. Some men drink 
beer and get prostatitis . Some men like 
having their scrotal sacs nailed to 
sheetrock- what 's your point? 

PJ)I4i• ~~"-6a 

~rnUA~r.an 
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Ooh , that sme ll. The first thing 
you're likely to sniff in this wretched life 
is a deep , sobbing chestful of your 
mother's afterbirth, yet that memory is 
usually too distant and traumatic to ever 
have a hope of salvaging. But after one 
passes the Age of Reason, you aren ' t 
likely to forget the full-frontal face-slap 
of a rancid pussy, even after extensive 
psychotherapy. And, if you're like me, 
your first indelible whiff of it came via 
an older friend's manual digit in the eter
nal tradition of "Hey, man, smell my fin
ger." 

The older friend's name was Mike. 
His girlfriend's name was Carol. We all 

wore denim pants and denim jackets. 
Under a cold nighttime sky set aglow by 
an aggress ively white moon , I sat atop a 
small co ncrete wall , waiting for Mike to 
kiss Carol goodnight. It took awhile . He 
must haYe rounded first base and headed 
for third. for after bidding Carol adieu, 
Mike proudly marched over to me and 
held hi s fuck-you finger an inch under 
my nostrils. Carol's afterstench was a 
heady. a lmost inebriating snoutful of 
urine and sea bass. It was there, on that 
concrete wall , where I concluded that a 
woman 's vagina could be a place wherein 
considerable evil dwelt. 

Not many years later, in a gesture of 
male-bonding nobility, I was able to prof
fer my own finger to a younger friend, 
encouraging him to nasally sample the 
muco s al femalia from a calamari
perfumed Italian girl I'd diddled an hour 
or so earlier. I had indulged in "heavy 
petting" with the hairy-lipped wop lass 
outside her house in West Philly, dropped 
her off, and drove deep out into the sub
urbs - and then took a dip in my friend's 
backyard pool - before I let him smell 
my finger. And yet it stank. Strongly. 

But perhaps the worst pussy I ever 
had the di spleasure of smelling was at
tached to an alarmingly overweight 
woman of Dutch extraction with whom I 
shacked up during a ·period when my self
esteem was life-threateningly low. Once 
you got past the rolls and rolls of stretch
marked hog fat, there lay her bedraggled 
pussy, crowned with a sparse reddish 
thorn bush. Her cunt looked like a fat slice 
of ham swimming in white gravy. Her 
crotch was a boiling fumarole of noxious 
emissions, a stinking puddle of snatch
slop. Her discharges were colored a sickly 
silver, with the gloppy consistency of 
herring sauce. The smells which emerged 
from between her bloated, floppy legs 
ranged from rotted onion to burnt crab 
to odors which were so fetid , I must 
force myself to stop thinking of them lest 
I scream. 



I'm a man who sees a problem with 
America ... a man who wants to fix it. 

My purpose isn ' t to offend the few 
clean-smelling women out there with the 
crude suggestion that EVERY vagina in 
the USA gushes with fo ul , gelatinous , 
swordfi shlike discharges. 

Only far too many of them. 
I do fee l, way down in my nose 

hairs, that thi s country faces a Cunt 
Crisis : Our streets are littered with good 
girl s - honest girl s - walking around 
smelling like octopi. Vaginal 
odor ruins romance and 
fosters much distrust be
tween the sexes. Few 
things dampen an 
amorous mal e's 
affection more than 
the rank, odiferous 
stench of a woman 
who has degraded 
through poor hygienic 
practices. Many bright, 
well-meaning maidens 
have seen their love 
lives dashed to pieces 
because their genitals' pun-
gency suggested unhealthful habits and 
debauchery. Can these women be saved? 
Sure, but first they must be scrubbed . 
And disinfected. And schooled in 
methods of blunting their natural offen
siveness. But I don ' t want anyone to 
get the wrong idea. 

It's not my intent to have you 
believe that ALL women stink. As 
a Philadelphia cabdriver, I was once 
flagged down by a hulking Negress, a 
dead ringer for Shirley Hemphill , who 
instructed me to .drive her to a nearby 
me nta l hospital. She then pulled a 
sopping-wet twenty-dollar bill from her 
African vagina and handed it to me. Upon 
later inspection, I was relieved to discover 
that the so aking greenback offered 
absolutely no smell. It was as if the 
woman's vaginal flora had actually laun
dered the item of currency. 

I 

No, I' ve encountered clean cunts be
fore. In fact, I'm married to one. 

That' s right. Almost a decade ago, 
the skanky pussies disappeared into my 
nightmares like the cheap ' 50s B-movie 
monsters they were. I met a woman of 
Hebraic ancestry whose nether regions 
bore no stomach -so uring smells. I 
promptly wed her. Ten years of fish-free 
connubial bli ss. Our secret to a success
fulmmTiage·? No vaginal odor. Her cunt 
smells about the same as my wrist- not 

at all. She was born with the 
Unscented brand of pussy. 

The li ' l Jewgirl' s go t 
good bacteria. I'm 

blessed. 

am, 

to worry about the 
other pussies - the less- fortunate ones. 
What about them? Why do some girls 
stink, while others remain odor-free ... 
free, indeed, to laugh, to love, to cuddle? 
Why do roses bloom in some fields, while 
manure festers in others? And finally, 
what in the name of the Homo Jesus 
Clown are the biological mechanisms be
hind vaginal malodor? 

To understand vagin al odor, yo u 
must first understand the vagina itself. 
The foul truth is that every woman car
ries a potential stink bomb between her 
legs. There 's a whole science-fair project 
goi ng on in there , a wild kingdom of 
aq uat ic bac illi. Mucus oozes from her 
pussy walls like water being squeezed 
from a floor mop. Her everyday secre
tions serve to cleanse those sugar walls 
in the same way that saliva keeps one's 
mouth from becoming overrun with the 
slime of half-chewed pretzels. In a nor
mal, happy vagina, certain "good guy '· 
microorganisms such as the lactobacil
lus bacteria create an acidic pH balance 
which thwarts the growth of more 
sinister, odor-causing germs. 

Candida albicans, more commonly 
known as vaginal yeast fungus , exists in 
small enclaves in every vagina. But once 
a pussy's pH balance is thrown off
kilter, yeast fungi may explode in 
number, causing thick, whitish, cottage
cheesy discharges to flow from a gal's 
labia like thousands of miniature twat 
biscuits . An effulgent yeast infecti on, 

~ which is estimated to strike three 
S, of every four women at least once 
~ in their lifetimes , may sm e ll 

vaguely like baking bread. When the 
yeast cells begin to die en 

~~~~8~~~;m=a~sse, they release a compound 
known as 

get e d as the culprit behind the smells 
of dead flesh, poo-poo, and skunks. 
Mercaptan has also been described as 
smelling somewhat like burnt rubber. So 
if it looks like cottage cheese and smells 
like a car crash, yeast may be to blame. 

The legendary fish odor may be 
symptomatic of a syr.dr0me known as 
bacterial vaginosis (BY), especially if the 
smell seems particularly tart directly 
following intercourse. As with yeast in-
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fection s, BV is a sign that renegade germs society does not lack for douchcbags. 
have overthrown the vagina's normal A woman can select from an array of 
bacterial ba lance. Microscopic critters vulva-scalding products- sprays , creams, 
such as gardnerell a vaginalis, thought to potions, lotions, jellies, foams, and herbal 
exist in a quarter to half of all human extracts- all designed to blunt thi s. the 
vaginas, come to prominence at the ex- cruelest of nature's jokes. 
pense of more benign bac teri a. These But as usual, nature has the last 
bad-boy microorganisms secrete waste laugh. Not only does douching effect a 
materials which irritate the vag inal walls genocide of undesirable bacteria, it also 
and yield di scharges redolent of rotting eliminates the good-guy germs which 
trout heads. BV can be tamed through maintain a proper floral balance within 
prescripti on topical ge ls. the vagina, hastening yet more intra-

An oth er roo t ca use of feminine pussy bacterial anarchy. 
fishine ss is a s in gle-ce ll ed mon ster Thepinnacleofdoucheignorance is 
known as tri chomonas (or " trich"), a exemplified in a 1941 magazine .ad for 
highly contag ious protozoan which in- liquid Lysol. Over the course of four 
fests up wards of three milli on cunts illustrated panels, the ad describes "how 
yearly via toilet seats, a young wife overcame the 'one ne-

towels, and sexual in ter-~a§ glect' that wrecks so many 
course . One medical ~ ~ marriages." After another 

"" d'"'';b<S tric~~ / ~ blowo"t "g"m'm w;th h" 
as giving ri se to ~ hubby, the ad's feminine 

a "yell ow/ ~ ~ protagonist tea rfully 
green frothy t:._ ' 
discharge,·' ~ 
accompanied ~ 
by burnin g, 

the unmi s
takable air of 
seafood. As 
with BV, a 
little dab of the 
proper antimicrobi al 
glue will s lay the 
dreaded trich dragon and 
prevent one 's pussy from 
being eaten ali ve . 

Of course, foul -smell 
ing vaginal discharges could 
be the symptom of something 
far worse. Chlamydia (or "the clam") 
is often accompanied by vul vular rank-. 
ness, as is gonorrhea. In a worst-case 
scenario, your lover's malodorous muff 
may signal the immunodeficiency 
breakdown associated with AIDS. 
Mangia! 

Then again , it could be something 
as simple as the fact that the slob doesn' t 
wash very often. Some pasty amalgam 
of piss, feces; crotch sweat, dead sperm, 
and menstrual waste could be causing the 
erection-killing fumes which destroy true 
intimacy. A little time spent Sudsing the 
Beaver couldn't hurt much. 

visits her 
sister-in-law, who delicately explains , 
"You may be the guilty one, Sis. Often a 
husband's love grows cold just because 
a wife is careless - or ignorant - about 
feminine hygiene. It's one neglec t few 
husbands can forgive ." She then de-

. scribes how her own doctor prescribed 
liquid Ly sol "for intimate pers o na 
care." Taking her sister-in-law 's advice, 
the distraught heroine squirts an indeter
minate amount of liquid Lysol up her 
gash and returns home, where her hus
band is waiting with flowers . The ad 
further states that "thousands of modern 

hygiene." It is impossible to gauge how 
many cunts were cauterized by such 
wrongheaded medical advice. 

So tell her to put away the oven 
cleaners. Instead, gently suggest that she 
funnel a truck1oad of yogurt with live 
cultures into her gap ing black hole. A 
fresh infusion of yogurt's acidophilus 
bac teria will repleni sh the healthful 
micro-bugs she ' ll need to fight the good 
fight against embarrassing odors. Vinegar 
or cranberry-juice douches are also rec
ommended as sane ways to restore law 
' n ' order between her legs. For yeast 
infections, a garlic c love wrapped in 
cheesecloth and rammed up the snatch 
may do the trick, as may a tampon dipped 
in a three-percent solution of potassium 
sorbate. And as mentioned earlier, 
doc tor-prescribed topical creams. can 
prevent the invisible fishies from swim
ming upstream again. 

Do flie s buzz around your 
paramour's pudenda? Does her quim 
make you queasy ? If you're nauseated 

with all the flounder-flavored 
cunt-puke which flows from her 

hole like so much Girl Lava, 
it ' s your sacred obliga
tion as a boyfriend to tell 
her about it. Should 
couples engage in frank 
discussions about pussy 

smell? Indeed. You can't blame a 
chick for smelling that way - only for 
not taking care of it. As her lover, you 
bear equal responsibility in assuring 
that she presents a clean, fresh-faced 
pussy to the world. It's your duty to offer 
gentle persuasion and s9ftly muttered 
suggestions. And if the bitch doesn't 
clean up her act, you should abandon her 
like the mud-wallowing sow she is. 

Perhaps Rome fell not because it 
threw so many orgies, but because it 
didn't clean up afterward. Sex should be 
something wonderful, not a test of one's 
endurance in germ warfare. A woman's 
gash should be her highest treasure, but 
all too often it is her shame. A lady's 
cum-bucket can either be a gleaming 
tabernacle or a reeking Port-A-Potty. It 
all comes down to proper bacterial man
age ment. The vag inas of America's 
women MUST be cleansed. If a nation 
cannot control the stink of its women, that 

Which brings us to the douche. Our women rely on 'Lysol' for feminine nation is surely doomed to perish. 
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You must be 18 to order from this list and 
a signed age statement must accompany 
your order. 

Note: Prices listed are per each issue 

(Ex: Alexis 1-5 2.95 = 2.95 for each 
issue) 

Alexis Vol. 11-5 2.95 each 

Alexis Vol. 2 
Attention all Trekkie fans longing for a 
"new generation" of sci-fi to "boldly go" 
much farth.er than skin deep; Alexis, chock 
fu ll o' foxy women, hot guns, futuristic 
motorcycles and sexually-deranged robots 
pulls no punches! Vol.2 #1 -5 2.95 

Alien Sex/Monster Lust 
A double helping of some of the wildest 
and weirdest hardcore sex scenes imagin
able, featuring gruesome ghouls , bizarre 
extra-terrestrials, and willing babes! 2.95 

Aphrodisia 
Samhara is a psychic slut who just can ' t get 
enough in this photorealistic tour de force. 
Troubled by the dark and lusty visions 
which come in the throes of passion, she 
undergoes a very special kind of sex 
therapy! 1.2 2.95 

Baby, You're Really Something! 
Hard-to-find drawings of naked and near
naked women (from '60s pulp novels) by 
Frank Frazetta. 2.95 

Bang Gang 
Supersexx, the hedonistic blonde super
heroine, takes on anything that comes her 
way, decked out in "thigh-high stockings, 
platform boots , a cape, and not much else! 
I 2.50 

Beach Babe I 2.95 

Beatrix Dominatrix 
Showcases the exploits of Beatrix and her 
soap-opera love affair with troubled 
playmate and former teen hooker Raylene. 
Creative cruelty at its finest! I ,2 2. 95 

Beta Sexus 
Sarah and Vanessa are two women on a 
galactic ship filled with men, and even 
though they're older than recorded history, 
their lusts cannot be contained! 1-3 2.95 

Betty by the Hour 
Sometimes funny , sometimes sad, always 
sexy, these vignettes showcase the life of 
an adorable prostitute in the big city as she 
tries to earn a living with her most 
precious commodities-her tits, her wits , 
and her clit. 1-6 2. 95 

Blazing Foxholes 
Trench warfare with the cheeky girls of the 
Pussy- er, Percy Patrol; four randy officers 
just rarin' for a go- at the enemy , that is . A 
hardcore war comic the way you like 'em! 
1-3 2.95 

Blonde Avenger 
With the brains, the brawn, and the help of 
her femme fatale friends, the Blonde 
Avenger battles the Maneater and other 
menaces in this raunchy super-hero series! 
1-5 2.75 

Blonde: Bondage Palace 
A search for a mysterious youth serum 
turns a building complex upside down as 
the Blonde works her way room by room, 
story by story. More trussed-up babes per 
page than you ' ll see anywhere else! 
1-5 2.95 

Blonde: Phobus III 
Banished to the prison planet Phobus III , 
the Blonde is brainwashed, tormented , and 

humiliated in the latest and most bizarre 
installment of this gorgeously illustrated 
series. 1-3 2.95 

Blood Road 
Chronicles the ne ' er do well antics of 
James, a bad-assed biker "rebel with a 
cause." 1 2.95 

Body Paint 
Asian Ice-Queen Sumi melts all over the 
page with a little help from her comely co
ed friend, Dani! 1-3 2.95 

Bondage Confessions 
This portfolio of fabulously dark images is 
the perfect addition to your erotic art 
collection-or for your leather-studded 
coffee table! 1,2 2 . 95 

Buffy & Her Bosom Bondage Buddies 
Details the cheerful torments endured by 
the super-stacked and ultra-guileless Buffy 
in a variety of very confining and humiliat
ing situations. Outrageous! 1-3 2.95 

Cannibal Porn 
Heroin, punks and oral sex of a distinctly 
different order fuel this minimum-wage 
story of lust, poetry and bodily harm in the 
gothic tradition. 1-3 2.95 

C. E. 0 . Fellatio 
Hungry to settle into a masochistic merger 
of his own, an enterprising young lawyer is 
hell-bound for the business trip of a 
lifetime; while his wife gets it on behind 
his back , a sexy young female business 
rival is rarin' to negotiate a few surprise 
business "propositions." 1,2 2. 95 

Cheeta Pop Vol. 2 
The ambitious bombshell, Cheeta Pop, 
moves up the Hollywood food chain, going 
behind the scenes to produce her scorching 
B-movie jungle class ic , "Love Slaves of 
the Brain-Spiders!" 1-3 2 . 95 
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Cherry 
Otherwise known as Cherry Poptart. .. 
bawdy fun and plenty of sex from Larry 
Welz. 1-10, 12-18 2.95 each, 11 (3D) 3.95 

Cherry's Jubilee 
A spin-off of the regular Cherry, featuring 
different guest artists in the sexy style 
you've come to demand! 1-4 2.95 

Christina Winters Agent of Death 
One cockteasing special agent who knows 
how to use a gun! Sexy chicks, bombs, 
ghouls and adventure! 1,2 2. 95 

City of Dreams 
The story of Christine, an intelligent and 
sensitive girl who is haunted by dark, vivid 
sexual fantasies that couldn' t possibly ever 
become reality . .. or could they? 1-4 2.95 

Contessa 
Loosely based on the real-life misadven
tures of three dominatrixes from L.A.'s 
perilous B&D scene, The Contessa proves 
that women can be bad ... and bold and 
beautiful! 1,2 2.95 

Crack Whore 
For a piece of rock, she'll put her ass on 
the line-and on the auction block-in this 
dark and dirty look at the depraved world 
of a woman who'll do anything for drugs 
and illicit sex . 1 2.75 

Crystal Balls 
What begins as a masturbatory S&M 
daydream in the scrumptious sleepy head 
of Alexis Snow burgeons into a magical 
Tolkien-esque encounter between this 
world and a sexy fantasy sphere. 1,2 2. 95 

Cupid's Revenge 
Beefcake gardener Mr. Hardware can't 
keep it up as a horny ghost haunting the 
Fahrenheit Finishing School forces him 
into overtime orgies. 1,2 2.95 

Darker Side of Sex 
Cut loose with Jamie and Frank, a couple 
inspired to invigorate their sex lives as they 
explore the delirious gray area between 
pleasure and pain. 1-4 2.95 

Devil 's Angel 
Weaves a dark web of sexual depravity and 
suspense through the streets and bordellos 
of an urban jungle slipping further into 
decline ... a no man's land through which 
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the darkly obsessed Ryder Wingate pursues 
Roxy, who may be carrying the child of 
the Devil! 1,2 2.95 

Diary of a Dominatrix 
Follow the real-life adventures of a 
professional disciplinarian! 1-3 2.95 

Eros Forum 
Eros Comics' rambunctious readership's 
most twisted tales of sexual conquest, 
illustrated by top artists . #1 2 .50, #3 2.95 

Erotic Holiday 
If you think the perfect holiday involves a 
lot of fucking & sucking on the sand take a 
trip with these star-crossed lovers! 1 ,2 2. 75 

Exhibitionist 
This gem of a· comic from Sweden shows 
us superheroines who achieve super
powers only when aroused . 1,2 2.50 

Eye Candy 
Sexy fifties-style pinup art and comics, 
courtesy of Visions of Curves creator Todd 
Borenstein. 1-3 2.95 

Femosaur World 
On the planet Nemesis, where the deadly 
Carnofemme lives. it's a fight to the 
fuckin' finish between a young hunter 
initiate and the monstrous killing machine. 
2.95 

Ghetto Bitch 
Hot 'n' bothered, she's a sassy-assed crack 
whore out to even up the score! 1 2.75 

Harem Nights 
A luscious harem girl pays a high price for 
freedom to escape her cruel Sultan master. 
Bloodthirsty violence and plenty exotic sex 
in the sizzling deserts and dusky palaces of 
the Orient! 1-4 2.95 

Here Come the Lovejoys 
They're the Cleaver family of the '90s with 
the focus on ... beaver! While Dad works 
longs hours in the office, Mom has a 
handful in the kitchen! 1-2 2.95 

Horny Biker Slut Comics 
Bikes, babes, bodies ... What else is there? 
Totally vile . . . Our hottest seller and 
personal favorite! 1-8 2.95, 9,10 3.95 each 

Hot Lips 
A beautiful French vixen named Elisa 
seeks true love after 12 years as a sex slave 
to a cold and uncaring master. 1-2 2.75 

Hot Line 
Never thought of phone sex as real? You'll 
change your tune once you lend your eyes 
and ears to this red-hot series from Spain! 
1-2 2 .50 

Hot Nights in Rangoon 
From France comes this action/suspense 
thriller set in the exotic/erotic Far East! 
1-3 2.95 

Ironwood 
Injects the fantasy genre with a healthy 
shot of lust in this adventure saga that 
includes erotic arts of every description
fantasy of epic proportions that has 
garnered a panting following of men and 
women alike. 1-11 2 .95 

Jacquelyn the Ripper 
Concert pianist Jacquelyn gets her jollies 
by wreaking vengeance on rapists and 
other scoundrels! Good, violent, smutty 
fun! 1-4 2.95 



Jane Bondage: From Hell With Love 2.95 

Jane Bondage: Thunderballs 
What do you get when you turn James 
Bond into a slutty blonde with a gun and a 
secret mission? Agent Oh-Oh-Oh goes into 
action with Blo Job against the evil 
P.H .A.L.L.U.S. empire. 2.95 

Karate Girl 
Innocent schoolgirl by day, lib idinous 
avenger by night, Karate Girl is the most 
outrageous import from the Land of the 
Rising Sun in years! 1-3 2 .95 

Karate Girl Special 
\1ore short stories , and a collection of 
~orgeous pin-ups! 2 .95 

Karate Girl: Tengu Wars 
Karate Girl battles the evil Tengu Master 
in this all-new, aii-XXX-rated sequel to the 
first Karate Girl series! 1-3 2.95 

Lord Farris, Slavemaster 1 2.95 

Lust Stories 
Meet Laura, Jane, and Isabel , a threesome 
of crass but classy women surrounded by 
an aura of intrigue and mystery. 1 2. 95 

Mara Celtic Shamaness 1,2 2.95 

Mara of the Celts 2. 95 

Melody: The True Story of a Nude Dancer 
True story of French Canadian Sylvie 
Rancourt and her transformation from rural 
housewife to nude dancer. 1-10 2.95 

Omaha the Cat Dancer 
There are few series that can rival Omaha 
for sheer quality. Its candid exploration of 
social issues, told in an erotic "funny 
animal" context make it one of the finest 
examples of serious soap opera that comics 
has to offer. Vol. 2 #1-4 2.95 

Orgasm Island 1 2.95 

Peeping Tom 's Cowgirl Blues 
A pint-size peeping tom spies on a luscious 
cowgirl! 1 2.95 

Penthouse Comix 
The international illustrated magazine for 
men. You get the current issue. 4.95 

Play bear 
A witty send-up of popular men' s maga
zines featuring Lil and Jill-,-two Venusian 
pleasure girls who serve up a double-dose 
of futuristic T&A in this campy comic . 
1-3 2.95 

Ramba 
She' s an ultraviolent babe with an 
insatiable appetite for sex-and a hired 
killer to boot! 1-14 2.95 

Real Smut 
Dennis Eichorn, author of Real Stuff, 
focuses on the seamy, sexual side of his 
life in this series. Fabulous biker babes, 
Reubenesque nympho nurses, and more
and every bit of it is true! #4-5 2.75 
#6 2.95 

Sabina, Mistress of Escapes 
Houdini has nothing on this duo- they 
really get a kick out of being tied up! 1-5 
2 .75 

Sally Forth 
Cheesecake-and-sci-fi series by Wallace 
Wood. 1-82 .95 

Saucy Little Tart 1 2.95 

School f or Submission 1, 2 2. 95 

Screamers 1-3 2.95 

Sexecutioner Book 1, Book 2 2. 95 

Sexecutioner 
Sex fiend and do-gooder Marcia Bolens 
(owner of the world' s strongest sphincter) 
takes on ev il, globe-trotting crimi nals! 
Vol. 2 # 1-3 2.95 

Sexy Tales To Give You The Creeps 
Juicy EC tr ibute fea turing sexed-up horror 
tales designed to chill your bone! 1 ,2 2. 95 

Sex Machine 
Computer nerd Annie F letcher creates 
cybernetic fantasy creature Honey (36-24-
36). Boot up your hard dri ve and get ready 
to download some delightful data! 1 ,2 2. 95 

She-Male Trouble 
Sexy she-male comics and pinups, from the 
creator of Horny Biker Slut. 1 2 .95 , 2 3.95 

Slime: The Secret Sex Life of J. Edgar 
Hoover 1 2.95 
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Spanish Fly 1-3 2.95 

Spore Whores 
Spore whores are the forbidden brides of 
an alien thing with a monstrous appetite for 
feminine crotch. Watch their drunken 
fornications with the beast, and then their 
zombie lust for human meat! 1,2 2 . 95 

Stacia Stories 
She's the sexy star for the 90s! Stacia's a 
real life artists' model whose vibrant 
beauty and wicked sense of fun have 
entranced painters and comic artists. Now 
she stars in her own comic book , chock 
full of sexy, funny stories! 1 2.95 

Stiletto: Adventures in Discipline 
Red hot, hard-core, futuristic bondage deep 
in space. 2.95 

Submissive Suzanne 
No one depicts S&M like the Germans. 
Countess Aloya makes life a living hell for 
Suzanne, but even hell has its fine points! 
1-3 2.95 

Sybiana 
New sex comic from D.B. VelVeeda, a 
frequent contributor to Horny Biker Slut 
Comics. 1 2.95 

Ultima Woman 
Super sci-fi adventure with the usual erotic 
cheesecake twist! 1-3 2 .95 
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Venus with a Hot Crotch 
The nymphomaniacal hooker "Hot-Crotch" 
Venus just loves her job! 1-2 2.95 

Visions of Curves 
Deluxe collection of luscious ladies, 
lovingly rendered by pin-up king Todd 
Borenstein. 1-3 4.95 

XXXenophile 
Each issue features short, funny, and very 
explicit sexy sci-fi stories . 1-10 2.95 

XXXenophile Presents 1-5 2.95 

Young Lady Alicia & the Beast 
Lusty woodland orgies and near-rapes; 
extra-hot, super-detailed artwork! 1 2.95 

I 

Young Lust #8 3.95 

Young Witches 
An intense gothic tale of a "special" school 
for girls in Victorian England where the 
budding "talents" of the witches-to-be are 
cultivated by a domineering school 
mistress. 1-4 2.95 

Young Witches II: London Babylon 
#1-4 (of 6) 3.50 

Yuppies, Rednecks, and Lesbian Bitches 
on Mars 1-3 2.95 

:.n..a.~g

e:ro"tica. 
Unlike most other "adult manga" series 
published in the US, these "Mangerotica" 
titles feature hardcore X-rated material, 
redrawn by the original artists from the 
censored Japanese versions. 

Countdown: Sexbombs 
This lusciously crafted mangerotica series 
features an orphan who finds himself at the 
mercy of his guardian and beautiful new 
stepsister, learning lessons never seen in 
any of his school textbooks! 1-5 3.50 

Hot Tails 
Features the story of Kanomi- a shy and 
innocent co-ed- who comes of age lltlt 
once, but twice- Kanomi's equiP~"<~ as 
both a boy and a girl! I 3.50 

Princess of Darkness 
Voted one of the top ten erotic comics in 
Japan for three years running, the story of 
innocent young Maki taking on gang
banging terrorists , perverted peers, and 
carnal canines is now heating up America! 
1-6 3.50 

Visit Atomic Books on the Web! 
http://www.atomicbooks.com 



Sexhibition 
Cyber-babe Yue sparks some white-hot 
gender bent action when she steps into the 
virtual reality S&M simulator! 1-5 2.95 

Super Taboo 1-4 2.95 

Temptation 
Steamy young housewives tango with sexy 
she-males, young men live out twisted and 
arousing fantasies through artificial sex 
slaves! 1-3 2. 95 

a.l.a.za.:r' s 
bo:n..da.ge 
Great pin-ups! Each issue features a 
special theme. Collect 'em all! 

Alazar's Bondage: Girl vs. Gir/2.95 

Alazar's Bondage: Bound & Gagged 2.95 

Alazar's Bondage: Sex Brawl2.95 

Alazar's Bondage: Brutal Kiss 2.95 

Alazar's Bondage: Fetish 2.95 

Alazar's Bondage: Love in Ropes 2.95 

Alazar's Knockout Knockers 2.95 

Big Top Bondage 
What's better than a comic chock full 'o 
Alazar bondage pin-ups? The same, but 
with a riotous circus theme added on for 
good measure! 1 2.95 

Mistress of Bondage 
Full-length prose novella, with lots of 
illustrations! Watch Theresa and Sue 
experience the torments of Castle Thorne 
at the hands of evil Helga! 1-3 2.95 

Women on Top 
Superb portfolio of women on top, on the 
bottom, and everywhere in-between! 2.95 

• e:ri.c 
s-tan.. -ton. 

Confidential TV 
The tragic tale of a frustrated transvestite 
dominated by his mean sister! 1 2.95 

Kinky Hook 
All-girl thrills from the crown prince of 
bondage. More ropes, wrestling, garter 
belts, and spiked heels than you can shake 
a whip at! 1 2.95 

Sweeter Gwen 
Attention foot fanciers and leg lovers! 
You've hit the motherlode with this 
prolonged, detailed, delicious catfight 
starring the innocent Gwen! 3.25 

gay coD1ic& 
Death snake 
Our free-loving stud Coley gives new 
meaning to the term "jailbait" as the 
unruly deathsnake between his legs lands 
him behind bars and in the midst of a 
sadistic prison scam! 1-3 2.95 

Hard Throb 1-2 2.95 

Leatherboy 
Our homosex hero whips and writhes his 
tight, leather-clad butt, battling for respect 
in a homophobic society. 1-3 2.95 

Web of Evil 
Superstud Coley Cochran returns to the 
South to heat up the night! 1-3 2.95 

Coley Running Wild Book 1: The Blade 
and the Whip 
In Book 1 of this fabulous hi-appealing 
series, our voodoo sex-god is led from the 
Caribbean to California! 14.95 
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"I walked the streets. Scoured the back alley ways. The global asphalt was my companion. Looking for a vague whisper of 
another way. Looking for GIRLIE FUN. I first heard of GIRLIE FUN 25 years ago. Someone in Marakesh who knew a friend in 
imports tipped me wise. We were on the steps of the American consulate. Did I ever try GIRLIE FUN he wanted to know. "You 
mean sexual relations?" I roughly countered. "No, no my friend." sputtered Bimbala, the wizened old friend of a friend. 
"GIRLIE FUN! GIRLIE FUN!"I didn't know what this pathetic bedraggled creature meant. He led me to a tired old cafe on the 
far end of Rafmazbool in the old quarter of town. "You wait here- I go get GIRLIE FUN" he informed me. "No I go with you" 
I said, not trusting this set-up one bit. "My friend" he sneered "GIRLIE FUN must be approached very cautiously by one 
individual, alone, in his own special way. "What the hell is it?" I blew up. "Some kind of strip act? A magazine? Foreplay?" 
The old geezer cackled like a thousand troubled hyenas. "You Americans amuse me much," he wheezed. So I sipped a stale 
green local brew. The place was a wreck. A few drunkards. A German tourist. A whore. A long bar ending in a black hole in 
the wall. I sat and waited til long after dark, but the old fakir never came back. No money changed hands. No robbery. No 
con. I staggered back to my Plaza hotel room well past 2 :00. I never was able to trace the old buzzard down again. My 
friends acted like I was crazy. But the old man must have meant something. Much time passed. I married, divorced, repeated 
the process. Traveled around the world 16 different ways. The GIRLIE FUN episode plagued my mind. What was the old 
peasant trying to tell me? I quizzed many people the world over, year in and out. Folks thought it was a practical Joke. A 
crazy old man. A cute, stupid name for sexual shenanigans. Or love even. Or just escorting a girl to the local amusemen1 
center. But the old goat let on that GIRLIE FUN was a very different ballgame. He had intimated it was secretly practised fo1 
generations in his part of the world. Old as time.lt lead to a higher brand of self-knowledge. Unlocked forbidden doors. A ke1 
to some vast great obscure mystery. Or maybe the old marsupial was just having some fun with a gullible young American 
That's how I squared it with myself anyhow. Then I met Marlypsia. Raven hair. Glowing eyes. Marlypsia said she knew wha 
GIRLIE FUN was- her people from that part of the east. I met her in a hotel lobby in Rio. She would offer a rare demonstration 
only, it seems, she had to tend to some chores in Austria first. This shaggy dog story had gone too far . Like the old soak, sh1 
was playing games with my head. I slapped her hard across her cheek. She turned and emptied 4 bullets into my side. It wa: 
touch and go for 7 weeks. I made it. And these days I REALLY don't care what those two meant by GIRLIE FUN. If I find ou 
sometime, fine. If I don't, so what? I have my own brand of GIRLIE FUN. Much more common and easy to understand. I knov 
a lot of girls·. We have fun together. GIRLIE FUN. So maybe I have wasted my entire life trying to understand what a foolisl 
old coot and a would-be assassin were jabbering about. Like I said, I've always been skeptical. Anyway that's alii kno~ 
about GIRLIE FUN. Not much of a story, really, but I'm no story-teller just a curious kind of guy. If I didn't spend a lifetim 
searching for a clue to what they meant, it would have just been something else. Art appreciation, maybe. Religious devc 
tion. Or making lots of money. Or killing lots of people. There are only so many ways to live a life . A search is a search is 
search. As far as I'm concerned, I've found it all. Even GIRLIE FUN. I'm having that right now. Lots and lots of GIRLIE FUll 
Right Belinda? Right? Right? ~ Mark Newgarden, 199 
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'' WHY 00 BABIES LEAVE 

HEAVEN TO COME HERE?'' 

''HE'S TOO LAW TO INITIATE SEXVAl. 
CONGRESS BECAUSE HE'S A MAR
OON&D HILLBILLy.'' 

'' WHY Do BABIES L.t:AVE 

HEAVEN To CoME HERE ? ,, 

''NOTH ING FUNNY HERE .. . 
IT Musr Ju S't BE AN 

ILLU $T~ATIOI\l • 11 
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GlASS£5.'' 
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''.You STEAL /tlly FAEE S_AMPUS , '' I'M A HOI-I\ tiDAl. MANIAC AND I.'vE 
BEEN STALklfllu you SINCE' 1~,'1 8HAUSE 
YouR MIDDlE NAME BEGINS" WITH I(.'' 
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2 Hot Girls 011 a Hot Summer Night 
M and J .C. enjoy themselves (and each 
other) with the help of ice cubes , cucum
bers, a religious icon and more! 10.95 

A11to11 's Collected Drek 
Includes the infamous XXX-rated classic 
Werzdy Whitebread, Urzdercover Slut , plus 
Forbidden Franke11stein and Dracula's 
Daughter. 16.95 

Birdla11d 
Strippers, psychiatrists, musclemen, aliens
it's a veritable hardcore " tour de flesh" by 
the co-creator of Love & Rockets. 12.95 

Blo11de Volume 1: "Double Cross" 
Italy' s sexiest superspy leaves a wake of 
trussed-up bombshells in this novel-length 
bondage classic . 11.95 

Blonde Volume 2: "Bondage Palace " 
A search for a mysterious youth serum 
turns a building complex upside down .. . 
more trussed-up babes per page than you'll 
see anywhere else! 12.95 

Domino Lady's Jungle Adventure 
With the slinky wardrobe of a '30s starlet 
and the arsenal of a state militia, Domino 
Lady thrusts her double D 's where few 
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crimefighters dare! When a criminal pied 
piper releases the city 's primal nature, 
darling Domino goes undercover-baring 
all in the name of the law! A steamy 
flipside takes Domino' s juicy adventures to 
thejungle! 14.95 

Iron Devil 
Long ago: Fey Brith , the freshest flower in 
the foul fleshpot that is the ancient Iron 
Devil brothel. .. Today: Tristi Joie, 
rambunctious rookie in modern-day 
Manhattan's Best Little Whorehouse, on 
the eve of a new millenium ... What sinister 
force links these two ladies of the night. . . 
What happens when an evil is too powerful 
to be contained-and must find a new 
vessel for its depredations? 14.95 

Ironwood 
The fan-favorite creator of The Elementals 
injects ~he sword-and-sorcery genre with a 
healthy shot of lust in this epic story . 
Volume 1 or Volume 2. 16.95 each 

Karate Girl Collection 
You're sure to have a serious yen for this 
super-heroine from the land of the rising 
sun! 12.95 

Lambada Collection Vol. One 
Barroso's collection of sizzling "South of 
the Border" smut masterpieces guaranteed 
to inspire desire: Buttfuque U-Students are 
graded on their curves in this progressive 
university where randy professors are 
known to slip in through the "servant' s 
entrance. " Helga Twist- Willowy blonde 
Helga's graphic wet dreams inspire her 
erotic (Jennings. Or are they dreams? You 
decide as she encounters horny women 
wrestlers and a plumber with a knack for 
laying his pipe! Gaby & the Goat-Girl-on
goat action as two 18-year old debutants are 
initiated into life' s sinful pleasures! 14 .95 

Lann 
The sexy superslut of the galactic 
spaceways lives again in this novel-length 
compilation by smut grandmaster Frank 
Thorne . 11.95 

Liz & Beth Vol. 1: "A Good Licking" 
A blonde and a brunette .. . Paris in the 
springtime . .. lots of sex , a few spankings, 
and some surprises .. . 11.95 

Liz & Beth Vol. 2: "Coffee, Tea or Me? " 
In this sex-sational sequel, Liz gets sucked 
into an airplane hijacking and Beth gets it 
off with some of her husband 's patients! 
12.95 

Liz & Beth Vol. 3: "Tit for Twat" 
Get set for an intimate tete-a-twat with our 
two slinky , kinky jet-setters as they 
menage-a-trois their way through the south 
of France. It's I' amour lesbian at its finest! 
12.95 

Mara of the Celts 
Fantasy quest of revenge and sexual 
awakening pitting Mara, bare-breasted 
Celtic enchantress , against disciples of 
de Sade! 15.95 

Ramba 
Five full-length adventures of the gun
packing, blade-wielding motorcycle slut, 
featuring sex and gore galore, imported 
from Italy! Vol. I 14.95 , Vol. 2 16.95 

Talk Dirty 
A man, a woman. Alone atop an aban
doned crane. Mindgames . Body games. 
Seduction. Violation. Who 's in control? 
16.95 

Timewankers 
Sex through the ages, from Ancient Greece 
to the Jazz Age, courtesy of Steve Sullivan, 
who uses a different art style fo r each 
story! 12.95 



XXX Women 
Thunderpussy, Quim Queen, and Vulvita 
fight for truth, justice, and the American 
lay in this super-hero saga. 14.95 

Young Witches 
Intense, gothic tale of a "special" school in 
which girls are educated in the sensual arts 
of sex goddess Ish tar. Includes color story! 
14.95 

ch.a cha -CO~I.CS 

Angie, Nightnurse 
She seduces, gets seduced and enormously 
enjoys the most extravagant erotic encoun
ters she gets involved in. Her sensual 
appetites are unquenchable and she never 
hesitates to cajole and manipulate her 
patients and co-workers to satisfy her 
perverse interests. 9.95 

Coco 
Reveals life in a Parisien bordello during 
the last war. Julie, a young inexperienced 
country girl , is brought to Paris to assist 
her mother . Julie quickly realizes life has 
more to offer than the arduous duties of an 
assistant. With the aid of an accomplice 
Julie conspires to get what she wants. At 
any price . .. 10.95 

Marquis de Villebreuge is a stern and virile 
master to both his wife and underlings, his 
needs are insatiable and he has a great flair 
in inventing wicked games. When guests 
arrive, they are invited to join in but the 
devil is insidious and plays his tricks on 
every unsuspecting victim. Unsuspecting 
are master and servant alike, as they keep 
busy with their erotic games. 9.95 

Ex Libris Eroticis 
Each volume is a collection of short stories, 
evoking the themes and influence of liberty, 
where man and woman are but two sides of 
the same coin and where love and sex bring 
about the events of life. Vol. 1,2 9.95 each 

Franfrella 
Jeanette is a beautiful farm girl whose life 
is a horror. Everybody on the farm abuses 
her, she is scorned by the man she loves 
and is not even allowed to have orgasm 
until her debonair aunt from Paris visits her 
and changes her name to Franfrella. Then 
the good life starts in earnest. .. 9.95 

Love, East European Style 
Illustrates life before the fall of the Berlin 
Wall. The first tale describes the naughty 
games of apparently innocent girls who 
find ways to alleviate the boredom of 
everyday routine. The second shows the 
secret fantasies of the wife of a Stasi 
official and how wild she gets when she 
has the opportunity to realize them ... The 
third takes us behind the scintillating scenes 
of the famous Bolshoi theatre to reveal the 
antics of beautiful ballerinas . 9.95 

Pearls of Love 
Beneath the savage Indian sun, the 
voluptuous Gladys Crawley and her intrepid 
escort, Captain Henry Johns, pit them
selves against the brutal machinations of the 

evil Rajah. Honor bound to rescue Gladys 
from the lascivious domination of th is 
tyrant and to liberate her from the excesses 
of the Royal Chamber of Love , Captain 
Johns embarks on a death defying 
mission . . . 10.95 

Viviana 
Santiago, a city of three million inhabitants 
and amongst them, living in the slums, 
Viviana who is kicked out of her shack by 
an ungrateful father. She teams up with 
boyfriend Miguel in search fo r a job, any 
job. She travels through cesspools of 
depravation under Miguel's guidance, being 
initiated in the most exotic fo rms of sexual 
activity. 10.95 

n..b~ 
graphics 

Art of Spanking 
A classic tome where the heroine is 
introduced to the spicy pleasures of being 
administered-and administering
spankings! Manara beautifully and 
abundantly illustrates the text. 17 .95 

Butterscotch 
Invisible man meets beaut iful Manara girl. 
Oh, the tricks they perform in public! 
12.95 
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Click 
Meet Claudia, frigid rich bitch. A little 
implant in the right spot, a remote, turn the 
knob: she's a hot cauldron of insatiable lust 
at your control! 9.95 

Click 2 
Poor Claudia. At the end of the last volume 
she thought the transmitter that turns her on 
lost. It's back. And in the hands of a 
handsome James Dean lookalike! 12.95 

Countess in Red 
Dracula step aside! An adaptation of the 
true story of the sadistic yet arrestingly 
beautiful Transylvanian Countess Erzsebet 
Bathory who fed her unquenchable libido 
by staying young with regular full moon 
baths in the blood of no less than 600 of 
her young courtiers, male and female. The 
story was discovered and made famous by 
Leopold Masoch know for establishing the 
art of masochism. 9.95 

Emmanuelle 
From the famous book and series of 
movies that opened th.e world ' s. mind to the 
beauty of sensuous love. Emmanuelle 
embarks on a tour of virtually every form 
of sensuality known to man without the 
slightest race of guilt. Vol. 1-3 11.95 each 

Hidden Camera 
An erotic voyeuristic experience where the 
videos never turn out as planned but the 
experience is always revealing! 10.95 

The Jllu s lraied 
KAMA SUTRA 

Illustrated Kama Sutra 
The original guide to lovemaking in all its 
forms, including some you may not even 
have been aware of! Countless positions are 
enumerated, but also some very wise words 
are provided as to how best win the hearts 
of women and please them to the fullest 
extent. What has made this a classic is how 
eternally true it is. Vol. 1-2 12.95 each 
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Justine 
Justine is the good and virtuous child, 
thrown out into the world of eighteenth
century France, with whom de Sade · 
demonstrates in exacting and unflinching 
detail the rewards such virtue reaps ... At 
the vile hands of the decadent libertine, the 
Marquis de Bressac, Justine is gradually 
suborned to take part in bestial acts of 
cruelty and perversion, corrupted by her 
desire for him and the seemingly endless 
profit his evil brings him. But her 
misfortune is only beginning ... 
Vol. 1 10.95 Vol. 2 12.95 

Lolita 
Lolita's life and fantasies would be enough 
to set even Beelzebub on fire! She and her 
equally voluptuous sister mix and match 
with a seemingly endless parade of 
massively hung studs. Unbridled sheer fun 
fantasy. Vol. 1,2 9.95 each 

Marie-Gabrielle 
"It is an essential tenet of Christian 
morality that sin must be expiated through 
penitence. All that was touched by sin must 
be purified through penitence. Following 
this principle, the body contributed to sin 
and so therefore must be punished. The 
body is sin's instrument and organ and so 
must it be its victim and its object." From a 
quote in this much demanded classic of 
bondage. Not for the squeamish . 15.95 

Nina 
Another raunchy fun series from the 
European sex comics mag Kiss. Spanish 
hot pepper Nina absolutely loves men in 
every conceivable way and there isn't a way 
she doesn't try at least once, generally with 
many more than one! 9.95 

Toll-Free Ordering! 
1-800-778-6246 

Marie-Gabrielle 

Skin Tight Orbit 
Who said women can't write horny stuff? 
Here's a hot collection of erotic science 
fiction stories written by Elaine Lee. 
Vol. 1 9.95, Vol. 2 10.95 

Spanish Fly 
Another hot European artist from the 
sizzling pages of Spain's sexy Kiss 
magazine. Spanish machismo meets saucy 
hot -blooded chi cas in a series of funny, 
well-crafted stories . Vol. 1 9.95 

Spider Garden 
"The mansion of the androgyne Shaalis 
rises in unearthly silence. In the surround
ing garden, Hir human pets roam with Hir 
intelligent machines. Within where leather 
concubines wait to serve Hir every whim, 
Shaalis walks the twilight halls-a capri
cious and erotic ghost. .. " 11.95 

Story of 0 
The story of a woman's complete and 
willing submission Vol. 1-3 11.95 each 

Shorts 
A collection of voyeuristic episodes 
balancing the absurd and the fantastic, 
revealing Manara's sensibility, wit and 
eroticism. 9.95 

Venus in Furs 
A fabulous tableau of pain and ecstasy in 
which men and women writhe in the thral 
of a perverse fever, exploring the limits o 
sexuality and free will. .. A mistress, her 
servant and a vile military officer enact 
tortuous fantasies of dominance & sub
mission, punishment and bondage . 11.95 
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Order now to get your very own limited 
edition MONSTERS N' MODELS 
T-Shirts! 

Designs 1-4 are now available while 
supplies last! These all-cotton T-Shirts are 
printed in glorious black on snow white 
shirts and feature both a gorgeous MODEL 
and a grotesque MONSTER! 

Designs 1 & 3 by Stephen Blickenstaff 
and designs 2 & 4 by Bob Kathman! 
All come in L & XL except #3, available only 
in XL. Shirts are $15 + $1 shipping & 
handling per shirt. Designs 3 & 4 also 
include the fabulous and graphic 

- w::ILO..... MONSTERS N' MODELS logo! 

Please specify size, design # and quanity. 

Make payable to : Monsters N' Models 
Send to : Monsters N' Models Shirts 

2918 St. Paul Street, Apt. IA 
_Baltimore, MD 21218 U.SA 

MONSTERS N' MODELS C 1996 Stephen Blickenstaff and Bob Kathman. All rights reser 
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Anthology of Classic Anonymous Erotic 
Writing 
Collects the very best passages from the 
world's erotic writing. "Anonymous" is 
one of the most infamous bylines in 
publishing history-and these steamy 
excerpts show why! Well-crafted and 
arousing reading for porn connoisseurs. 
6.95 

Bad Habits 
Good girls go to heaven, and bad girls 
go ... back to school. A woman's got the 
right to be served, and served properly. But 
when some dominant and discerning 
women begin to detect telltale signs of poor 
training in their servants, they know there's 
only one remedy- careful, correct re
instruction. And in no time, a certain group 
of wayward young ladies is back in school, 
learning the real, burning truth of submis
sion to Woman. 5.95 

Best Lesbian Erotica 1996 
The debut collection in a new annual series 
celebrating sexy, literate lesbian writing
sometimes dark, sometimes perverse, often 
strange and irreverent, but always compel
ling, provocative, and hot. 12.95 

BiZilrre Sex and Other Crimes of Passion 
Stan Tal, editor of Bizarre Sex, Canada's 
boldest fiction publication, has culled the 
very best stories that have crossed his desk
and now unleashes them on the reading 
public. Over 20 small masterpieces of erotic 
shock make this one of the year's most 
unexpectedly alluring anthologies. 12.95 

Toll-Free Ordering 
1-800-778-6246 

·Blood Kiss: Vampire Erotica 
"The stories are hot, the writing is great; 
I'll recommend it to everyone who is a 
serious student of vampire fiction and/or 
erotica." -Vampire Junction 9.95 

By Her Subdued: Erotic Tales of 
Women's Power 
An unusual anthology that takes a hard 
look at the fantasies surrounding powerful 
women and the people who love them. By 
Her Subdued features writing by women in 
control-of their lives, their lovers , their 
identities. An uncompromising look at 
women who dare to be on top. 6.95 

Carrie's Story 
"I had been Jonathan's slave for about a 
year when he told me he wanted to sell me 
at an auction. I wasn ' t in any condition to 
respond when he told me this ... " Desire 
and depravity run rampant in this story of 
uncompromising mastery and irrevocable 
submission. 5.95 
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Catalyst 
After viewing an explicitly kinky film full 
of images of bondage and submission, 
several audience members find themselves 
deeply moved by the erotic suggestions 
they've seen on the screen. Bondage, 
discipline, and unimaginable sexual sadism 
are explored as long-denied urges explode 
with new intensity. From Sara Adamson, 
creator of The Marketplace Trilogy. 5.95 

Coming Up: The World's Best Erotic 
Writing 
An anthology sure to challenge the limits of 
even the most seasoned reader. 12.95 

Complete Erotic Reader 
A tantalizing array of carnal delights. The 
very best in erotic writing- from the scan
dalous to the sublime-come together in a 
wicked collection sure to stimulate even the 
most jaded and sophisticated palates. 4.95 

Dark Angels 
Collects the tales of lesbian vampires, the 
quintessential bad girls, archetypes of 
passion and terror. Like Daughters of 
Darkness, Dark Angels will get under your 
skin, piercing with tales of desire so 
sharply erotic you'll swear you 'v.e been 
bitten! 10.95 

Daughters of Darkness: Lesbian Vampire 
Stories 
Sexual and seductive, the lesbian vampire is 
a creature of great appetites, the quintessen
tial bad girl who"defies the rules ... 
Daughters of Darkness will get under your 
skin, piercing with tales of desire so 
sharply erotic you'll swear you' ve been 
bitten! 12.95 

Discipline of Odette 
Odette's family was harsh, but not even 
public humiliation could keep her from 
Jacques. She was sure marriage would 
rescue her from her family's "corrections. " 
To her horror, she discovers that Jacques, 
too, has been raised on discipline. A 
shocking erotic coupling! 5.95 

English Governess 
When Lord Lovell's son was expelled from 
college for masturbation, his father hired a 
very proper governess to tutor the boy
giving her strict instructions not to spare 
the rod to break him of his bad habits. But 
governess Harriet Marwood was addicted to 
domination. They take the downward path 
to perversion! 5.95 

Erotica: Women's Writing from Sappho 
to Atwood 
The first collection of female erotic writing 
through the ages, and the first to reveal the 
form's amazing scope-as multifaceted as 
the sexuality of women themselves. Erotica 
reveals the history of women's erotic 
writing and re-examines the literary 
expression of female sexuality. 12.00 

Flesh Unlimited 
Debauched aristocrat Mony Vibesco and a 
circle of fellow degenerates blaze a trail of 
uncontrollable lust and depravity across the 
streets of Europe. A young man reminisces 
his sexual awakening at the hands of aunt 
and sister as he is expertly schooled in the 
finer arts of Venus. 9.95 

Herotica: A Collection of Women's Erotic 
Fiction 
Stories which range from fantastic to 
autobiographical, nostalgic to pressing, 
quick and dirty to philosophical and 
maddening. In each , the woman's path to 
orgasm, her anticipation, are front and 
center. 10.00 
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Herotica2 
A completely new feast of spicy stories that 
celebrate sex and sensual pleasure . From 
hot. steamy beach fantas ies to romantic 
encounters that are sometimes quick and 
dirty and other times exquisite matters of 
the heart , these tales are sure to delight. 
10.00 

Herotica 3 
From naive first love to futuresex, from 
romance-novel fantasy to wild encounters at 
the laundromat , th is collect ion of steamy 
stories will leave you breathless . 10.95 

High Risk: An Anthology of Forbidden 
Writings 
This provocative collection of short fiction, 
essays and poetry free ly delves into 
forb idden zones of sex and transgressive 
behavior. Here is the so-called dark s ide of 
life beckoning in all its manifes tations
sadomasochism, prostitution, incest , drug 
use. bondage, transsexuality. Includes 
Kathy Acker, Wil liam S. Burroughs , 
Dennis Cooper , Pat Califia, Karen F inley, 
Bob Flanagan, Cookie Mueller , Gary 
Indiana and others. 12 .95 

High Risk 2: Writings on Sex, Death, 
and Subversion 
With pieces on violence, mortality , sex for 
money , sex fo r drugs , sex for revenge, and 
the disintegration of the body , High Risk 2 
offers perverse and profound ways of 
looking at the world today . Includes Leslie 
Dick , Diamanda Galas , Stewart Home , 
Ann Rower and others. 10.95 

Kung-Fu Nuns 
Eugenia Florette was known as Beautiful 
Birthday Present. An exquisite creature, she 
had been given , as a toy would be given, to 
Kee Djung Pau, the 82 year-old head of the 
Kee Clan, the most despised black family 
in all of Asia. She was dete rmined to give 
herself totally , and she found each encoun
ter with him educational if not enriching . 
4 .95 

Leather Women 
A groundbreaking anthology . No fetish is 
too fo rbidding and no taboo worth 
honoring in the world of Leather Women
a world guaranteed to challenge all 
assumptions about the female libido. 
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Fifteen new and emerging writers contrib
ute their cutting edge fantasies-and 
realities-to th is start! ing reassessment of 
the sexual imagination. 4.95 

Leather Women II 
Once again editor Laura Antoniou turns a 
discerning eye to the writ ing of women on 
the edge-result ing in a second collect ion 
sure to ignite libidinal tlames in any reader. 
4 .95 

Love Bites 
Vampire lovers, hookers , groupies and 
hustlers of all sexual persuasions are 
waiting to entice you into thei r sensuous 
world. But be prepared! A volume of tales 
dedicated to legend's sexiest demon, the 
Vampire. 12.95 

Love In Vein: 20 Original Tales of 
Vampiric Erotica 
Acclaimed dark fantasy author Poppy Z. 
Brite has brought together this original 
collection ofvampiric erotica, a shameless 
celebration of unspeakable intimacies. 
12.00 

Mammoth Book of Erotica 
This book will educate, excite, surpr ise and 
instruct as you read the greatest writ ing of 
love's finest scribes, including Kathy 
Acker, Clive Barker , Leonard Cohen, 
Adam-Troy Castro, Anne Rice. Marco 
Vassi and more. 9.95 

Masquerade Reader 
Masquerade Books presents a salacious 

. selection of excerpts from its library of 
erotica. The infamously strict lessons 
learned at the hand of The English 
Governess are continued in Nina Foxton , 
where the notorious Nina proves herself a 
very harsh taskmistress . Scandalous 
confessions are to be found in the Diary of 
an Angel, and the harrow ing story of a 
woman whose desires drove her to the 
ultimate sacrifice in Thongs completes this 
collection . 4.95 

Mobius Stnpper 
The true experiences of stripper Bana Witt 
in the 60s. " ... started making me question 
my sexuality because (Bana Witt) had way 
more rad sexual experiences than I had . . . " 
-Perry Farrell (Jane's Addiction) 7.00 

My Darling Dominatrix 
Devoid of sleaze or shame, an honest and 
compell ing account of the power and 
passion that bind two unique individuals 
together. 6.95 

Noirotica: An Anthology of Erotic Crime 
Stories 
A collection of darkly sexy tales, taking 
place at the crossroads of the crime and 
erotic genres. Thomas Roche has gathered 
together some of today 's finest writers of 
sexual fiction, all of whom explore the 
murky terrain where desire runs irrevocably 
afoul of the law. Carol Queen, Trish 
Thomas, Poppy Z . Brite and Christa Faust, 
Lucy Taylor, Nancy Collins, John Shirley 
and many others are represented by their 
most hard-bitten , hard-hitting tales . 6.95 

On a Bed of Rice: An Asian American 
Erotic Feast 
Erotic literature by Asian Americans. 
Stories, essays , poems, and photographs. 
14 .95 

Penguin Book of Lesbian Short Stories 
In coming-out stories about cross-dressing, 
vampire tales, science fiction , parody and 
romance, these writers challenge traditional 
fo rms of expression and subject matter in 
an extraordinarily rich and varied discourse 
to give voice to the lesbian imagination. 
13 .95 

Pleasure Chateau 
The story of Leanda, mistress of an 
opulent chateau where she tirelessly 
indulges her compulsion for sexual 
extremes, entertaining retinues of deviants, 
transsexuals and freaks in pursuit of the 
ultimate erotic experience. When a dark 
stranger calls, schooling her in the ways of 
his bizarre cul t, she is finally transported to 
a zone where sex transcends death itself, 
and existence becomes a never-ending orgy 
of the senses. 9 .95 

Prisoner, The 
Judge Black has built a secret room below 
a penitentiary, where he sentences the 
prisoners to hours of exhibition and 
torment while his friends watch . Judge 
Black' s House of Corrections is equipped 
with one purpose in mind: to administer his 
own brand of rough justice! 5.95 



She Devils 
A mother and her three daughters . . . 
sharing their Inexhaustible sexual favors 
between the same young man, each other, 
and anyone else who enters their web of 
depravity . 9.95 

S/M Futures: Erotica 011 the Edge 
Ten authors turn their futuristic visions to 
the intense erotic underground of power 
exchange and leather sex . 12.95 

SM Visions: The Best of Circlet Press 
A volume of the very best speculat ive 
erotica available today. Circlet Press is the 
first publishing house to devote itself 
exclusively to the erotic science fiction and 
fantasy genre. SM Visions is sure to be one 
of the most thrilling and eye-opening rides 
through the erotic imagination ever 
published. 10.95 

Story of the Eye 
In 1928 Georges Bataille published under a 
pseudonym this first novel , a legendary 
shocker that uncovers the dark side of the 
erotic by means of forbidden, obsessive 
fantasies of excess and sexual extremes. 
7.95 

Story of 0 
Relates the progressive willing debasement 
of a young and beautiful Parisian fashion 
photographer, 0, who wants nothing more 
than to be a slave to her lover, Rene. The 
test is severe-sexual in method, psycho
logical in substance ... 5.99 

Techllosex: Cyber Age Erotica 
From virtual reality to sensoria to technolo
gies science has not yet invented, from the 
romance of automobiles to artificial 
intelligences, it is all here, in wondrously 
eroticized technological fashion! 7. 95 

Thongs (Alexa11der Trocchi) 
Lays bare the soul of a woman: Gertrude 
Gault, the Grand Painmistress whose 
unquenchable desire draws her from the 
ghettos of Glasgow into the back rooms of 
sadists who wield leather thongs wi th the 
authority of mad kings; into exotic sleazy 
brothels populated with dirty drunken 
sailors and a rapacious pegleg dwarf. A 
vividly evocative, sexually explic it coming
of-age story with a shocki11g denouement 

that will leave even the most jaded reader 
gasping for breath . 9.95 

Torture Garden 
Once described as "the most sickening 
work of art of the nineteenth century." 
Following the twin trails of desire and 
depravity to a shocking sadistic paradise-a 
garden in China where torture is practiced 
as an art form-a dissolute Frenchman 
discovers the true depths of degradation , 
infinitely beyond his prior bourgeois 
imaginings. 13.99 

Unnatural Acts & Other Stories 
Marks the chilling debut of Lucy Taylor, a 
young writer of uncommon nerve and 
assurance. Plunging deep into the dark 
recesses of the psyche, Taylor carves out 
new territory at the crossroads between 
horror and eroticism, reinventing the genre 
on her own, unsettling terms . These nine 
tales deliver a disturbing vis ion of sex and 
terror certain to unhinge even the most 
jaded aficionado of shock, and bring new 
converts to Taylor's cult of readers. 12.95 

Venus in Furs 
Illuminating his darkest obsess ions, Sacher
Masoch created the unforgettable Severin 
and Wanda-a "suprasensual" man who 
craves abuse and domination , and an 
idealized cruel, icy Venus come to life
literary reflections of Sacher-Masoch 'sown 
life. A fascinating account of the pathology 
of submission and control. 9. 95 

AL I SON T Y L ER 

Virgin, The 
Veronica answers a personal ad in the 
"Women Seeking Women" category-and 
discovers a whole sensual world she never 
knew existed! And she never dreamed 
she 'd be prized as a virgin all over again, 
by someone who would deflower her with a 
passion no man could ever show .. . 5. 95 

Whip Angels 
Victoria'sjournal reveals her darkest 
secrets, her induction into a bizarre yet 
addict ive sexual underground at the hands 
of her immoral , incestuous guardians. 
Behind the facade of everyday life seethes 
black leather mayhem, voluptuous eruptions 
of demonic angels from timeless torture 
zones , a midnight twist heralded by the 
bullwhip's crack and the bittersweet swipe 

of the cat. Blazing with erotic excess and 
incandescent cruelty, The Whip Angels is a 
feast of dominance and submission , of 
corrupted innocence and tainted love . 9.95 

White Thighs (Alexander Trocchi) 
As Saul submits to the role-playing 
episodes of his brilliantly cruel house cook 
Kirstin, his plan to reclaim his darkly 
beautiful childhood governess Anna begins 
to sink under the weight of his craving fo r 
a more profound expression of control . 
Saul's maddening love of dominance leads 
to a denouement that is as satisfying as it is 
surprising . 9.95 
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Marketplace (Sara Adamson) 
What brings people to the Marketplace? 
What dark urges compel them to seek this 
place .. . this place where they will give their 
bodies over to such exquisite training, to 
such unimaginable use? The path to the 
Marketplace begins in an outwardly 
unassuming house, where each willing 
novice begins the arduous preparations . 
When the training period is over , those who 
emerge will be ready ... 6.95 

THE SLAVE 
! I I I I 0 I W SO 

Slave 
The second volume in the astonishing 
Marketplace trilogy , The Slave covers, 
naturally, the experience of one exception
ally talented S!lbmissive who longs to jo in 
the ranks of those who have proven 
themselves worthy of entry into the 
Marketplace. But the price, while 
delicious , is staggeringly high .. . 6.95 

Trainer 
The long-awaited conclusion of Sara 
Adamson's stunning Marketp lace trilogy ! 
The ultimate underground sexual realm 
includes not only willing slaves, but the 
exqu)site and demanding trainers who take 
submissives firm ly in hand. And now it is 
time for these mentors to divulge their own 
secrets, to lay bare the desires that led them 
to become the ultimate fig ures of erotic 
authority 6.95 
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American Sex Machines 
An eye-opening, provocative, entertaining 
and even thought-provoking look at the 
sexual innovations contained within the files 
of the U.S. Patent Office. With over 300 
illustrations of devices from the Victorian 
era right up to microchip-containing 
condoms. 9.95 

As Seen On TV 
A chronicle of the visual culture of 
everyday life in the 1950s. From the 
painting-by-numbers fad to the public 
fascination with the First Lady 's apparel to 
the television sensation of Elvis Presley to 
the sculptural refinement of the automobile, 
As Seen On TV explores what Americans 
saw and what they looked for with a gaze 
newly trained by TV . A study in style, in 
material culture, and in art history at eye 
level , this book shows us as never before 
those artful everyday objects that stood for 
American life in the 1950s . 14.95 

Black Book 1996 Edition 
"The Guide For The Erotic Explorer. " 
A directory of sex-positive services and 
organizations throughout the U.S . and 
Canada, each year's Black Book is the 
culmination of an ongoing dialog with 
vendors , consumers, and alternative media 
reporting on the sexual underground . 15.00 

Blood, Carnage and the Agent 
Provocateur 
The truth about the Los Angeles Riots and 
the secret war against L.A. 's minorities. 
Alex Constantine sifts through the ashes of 
the 1992 riots and follows the footsteps of 
provocateurs, spies and cover-up artists
with a comparative postscript on the 
invisible government's activities amid the 
1965 Watts riots . 3.50 
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Constantine Report #3: "The Good 
Soldier" 
Contains a lengthy piece on the Oklahoma 
bombing case, plus shorter pieces, all with 
an anti-Nazi slant. Includes: The 

. Nazification of the Citizen 's Militias and 
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the Transformation of Timothy Me Veigh 
from Hyper-Military Robot to Mad Bomber 
• The Great Mengele Death Hoax • 
Electronic Mind Control & The U.S. Postal 
Service • Mystery Fumes, Cults & The LA 
Times • The Search for the Manchurian 
Preschooler • Pacifica Scandal: Dave 
Emory's Politics of Acrimony. 10.95 

Death Row: 1995 Edition 
Includes: In-depth profiles of 12 death row 
inmates. Selected vignettes and alphabetized 
listings of all2,928 death row inmates. 
Selected vignettes and listing of the 257 
death row inmates executed since 1977 in 
chronological order. Over 200 pages. 19.95 

Everything You Know Is Wrong 
TV and the movies don't lie, do they? A 
bullet will blow up a gas tank, people fall 
into cracks during earthquakes, and Captain 
Kirk said, "Beam me up, Scotty," right? 
Wrong . History books don 't get it wrong , 
do they? Cleopatra was Egyptian, Colum
bus proved the world was round, and 
Napoleon was short, right? Wrong! What 
about the stuff everybody knows? We have 
five senses, you only use 10% of your 
brain, and carrots are good for your eyes, 
right? WRONG!! Impress your friends! 
Humiliate your enemies! Get the lowdown 
on these and hundreds of other lies, myths, 
and misconceptions! 14.95 

Fighting Back on the Job 
Tells how to strike back against a lousy 
boss, jerk fellow employees, the. company 
spy, and anyone else in the workplace who 
has ticked you off. If you 're getting 
canned, why not take everyone else with 
you? How about selling company secrets? 
Remember, your boss can only wreck your 
life, but you can wreck his business! 10.00 

Home Workshop Professional Lock Tools 
In step-by-step illustrated detail, "Eddie the 
Wire" tells you how to make your own 
professional lock tools and where to get the 
best materials-with no questions asked! 
Includes: How to make your own pick gun , 
and open locks "automatically. " A tool for 
opening vending machine locks you can 
make for under $5 .00. How to make the 
plug spinner-a tool that every lock picking 
expert should carry. How to "touch code" 

your picks for nighttime use. A tool for 
opening office equipment-make one easily 
from a piece of wire . And more! 26.95 

How Con Games Work 
Thriving on a person's emotions and 
vulnerability-and desire to make a quick 
buck-the con man can make anyone his 
victim. Spot him and his tricks before he 
can relieve you of your cash! A shrewd 
salesman and skilled actor, the con artist 
has many faces, and flimflam authority M. 
Allen Henderson shows you just what to 
look for. Three-card monte, the badger 
games, the wire, pigeon drop, handkerchief 
switch, obituary hustle, and door-to-door 
home repair scams have been around for 
ages, and Henderson explores them in 
detail, as well as spiritual bunco (the 
seance, gypsy blessing) , romance bunco, 
modern-day quackery (mail-order sex and 
beauty enhancers, tonics, electrical 
gadgets), investment scams (oil-lease lands, 
precious metals, distributorships) , and 
more. How Con Games Work points out 
the patterns so you can recognize a con 
when you hear it! 9.95 

Human Monsters: The Bizarre 
Psychology of Movie Villains 
Inspired by Vincent Price's lecture/ 
performance "And The Villain Still Pursues 
Me," published here for the first time, the 
authors have selected sixty-five depraved 
horror movies of the 1930s and 1940s. 
From famous villains like Fu Manchu and 
Sweeney Todd, to bizarre forgotten classics 
like The Man Who Reclaimed His Head, 
this book will chill you with heartless 
human monsters! You'll marvel at the rare 
stills and posters from long-forgotten 
archives. Introduction by Fay Wray . 16.95 

How To Legally Obtain a Second 
Citizenship and Passport-and Why You 
Want To 
There are distinct legal and financial 
advantages to having a second citizenship & 
passport-this book explains the reasons 
and methods for acquiring both . 15.00 

How To Survive a Nuclear Accident 
Survive the impending apocalypse! 10.95 

King Pulp: The Wild World of Quentin 
Tarantino 14.95 



Memoirs of Aleister Crowley 
This reissue of an excellent semi-porno 
biography of Crowley covering his entire 
life, is also funny in that James Murphy, 
the author, clearly does not like his subject 
at all , while being fascinated with him all 
the same. 8.95 

OKBomb! 
The Oklahoma City bombing stands as the 
worst act of political terrorism ever 
committed on American soil. Author Jim 
Keith presents the first thorough investiga
tion of the tragedy and the incredible 
conspiracy that lies behind it. Relying on 
hundreds of sources and dozens of 
exclusive interviews, Keith brings to light 
facts that the government and mainstream 
media have carefully hidden from the 
public, and answers questions that others 
dare not ask: Was the bomb a simple 
fertilizer explosive? Was there more than 
one explosion? Who is responsible for this 
act of terror? The militia? Tim McVeigh 
and Terry Nichols? Government agents? Is 
John Doe 2 still at large? Were some people 
warned of the bombing in advance? 
OK.Bomb! is a stunning expose of the 
hidden forces behind the Oklahoma City 
bombing . It will forever change your way 
of looking at America. 14.95 

Portable Scatalog 
John G. Bourke, a 19th century soldier
scientist, became fascinated with excrement 
while attending a ritual urine-drinking 
ceremony among the Zuni of New Mexico 
in 1881. He spent the next decade of his 
life researching scatalogic folklore and 
customs for his book Scatalogic Rites of All 
Nations. Editor Louis Kaplan has selected 
the most peculiar and compelling Bourkean 
oddities in order to introduce modern 
readers to thinemarkable book-and 

produce a "scatalog" portable enough to be 
carried with ease between the library and 
the toilet. 16.00 

Second-Hand Success: How To Turn 
Discards Into Dollars 
Reveals the tricks used by dozens of clever 
entrepreneurs to turn trash into treasure and 
will show you where to find all kinds 
of used merchandise , from paperback 
books to WWII bombers, and where to sell 
it for top dollar. 14.95 

Steal This Book 
Abbie Hoffman's "Handbook of Survival 
and Warfare for the Citizens of Woodstock 
Nation." One of the 30 publishers who 
rejected Steal This Book stated "This book 
will end free speech! " 7.95 

Unabomber Manifesto: Industrial Society 
& Its Future 
The most wanted criminal in America is a 
cold-blpoded terrorist whom the FBI has 
dubbed the Unabomber. Since 1978, this 
self-styled Luddite philosopher has killed 
three people and injured 23 others with 
homemade bombs sent through the mail. 
His victims include scientists, professors, 
engineers, and industrialists: people who 
spend their lives promoting and extending 
the frontiers of technology. And therein lies 
the key to his motive. The Unabomber 
hates technology with a passion. This book 
reprints the manifesto unexpurgated, and 
contains text inadvertently left out of the 
newspaper version. 9.95 
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Blender 
Described as "Part MTV, part Rolling 
Stone" and called "The Best!" by Enter
tainment Weekly," Blender combines high
speed graphic interfaces and full-motion 
video with traditional journalism. Runs on 
high-end ¥acs & PCs. 14.95 

Digizine 
CD-ROM magazine for Mac and Windows. 
Over 10 hours of play time! 9.95 

Digital Culture Stream 
Mac & PC CD-ROM. Over 40 articles and 
over 35 minutes of video! 19.95 

X-Philes CD-ROM 
The ultimate collection of information! 
Contains over 21500 textfiles and more than 
625 packed megabytes about: Phreaking, 
Hacking, Anarchy, Internet, Security, 
Privacy, Conspiracy, Radio, BBS, Maga
zines, Science, Hardware & Software, 
Cyberspace, Movies & Books, FAQs, Law 
Enforcement, SubCultures, 3D-Objects, 
UFO & Aliens, Strange, Music, Star Trek, 
X-Files, Occult, Games (trainers, cheats, 
solutions) , Videogames (SEGA, Nintendo, 
Atari, SONY, Arcade Games, Pinballs), 
Programming files and much more. BBS
ready; all areas have a files.bbs file. 24.95 
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Charles Manson & the Family: "Live at 
the Bunkhouse" Compact Disc 
Contains 25 minutes of Manson and 
followers in 1969 recorded at the bunk
house ac Spahn Ranch-never previously 
released anywhere-which shows that his 
music was going in a great direction when 
the arrests occurred. The Family a year 
later does their recording of this collection 
of Manson's songs at the same location . 
14.95 (Compact Disc, 62 minutes) 

Murder Can Be Fun Comics #1 
Comic based on the popular zine. This 
issue: Disasters! 2.95 

Quimby 's Queer Store Magalog III 
Quimby's is just like Atomic Books, only 
in Chicago (1328 N. Damen Ave. 312-342-
0910) . Their latest magalog focuses on 
zines and comix, with zine reviews, zine 
publishing tips, interviews with zine 
creators & more. Recommended. 2.00 

Sinner's Bible 
Zine Sourcebook to the Everything! Satan • 
Swing Clubs • Fun • Kink • Tax Protest • 
Free Things • Comix • UFOs • Hallucino
gens • Vampires • More! 3.00 
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Mug Shots: Celebrities Under Arrest 
Includes Hugh Grant, Larry King (grand larceny, charges dropped), 
Mickey Rourke (spousal abuse), Christian Slater (concealed 
weapon), Brett Butler (DUI), O.J. Simpson, and more! 8.95 
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Famous Mugs 
Arresting photos ana felon ious facts for hundreds of stars behind 
bars. Includes T im Allen (aka Tim Dick), William Kennedy Smith , 
Paul Reubens , Malcolm X, Vanilla Ice, Johnny Carson .. . 7.95 
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STEPHEN BLICKENSTAFF has not designed record covers fo r 
the Cramps and T hin W hite Rope. He has not had art published in 
Weirdo and T11 ·ist. He does not have a screen saver program out called 
ScreamSa 1·ers. and he does not have a ScreamSaver card set com ing 
out thi s sum mer from Ki tchen Sin k Press. 

GARETH BRANWYN is the senior editor of bOING bOING maga
zine and co-author of bOING bOING's Happy Mutant Handbook. He 
is also a contributing editor at Wired and is currentl y writing a book 
on do- it -yourself/subversive media . 

BONNIE BURTON is a freelance writer, Web desi gner, and model. 
She has created the Bettie Page si te (http ://ucsu.Colorado.EDU/ 
- bunonh/betty.html ) in honor o f her ido l. She has also designed sites 
for the T V show The Real World, and for a fet ish gear store in Colo
rado, UZI. 

SEAN CARTON is a write r, multimedi a designer, and sock-monkey 
wrangler from Baltimore. He's the author of Internet Virtual Worlds 
Quick Tour (a look at MUDs, MOOs, and other onli ne worlds) , and 
the co-author of the best-se lling Mosaic Quick Tour series . He's also 
contri buted to Internet Roadside A/tractions, the Happy Mutant Hand
book and is currently working on a humongous book about Internet 
tools. He's contri buted to bOING bOING, Cape-X , Link, and ST!M 
magazines . He is currently employed as the interactive media guru 
for RMD Interacti ve. He predicts that by 1997, Atomic Books will 
have con tri buted to 37 groundings, 23 "go to your rooms", 18 random 
puni shments, and numerous counts of gratuitous d isplays of books 
never read. 

G INA COFFMAN designs stu ff for a Ji ving. She pl ays with barbies 
for fun and pro fit. If you' ve ever wanted to know what barbie looks 
like in bondage gear, then thi s the girl to meet. In her spare time she 
fro lics as the art di rector fo r ant magazine. It 's been said she has a 
faus tian pact with Atomic Books to sell her used panties fo r back 
issues of Splash', but that could just be a nasty rumor. 

REX DOANE edits the WFMU magazine Lowest Common Denomi
nator. He is currently writing a history of snack food in America. 

JIM GOAD's penis pulsates with the clean, pleasant smell of an Aryan 
springtime. It also throbs wi th engorgement at the knowledge of Ji m's 
recent mega-bucks book deal, wherein he wi ll write about whi te people 
without money. 

B u T 0 R s 
BOB KATHMAN routinely th anks and worships the comix gods 
for Atomi c Books. T he bl ood sacri fices arc just hearsay. His comics 
have hce n shown in a few gall ery and bar shows and have been 
puhli sheJ in Dufilex Planet Illustrated. ant . Rare Bit Fiends and 
Weirdo . He is working on an anthology of dream comics for Kitchen 
Sink Press. 

JEFF KOYEN publi shes CRANK out of NYC and is a regular con
tri bu tor to Factsheet 5 and the Nelli York Press. 

ROD LOTT is one o f the few Oklahoma Cityans who did not blow 
up this past year. While he is the 24-year-o ld editor/publi sher/creator 
o f HITCH in his spare time, the bu lk of hi s days are devoted to his job 
as an i ndcnt ured servant. 

JOHN MARR is the ed ito r o f the fanzi ne Mu rder Can be Fun. 

MARK NEW GARDEN li ves in NYC and is a chronic drooper. 

CHIP ROWE is still an Internet virgin . You can see why by visiting 
hi s World Wide Web site (http :// virtumall.com/zines/chip/) . He's also 
responsible for Chip 's Closet Cleaner and the This Is Spinal Tap Zine. 

TODD STACHOWSKI's obsession with pervers ion is clearly evi
dent with hi s Anti-Griffith comi c stri ps . featu red for your viewing 
pleasure in thi s catalog of raw fi lth . Todd is currentl y fronting "The 
Rocks tars" and is probably high right now or in the process of scoring 
drugs. 

JOHN STRAUSBAUGH is the author of E: Reflections on tlze Birth 
of the Elvis Faith and Alone with the President (a photo-essay on 
Presidenti al celebrity). He is currentl y Associate Editor of New York 
Press, New York' s leading alternati ve weekly. 

JONATHAN VANKIN is the author of Conspiracies, Cover-ups and 
Crimes. an analysi s and investigati on of conspiracy theories in America 
and the co-author of 50 Greatest Conspiracies of All Time. Previously 
he was news edi tor of Metro, an alternative weekly in San Jose, 
Cali fornia. 

JOHN WHALEN is the co-author of 50 Greatest Conspiracies of 
All Time, and has written for Wired magazine, SPIN, Newsda·:, and 
the Boston Phoenix . Previously he was the medi a columnist '":Jan 
Jose Me1ro. 

Look! It's a Walking Billboard! 
The Atomic Books Action Tee! 

front 

Designed by Baltimore 's own 
Bob Kathman , this rugged black cotton 

tee-shirt is requ ired action wear for the urban 
hipster. Prove your cult-like devotion to 

Atomic Books and buy one today! 

Large or XL: $9.95 • XXL: $12.95 
back 
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